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A – Z GUIDE
A first point of reference
This Handbook is the first point of reference for answering questions about how things work in the
Diocese. If you can’t find the information you need here, the following people may be able to help:
Administrative/legislative matters:
Diocesan Executive Secretary
Financial matters:
Finance Manager and/or Accountant
Parish consultancy:
Bishop’s Chaplain
Learning opportunities & small group resources: Ministry Education Coordinator
Elder care and Social Service matters:
Diocesan Social Services Enabler
Health & Safety
Diocesan Health & Safety Coordinator
Library resources:
Bishop Sutton Library (located at Bishopdale College)
Youth resources:
Diocesan Youth and Internship Enabler
Children’s resources:
Children & Families Ministry Enabler
Otherwise please enquire at the Anglican Centre about the appropriate person to contact.
Anglican Centre phone:
Anglican Centre fax:
Anglican Centre e-mail:
Anglican Centre mail:

03 548 3124
03 548 2125
reception@nelsonanglican.nz
P.O. Box 100, Nelson, 7040

Allowances
General
The following allowances may be available to clergy and lay ministry staff. All allowances are paid on
a reimbursement basis only, up to set maximum levels. The Appointment or Employment Agreement
(or any subsequent variation) will set out the amounts applicable to your position.
• Mileage Allowance
• Book & Materials Allowance (incl. computer consumables)
• Hospitality Allowance
• Training Allowance
• Supervision Allowance
Maximum allowance levels are set per year, with the year calculated from 1 December to 30
November. Claims are made on a claim form which is sent to you towards the end of each month.
Claim forms should be emailed back to the Anglican Centre by the 5th of the following month,
together with relevant receipts, etc. Allowances are usually paid on or about the 15th of each month.
Even if you have used up your maximum allowances, please continue to supply the information, as
this will be used to justify future increases.
The limits are normally below the Inland Revenue Department upper limits. This often means that if
you do not use up all of your allowance in one area, it may allow us to grant a further allowance in
another area. If this applies to you, you should contact the Diocesan Executive Secretary.
Tax requirements
As they currently stand, these allowances are tax free provided they are supported by appropriate
authenticating documents, such as receipts, invoices and copies of log books. This authenticating
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documentation must be kept for 10 years to meet the requirements of the Inland Revenue
Department. To assist with this, we ask that all relevant authenticating information, including a
copy of relevant travel log book entries, is attached to your claim form (a scanned copy is sufficient
for electronic claims).

Mileage Allowance
1.

All mileage claims must be claims for mileage undertaken for the business of the Church,
which may include:
•
home visits to parishioners
•
hospital visits
•
journeys to undertake ministry
•
journeys to town or elsewhere to undertake business transactions on behalf of the
Church, provided such transactions are not an excuse to undertake business of a private
nature.

2.

Mileage may not be claimed for visits of a purely private nature, including:
•
mileage to and from residence and place of work (usually parish office)
•
recreational visit or journeys. (A visit to Golden Bay from Nelson to look in on a former
parishioner would not be claimable.)

3.

A log book of all business mileage must be maintained and claims made against these records.
The log book must clearly differentiate between:
•
parish travel (including travel to training events apart from Ministry Training groups)
•
travel to/from Ministry Training group events and Diocesan committees on which you
may serve
•
personal travel.

4.

A journey outside the Nelson Diocese involving substantial mileage needs the Wardens’ prior
approval.

5.

Wardens and Clergy will review the mileage claim bi-annually to ensure the maximum
claimable amount is at an appropriate level.

6.

Prior to setting the parish mileage quota for each year, the Wardens will review the previous
year’s mileage and advise the Diocesan Executive Secretary of any corresponding changes to
the next year’s budget by 31 May.

7.

The rate paid per km will be according to one of two formulas – please consult the Diocesan
Executive Secretary about which formula best suits your circumstances and the Finance
Manager for the latest rates. The below rates took effect 1 January 2019
Formula 1
Band A:
Band B:
Band C:

Up to 14,000 km annual personal & work related running.
77c per km (of ministry related travel)
Up to 20,000 km annual personal & work related running.
62c per km (of ministry related travel)
Up to 26,000 km annual personal & work related running.
54c per km (of ministry related travel)

For mileage beyond any chosen band, 28.4c per km (of ministry related travel)
2
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Formula 2 (normally advantageous only for very high mileage)
42c per km (of ministry related travel)
These formulae reflect an agreement between NZ Churches and IRD and may differ from the
usual information published by the IRD.
8.

Staff with two vehicles, with both used for ministry purposes - The claim form allows for this
possibility and the annual mileage bands for Formula 1 are calculated on the total mileage
accumulated between both vehicles.

Book and Materials Allowance
The book allowance includes books, magazines, audio and visual tapes, and supplies for faxes,
computer consumables, printers and other consumables for such equipment, service agreements for
computers, new software and other items that fall under those general headings.

Hospitality Allowance
This is an allowance for hosting parish suppers, morning and afternoon teas, breakfasts, lunches and
dinners and overnight stays. It also provides for situations when it is more appropriate to take people
to a local café for coffee, rather than to your home.

Training Allowance
The training allowance is to encourage clergy to take advantage of the training opportunities that are
either offered in the Diocese or elsewhere to assist staff in developing existing or new skills. The first
call on the allowance is the Annual Clergy Conference/Retreat.

Supervision Allowance
This is to enable clergy and others in ministry to pay for the cost of professional supervision. Regular
supervision is a requirement for all clergy in active ministry and for some lay ministers. This will be
specified in your Appointment or Employment Agreement.

Association of Anglican Women (AAW)
The Association of Anglican Women is an umbrella organisation for women NZ-wide, covering any
women’s group which wishes to affiliate with AAW and agrees with its aims:
• to unite in prayer & participate in the mission of the Church
• to promote, safeguard and nurture Christian family life.
There is a Diocesan Executive which keeps in touch with all the groups in the Diocese.

Anglican Care
Social service work of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa New Zealand is increasingly going under the
title of ‘Anglican Care’.
In our Diocese parish-based Anglican Care work is especially encouraged. Our Anglican Care
Committee distributes funds made available by Standing Committee for the specific purpose of social
service work in parishes. The committee also administers the Tindall Foundation grant. Another
source of funding is from the St. Andrew’s Family Trust, which focuses on the nurture of children
and families.
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Funds available for individuals and/or families (applications accepted at any time)
• John and Hazel Baigent Trust for those aged over 60 for the relief of poverty and sickness and
for housing needs or other charitable purposes.
• Godwin Trust for the charitable work of caring for children or other charitable purposes.
• Mary Foster-Barham Trust for the care of elderly and children in a disadvantaged position
within the Nelson and Richmond municipal boundaries - approx $20,000 pa reserved for
urgent and individual grants
• Endres Trust for social services work to assist needy families or persons in the Diocese
(Approved by the Chair of the Anglican Care Committee and the Diocesan Secretary)
• Whareama Trust for individual needs grants to the elderly in situations not covered by other
trust funds - $5,000 reserved for these grants
• St Andrew’s Trust funds for the care of children (and families)

Project funds
• Whakarewa Trust (ACC) for charitable and social service purposes.
Applications are accepted by 1st February, June and October each year.
• Whareama Trust (ACC) for chaplaincy services and support of elderly Anglicans in rest
homes; and for projects assisting the elderly (outside the criteria of the Older Persons
Ministry Fund). Applications are accepted by 1st June and 1st October each year.
•

• Mary Foster-Barham Trust for the care of elderly and children in a disadvantaged position
within the Nelson and Richmond municipal boundaries - approx $40,000 pa for projects which
meet criteria. Annual applications by 1 July.
• Older Persons’ Ministry Fund for the care of older persons
• $250,000 approx pa distributed via parishes/deaneries.
• This includes an individual parish entitlement of $5000 pa. Applications accepted at any
time.
• Annual applications from the remaining contestable fund (usually due by 1 August).
• For further information or to discuss contact socialservices@nelsonanglican.nz
• TheTindall Foundation makes available annual funding with the broad criteria of “a hand up
not a hand out”. Applications accepted by 1 September. The Anglican Care Committee has
the role of recommending applications to Tindall faith funding manager (Anglican Care
Network) for approval. $19,000.00 approx pa
• St Andrew’s Family Trust funds for the care of children (and families). Applications accepted
by St Andrew’s in August each year.
For application forms see www.nelsonanglican.nz under Resources - Grants and Funding
Non-parish organisations must be a registered charity in order to make an application to ACC.
Please contact the Social Services Enabler for further information: socialservices@nelsonanglican.nz
4
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Anglican Centre
The Anglican Centre is located at 48 Halifax Street, Nelson and is home to the Bishop of Nelson, the
Diocesan Executive Secretary, the Bishop’s Ministry Team and the Diocesan finance and
administrative staff.
One of the 3 Video Conference hubs of the Diocese is located in the Anglican Centre Board Room
which is a meeting place for Diocesan Boards, Committees and ad hoc groups.
The Anglican Centre is also home to the resource collection for Small Groups Bible Study, Children’s
and Youth Ministry.
Office hours: 8:30am to 5pm Monday to Fridays (closed public holidays)
Postal:
The Anglican Centre PO Box 100 Nelson 7040
Contact:
Ph (03) 548 3124
Fax (03) 548 2125
Email: reception@nelsonanglican.nz

Appointment Agreements (Clergy)/Employment Agreements (Lay ministry)
All clergy appointed to a stipended ecclesiastical office (such as vicar, priest in charge or assistant
priest) enter into an appointment agreement with the Bishop. Similarly, those in paid lay ministry
enter into an employment agreement – in the case of parishes, with the Wardens and Vicar. Each
agreement contains the authoritative information about stipend/pay, allowances, leave, etc. Nothing
in this Handbook should be construed as contradicting or updating information in an appointment /
employment agreement.
After three years deacons/curates receive the same stipend rate as other licenced clergy.

Archives
Separate information under Policies and Procedures on ‘The care and preservation of parish records’
gives a useful guide on how to deal with parish records. Please note that all marriage, baptism and
burial registers should be sent to the Anglican Centre when they are full.
All other parish records (eg vestry minute books, centennial booklets) are stored at the Anglican
Centre at the discretion of the Diocesan Executive Secretary. The Diocese does not have the services
of a resident archivist; parishes need to be responsible for sorting their own paper records.

Baptism
Preparation of parents (in the case of infant baptism) and of adult candidates is mandatory.
Responsibility for preparation belongs to the minister undertaking the baptism, but the actual
preparation may be delegated to a trained person or persons.
Baptisms should normally take place in a public church service, unless for exceptional pastoral
circumstances when it could take place in e.g. hospital or home. The normal venue would be the
parish church where the baptised and family will be nurtured with ongoing pastoral support.
Note the guidelines for Christian Initiation 1990: Baptism is usually administered in the context of the
Eucharist or another service of congregational worship, unless there are special pastoral
circumstances. Tangihanga, hura kohatu, weddings and other whanau, hapu or iwi events, significant
festivals and other important occasions in the life of the Church, including those where the Bishop may
preside, are appropriate times for baptism.
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Adults who have already been baptised as infants within one of the Christian churches and making
enquiries about ‘re-baptism’ or ‘adult baptism’ should be encouraged to renew their baptismal vows
in an appropriate way, which may include the use of water to symbolise their renewal. The emphasis
in such a service must fall on ‘renewal’ as ‘re-baptism’ is not permitted within the Anglican Church.
Bishopdale Chapel is not to be used for baptisms without the permission of the Bishop.
Records of all baptism should be kept in the parish baptismal register.
Certificates of Baptism are obtainable from the Anglican Centre. (These are fairly functional – more
colourful ones may be purchased through various church supply stores).

Bishopdale Chapel
This is an historic chapel called The Chapel of the Holy Evangelists in the grounds of the former
residence of the Bishop of Nelson, on Bishopdale Hill, Nelson. Access on foot to the chapel is
permissible between the hours of 12 pm and 4 pm every afternoon. For a pre-arranged service such
as a wedding, access by vehicle is permissible from one hour prior to the service until one hour after
the conclusion of the service. Gates have been installed at the entrance to the driveway which are
shut. A key is necessary to open the gates and is available on request from the Anglican Centre.
To book the chapel please contact the Anglican Centre reception, Phone: 03 548 3124.

Bishopdale Theological College (BTC)
Bishopdale College is a key initiative in addressing the challenges and priorities identified in the
Diocesan Strategic Plan, especially for the priorities of discipleship and leadership development. The
College is based at Bishop Eaton House at 30 Vanguard St, Nelson, which is also home for Bishop
Sutton Library.
The College addresses theological education at a number of levels, from parish based resources and
programs at a general lay education level (EQUIP Ministry Education which may also contribute to
the Bishopdale Ministry Certificate), the Diploma in Christian Studies (L5, one year FT equivalent)
which is both a standalone qualification or the potential bridge into a degree level qualification. BTC
also offers two programmes using Internships – a Certificate in Christian Studies (Internship) and a
Diploma in Christian Studies (Leadership) in which half the credits of these one-year equivalent FT
courses are internship-based. The internship diploma can also bridge into a Bachelor of Ministry
degree. BTC also coordinates a Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) course which can be taken as a
standalone qualification or cross-credited towards a degree (45 credits across L6 and L7
concurrently). BTC also coordinates the Ministry Apprenticeship Scheme whereby people can
combine paid employment in ministry (up to 20 hrs/week with partial funding available from the
Ministry Education Coordinator) and study (between 2-4 papers depending on hours of ministry)
which can be part of the Internship certificate and diploma.
Bishopdale College tutors students in courses that comprise the Laidlaw College Diploma in Christian
Studies, Bachelor of Ministries & Bachelor of Theology Degrees and Graduate Diplomas. Bishopdale
College supplies the tutors for courses it offers, building on the academic expertise and teaching
experience of our faculty. Particular courses which Bishopdale does not offer at any time may still be
taken through enrolment with the Centre for Distance Learning, and such courses will be tutored by
Laidlaw as for any other Distance Student.

6
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Bishopdale College offers opportunities for further study and ministry development, especially in the
form of a Graduate Diploma in Theology (Ministry) in partnership with Laidlaw College. This will
include a dedicated ‘Anglican Distinctives’ stream designed around the needs of Anglican ministry in
missional mode, addressing our particular context and time.
In either case, Laidlaw College courses are NZQA accredited and potentially attract all forms of
student funding supplied by the New Zealand Government. Some scholarships are also available from
St John’s College Trust Board.
Bishopdale College is open to, and seeks to serve, students from all Church groupings.
Bishopdale College provides a degree level opportunity to train for ordination within the Anglican
Church within the context, culture, and worshipping life of the Diocese of Nelson; a strongly
evangelical Diocese. With responsibilities for ordinands following ordination, and further education
for all clergy, the College runs the Post Ordination and Ministry Development (POMD) group for the
Diocese of Nelson.
Bishopdale College is not a residential college but it seeks to foster community life among students
and staff. Opportunities for shared meals and for community worship are a core part of the college's
programme.
For further information, please visit the website: www.bishopdale.ac.nz, or contact:
Address

Bishopdale College
Bishop Eaton House
30 Vanguard Street
PO Box 347
Nelson 7040

Phone
Office
Dean
Registrar
Ministry Education Coordinator
Library
Internships

03 548 8785
office@bishopdale.ac.nz
dean@bishopdale.ac.nz
registrar@bishopdale.ac.nz
ministryed@bishopdale.ac.nz
library@bishopdale.ac.nz
jude@bishopdale.ac.nz

Bishopdale College Trust Board

This Board is responsible for the governance of the Bishopdale College. The Diocesan Executive
Secretary is the Secretary of this Board. The Bishop chairs this Board.

Bishopdale College Foundation

In the establishment phase of the College the Foundation consisted of a small group of people
committed to increasing the profile of BTC and raising funds. The chief method of fundraising has
been the Friends of BTC. This entails an annual donation of $400 or more, or a monthly automatic
payment of $16 or some similar equivalent. Bequests and other financial donations are also
gratefully received. Parishes are also asked to promote the work of BTC.
1 February 2019
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Building Development

If considering a building development in your parish, please complete and submit the Permission for
a Faculty form, available on the Diocesan website under Resources/Diocese/Forms.

Buildings – Fire Safety/ Health and Safety
Government and local body (i.e. district or city council) regulations must be followed, especially in
respect of parish halls made available for community use. Where necessary licences to operate
buildings must be obtained and annually renewed.
In addition, all buildings used for the work of the church have to comply with NZ health and safety
and Fire and Emergency requirements. The Nelson Diocese Health and Safety Management Plan,
applies across the diocese. The Diocese has a dedicated Health and Safety Coordinator.
Email: HS@nelsonanglican.nz

Buildings – Maintenance Grants - see under Policies and Procedures (3)
Your parish may be eligible for grant assistance towards maintenance of church buildings, with
priority given to maintenance of vicarages. To be considered for a grant your parish must submit a
funded, 10 year maintenance plan. Application forms are available under the website resources
https://www.nelsonanglican.nz/diocese-resources/forms

Burial Grounds
For regulations governing burial grounds -see under Policies and Procedures (3)

Campsites in the Nelson Diocese
Bethany Park, Kaiteriteri
Bridge Valley, Bridge Valley, RD1, Wakefield
Kiwi Ranch, Marlborough Sounds
Pine Valley Camp, Pine Valley, Northbank, Marlborough
Lake Rotoiti Lodge
Teapot Valley, RD1, Brightwater

Canons
The Code of Canons of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia are maintained
by the General Secretary and include The Constitution, Title A of Ministers, Title B of Organised
Bodies in the Church, Title C of Legislation, Title D of Standards, Title E of Educational Institutions in
Connection with the General Synod / Te Hinota Whanui, Title F of Trusts, Trustees and Board
Members, Title G of Miscellaneous, Standing Resolutions, Standing Orders of the General Synod Te
Hinota Whanui and Parliamentary Acts.
The Canons are available in printed form for each parish and on the diocesan website –ResourcesDiocese

Car – Fuel Cards
The New Zealand Anglican Church has an arrangement with Caltex whereby petrol is offered to clergy
at a discounted regional rate. Please contact the Anglican Centre for details.
8
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Children and Families Ministry
The diocese employs a Children and Families Enabler whose role is to inspire, resource and equip
parishes in this area of ministry. A library of published resources is available to parishes through the
Anglican Centre. Contact the Anglican Centre for details on 03 548 3124 or visit the Resource
Collection at the Anglican Centre and peruse some of the wide range of resources that are available
for your use. Email: cfm@nelsonanglican.nz

Church Growth and Development
The Bishop’s Chaplain, Rev David Hollingsworth, is available to talk in person with individual clergy
and/or parish groups about growing and developing churches.
Our former Diocesan Parish Consultant, Archdeacon Bob Barrett, has published various booklets on
this topic (contact the Anglican Centre to obtain booklets).

Clerical Directory
The Clerical Directory of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia is printed every
two years. It is the responsibility of individual clergy to provide the General Synod Office with details
of all changes of contact details and positions held.
The Clerical Directory form for new entries, additions or alterations can be found on the Diocesan
website. https://www.nelsonanglican.nz/diocese-resources/forms

Committees

For membership of Diocesan Committees, please refer to the annual Year Book or contact the
Anglican Centre. The following committees have the most direct influence on the day-to-day life of
clergy, parishes and the diocese.

Standing Committee

Acts as Synod out of session and ensures that national and diocesan policy is followed.
It also acts as the Trusts Board (appointing members of the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board) and as the
Council for Christian Unity when needed.

Diocesan Finance Team

Oversees the overall finances of the diocese (excluding Trust Boards) and exercises oversight over
administration of the Anglican Centre.

Nelson Diocesan Trust Board (Inc)

Administers the trusts of the Diocese.

Strategic Property Group

Vestries considering acquiring/divesting property must engage with this committee at the beginning
of the process. Contact diosec@nelsonanglican.nz

Standards and Safety Committee

Oversees compliance with ministry standards and health and safety requirements.

Anglican Care Committee

Administers the diocesan trust funds for social services.
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The Witness Committee

Produces and distributes the quarterly magazine of the Diocese.

Diocesan Overseas Mission Council

Promotes overseas mission in the Diocese, co-ordinates parish giving to overseas mission and
interacts with our Companion Dioceses.

Nelson Diocesan Educational Trust

Administers the Educational Trust (see Funding - Educational).

Communication
News from the Bishop (Ad Clerum )
This is a monthly e-newsletter to all clergy and lay staff. The Ministry Education Coordinator, the
Diocesan Youth and Internship Enabler, the Children & Families Ministry Enabler and the Social
Services Enabler all provide regular contributions for these ministry areas. It includes notices of
upcoming events and meetings, occasional articles on current issues, as well as advertising vacancies
in the Diocese and further afield.
It is available on our website. https://www.nelsonanglican.nz/ad-clerum-resources

Diocesan Calendar
This is available on the website and updated regularly. Its purpose is to ensure that diocesan events
do not clash with special parish events. Should your parish have events planned, please advise the
Receptionist at the Anglican Centre so they may be included in the Diocesan Calendar.

Diocesan Prayer Cycle / Calendar
This is produced approx. once a year as a means of encouraging prayer for all the parishes and
ministries of the Diocese, and for some ministries of the wider church in NZ and overseas. It is also
available under ‘Resources’ on the Diocesan website.

Email and Internet
Communication by e-mail is encouraged. Those in receipt of a Book and Materials Allowance may use
this allowance to purchase e-mail software and a modem for their personal computers. The Diocesan
website includes individualised parish pages for contact details, service times, groups and news. If
your parish also has its own website it may be linked: http://www.nelsonanglican.nz. Please also
refer to the Internet and Social Media Policy under Policies and Procedures.

Diocesan Magazine - ‘The Witness’
‘The Witness’ is published quarterly and sent to all parishes for distribution The magazine sets out to
reflect the uniqueness of the Diocese, with emphasis is on articles that resource, encourage,
challenge, inspire, and educate our readers, while keeping everyone up to date with events
happening in the wider Diocese, at parish level and at Bishopdale College.
10
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Communion
All are welcome at the Lord’s Table who have been baptised and, if coming from another Christian
church, are in the practice of receiving communion in that church.
Children who have been baptised are welcome to receive communion and parishes are encouraged
to educate children about communion when they have reached an appropriate age of understanding
(say, between 7 and 10). Contact the Ministry Education Coordinator for further information.
Communion wine of a good alcoholic strength is recommended for use in a common cup. Grape juice
may be offered at communion, but should be offered either in individual glasses or in a cup in which
people only intinct (i.e. dip) their wafer or bread. In the light of concerns about the spread of
diseases such as hepatitis and meningitis some parishes have moved to withdraw the use of any
common cup and have introduced the use of individual cups.
Wafers available from the Parish of Fendalton, Christchurch, 03 351 7064 stbarnabas@xtra.co.nz
Gluten free wafers from Totally Gluten Free Bakery ChCh. 03 341 1172 www.glutenfreebakery.co.nz

Companion Dioceses




The Pacific Region
Singapore with Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam
Malaita (Solomon Islands)

Computers, Hard & Software, Email, Internet – purchase/installation
The Anglican Centre can either give you advice or put you in touch with its computer consultant.
From time to time information about the advantageous purchase of hardware and/or software may
be available.
Parishes are asked to adopt the following general policy, bearing in mind the financial implications
for them:
 As a general rule clergy are provided with one computer device for their work use
 any purchase of an additional computer device for clergy use is at the discretion and
agreement of vestry
 vestries can place an upper limit on the amount available for purchase of a computer device,
being the reasonable cost of a device with the required functionality for that parish
 any computer device purchased by the parish remains the property of the parish, while being
made available to clergy for the term of their appointment, and is to be returned to the parish
at the end of the appointment

Conferences (Diocesan, Regional, Clergy/Lay, Retreats)
Communities of Practise
These are regular meetings for all clergy as part of post-ordination professional development.
Occurring every 6-8 weeks, these meetings may deal with practical, pastoral and administrative
issues of ministry using a reflective practice model. Overseen by the Ministry Education Coordinator.

Leadership Conference and/or Retreats
The biennial Diocesan Leadership Conference for licensed clergy and lay leaders, spouses and families
alternates with Regional Retreats involving the Bishop and the Bishop’s Ministry Team.
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Crèches
We aim to provide crèche facilities at all Diocesan training events and conferences to facilitate the
attendance of partners, should they choose. Crèche workers are paid by the Diocese.

Conferences (Bishopdale College)
School of Preaching
The School of Preaching is a bi-annual event, alternating with the School of Theology, for anyone
involved/interested in preaching, with the aim of improving structure, preparation, depth and
communication. Previous guest speakers for this event have been Paul Windsor and Rob Harley.

School of Theology
The bi-annual School of Theology, alternating with the School of Preaching, is a focussed two-day
event through which we aim to connect a broad theological approach to a particular area of theology
and to the reality of life as God’s people. Local and guest presenters are drawn from Biblical Studies,
Ethics and Theology, and together we seek to show how theology brings light and insight and feeds
the life of God’s people.

Copyright
Music and words for songs which are reproduced via electronic media are covered by a Diocesanwide copyright licence. Each parish should:
• pay an annual fee for this licence
• fill in the appropriate record books supplied by the licensing authority (CCLI)
• print the licence number for your parish on each piece of copied material.
If for any reason your parish does not have a set of record books, please talk to the Diocesan
Executive Secretary in the first instance.

Crèches
Provision of crèches in parishes is encouraged but any new initiatives should only take place after
reading a paper on crèches written by Archdeacon Bob Barrett and available from the Anglican
Centre (Bishop’s Chaplain). Staffing of crèches must also comply with the Police Vetting and SafeHere
requirements set out under Policies and Procedures.

Curacies
The availability of curates, and the timing and length of curacies, is at the discretion of the Bishop,
with whom contact should be made by any parish seeking the services of a curate.

Days Off
Clergy and other ministry staff are expected to take one day off per week; they may take up to two
days off in a given week, when and if required in accordance with the demands of ministry practice
and the flexibility that this requires. The day off should be on a regular given day of the week,
excluding Sunday. Clergy and staff assistants to a Vicar or Priest-in-Charge should consult with the
Vicar/Priest-in-Charge about which day is to be taken off. The day off should always be observed
unless urgent pastoral matters arise (such as a funeral). Where it cannot be taken, a day in lieu
12
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should be taken as soon as practically possible. On termination of appointment, days off not taken
are forfeited and are not paid out. For avoidance of doubt there are 48 days off a year, because for 4
weeks a year, when clergy or ministry staff are on annual leave, there is no entitlement to a “day
off”.

Deaneries / Regional Deans
The Nelson Diocese is divided into four regional Deaneries: Nelson, Marlborough, Waimea (including
Golden Bay and the Tasman area) and Mawhera (including Buller, Reefton and Greymouth/Kumara).
Each deanery has a regional Dean as listed in the Year Book Clerical and Lay Officers.

Declarations
All who hold an office in the Anglican Church (both clergy and lay) must sign a declaration
acknowledging the authority of the national canons, available from the Diocesan Executive Secretary
or, for clergy, on licensing in the diocese.

Diocesan Statutes and Standing Orders
These include the rules governing the running of the Diocese and are included later in this Handbook.
They are also available on the Diocesan website under “Resources”.

Diocesan Overseas Mission Council (DOMC)
This committee is responsible for promoting world mission in the Diocese. Financial giving to the
work of the overseas church is of great importance and the Diocese expects and encourages every
parish to actively support world mission through the Anglican Missions Board.
Each year the DOMC:
• promotes general mission awareness
• arranges parish visits for mission partners visiting the Diocese
• helps parishes to meet their missions target for the year
• promotes and nurtures our Companion Diocese relationships.
Every year Synod agrees to meet a diocesan target, proposed by the DOMC, to the Anglican Missions
Board for its work overseas. Each parish is then invited to set a parish target contribution towards
the Diocesan target for the AMB. While some parishes support people and projects outside the
AMB, it is important for all parishes to continue to generously support the AMB. Regular payments
throughout the year assist the AMB and the agencies it supports to meet their commitments to those
relying on them. Support goes to NZCMS (incorporating SAMS) and other agencies and partner
churches overseas. Full details are available from the AMB website. www.angmissions.org.nz
Missions giving by parishes should be received by the Anglican Centre by the 25th of each month.
Parishes are encouraged to make full use of AMB resources help understand and commit to overseas
missions - through prayer, Bible study and discussion, personal acquaintance with mission partners
and building links with partner churches overseas.
Members of the DOMC are listed in the Year Book and are willing to visit parishes or discuss these
matters further.
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Employment – see under Policies and Procedures (4)
Increasingly parishes are employing staff to help with the mission and work of the Church. As
employers, parishes must meet two sets of requirements – the legal requirements of NZ employment
law and the scriptural requirements and expectations to be exemplary in our work relationships. To
assist meet these requirements, the Diocese of Nelson has adopted the Anglican Church Employment
Guidelines, ‘People Matter’, set out later in this Handbook.
Employment related queries should be addressed to the Diocesan Executive Secretary, who is
responsible for drawing up all employment contracts, to ensure compliance with the law, in
consultation with parishes.

Ethical Guidelines
Title D of the canons of our Church set out standards of ministry that apply to all clergy and lay
ministers. In addition, please see the Code of Ethics and the Harassment and Bullying Policy currently
in force in our diocese under Policies and Procedures (2). See also our Standards page on the
Diocesan website: https://www.nelsonanglican.nz/standards
Everyone in ministry is responsible for acquainting themselves will the regulations and policies
concerning expected standard of behaviour. Questions about any aspect of ethical guidelines and
related church legislation may be addressed to the Bishop’s Chaplain or the Diocesan Executive
Secretary.

Faculty
A faculty is required under certain circumstances before work commences in a parish. Refer to the
Diocesan Properties and Faculties Statute later in this Handbook. In these circumstances a Petition
for a Faculty form, available from the Diocesan website: https://www.nelsonanglican.nz/dioceseresources/forms must be completed and sent to the Diocesan Executive Secretary.

Fees (for weddings, funerals)
Some care should be taken in accepting fees for weddings, funerals or other special services and new
staff should check the protocol that has been in place prior to their arrival for the charging and
receiving of fees.

Tax Implications
If a fee is passed directly to the Parish Treasurer for banking in the parish accounts, no tax
concerns arise. However, if a fee is deposited into the minister’s own bank account, this should be
declared on the annual tax return and tax paid accordingly. Fees banked into another account
(e.g. ‘Surplice Fees’ account or ‘Vicar’s Discretionary Fund’) may still be liable for tax, and advice
should be sought from the Finance Manager.

Level of fees
A funeral gratuity is normally a set fee charged by the funeral director.
Wedding fees are normally set by the parish, taking into account expected deductions, e.g. to
the organist, flower guild, etc.
• When a minister travels outside the local area to take a special service, travel costs should be
sought from the main recipients of the ministry rather than claimed against the parish travel
allowance.
•
•
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Funding
Access to a database, “Fundview”, is available through the Anglican Centre or from your own
computer – contact the Social Services Enabler at 03 548 3124: email: sse@nelsonanglican.nz for the
password. This database lists all major funding organisations in the country, along with conditions
and application information. Funding is usually only granted for specific projects / events and caters
for individuals as well as groups and organisations. Generally the project / event will have to have
some value for the community you live in. It can cover travel expenses, holding seminars, providing
social services, education ... the list goes on!
Funding application forms for the Trusts administered by the Anglican Care Charitable Trust and St
Andrew’s Family Trust are available from the Diocesan website Resources – Grants/Funding.

Funding (Educational – Scholarships)
Diocesan Educational Trust
This is a wide ranging educational trust to assist with schooling / tertiary education for children of
clergy, and the continuing study needs of clergy themselves. It is administered by three independent
trustees who meet in December to decide grants for the following year. Application forms are sent
annually to clergy or are available from the Anglican Centre. It is important to advise the trustees of
anticipated sabbatical applications to the trust 12 months in advance to enable forward planning.

St. John’s College Trust Scholarships
The St John's College Trust Board provides scholarships to Ordained Clergy, Candidates for
Ordination and Lay Members of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa,. Applications are able to be
submitted twice a year, with deadlines for submission being the 30th of September and the 31st of
March each year. Applications submitted by 30 September are for courses of study that will
commence in the first half of the following year, and March applications for the second half of the
year. Applications are made online through STCTB https://www.sjctb.co.nz/scholarship-funding
Please contact the Ministry Educator to discuss your proposed course of study before applying, and
all applications will need the approval of the Bishop.

Diocesan Sabbatical Fund
Some funding may be available to clergy intending to take sabbatical leave from the Diocesan
Sabbatical Fund. This is dependent on the availability of funds, and first priority will be given to
funding replacement cover in the parish for the duration of the sabbatical. Applications for
sabbatical funding will only be considered where the applicant has already sought funding (the year
prior to study) from the St. John’s College Trust and the Diocesan Educational Trust.

Lohse Scholarship
Tertiary scholarships for the daughters of fulltime paid clergy in the Anglican Church in Aotearoa,
New Zealand. The scholarship is administered by the Anglican Diocese of Christchurch. Applications
forms are available from the Anglican Centre.

James and Edna Clark Scholarship
The scholarship is administered by the Anglican Diocese of Waikato. Application forms are available
from the Anglican Centre.
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1. The purpose of the scholarship is to provide assistance towards the cost of tertiary study to the
children of any person who has been, or is, a clergyperson of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa,
New Zealand.
2. The scholarship will be awarded to those who have shown pronounced talent in some aspects in
the study of science or biology at secondary school and wish to continue their studies in the fields
of science or medicine at a university.

Basden Fund
For supporting children of clergy through tertiary education. Refer to Pension Board material which is
issued from time to time.

Lay & Clergy Training – See Appendix A To This A-Z Guide
Bishopdale Theological College is the Diocesan provider of Ministry Training for both lay people and clergy. In
particular:
• Equip is a regional lay ministry training programme designed for anyone to attend to learn about
ministry skills. It is run in Marlborough, Nelson/Waimea and Mawhera.
• POMD (Post Ordination Ministry Development) is a three year programme for those newly ordained or
new to the Diocese and is designed to cover a range of ministry topics from five key ministry areas –
Church Practices, Leadership and Management, Pastoral Care, Age-Specific Ministries and Self-care.
In addition, please see the Ministry Education page of the diocesan website for information on:
• School of Preaching
• School of Theology
• Ministry Apprenticeship Scheme
• CPE (Clinical Pastoral Education)

Funerals/Weddings
If a family member or a funeral director or wedding celebrant asks a minister to conduct a funeral or
wedding in a previous parish or any parish other than their own, the minister should consult with the
present Vicar first before making any arrangements.
When a Vicar leaves a parish, they hand over pastoral responsibility for all funerals and weddings of
church and community members in that parish to the new Vicar. However, the expectation is that
any decisions regarding funerals or weddings be made in the spirit of hospitality being extended.

General Synod/Te Hinota Whanui
Currently our Diocese is counted as one of the four smaller New Zealand dioceses and is represented
at General Synod by the Bishop, two clergy and three lay persons. General Synod is usually held every
two years and is preceded by the Tikanga Pakeha Conference of the New Zealand Dioceses.

Grant Applications for Parishes
Information on grants for parishes can be obtained from the Diocesan Executive Secretary who can
advise on the appropriate grant to apply for. Sometimes specific needs can be met from relevant
trust funds and the Diocesan Executive Secretary can also advise on these.
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Health and Safety - see under Policies and Procedures (2)
The Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 applies to all church property and work/ministry carried out
for the church. An outline of the requirements of the Act, together with the Diocese of Nelson
Health and Safety Management Plan and related policies, are set out later in this Handbook under
Policies and Procedure. The Health and Safety Management Plan is also available in each parish in a
separate handbook entitled ‘Health and Safety in the Church’. All clergy and vestry members must
familiarise themselves with the Health and Safety Management Plan and related policies.
The Diocese has a dedicated Health and Safety Coordinator who can assist your parish with their
Health and Safety compliance. Email: HA@nelsonanglican.nz

Health Fund

The NZ Anglican Church Pension Board has funds available to assist pensioners of the clergy pension
fund or non-stipendiary priests who are eligible to receive NZ Superannuation, have retired (from
secular employment) and hold a Bishop’s Licence or held a Bishop’s Licence when they retired. The
dependent spouse of a pensioner and widow(er)s are also covered. The Health Fund may be
available to assist with surgical and hospital costs, as well as out-of-hospital costs such as specialists
visits, X-rays, hearing aids and lenses. Applications are made directly to the Pension Board. For more
information see www.acpb.org.nz.

Housing - see under Policies and Procedures (3)
Provision of housing, whether through a parish-owned house, parish-rented house or housing
allowance, should be worked out with the appropriate body before accepting appointment to a
position. Please refer to the clergy housing taxation information on the Diocesan website/resources
/diocese/forms.

Insurance (Clergy)
Payroll Life
The Diocese has arranged subsidised optional life insurance cover on the lives of clergy through the
Anglican Church Pension Board. Cover amounts to three times the Employee’s last advised stipend.
Should clergy wish to join the scheme, they must make a contribution towards the cost of the
premium, as determined by the NZ Anglican Pension Board, and give the Diocese authority to deduct
their contribution from stipend.

Stipend Continuance
The Diocese has also arranged insurance in the event of a partial or total disablement, with cover of
up to 50% stipend beginning three months after the event and ending on recovery or at the age of
65. Clergy wishing to join the scheme must make a fortnightly contribution towards the cost of the
premium, at a rate set by the NZ Anglican Church Pension Board, and give the Diocese authority to
deduct their contribution from stipend.

Insurance (Medical)
The Diocese is a group member of Southern Cross Medical Society. No subsidy is available other than
the group discount to members. If you join this scheme, premiums are paid by way of deductions
from stipend.
1 February 2019
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Insurance (Buildings)
Church buildings, including houses owned by the parish or Diocese, have building insurance. This
insurance is arranged through the Anglican Centre and premiums are paid as part of the annual
parish quota.

Insurance (Contents of Vicarages, Cars)
Occupants of vicarages and other church-supplied housing must arrange their own household
contents insurance. All cars used for ministry purposes must be insured. This can be arranged
through the Diocesan insurers.

Insurance (Claims for parish related damage, etc)
Parishes deal direct with the Diocesan insurers when it is necessary to make a claim for burglary,
theft, damage, etc. Contact details are available from the Anglican Centre. Provision of a parish
direct credit bank number will speed up payment on claims.
Items stolen or damaged from an unlocked or unsecured building/room is classified by the insurers
as ‘theft’ rather than ‘burglary’ and the excess for theft is twice as much as for burglary. In the event
of burglary or theft, inform the Police even if you’re not certain of making a claim – doing so later can
be difficult.

Insurance (Parish Plant)
All equipment owned and used by the parish for parish activities - eg sound systems, musical
instruments, multi-media projectors, computers, camping gear, etc - is covered by diocesan
insurance in the same way as buildings. Parishes are expected to keep an up-to-date inventory of
equipment and to advise the Anglican Centre when new equipment is purchased valued at more
than $5,000. It may be helpful to video parish plant as a record of what the parish owns, and store
the video ‘off site’ within the parish.

Internet and Social Media – see under Policies and Procedures (6)
Endless possibilities have been opened up for evangelism and relationship building through
communication technology. While recognising the potential of such communication for the church
and its mission, all social media and electronic communications in the Diocese must be respectful,
truthful and just. We are committed to ensuring that our use of social media and other electronic
communications reflect our Christian values and protect the rights and safety of all involved. For
further information about our expectations around use of such media and communications, see the
Internet and Social Media Policy in Policies and Procedures.

Internships
The BTC Ministry Internship Scheme is a flexible programme designed to develop leadership and
ministry skills through both practical ministry experience and deepening understanding of the
Christian faith via study at BTC. Interns can be involved in any area of ministry – youth, children,
elder care, mission, worship, pastoral care, and can be of any.
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An internship is a training position, so the intern needs to be working under someone with
experience. Alongside the formal study component, there is Supervision (focusing on ministry tasks)
and Mentoring (focusing on the personal issues of ministry using an action-reflection model).
If you are interested in applying for a BTC Internship, please discuss with our Youth & Interns Enabler
youth@bishopdale.ac.nz or our Ministry Education Coordinator ministryed@bishopale.ac.nz.

One-Year Full Time Internship Model
The Intern is enrolled in one of the two placement -based internship qualifications: the level 4
Certificate in Christian Ministry (Internship); or the level 5 Diploma in Christian Studies (Leadership).
These qualifications involve 20 hours of ministry practice per week and 2 papers a semester
• Certificate in Christian Ministry (Internship)
Papers: Encountering the Bible; Basics of Christian Belief; Christian Discipleship; Faith in Action;
Internship I and II (20hrs per week)
• Diploma in Christian Studies (Leadership)
Papers: Biblical Theology; Theology: Introduction; Formation; Theology & Praxis of Global
Ministry (this could be substituted by Youth Ministry: Introduction); Internship I and II (20hrs
per week). The Diploma can lead onto the B Min degree.

Part-Time Internship Model

Some people may not be able to commit to 20 hours a week practical ministry experience. These
could be full-time or part-time BTC students involved in parish ministry, or others exploring ministry.
The expectation in the part time internship model is that 10 hours of practical work a week is
accompanied by some paper(s) at BTC.

Cost

Currently the principal cost of internships is covered by a St John’s College Trust Board grant.
However this is only temporary. In the past the Diocese, Ministry Education Fund, and parish provide
payment for the practical component of internships and this arrangement may need to continue in
the future. For the 20 hour/full time model, this cost was shared equally by the Diocese, Ministry
Education Fund and parish. For the 10 hour/part time model, it was shared 5:4 by the Ministry
Education Fund and the parish. In return, the intern entered into a 1 year fixed-term employment
contract, renewable up to a total of 3-years.
The intern may apply to the St John College Trust Board for an individual scholarship in respect of the
BTC course fees.

Interregnum Ministry and Other Ministry Assistance Fees
These payments come with the recommendation of Standing Committee but, if this is restrictive of
maintaining ministry, Standing Committee encourages the parties involved to negotiate a solution
that is acceptable for both.

Lay Ministers
Contact the Ministry Education Coordinator for details of the lay ministry training programmes and
funding for lay training. National conferences for lay ministry are held occasionally and the Diocese,
through the Ministry Education budget, has sought to be represented at these conferences. (See
also Licenses – Lay Ministry) See the Year Book – Diocesan Lay Ministry page of the Standing
Committee section.
1 February 2019
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Leave – Annual, Sabbatical and Other
Refer to individual Appointment Agreements or Employment Contracts for entitlement to leave.
Details of leave taken must be reported to the Anglican Centre for recording as a requirement of NZ
law.

Annual Leave
•
•
•

clergy – 4 weeks paid annual holidays a year
other staff – 4 weeks paid annual holidays a year
Annual leave may be carried forward into the next year only with the leave of the Wardens
and subject to the Appointment or Employment Agreement. This recognises that health and
well-being are enhanced by taking regular leave and days off.

Sabbatical Study Leave
• See The Sabbatical Study Leave Statute under Diocesan Statutes for details of this scheme.
•
•
•
•

Sabbatical study leave accrues at 12 days for every year of service. Leave is expected to be
taken every 7th year. Planning should begin 12 months ahead of expected leave.
The maximum accumulated entitlement is 96 days.
Transfer of sabbatical leave accrued in another diocese is possible, but should be negotiated
with the Bishop before taking up appointment.
For information about available grants see under Funding (Educational – Scholarships).

Public Holidays
•

There are 11 public holidays each year:
Christmas Day
Boxing Day
Waitangi Day
Good Friday
Queen’s Birthday
Labour Day

New Year’s Day
Easter Monday
Provincial Anniversary Day

2nd January
Anzac Day

If any of these days fall on a day on which church services are required, then a day in lieu
must be taken at a later day.
• If you are on leave when a public holiday occurs that day is not counted as leave.
•

Sick Leave
•

Clergy are entitled to 1 working week’s sick leave per year, if they, their spouse or dependent
child /parent are sick.

Bereavement Leave
•
•

3 days for the death of a close family member
1 day for any other bereavement

Parental Leave
•

•

•
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Allows parents up to 52 weeks’ unpaid leave on the birth of a child or the adoption of a child
under the age of six, provided at the expected date of delivery or adoption the employee has
worked for 12 months for the same employer for at least 10 hours per week.
Allows parents up to 26 weeks’ unpaid leave on the birth or adoption of a child provided at
the expected date of delivery or adoption the employee has worked for 6 months for the
same employer for at least 10 hours per week.
Parental leave can be taken by one parent or split between them both, as long as they’re both
eligible.
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•
•

•
•
•

The primary carer’s leave can start six weeks before the expected date of delivery, or earlier
on a doctor’s or employer’s say-so.
In addition to any other parental leave they may share with their partner, fathers are entitled
to one (or two) weeks’ unpaid leave if they have worked for the employer for at least 6 (or 12)
months for at least 10 hours per week.
Female employees can also take up to 10 days’ unpaid leave for reasons connected with their
pregnancy, such as doctors’ appointments.
You must apply to the Diocese at least three months in advance of taking parental leave and
the employers of both parents must be notified of the leave being taken.
Qualifying employees are entitled to payment from the government for up to 18 weeks of
parental leave. (See www.ird.govt.nz).

Domestic Violence Leave
•

From the 1st April 2019, the law requires employers to provide up to 10 days paid leave from
work for victims of domestic violence, apart from annual leave and sick leave entitlements.

Leave Reporting
NZ employment law requires all leave to be recorded. For further information on diocesan
expectations around leave taking and recording, see the Guide for Vestries and Wardens in this
Handbook.

Library - see also ‘Resource Collection’

The historical, theological and biblical studies sections of the old Diocesan library are now held in the
Bishop Sutton Library located at Bishopdale Theological College, Vanguard Street, Nelson. The
balance of the old Diocesan library (small group, children and youth resources) are now part of the
Resource Collection which will remain at the Anglican Centre.

Library - The Bishop Sutton Library
Information for Transformation
The Bishop Sutton Library is the Information Centre for both the Diocese of Nelson and Bishopdale
College. Its Maori title—Te Puna Matauranga o Whakatu—tells us that it is the treasure house of
knowledge for the Nelson area.

Resources
The collection contains a wealth of Christian material for personal or academic study and is
constantly being increased. It consists of more than 13000 books, a small journal collection, and a
few electronic resources. The collection covers theology, Biblical studies, Anglicanism, church
leadership and management, ministry, pastoral care, discipleship, church history, and current issues.
The main collection is shelved according to the Library of Congress classification. The former
Diocesan collection (excluding the Children and Families collection and home group study resources)
has been integrated into the main collection.
1 February 2019
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Who may use the library?
Membership is free to all members of the Anglican Diocese of Nelson, to members of other churches,
and to the public. All you need to do to join the Bishop Sutton Library is to fill in a Borrower
Registration Form. Forms are available in the library or you can register online. To register online go
to www.bishopdale.ac.nz, click on Library and then complete and submit the Borrower Registration
Form.

Borrowing
Most books can be borrowed for one month, and can be renewed if there is no waiting list. A postal
service is available for those who live outside the Nelson area.
Journals are not available for loan, but articles in them may be photocopied within the restrictions of
the Copyright Act.
There is a Reference collection of encyclopaedias and dictionaries which may be used in the Library,
but which cannot be borrowed.

Finding out what we have
The record of books held in the Bishop Sutton Library is on the Anglicat, a database hosted by the
John Kinder Theological Library in Auckland.
To find out if we have a book, go to the website www.kinderlibrary.ac.nz , click on Search the
Catalogue. This will enable you to search the Anglicat Catalogue. You can search by keyword using
the Catalogue option in the search box, or you can search by the Title, Author or Subject options.
Click on the Bishopdale Theological College holdings, which are listed on the left, and this will bring
up the books in our collection. You can then email, phone, or come in to the Library to borrow what
you need.
Through the website, electronic access is available to many journals, indexes and other resources.
The Bishop Sutton Librarian can assist you with accessing electronic resources.
You are welcome to use the resources of the John Kinder Library in Auckland. If you are not a
student and you wish to borrow material from this library, this can be arranged. All you need to do is
pay the John Kinder Library for the postage of items sent to and from your location. This can be done
by cheque or bank transfer. If you need more information on this loan process, contact the Bishop
Sutton Librarian.

Location
The Bishop Sutton Library
Bishop Eaton House
30 Vanguard Street
(P O Box 347)
Nelson 7040
Telephone (03) 548 8785 ext 4
Email: librarian@bishopdale.ac.nz
22
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Licences - Clergy
•
•
•
•
•

All licences and permissions to officiate (PTOs) are at the discretion of the bishop.
Clergy who have moved from licensed stipendiary ministry into retirement will normally be
given permission to officiate.
Where the Bishop appoints a minister as a priest in charge (whether this is a stipended
position or not) a licence may be issued for that position and its nominated duration.
Those clergy who are not formally appointed to parish or diocesan responsibilities will
normally have a permission to officiate but no licence.
With regard to meetings of clergy, it is recognised that some occasions are suitable for all
clergy, others for licensed clergy. Normally in-service training conferences and retreats would
be for licensed clergy, and public lectures, interdenominational conferences and the like for
all clergy.

Licences - Lay Ministry
Contact the Ministry Education Coordinator for details of the lay ministry training programmes and
funding for lay training. Parishes wishing to apply for lay ministry licenses should obtain application
forms from the Bishop’s Office at the Anglican Centre. Completed applications should be forwarded
to the Bishop’s Personal Assistant. The process for the issuing of Lay Ministry Licenses is set out in
the Synod Yearbook – Diocesan Lay Ministry.

Loans
Housing Loans
Housing loans are available in certain circumstances. Contact the Diocesan Finance Manager in the
Anglican Centre for further information. The current policy is as follows:
• Loans secured by way of first mortgage will continue to be available for staff housing, subject
to the provision of adequate security and an ability to service the loan. Approval of all
mortgages is reserved to the Trust Board.
• The Trust Board cannot make mortgage loans available at interest rates as attractive as those
offered by banks and other lending institutions. Therefore, staff may prefer to test other
sources in the first instance.
• One potential source of housing loans is the NZ Anglican Church Pension Board, which
normally publishes details about mortgage rates, etc. in their annual communication with
stipended clergy.

Maori Mission
Anglican Maori ministry and mission matters in the region covered by the Diocese of Nelson are
under the episcopal oversight of the Bishop of Te Wai Pounamu, based in Christchurch. There are
clergy licensed to the Bishop of Te Wai Pounamu based in Nelson and Motueka.

Marriage and Sexuality - see under Policies and Procedures (1)
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Marriage Celebrant
A register of Marriage Celebrants is held by the Department of Internal Affairs and is available on
their website. The Nelson Diocese is a registered organisation with the DIA and maintains the Nelson
Anglican Diocese register. In order to be appointed as a Marriage Celebrant of the Nelson Diocese
you must hold a licence or Permission to Officiate from the Bishop. We will arrange for transfer to
the Nelson register for clergy transferring from other dioceses.

Media
Communication with the media on Diocesan issues should always be referred to the Diocesan
Executive Secretary. Communication with the media on local/parish issues is at the discretion of local
clergy, who are welcome to seek advice from the Diocesan Executive Secretary before undertaking
any such communication. Please also refer to the Diocesan Social Media and Electronic
Communication Policy - see under Policies and Procedures (6)

Ministry Discernment
Any person interested in enquiring about training for ordained ministry is encouraged to talk first
with their vicar/priest-in-charge. A conversation with the Bishop or Bishop’s Chaplain is also
appropriate at any stage of this process. More formal discussion will then take place with the
Bishop’s Chaplain, from whom a booklet may be obtained of the current Diocesan process for
exploring questions of discernment and acceptance for training.

Ministry Education
The Diocese provides opportunity for training for lay and ordained ministry, support for lay and
ordained ministers, and coordinates the Ministry Internship Scheme. Diocesan Ministry Education is
overseen by Rev Dr Graham O’Brien, Ministry Education Coordinator, Bishopdale College. Substantive
financial support for Diocesan Ministry Education is provided by the St John’s College Trust Board.

Ministry Training
Opportunities for training for ministry include: Post Ordination Ministry Development in the form of
Communities of Practice for all clergy, alongside 2/3 meetings for those newly ordained to focus on
specific ministry competencies (for first three years after ordination); In-Service Training (biennial
Leadership Conference for clergy and lay ministry staff, Regional Retreats, occasional day
conferences with guest speakers); EQUIP Lay Ministry Education in each region three times a year;
Ministry Internship Scheme combining ministry experience and study at BTC.

Support for Lay and Ordained Ministers

The Diocesan Resource Centre and the Bishop Sutton Library located at Bishopdale Theological
College offer books, DVDs/tapes, courses, and study materials which resource ministers in their
individual reading and study, as well as resourcing parish programmes, including DVD copies of the
EQUIP training sessions.
The Ministry Education Coordinator is available to advise on any aspect of training for ministry, and
there are some funds available to assist lay and ordained ministers to access training or study
opportunities within and beyond the Diocese (see Appendix ‘A’ to this A-Z Guide).
Clergy due for sabbatical/study leave are encouraged to consult with The Bishop’s Personal Assistant.
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Arrangements for curacies/internships, mentoring and pastoral supervision
The Bishop’s Chaplain works with training vicars when a new clergyperson is placed with them for
training and provides oversight for the training period. Advice and assistance about mentoring and
pastoral supervision for lay and ordained ministers, at any stage in their ministry, is provided by the
Bishop’s Chaplain.

Missions
Traditionally the Diocese has strongly supported the NZ Church Missionary Society (NZCMS) and the
South American Missionary Society (SAMS) – both recently have amalgamated. This support has been
by way of encouraging parishes to host visiting missionaries when on deputation, and setting a
diocesan target for giving to the Anglican Missions Board. Contributions from each parish are
forwarded to the Anglican Centre – the total of these contributions make up the diocesan
contribution to the Missions Board. The Missions Board in turn disperses a significant portion of its
income to NZCMS-SAMS.
See also- Diocesan Overseas Mission Council.

New Zealand Prayer Book
The first edition was published in 1989 after many years of liturgical revision. It has been reprinted
since then, incorporating some minor changes to rubrics made by General Synod. Also known as ‘the
red prayer book’, this book contains both the authorised services of our Church and many useful
resources for less formal liturgies. Copies are available to purchase from the Anglican Centre.

Nomination, Board of,
Parish vacancies are normally advertised in the monthly ‘Ad Clerum’ and Diocesan website. Requests
for consideration for the vacancy may be made in writing to the Bishop. A Board of Nomination is
formed for each vacancy and consists of the Parochial Nominators (elected at the first vestry meeting
after the parish AGM), the Diocesan Nominators (elected at Synod) and the Bishop as Chair. In
parishes receiving financial assistance, the Bishop may make an appointment without forming a
Board of Nomination.

Non-Stipendiary Ordained Ministry Allowances - see Policies and Procedures (5)
Allowances may be payable to non-stipendiary clergy, but they are not automatically payable.
Consideration of this possibility needs to be brought to the parish vestry.

Noticeboards, Parish
Accessibility of information about times and places of services and other matters of importance is a
high priority for this Diocese. The Bishop’s Chaplain, Rev David Hollingsworth, is available to offer
advice on both internal and external noticeboards.
In most cases external noticeboards need to be approved by local councils, which may involve both
resource consent and a building permit. Also, as most churches are on main roads and in many cases
main highways, Transit New Zealand regulations about size of lettering must usually be observed.
1 February 2019
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Parish Nursing - see under Policies and Procedures (2)
Guidelines and standards govern the setting up of this ministry and approval must be given by the
Bishop. Please refer to the Parish Nursing page of the Diocesan website.

Pastoral Care of Clergy
General pastoral care for clergy and their families is organised on a regional deanery basis and is
provided by the Regional Dean. In addition, clergy and lay staff are encouraged to establish their
own relationships with appropriate people in roles such as supervisor, mentor or prayer partner.
Specific and/or urgent matters may be brought to the attention of the Bishop or other Diocesan staff
including the Bishop’s Chaplain, who will respond as appropriate.

Pensions
NZ Anglican Church Pension Fund
Those clergy appointed to a licensed stipendiary position will receive application forms from the New
Zealand Anglican Pension Board. If you have not received these, contact the Diocesan Executive
Secretary at the Anglican Centre. Membership of the Pension Fund is compulsory for clergy in full
time stipendiary licensed ministry. Ordained persons employed in lay positions can also join the
Pension Fund provided they work for an Anglican organisation that does (or will) contribute to the
Fund.
The Pension Fund’s main purpose is to provide lump sums and pensions for clergy on retirement
from stipendiary ministry within the Church. It also provides lump sums and pensions for widow/ers
and dependants of clergy who were on pension or would have been eligible for pension. The fund
also provides financial aid for members and/or their dependants under special circumstances.
Members contribute 6% of stipend to the scheme and the Diocese contributes 9% gross. Those
joining the scheme since 1 April 2008 will become members of the KiwiSaver Complying Fund section
of the Pension Fund. Those who were members of the Fund prior to 1 April 2008 will remain
members of the Defined Benefit section of the Fund unless they elect to transfer to the Complying
Fund.

KiwiSaver
Diocesan or parish employees will be a member of a Kiwisaver scheme unless they excercise their
right to opt out within the required period. Unless otherwise agreed, the employer will contribute an
amount equal, after deduction of specified superannuation contribution withholding tax, to that
contributed by the employee, up to 4% of salary.

Police Vetting Policy - see under Policies and Procedures (2)
The Diocesan policy on police vetting is attached under Policies and Procedures. The Police Vetting
Form is available on the Diocesan website https://www.nelsonanglican.nz/diocese-resources/forms

Quotas/Sustentation

This is the parish contribution to clergy stipends, the Diocesan Ministry Team and other ministries
beyond the parish. Each parish treasurer should have up to date details on the amount payable.
Please contact the Diocesan Executive Secretary for further information if required.
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Removals
The Diocese will pay for the removal of household effects for clergy appointed by the Bishop to a
parish position within the Diocese. However, those moving from overseas will be paid only for the
cost of removal from port of entry to parish. Payment of any other removal costs is subject to prior
negotiation.

Resource Collection
A collection of ministry resources is held in the Anglican Centre and these can be accessed at any
time during business hours (8.30am – 5pm Monday – Friday). Anyone may use these resources
provided they supply the relevant registration information. The collection consists of books, training
manuals, CDs and DVDs. Resources are available for the following ministry areas:
• small group Bible study resources
• children’s ministry resources
• youth ministry resources.
The Ministry Education Coordinator and CFM Enabler have overall responsibility for the acquisition
and maintenance of these resources, although day to day enquiries should be addressed to the
Anglican Centre Receptionist. New resources are added from time to time using funding from the
Ministry Education grant. If you have suggestions for resources that may be acquired, please contact
the Ministry Education Coordinator (small groups) or CFM Enabler (children’s resources).

Reviews
From time to time review processes for clergy and parishes are instituted. It is expected that
individual clergy and parishes take part in these exercises. Please contact the Bishop’s Chaplain for
further information.

Risk Management Policy
Please consult the Diocese of Nelson Health and Safety Management Plan for expectations around
risk assessment and management – see under Policies and Procedures (2). In general terms, all church
activities and property must be carefully assessed in terms of their potential for harm and all
reasonably practicable steps taken to prevent such harm from occurring.

Rural Ministry
A Rural Ministry Forum for clergy and lay people in rural ministry, or clergy who may be involved in
this ministry in the future, is normally held every two years. Some Rural ministry resources are
available on the website –Ministries Resources –Rural.

Sabbatical Leave - see ‘Leave’ and ‘Funding’ (Education –Scholarships)
SafeHere
SafeHere is a safety management system designed to ensure safe ministry within the Diocese, and is
especially concerned with the safety of children, youth and other vulnerable people within our care.
It includes requirements to ensure both physical safety and safety from abuse. In 2013 the Diocesan
Synod made compliance with SafeHere mandatory within the Diocese. Safe Here is administered on
1 February 2019
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a day to day basis by coordinators within each parish, with the diocesan role of Risk Management
Officer being carried out by the Diocesan Executive Secretary and/or Health and Safety Coordinator.
For further information refer to www.nelsonanglican.nz/diocese-resources Strandz Child Protection
Policy adopted by the Diocese of Nelson and see Policies and Procedures (2). For information about
required SafeHere training, contact the Health and Safety Coordinator at the Anglican Centre.
Email: HS@nelsonanglican.nz or safehere@nelsonanglican.nz

Sexual Harassment

- see Policies and Procedures (2) -Harassment and Bullying Policy

Sexual harassment in ministry is not tolerated under any circumstances, nor is harassment of any
form. All relationships with staff, parishioners, and especially with children and young people, should
be conducted with integrity, purity and care. Also see Ethical Guidelines.

Social Services
In the Nelson Diocese the provision of social services is primarily at parish level. Funding assistance is
available from the Anglican Care Committee– see under Anglican Care.

Spouses, Clergy
Normally clergy spouses are welcome to participate in Diocesan events organised for clergy. Spouses
of licensed clergy are welcome to participate in all training events organised for licensed clergy. The
main exception to this is Synod, where speaking and voting rights are accorded to licensed clergy and
elected parish representatives only. Nevertheless spouses are welcome to listen to Synod debates
from the ‘public gallery’ and to join in the Synod service, dinner and other activities.

St. John’s College (also College of the Southern Cross) Scholarships
The residential theological college of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia is
the College of St. John the Evangelist, located in Meadowbank, Auckland. It comprises three tikanga
colleges, including the tikanga Pakeha College known as the College of the Southern Cross. Students
training towards ordination and sponsored by one of the seven New Zealand dioceses normally
receive full scholarship support towards fees and living costs.

Staffing in Parishes
Most parishes enjoy, or would benefit from, the services of staff beyond the Vicar or Priest-inCharge. Staffing may mean any combination of full-time, part-time, paid and unpaid positions. Advice
about staffing may be sought from the Bishop’s Chaplain or the Diocesan Executive Secretary. The
Diocesan Executive Secretary will draw up all employment contracts for staff in consultation with the
parish. See also under ‘Employment’.

Strategic Plan – see under Policies and Procedures (1)
This Plan was adopted by Synod in 2010 and updated in 2014.

Supervision
All licensed clergy and many licensed lay ministers are expected to be ‘in supervision’ with an
approved supervisor. Further advice may be sought from the Bishop’s Chaplain or the Ministry
Education Coordinator. Supervision is expected to be undertaken every 6 weeks.
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Sustentation - Refer ‘Quota’
Synod
The Diocesan Synod is held annually. Synod is effectively the AGM of the Diocese and comprises the
Bishop, clergy and lay representatives - the latter being elected every three years in the parishes.
Every two years clergy and lay representatives are elected at the Diocesan Synod to represent the
Diocese at the biennial Tikanga Pakeha Conference and General Synod of the Anglican Church in
Aotearoa, New Zealand, and Polynesia. An Electoral Synod is held in the event of the retirement or
resignation of our Diocesan Bishop.
For further information see the booklet ‘’Guide to Synod”, the Diocesan Statutes and the Standing
Orders of the Diocese of Nelson Synod set out later in this Handbook and available on the Diocesan
website.

Tikanga, Three Tikanga Church
Since 1990 the Anglican Church of Aotearoa New Zealand and Polynesia has deemed itself to be a
three tikanga (cultural stream) Church, in which Maori, Pakeha and Polynesian Tikanga seek to listen
to each other and help each other in the development of the Church. At General Synod, the three
tikanga add another layer of ‘houses’ alongside the traditional houses of bishops, clergy and laity.

Tikanga Pakeha Conference

The biennial conference of the seven New Zealand (i.e. Pakeha) dioceses, Tikanga Pakeha Conference
is normally held just prior to General Synod in the same city /town as General Synod. The Diocesan
representatives to General Synod are also the representatives to the Tikanga Pakeha Conference.

Trust Funds - Temporary/Permanent, Obtaining and Using
The Diocese and most parishes have a mixture of permanent and temporary trust funds. Normally
only the interest is available from ‘permanent trusts’ (the exception being when a capital draw off is
in accordance with the original terms of the trust) while both capital and interest are available from
‘temporary trusts’. Further information may be obtained from the Diocesan Executive Secretary. A
list of all trusts and their capital value is published annually in the Synod papers (Diocesan Yearbook).

Vestments
A one-off grant for new ordinands of $200 towards an alb and stole is available on application.
Standing Committee encouraged parishes to also consider assisting with these costs, which can be
significant.

Vestries and Wardens
For a useful guide to the role and functions of vestries and wardens, see the Guide to Vestries and
Wardens in this Handbook and on the Diocesan Website under ‘Resources’.

Vicarages - see under Policies and Procedures (3)
Guidelines are in place for the use of vicarages and vicarage building regulations.
1 February 2019
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Video Conference Facilities
Video Conference facilities are located in Nelson/Waimea at The Anglican Centre, Mawhera at Holy
Trinity Greymouth and Marlborough at St Christopher’s Blenheim South. Diocesan Board and
Committee meetings are held regularly via video conference and there is also a guest login available
in some instances which can be used from a laptop solution.
Bishopdale College also has video conference facilities.

Vision
The Diocesan vision:
To be a network of local churches that are vibrant, Christ-centred communities of faith.
To inspire, equip, resource and support each local church to achieve its vision and mission to the
world as followers of Christ.

Websites
The Diocesan website is http://www.nelsonanglican.nz. It contains information about the diocese
and parishes, as well as useful resource material and forms. Contact the Diocesan Executive
Secretary or the Executive Assistant for any matters relating to the website.
The Bishopdale College website is: http://www.bishopdale.ac.nz

Wedding Policy
Weddings in Anglican churches must be taken by Anglican priests, or ordained ministers from other
Christian denominations with the permission of the Vicar. Weddings in churches may not be
conducted by lay marriage celebrants.
The Anglican Church Canons (Title G Canon III of Marriage) also state:
2.1

While it is usual for the marriage service to be conducted in a church or customary place of
worship, a clergy person may use discretion in agreeing to the service being conducted in
another appropriate place.

2.2

As a matter of courtesy, any minister conducting a marriage service in a place of worship in
which he or she does not ordinarily conduct worship shall do so only after consultation with the
appropriate authority.

A couple should be encouraged to have their wedding in a church. If the wedding is not held in a
church, a record of the marriage shall still be entered in a Marriage Register held by the church.

Welfare Assistance
The NZ Anglican Church Pension Board has discretionary funds available at to assist clergy and clergy
widow(er)s in need. These funds extend to both stipendiary and non-stipendiary clergy and
assistance may be by way of grants or loans. Any application for welfare assistance must be made
initially to the diocesan Pension Committee, which will check whether the application falls within the
required criteria and make a recommendation to the Pension Board. Among other things, the
Pension Committee must be satisfied that the applicant is in need of financial assistance. Application
forms are available on request from the Anglican Centre.
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Women in Ministry
The Anglican Women’s Study Centre newsletter contains information about women’s ministry in the
Anglican Church. Copies are available on request. Contact: anglicanwomenstudies@gmail.com

Worship Leaders
Each parish is free to nominate those it chooses as Worship Leaders, to lead parts of worship services
in the parish. A Diocesan Lay Ministry Licence is required for those who will preach regularly, conduct
entire services or administer home communion in the absence of the Vicar or Priest in Charge.

Youth and Young Adults Ministry
The Diocesan Youth and Internship Enabler welcomes discussion on any matter relating to Youth and
Young Adults Ministry.
The Youth and Internship Enabler should be consulted before any paid youth worker is appointed. In
any event, paid or unpaid, all youth workers, leaders or those in a similar position of responsibility
with young people must receive a satisfactory police vet prior to their appointment.
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Appendix A

Funding Options, Diocese of Nelson, 2016.
The Nelson Diocese through its Ministry Education funding, can provide some grants to ordained and lay people who are to wanting to do
further study or training. Alternatively, there are scholarships available annually from the St John’s College Trust Board. Please use this
flowchart to see what pathway is best for you and who to contact.
Funding required for training courses, for example:
Sabbatical, BTC papers, CPE, 3DM, CALEB, other
institutions (eg Otago Uni)

LAY

ORDAINED
Anglican

SABBATICAL

STUDY/TRAINING

Apply to the St John’s College Trust
Board for post-ordination
Scholarship. Application due end of
June for the following year. A lay
scholarship might also be possible
for spouse.

For all courses talk to Ministry
Education Coordinator for Diocesan
grant (typically $500/yr) or to see if
the St John’s College Trust Board for
post-ordination Scholarship is
applicable.

Forms available for Bishop’s PA and
talk to Ministry Education
Coordinator about study plan

BTC, CPE, CALEB, other

STUDY/TRAINING

For all courses talk to Ministry
Education Coordinator for Diocesan
grant (typically $500/yr) or to see if
a St John’s College Trust Board Lay
Scholarship is applicable.
BTC, CPE, CALEB, other

Non-Anglican
Anglican

If studying at BTC
see BTC Dean

DISCERNMENT

Apply to the St John’s College Trust
Board for Lay Scholarship.
Application due end of June for the
following year.
Forms available for Bishop’s PA and
talk to Ministry Education
Coordinator about study plan
BTC, CPE, CALEB, other

Figure 1. Post-Ordination Ministry Development (POMD) Life-Long Learning Model.

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4+

Beginning:
ILP + Appraisal

Beginning:
ILP + Appraisal

Beginning:
ILP + Appraisal

Life-Long Learning:
Biennial Reviews and Portfolio: Personal Development;
ILP; Goals

CPE
Competencies
Intensive

3DM

Diocesan Training Events/Retreats/ Leadership Conference
Specialised Training Events and Conferences
Communities of Practice
Professional Supervision
Boundaries/SafeHere/TitleD
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INTRODUCTION

We hope that those taking office as churchwardens and members of vestry
will find in this Guide the information they need to carry out their
responsibilities effectively and with confidence.
• The first part of this Guide contains an overview of the functions of
church wardens and vestry members.
• The second part contains some commonly asked questions about
these functions.
• Finally, the provisions of the Diocesan statutes relevant to the
functions of church wardens and vestry members are set out at the
end of the Guide.

Our bodies have many parts, but the many parts make up only one
body when they are all put together.
So it is with the ‘body’ of Christ. Each of us is a part of the one body
of Christ ….. and some of the parts that seem weakest and least
important are really the most necessary.
All of you together are the one body of Christ, and each one of you
is a separate and necessary part of it.

1 Corinthians 23: 12, 22, 27

i

IN A NUTSHELL… WHAT IS VESTRY?

IS
A group of individuals who are …
 United in the Holy Spirit
 Supportive encouragers and co-workers with the clergy
 Responsible for oversight of the church’s operations
 The spiritual leadership of the parish
 Informed about the parish and life of the wider church.
ISN’T
A group of individuals who are …
 Each seeking to push their own views
 An extension of the personalities of the clergy
 Just another secular business management system.
DOES
 Spend time in prayer
 Listen to each other and to parishioners
 Inform the whole parish of its business and decisions
 Arrive at unified decisions while aiming for consensus
 Delegate in order to use the gifts of all.
DOESN’T
 Make decisions which they individually will not support themselves
 Disregard the wisdom of scripture, tradition and reason
 Ignore the insights of various cultures as represented on Vestry.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF VESTRY



Promote worship and encourage the spiritual growth and wellbeing of parishioners



Promote Christian education



Ensure the overall good management of the parish



Ensure the care of church buildings, furnishings and equipment, including any alterations and
improvements



Decide on any paid positions in the parish



Provide a vicarage free of charge to the Vicar and free accommodation for all other full time
assistant clergy (or, instead, an appropriate housing allowance)



Inspect annually all church buildings, including the vicarage, and make sure appropriate
maintenance is carried out



Keep minutes of all vestry meetings, AGMs and SGMs of parishioners



Ensure all collections are recorded, kept safe and promptly banked



Ensure proper accounts are kept and reported (usually this will be done by the Anglican Centre)



Ensure that health and safety is taken seriously and that all legal requirements are followed.

In carrying out its responsibilities for finances and property, Vestry must follow any additional
requirements in the diocesan statutes, set out at the end of this Guide.
Reading the duties of vestry in the Parishes Statute, one might be forgiven for thinking vestry has to
do everything! However, the descriptions in sections 45 and 46 of that Statute need to be read with
an understanding that vestry’s role is primarily a governance role. Yes, vestry is responsible for the
spiritual growth of the parish and its overall good management, but this doesn’t mean it has to do it
all itself. Vestry’s role is primarily an oversight and monitoring role - although individual members
may also be involved in the detailed management of the parish. For further discussion of the
governance role of Vestry, please see Appendix A.
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EXTRA RESPONSIBILITIES OF WARDENS

The Churchwardens are members of Vestry who have additional leadership responsibility in the
parish. They should have full involvement in church life, wide knowledge of how the parish works, be
willing to step in to help when needed and have good sense and judgement.
In particular, their role is to:




Be lay leaders of the parish.



Liaise with vestry, parishioners and the Vicar.



Be responsible for the parish during an interregnum, or if the Vicar is ill.



Look out for the physical wellbeing of the Vicar and staff and make sure they take their
leave.



Encourage and support the Vicar and his/her family.



Ensure the decisions of Vestry are carried out.



Sign all contracts entered into by Vestry, eg, employment contracts.



Let the Bishop know if the Vicar is unable to take Sunday services because of illness.



Together with the Vicar, keep the parish roll.



Chair parish and Vestry meetings as needed.



Apply for a faculty, together with the Vicar, for any change to church buildings.

Together with the Vicar, act in an executive management role.

To help wardens get to know parishioners and to be known by them, it can be helpful for
wardens to:





Welcome people to Sunday services.
Act in a supervisory role, along with the sides-people, at any services with large
congregations.
Be ‘generally available’ so parishioners and others may speak to them about any
concerns.

As lay leaders, wardens will often hear confidential information or be asked to handle
sensitive situations. This may involve disputes between parishioners, or between a
parishioner and the Vicar or other staff. Scripture advises those with a dispute to try and
3

resolve matters themselves in the first instance. Wardens can encourage those with a
complaint to pray about whether they can respectfully, safely and calmly resolve the matter
with the other person, one to one.
If a matter cannot be resolved one to one, mediation may help. Wardens might offer to do
this or choose someone recommended by the Diocese. Strict rules of confidentiality apply
and no details may be disclosed to others unless all parties agree (unless a matter of
immediate safety is involved).
If the matter is a serious ethical complaint, mediation is not appropriate and strict
procedures must be followed. The Bishop’s Chaplain or Executive Secretary must be told
straight away.
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VESTRY MEETINGS

Some suggestions for your Vestry Meeting:


Should be held at least quarterly (once a month is usual) on a set day and time.



Remember vestry is a governance body, so don’t get bogged down in unnecessary detail.



If held monthly, consider alternating business meetings with an opportunity for ‘big
picture’ thinking about the church’s mission.



Make good use of sub committees, especially if the parish is large.



Start with a Bible study or other devotion led by a different person each meeting.



Consider holding the meeting at a different member’s home each month, or in the church
lounge, Vicar’s office or other central point.



The Vicar usually chairs the meeting but, if the Vicar wants, Vestry can elect one of its
members as chair.



Start promptly and have an agreed closing time – although an extension can be agreed.
The optimum meeting time is one and a half hours, but not more than two hours.



A quorum must be present before business matters can be decided.



Stick to the advertised agenda, but members can give notice of non- contentious items
in General Business.



Health and safety should always be included as a standard agenda item.



The agenda should be sufficiently flexible to allow room for the Holy Spirit to move.



Send out reports in advance and take them as read.



Notify members in advance of special items of concern.



A five minute break per hour is recommended during each meeting.



A special speaker from the community can be invited to attend to give a short talk and
answer questions



Supper can be served but this is best done by someone not on Vestry.
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BETWEEN VESTRY MEETINGS



Ideally each member will be responsible for the care and support of another leader or office
bearer in the Church – a direct line to Vestry other than via the clergy. A caring and praying
friend is often appreciated.



Clergy also need ministering to –the wardens should visit or phone regularly to see if there are
problems they can help with.



Members may be responsible for oversight of particular ministry areas.



The member appointed as health and safety advocate should ensure ongoing co-ordination of
health and safety matters and liaise regularly with the SafeHere Co-ordinator.



The Minutes should be sent out as soon as possible after the meeting.



A copy of the minutes might usefully be posted on the church notice board.



A summary of important matters should be either published in the parish magazine or in the
pew sheet.



An annual planning / quiet day for Vestry members is recommended.



At least an annual dinner for Vestry members and partners is recommended.



A staff meeting should be held regularly to allow the Vicar, assistant clergy, wardens and parish
staff to consider spiritual and organisational matters.
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CANONS AND STATUTES

There are various sets of rules that govern the life of the Anglican Church in New Zealand:

A.

THE CONSTITUTION, CANONS AND STANDING ORDERS OF THE ANGLICAN
CHURCH IN AOTEAROA, NEW ZEALAND AND POLYNESIA


B.

C.

These contain the Constitution of the Anglican Church and the Canons which are
the laws governing the whole church.

STATUTES OF THE DIOCESE OF NELSON


The Diocesan Synod passes statutes governing life in the diocese. These are
included in the Diocesan Handbook.



The statutes that Vestry members should be familiar with are the Parishes Statute
2006 and the Diocesan Properties and Faculties Statute 2006. These are included
at the end of this Guide.

THE GENERAL LAWS OF NEW ZEALAND


As the parish governance body and as individual church members, vestry and its
members are subject to the law of the land the same as anyone else. This includes
income tax law, employment law and health and safety law. The Anglican Centre
has processes in place to help parishes comply with the law. Requirements such as
those for accounting, allowance reimbursement, contracts and health and safety
are not there to make a parish’s life difficult, but to save the parish and its
employees from financial and other penalties!
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DIOCESAN COMMITTEES AND STAFF
ARE THERE TO HELP
Various committees deal with the mission, ministry and the administration of the Diocese. The
consent of some of these is required to deal with church property. Others are responsible for
administering funds that can assist parishes in their work. Below is information about some of
these groups:
Standing Committee
Standing Committee is made up of the Bishop and both clerical and lay members of Synod
who are elected to deal with diocesan matters when Synod is not in session.
The Nelson Diocesan Trust Board
The Trust Board owns property and holds money on trust for the benefit of parishes and others
in the Diocese. Because the Trust Board is the legal owner of parish land, its consent is needed
before parish land can be bought, sold, mortgaged or otherwise dealt with. So, too, is the
consent of Standing Committee, which has responsibility for oversight of the Diocese. For further
information about dealing with parish land, see the Diocesan Properties and Faculties Statute at
the end of this Guide. Also see the list of considerations vestries need to take into account when
thinking of buying or selling land, and the process they need to follow (Appendix B).
The Strategic Property Review Group
When Vestries are considering acquiring or divesting property they must engage with this
group at the beginning of the process. Its members are the Diocesan Executive Secretary, the
Bishop’s Chaplain, Mr David Allpress and Ven Bob Barrett.
The Standards and Safety Committee
This committee oversees compliance with proper ministry standards and with health and safety
requirements. Its members are the Bishop’s Chaplain, Diocesan Executive Secretary, Health & Safety
Coordinator and Ministry Education Coordinator.
Anglican Care Committee
The ACC members meet regularly to consider Anglican care grants to parishes and others. Details
about available funding can be found on the Diocesan website.
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The Diocesan Ministry Enablers
This is a team of people employed by the Diocese to help parishes with advice and support for their
ministries. Please feel free to contract them if you need help.
Social Services and Eldercare Enabler
Youth and Internship Enabler
Children and Families Ministry Enabler
Health and Safety Coordinator

socialservices@nelsonanglican.nz
youth@bishopdale.ac.nz
cfm@nelsoananglican.nz
hs@nelsonanglican.nz

The Diocesan Executive Secretary/Finance Manager and other administrative staff
These staff members deal with the administration of the Diocese and its committees. Please
feel free to contact them if you need help. Ph. 03 548 3124
Reception (Julie Cottle)
Diocesan Executive Secretary (Annie Fraser)
Finance Manager (Wayne Harding)
Senior Administrator (Lynette Smith)
Payroll Clerk (Margaret-Jayne Wylie)

reception@nelsonanglican.nz
diosec@nelsonanglican.nz
financemanager@nelsonanglican.nz
dioclerk@nelsonanglican.nz
dioadmin@nelsonanglican.nz

Postal address:

PO Box 100, Nelson 7040

Location:

The Anglican Centre,
48 Halifax St,
Nelson

Phone number:

03 548 3124

Contact email address:

reception@nelsonanglican.nz

Website:

www.nelsonanglican.nz
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FACULTIES

Before any changes can be made to the fabric, furniture, lighting, monuments or ornaments of
any church, a faculty must be issued by the Diocese. A faculty is the permission given for such
change.
An application form for a faculty is available on the Diocese website, under Resources/Forms,
and must be submitted to the Diocesan Executive Secretary.
For more information about what must be provided with an application, see the Diocesan
Properties and Faculties Statute at the end of this Guide.
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COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1.

Who is eligible to be on Vestry and how are they chosen?
Any lay person on the parish roll (except someone who is a paid member of the parish
staff for more than 9 hours a week) may be appointed to Vestry or hold other office in
the church (Parishes Statute, s22). To be on the parish roll you need to be baptized.
You also need to have taken part in the worship and life of the church for at least 4
months, or be known to be eligible by the Vicar and wardens. (Parishes Statute, s13).
Vestry consists of:
•

the Vicar or Priest in Charge

•

the Church Wardens

•
•

the Parish Synod representatives, and
the lay members who are elected at the Parish AGM.

If you are not seeking election as a Warden or Synod representative, you will need to
be elected separately to Vestry by parishioners at the AGM. You must be nominated
for Vestry and your nomination seconded by someone else on the parish roll, and you
must give your consent to have your name put forward (Parishes Statute, s21).
Once elected to Vestry, you must sign a declaration acknowledging the authority of
General Synod (the governing body of the Anglican Church in New Zealand) (Parishes
Statute, s24).
2.

How many people are required for Vestry?
The Parishes Statute gives a broad range of 3 – 10 elected Vestry members (Parishes
Statute, s19). The AGM usually decides the actual number needed in each parish.

3.

How long is my term on Vestry?
Vestry members are elected for one year. If you wish to continue on Vestry, you will
have to stand again for election at the next AGM (Parishes Statute, s22). In practice,
very few elections to Vestry are contested.
You can resign at any time by writing to the Vicar, or if there is no Vicar to a church
warden (Parishes Statute, s.32).
If a vacancy arises on Vestry the position may remain vacant or Vestry may appoint
someone to fill the vacancy (Parishes Statute, s.35).
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4.

Who chairs Vestry meetings?
Usually the Vicar chairs Vestry. However, if the Vicar is unable to attend or for some
reason there is no Vicar, the Vicar’s warden acts as chair. Similarly, if the Vicar’s
warden is unable to attend or for some reason there is no Vicar’s warden, the people’s
warden acts as chair.
If the Vicar wishes, Vestry may elect one of its members to chair Vestry meetings
(Parishes Statute, s41).

5.

What quorum is needed for a Vestry meeting?
Vestry can decide its own quorum but it must be no fewer than 1/3 of its members,
with a minimum of 4, and shall include the Vicar and at least 1 warden (Parishes
Statute, s43).

6.

Does notice need to be given of what will be discussed at Vestry meetings?
Although not expressly required by the Parishes Statute, it is good meeting practice
to have an agenda. Certainly, there is a requirement for Vestry to keep full minutes
(Parishes Statute, s.47).

7.

How much detail should we get into at Vestry meetings?
There is no simple answer to this. The smaller the parish and fewer the parish staff,
the greater the chance that Vestry will need to engage in detail. The larger the parish
and greater the parish staff, the more important it becomes that Vestry does not
engage in detail unless required to for a specific reason. Remember that Vestry is the
parish governance body and needs to keep its eye on the big picture. It should not get
involved in the management responsibilities of others unless specifically called for.
Please see the comments Vestry’s Governance Role in Appendix A for seven guiding
questions to influence vestry discussion.

8.

What is Vestry’s responsibility to provide a vicarage?
Vestry must provide a vicarage rent free in the parish for use by the Vicar and his / her
family. The same applies to accommodation for other full time assistant clergy. If for
any reason there is no vicarage, or the vicarage for some reason is unsuitable, a
housing allowance approved by the Diocese must be paid instead. (The current
housing allowance amounts to 1/3 of the clergy stipend.)
To make sure that clergy housing is suitable for use, the Diocese has a set of
requirements for vicarages. These can be found in Appendix I of the Diocesan
Handbook, kept in the parish or Vicar’s office, entitled Parish Building Regulations for
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Vicarages. Also in Appendix H of the Diocesan Handbook are Guidelines for the
Occupation and Vacation of Vicarages and Diocesan Housing which contains the rights
and responsibilities of clergy with respect to such housing.
9.

What responsibility does Vestry have for maintaining the church, hall and
vicarage?
Vestry must care for and maintain all these buildings and take responsibility for any
alterations and improvements. To ensure proper repair and maintenance, Vestry
must arrange for all buildings to be inspected at least once a year (Parishes Statute, ss
45 and 46).
Each parish is expected to draw up a 10 year maintenance plan for parish properties.
The plan should be accompanied by appropriate budget provision. A 10 year
maintenance plan is required before the Diocese considers any financial assistance for
church buildings or the vicarage.

10.

What happens if the Vestry wants to buy property for church use?
As soon as Vestry begins to seriously consider the purchase of land or other property,
it should contact the Diocesan Executive Secretary, who will convene the Strategic
Property Review Group to consider the proposal and advise Standing Committee. The
approval of Standing Committee and the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board is needed
before any site for a church building can be purchased (‘church building’ means any
church, vicarage or hall). Their consent is also needed before a church building can be
erected or an alteration made that affects its stability or general plan (Dio. Properties
and Faculties Statute, s.4). If their ‘in principle’ approval to go ahead is obtained early
in the process, Vestry can proceed with confidence in its planning. If needed the
Executive Secretary can also put the parish in touch with those who can assist with
fund raising, or who can advise on other related matters. Remember that you will
need to check any Council planning regulations to ensure the intended use of the
property is possible and that all Council requirements are met.
In Appendix B to this Guide is a list of factors Vestry should consider when deciding
whether to buy or sell property. These factors also guide Standing Committee when
considering a request to buy or sell.
Any proposal to purchase property that involves financial liability for the parish may
only proceed if it is first authorised by a resolution of Vestry. The maximum amount
Vestry can spend without authorisation from a general meeting of parishioners is
$20,000 or 20% of Assessable Income in the previous year, whichever is lesser. (Dio.
Properties and Faculties Statute, s.5).
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Should vestry wish to borrow money for the purchase (or for any other purpose), it
must first have at least 60% of the purchase price (or other financial liability) and must
pay off the debt within 20 years. (Dio. Properties and Faculties Statute, s.6). Limits
are also placed on the giving of mortgage security over the site of a church building (s.
7) and the consent of Standing Committee and the Trust Board must also be obtained
before a mortgage is entered into (s.17).
As legal owners of all diocesan property, the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board must sign
as owner any transfer of property.
11.

What happens if the Vestry wants to sell/lease church property?
The process of selling or leasing property is very similar to that for buying. As soon as
Vestry seriously starts to consider one of these possibilities, it should contact the
Diocesan Executive Secretary, who will convene the Strategic Property Review Group
to consider the proposal and advise Standing Committee. The approval of Standing
Committee and the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board is needed (Dio. Properties and
Faculties Statute, s17) and once their ‘in principle’ approval to go ahead is obtained,
Vestry can proceed with confidence in its planning. If needed the Executive Secretary
can put the parish in touch with people who can advise on matters related to the sale.
In Appendix B to this Guide is a list of factors Vestry should consider when thinking
about selling property. These factors also guide Standing Committee when deciding
whether to approve a sale.
Parishioners may have strong emotional ties to church property. As part of the
process of deciding to sell, you would be wise to seek as wide an approval as possible
at a general meeting of parishioners, the time and purpose of which has been
properly notified beforehand (Parishes Statute, s20).
As legal owners of all diocesan property, the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board must sign
as owner any transfer of property.

12.

What is a faculty and when is one needed?
A faculty from the Diocese must be obtained before any changes can be made to the
fabric, furniture, lighting, monuments or ornaments of a church. A faculty is also
needed before anything is erected or placed in a church that should be dedicated or
consecrated. A faculty is the permission given for the change.
An application form for a faculty is available on the Diocese website, under
Resources/Diocese/Forms, and must be submitted to the Diocesan Executive
Secretary by the Vicar and church wardens.
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13.

Is Vestry responsible for appointing the Vicar?
The appointment of a Vicar is an appointment to an ecclesiastical office made by the
Bishop in consultation with the parish. Each year, soon after the parish AGM, Vestry
must elect 4 people as ‘nominators’ for the parish. The nominators must be qualified
to be a member of vestry (ie, must be baptized and on the parish roll), but need not
actually be a member of vestry (Parishes Statute, s44). Should the position of Vicar
become vacant, the nominators represent the parish in the appointment of a new
Vicar.
No other ordained staff (other than the Vicar) shall be engaged in the parish without
Vestry’s approval. The Diocesan Executive Secretary will prepare the appropriate
appointment agreement.

14.

What responsibility does the parish have for paying the Vicar?
The payment of clergy stipends is a first charge on the revenue of the parish. The
same applies to the salaries of lay staff (Parishes Statute, s43)

15.

What responsibility does Vestry have for the Vicar’s well-being?
The suggestion has already been made that Vestry members each take responsibility
for the care and support of parish leaders and office bearers. Responsibility for the
Vicar’s well-being is the specific responsibility of the church wardens (see question X).

16.

How does Vestry go about employing parish staff?
One of the main duties of Vestry is to decide whether, and what, paid positions
should be established in the parish (Parishes Statute, s45). All paid lay staff are
appointed by the Vicar and wardens, on behalf of Vestry. If you are planning to
employ someone in the parish, contact the Diocesan Executive Secretary who will
draw up the appropriate employment contract ready for signing.

17.

What are our ongoing responsibilities as an employer?
The employment of lay staff is covered by New Zealand employment law. In
addition, the Diocese of Nelson has committed itself and all its parishes to being good
employers and has adopted the Anglican Church’s People Matter Employment
Guidelines. You can find these Guidelines in the Diocesan Handbook, kept in your
parish or Vicar’s office. These Guidelines set out Vestry’s responsibilities when
selecting and appointing staff, inducting new staff, undertaking performance reviews
and staff development, and when ending employment relationships.
One employer responsibility is to ensure staff well-being by making sure they take
adequate leave. The responsibility of ensuring annual leave is taken lies with the
wardens (Parishes Statute, s46). As well as ensuring staff well-being, making sure
leave is taken also ensures that the parish is not left with the financial liability to pay
out annual leave should employment end before it is taken.
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18.

What is the responsibility of Vestry for health and safety?
This is another instance where the general laws of New Zealand apply. As the
governance body of the parish, vestry has a collective responsibility to ensure that
health and safety is taken seriously in the parish and that legal requirements are met.
Members of vestry also have an individual duty as ‘officers’ of the parish to exercise
due diligence to ensure they educate themselves on the requirements of the law and
that health and safety matters are appropriately dealt with.
To comply with the first part of this duty, vestry members must know about the
Health and Safety at Work Act 2015. If you haven’t attended face to face training
with the Diocesan Executive Secretary, you must watch the DVD on the requirements
of the Act sent out to all parishes. You must also read and be familiar with the
Diocesan Health and Safety Management Plan.

19.

What are the parish’s financial obligations?
The first call on the parish’s finances is for paying the Vicar and any other staff. This
includes their stipend/wages, contributions towards their pension/superannuation
and any allowances. The parish also has an obligation to provide cost free housing for
the Vicar and his or her family, and for any assistant priest in the parish. If housing is
not available, the parish must pay a housing allowance to the Vicar and other clergy
generally equating to 1/3 stipend
The parish is legally obliged to pay taxes in the form of GST, ACC and PAYE. This
obligation is met by the Diocese on behalf of the parish.
In addition to staff costs, the parish has an obligation under the diocesan statutes to
maintain the vicarage and other church buildings. The parish buildings and other
assets must be insured and cover is arranged through the Diocese. The cost of any
building development or alteration is also the responsibility of the parish, although
some financial assistance may be available from the Diocese.
The cost of the Vicar and staff, insurances and a contribution to the cost of the
Bishop’s Ministry Team are calculated and paid monthly to the Anglican Centre under
what is known as the parish quota (or sustentation). The parish’s direct expenses
amount to about 95-99% of the quota - the contribution to the Diocese amounts to
only a very small proportion of the parish costs. The Anglican Centre then arranges
for payment of all staffing and other costs.

20.

What is the Diocesan accounting scheme and how does it work?
In 2006 the Anglican Centre set up a centralised scheme to help parishes with their
day to day processing and financial reporting obligations. The basis of the scheme is
that the Anglican Centre takes over parts of the process usually performed on a
voluntary basis by treasurers. The Anglican Centre now:
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 Pays parish accounts
 Processes parish transactions
 Pays wages
 Pays parish quota to Diocese
 Prepares monthly management accounts
 Prepares two-monthly GST returns
 Prepares annual accounts
The responsibility of issuing donation tax receipts continues to lie with the parish.
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ADDITIONAL WARDENS’ QUESTIONS
1.

What is the difference between a Vicar’s Warden and a People’s Warden?
The Vicar’s Warden is appointed by the Vicar before the election of office holders at the
parish AGM; the People’s Warden is elected by parishioners at the AGM (Parishes
Statute, ss 21 and 27). While coming into the role by different means, the duties and
responsibilities of wardens under the diocesan statutes are the same.
For example, both wardens are responsible for the Vicar’s physical wellbeing, as well as
that of staff (Parishes Statute, s.56). Traditionally, however, the Vicar’s Warden has had
a particular role in standing alongside and supporting the Vicar. Similarly, the People’s
Warden has traditionally had a role in standing alongside parishioners, hearing their
concerns and, where appropriate, voicing them to the Vicar. Although not required,
this may be a useful division of responsibility between the wardens.

2.

How long is my term of office as warden?
Like other vestry members, the People’s Warden holds office for one year until the
following AGM, unless he or she resigns earlier by giving written notice to the Vicar or is
re-elected for a further term. Likewise, appointment of the Vicar’s Warden lasts for one
year unless he or she resigns by giving written notice to the Vicar or is re-elected for a
further term (Parishes Statute s.32).
If there is a vacancy for any reason in the office of Vicar’s Warden, the Vicar must
appoint a replacement as soon as possible and give the required notice of that
appointment (Parishes Statute, s.33 and s.2). If the office of People’s Warden becomes
vacant, a special general meeting of parishioners must be held as soon as practicable to
elect someone else to that office (s.34).

3.

What can I do to ensure the Vicar’s well-being?
As well as being available to talk things though and provide general support, you are
specifically required to have concern for the physical well-being of the Vicar and other
staff. This includes making sure that he or she takes regular leave. To help keep
wardens up to date with the Vicar’s and staff’s leave entitlements, the Anglican Centre
automatically sends wardens a copy of clergy and salaried staff leave returns where
leave has been taken in the preceding fortnight. You can then raise any queries while
the matter is current.
In addition the Executive Secretary will write to the Vicar and wardens reminding them
of any excessive untaken leave by the Vicar, and about any excessive untaken leave by
lay staff. Appendix C to this Guide contains useful information on Leave Taking and
Recording.
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An Act to provide for the constitution and regulation of parishes and mission
districts, and for defining the powers and duties of parish officers
BE IT RESOLVED by the Bishop, Clergy, and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson, in Synod
assembled as follows:
1

Short Title
This Act may be cited as the Parishes Act 2006.

2

Interpretation
In this Act—
Public Notice means a notice given—
(a)

orally at a worship service or other meeting of a congregation; and

(b)

in writing placed on a public noticeboard within the church or in a service sheet or
other publication given or made available to persons coming into the church

Vicar means a clergy person licensed by the Bishop as a Vicar, Co-Vicar, Priest-In-Charge,
Dean, Rural Dean, or Pastor
Vicar’s Churchwarden means—
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(a)

the churchwarden appointed by the Vicar, as required by section 12; and

(b)

in a parish where there is no Vicar, the Bishop’s churchwarden.”

PART I
PARISHES
3

Existing parishes

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

The parishes of the Diocese are named in Part I of the Schedule to this Act.
Other ministry or mission units of the Diocese are named in Part II of that Schedule.
Unless changed in accordance with the provisions of section 8 of this Act, the
boundaries of the various parishes, as they were defined immediately before
commencement of this Act, shall continue to be the boundaries of those parishes.
Deleted.

4

Powers of Synod in respect of Parishes and Mission Units

(1)

Synod may from time to time, by resolution, do all or any of the following things:
(a) constitute a new parish in accordance with section 5 of this Act:
(b) constitute a new mission unit in accordance with section 6 of this statute
(c) Deleted
(d) alter the boundaries of any parish in accordance with section 9 of this Statute:
(e) abolish any parish in accordance with section 10 of this Statute.
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(2)

Before any proposal is considered by Synod that would have the effect of altering the
boundaries of any existing parish, the proposal shall be considered and reported on by
Standing Committee after consultation with each Vestry concerned.

(3)

Before any change is made in the boundaries of any existing parish, one month's notice
of the proposed alteration shall be sent to the Vestry of each affected parish, and any
representations made by any such parish within the period of that notice shall be
considered by Synod or Standing Committee (as the case may be) before the alteration
is approved.

5

Constitution of new parishes

(1)

Any members of the Church living in a defined geographical area may from time to
time apply to Synod, through the Bishop, to have that area constituted as a new parish,
notwithstanding that the whole or any part of the area already forms part of any
existing parish.

(2)

If Synod agrees to the application, it shall define the boundaries of the new parish.

(3)

On the constitution of a new parish, the Bishop shall forthwith appoint a qualified
person to be a Churchwarden of that parish, who shall hold office until a Vicar is
appointed and appoints a Churchwarden of his or her choosing.

6

Other Ministry and Mission Units

(1)

Other ministry and mission units, as agreed by Synod or Standing Committee may be
established to further the mission of the Church

(2)

Every ministry or mission units shall have a form of administration approved in each
case by Standing Committee as appropriate to the needs of the mission, and generally
complying with the following guidelines:
(a)

(b)

There shall be a committee to be appointed in such manner as Standing
Committee shall specify to assist in the administration and work of the mission
with such duties and responsibilities as shall be assigned to it by Standing
Committee:
The committee shall consist of not fewer than three nor more than ten church
members, being persons who, if the unit were a parish, would be entitled to vote
at parish meetings and for the election of lay representation on Synod:

7

Continuation of a Parish

(1)

Once constituted any Parish is expected to fulfil each of the following requirements:
(a)
(b)

(c)

To have defined geographical boundaries which accurately represent the area
within which it has its primary focus
To have provided within its boundaries a building or buildings suitable for its
needs of divine worship and compliant with statutory requirements related to
health and safety.
To have provided a suitable residence where necessary for the Vicar or other
responsible minister in charge or is able to make payment of a housing allowance
(in accordance with Diocesan policy) in lieu thereof.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

To demonstrate its ability to comply with the financial requirements and other
requirements for the time being in force in the Diocese which are applicable to
the exercise of the rights and privileges of a parish, as evidenced by a budget for
the current year and the year thereafter. It is the expectation of the Diocese that
each Parish ought to be financially self-sustaining.
To demonstrate that it has a duly elected and appointed Vestry which meets on
a regular basis and is able to discharge its responsibilities as described in the
Parish Statute; provided that in the case of a Parish receiving financial assistance,
it has been able to comply with the administrative requirements as determined
by the Bishop.
To demonstrate that it is able to provide worship, pastoral care, outreach,
stewardship and other expressions of pastoral life appropriate to a church of its
size and characteristics.

8

Parishes receiving Financial Assistance

(1)

Where a Parish is unable to sustain its ministry from its own resources it may receive
Financial Assistance from the Synod on such terms and conditions as Synod or
Standing Committee may from time to time determine.
Any Parish receiving Financial Assistance shall be under the control of the Bishop.
Any Parish receiving Financial Assistance shall work with the Bishop and the Bishop’s
Ministry team in formulating and implementing a Parish Ministry Plan to aid the Parish
moving forward to self-sustainability, if it is possible to achieve that goal.
Standing Committee may in substitution of the parish governance provisions of this
Statute approve for each Parish receiving Financial Assistance an alternative form of
administration that is most appropriate to the needs of that Parish, and could comply
with the following guidelines:
(a) There be a committee to be appointed in such manner as Standing Committee
shall specify to assist in the administration and work of the Parish with such
duties and responsibilities as shall be assigned to it by Standing Committee;
(b) One member of the committee, either appointed by the Bishop or elected by the
committee, to be the Warden of the Parish, to act as chairperson in the absence
of a Vicar, and to perform such other duties as may be assigned to the Warden by
Standing Committee;
(c) The committee when required by Standing Committee render a report of its
financial position.
The nomination of any Vicar for a Parish receiving Financial Assistance shall be
pursuant to the provisions of section 2.2 of the Appointment and Termination Act
1996.

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

9

Alteration of boundaries
Synod may from time to time alter the boundaries of any parish by excluding any area
that is presently within the parish or by including any area that is presently outside the
parish
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10

Abolition of Parishes or Mission Units

(1)

Where Synod is satisfied that a parish is no longer viable as a separate entity, it may
abolish the parish or mission unit and incorporate the whole or any part of the area of
the parish in any other parish.
Where Standing Committee is satisfied that a Ministry or Mission Unit is no longer
desirable or required, it may abolish the said Ministry or Mission Unit and give the
necessary directions as to the disposition of any assets

(2)

10A When intervention may be necessary
(1)

If, in the opinion of the Bishop, any aspect of the operation of a parish causes concern,
the Bishop, after consultation with Standing Committee, may intervene in parish
affairs in whatever way, in the opinion of the Bishop, is appropriate.

(2)

Without limiting any of the Bishops powers in clause (1) the Bishop in intervening may
appoint a Bishop’s Commissioner to undertake specified roles within the Parish. Such
roles could include:
a.
Advisor of Vicar or Parish
b.
Acting as Vicar or as a Co-Vicar
c.
Being an additional Warden or Vestry member
d.
Replacing the Warden(s) or Vestry
e.
Being the sole governor of the Parish.

(3)

The goal of such intervention is to address the identified issues and to return the Parish
to normal governance as soon as practically appropriate.

11

Interpretation of ‘Financial Assistance’
For the purposes of determining what is Financial Assistance, that assistance given by
the Diocese to a parish for the purpose of supporting a candidate for ordination or for
training a clergyperson in the first two years of ministry following ordination as a
Deacon, shall not be deemed to be grant-for-mission assistance, nor would grants
received from specific Funds or Trusts for specific projects or purposes be deemed to
be Financial Assistance.
If any doubt arises as to whether or not a Parish is receiving Financial Assistance,
Standing Committee, whose decision shall be final, shall determine the matter
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PART II
PARISH ELECTORAL ROLL
12

Purpose of Parish Electoral Roll

(1)

The principal purpose of the parish electoral roll is to provide evidence that a person is
entitled—
(a) To speak and vote on any matter properly dealt with at an annual general meeting
or special general meeting of the parish;
(b) to be appointed as the Vicar’s Churchwarden;
(c) to stand for an office listed in section 18(2)(e).

(2)

The parish electoral roll must be available for inspection on request by any person on the
roll.

13

Eligibility to be Enrolled

(1)

A person is entitled to be enrolled on the parish electoral roll if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(a) The person is baptised; and
(b) The person, whether resident in the parish or not, has for at least 4 months
participated in the worship and life of the parish or is known by the Vicar and
churchwardens to be qualified for enrolment; and
(c) The person signs the declaration set out in subsection (2).

(2)

The form of declaration referred to in subsection (1) is as follows:
"I … declare that I have been baptised and wish to be on the electoral roll of the [name]
parish.”

(3)

No person may be enrolled on more than 1 parish electoral roll at the same time.

14

Compiling and maintaining the parish electoral roll

(1)

The Vicar and churchwardens must compile and maintain the parish electoral roll.

(2)

The parish electoral roll must consist of the name of each person who has satisfied the
conditions set out in section 13.

(3)

The parish electoral roll must not be used except for the purposes of this Act or other Act
of the Diocesan Synod.

(4)

This section does not prevent the Vicar and churchwardens from compiling, as they think
fit, other information for the purposes of the parish community.

15

Revision of parish electoral roll

(1)

The Vicar and churchwardens must keep the parish electoral roll current by revising it as
necessary, and at least once a year, not later than 1 month before the date set for the
annual general meeting, to ensure that—
(a)
(b)

The names of parishioners are correctly recorded on the parish electoral roll; and
the names are removed from the parish electoral roll—
(i)
Of persons who have died;
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(ii)
(iii)

Of persons who have requested their names to be removed from the parish
electoral roll;
Of persons with whom contact has been lost.

(2)

Before the Vicar and churchwardens remove the name of a person from the parish
electoral roll, they must refer the matter for the approval of the Vestry.
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Appeal
A person may appeal to the Standing Committee against any decision relating to that
person’s eligibility to be on the parish electoral roll.”

PART III
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS, ELECTIONS AND SPECIAL GENERAL MEETINGS
Preliminary provisions about annual general meeting
17

Annual general meeting

(1)

The Vicar must call an annual general meeting of the members of the parish not later
than 30 April in each year.

(2)

If there is no Vicar, or if, for any reason, the Vicar is unable to act, the annual general
meeting must be called by—
(a) the Vicar’s Churchwarden; or
(b) if there is no Vicar’s Churchwarden or if for any reason the Vicar’s Churchwarden is
unable or unwilling to act, the people’s churchwarden.

(3)

Despite subsections (1) and (2), the Bishop, at his or her discretion, or the Bishop’s
nominee, may call an annual general meeting of a parish.
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Purposes and business of annual general meeting

(1)

The purposes of the annual general meeting of the parish are—
(a) to review the spiritual life and the management of the parish; and
(b) to enable the business of the parish to be carried out through the democratic
election of office holders; and
(c) to receive and adopt the accounts of the parish for the previous financial year.

(2)

The business of the annual general meeting must include the following matters:

2009

(a)
(b)

The minutes of the annual general meeting and of any special general meetings of
the previous financial year must be confirmed; and
The receipt and consideration of—
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

2009

(c)
(d)

the Vicar's annual report; and
the churchwardens' annual report; and
if appropriate, other reports of parish activities; and

the receipt and adoption of the annual accounts; and
the appointment of the Vicar’s Churchwarden:
26

2009

(e)

the election of—
(i)
the people's churchwarden; and
(ii) the members of the Vestry required by section 19 to be elected; and
(iii) in every third year, the lay synod representatives required.

(f)

The appointment of an auditor if required. An auditor is required if the Parish’s
accounts are not being processed and prepared by the Anglican Centre.

(3)

The right of adjournment is not in the chairperson, nor in the Churchwardens or Vestry,
but in the whole assembly, and the question of adjournment must be decided by a
majority of votes.
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Number of elected members of Vestry
The annual general meeting must elect not fewer than 3, and not more than 10, persons
to be members of the Vestry.
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Notice of annual general meeting
Public Notice must be given at each worship service on not fewer than 3 Sundays before
the date set for the annual general meeting—
(a) stating the venue, date, and time of the meeting; and
(b) inviting—
(i)
nomination of candidates for office holders in accordance with sections 21,
22, and 23; and
(ii) notice of any items of general business.
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Nominations for office

(1)

Nominations must be invited for candidates for—
(a) the office of people’s churchwarden; and
(b) members of the Vestry; and

(2)

Nominations must be made in the form provided for the purpose, which must require
that each candidate—
(a)
(b)
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be nominated and seconded by persons on the electoral roll; and
clearly indicates his or her consent to be nominated.

(3)

Nominations must be received not later than 8 days before the date of the annual
general meeting.

(4)

Public Notice must be given of the persons nominated for office not later than 1 Sunday
before the date set for the annual general meeting.
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Eligibility for office
Any lay person who is on the parish electoral roll (except a person who is a paid
member of the staff of the parish for more than 9 hours each week) may be appointed
to or nominated for, and hold, an office referred to in section 18(2)(d) and (e).
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Tenure of office
A person elected to office as the people’s churchwarden or as a member of the Vestry—
(a) holds that office until the next annual general meeting; and
(b) may be re-elected or re-appointed, as the case may be, to the same office.
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Declaration
The Chairperson of the Annual Meeting shall require every Churchwarden and Vestry
member, before entering on office to make and subscribe to the Declaration of
Acknowledgement of the authority of General Synod as required by Title B Canon xxi.
The Declarations so signed shall at once be forwarded to the Diocesan Secretary.

Procedure for Annual General Meeting
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Vicar to chair annual general meeting

(1)

The Vicar is the chairperson of the annual general meeting.

(2)

However, if there is no Vicar, or if, for any reason, the Vicar is unable or unwilling to act,
the meeting must be chaired by—
(a)
(b)
(c)

the Vicar’s Churchwarden; or
if there is no Vicar’s Churchwarden or if for any reason the Vicar’s Churchwarden is
unable or unwilling to act, the people's churchwarden; or
the chairperson of Vestry.

(3)

Despite subsections (1) and (2), the Bishop or the Bishop’s nominee may chair the
annual general meeting of any parish.

(4)

The chairperson has a deliberative and a casting vote.

(5)

Unless expressly provided otherwise in this Act or in another Act of the Diocesan Synod,
the chairperson may regulate the procedure of the annual general meeting.
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Eligibility to speak and vote at annual general meeting

(1)
(2)

Every person on the parish electoral roll is entitled to speak and vote on any matter
properly dealt with at the annual general meeting.
A person not on the parish electoral roll may, with the leave of the meeting, speak on
any matter properly dealt with at the annual general meeting, but is not entitled to vote
on any matter.

27

Appointment of Vicar’s Churchwarden
Before the election of office holders is conducted at the annual general meeting, the
chairperson must announce the person appointed by the Vicar (or if there is no Vicar, by
the Bishop or the Vicar-General) to be the Vicar’s Churchwarden (or the Bishop’s
churchwarden).

Election of People’s Churchwarden and Members of Vestry
28

Election procedure

(1)

Despite section 21, the chairperson may, with the leave of the meeting, accept from the
floor further nominations of candidates for the Vestry.
28

(2)

If the number of candidates nominated under section 21 or subsection (1) for the offices
of people’s churchwarden, members of the Vestry, and Synod Representatives (when
required)—
(a)
(b)

does not exceed the number required to be elected, the chairperson must declare
each of the candidates to be elected; or
does exceed the number required to be elected, the chairperson must proceed to
conduct a ballot to elect the required office holders.
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Conduct of ballot

(1)

Before a ballot is conducted, 2 scrutineers who are not candidates for election must be—
(a)
(b)

nominated by the chairperson; and
approved by the meeting.

(2)

The role of the scrutineers is to distribute, collect, and count the voting papers and to
certify to the chairperson the number of votes cast for each candidate.

(3)

A ballot paper is counted as valid only if votes are cast—
(a) by a person who is on the parish electoral roll; and
(b) for not more candidates than the number required to be elected; and
(c) in accordance with the procedure directed by the chairperson.

(4)

The scrutineers must exclude any voting papers on which votes have been cast for more
candidates than the number required to be elected.

(5)

The scrutineers must deliver the voting papers to the chairperson to be destroyed.

(6)

Voting by proxy is not permitted.
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Declaration of results of ballot

(1)

If the result of the ballot is decisive, the chairperson must declare the name of each
person elected.

(2)

If 2 or more candidates receive the same number of votes, the chairperson must conduct
a further ballot among those candidates in accordance with section 29.

(3)

If the second ballot is not decisive—
(a) the matter may be determined by lot; or
(b) the vacancy may be filled in accordance with the relevant provisions of sections 34
to 36.

Election of lay synod representatives
31

Lay synod representatives

(1)

As required by section 14 of the Diocesan Structures Statute 2005, in every third year the
parish must, by 30 April, elect the required number of lay synod representatives for the
parish.
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Resignation from office

(1)

A person holding office as a churchwarden, member of the Vestry, or auditor may resign
from office at any time by giving written notice to the Vicar or, if there is no Vicar, to a
churchwarden, or if there is neither a Vicar nor a churchwarden, to the Bishop or the
Vicar-General.
A person holding office as a Synod Representative may resign from office at any time by
giving written notice to the Bishop.
When a notice is received, the office to which it relates becomes vacant—
(a) from the date on which the notice becomes effective; or
(b) if no effective date is stated in the notice, immediately.

(2)
(3)
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Vacancy in office of Vicar’s Churchwarden

(1)

If the office of Vicar’s Churchwarden becomes vacant through death, resignation,
removal, or for any other reason, the Vicar must, as soon as practicable,—
(a) appoint another person to that office; and
(b) give Public Notice of that appointment.

(2)

If there is no Vicar and a vacancy arises in the office of Bishop’s churchwarden, the Bishop
or Vicar-General must make the necessary appointment and give Public Notice of that
appointment.

34

Vacancy in office of people’s churchwarden
If the office of people's churchwarden becomes vacant through death, resignation,
removal, or for any other reason, a special general meeting of parishioners must be held
as soon as practicable to elect another person to that office.
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Vacancy in Vestry
If a vacancy arises on the Vestry through the death, resignation, or removal of an elected
member of the Vestry, or for any other reason, —
(a) the position may remain vacant unless it is necessary to fill the office in order to
provide a quorum for the Vestry, as required by section 43.
(b) the position may be filled—
(i)
by an appointment made by the Vestry.
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Vacancy in office of auditor
If the position of auditor becomes vacant through death, resignation, removal, or for any
other reason, the Vestry must, if an auditor is required as soon as practicable, appoint
another qualified person to that position.

Special general meetings of parish
37

Special general meetings of parishioners called

(1)
(2)

A special general meeting may be called for any purpose in accordance with section 17.
A request may be made for a special general meeting of the parish by notice in writing
to the Vicar or churchwardens, signed by not fewer than 20 members or 20% of the
members of the parish roll, whichever is less.
30

(3)
(4)

If a request is received under subsection (2), the Vicar or churchwardens, as the case
may be, must hold a meeting not later than 28 days after the notice is received.
A special General meeting may be called for any purpose by the Bishop or the Vicar.

38

Procedure for special general meetings

(1)

Public Notice must be given in accordance with section 20 of a meeting called or
requested under section 37.
The notice must state the purpose for which the meeting is called.
No business except what is stated in the notice may be raised or transacted at a meeting
called under section 37.
Sections 25 to 26 apply to a meeting called under section 37, and, if a vote is required in
relation to a matter properly before the meeting, the provisions of sections 28 to 30
apply with any necessary modifications.
The right of adjournment is not in the chairperson, nor in the Churchwardens or Vestry,
but in the whole assembly, and the question of adjournment must be decided by a
majority of votes.

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

PART IV
VESTRIES
39

Membership of Vestry

(1)

A Vestry consists of the Vicar of the parish [or an alternate as provided for by Section 39
(3)], the churchwardens, Lay Synod Representatives and the lay members elected at an
annual general meeting of parishioners.
The persons referred to in subsection (1) have the right to speak and vote at Vestry
meetings.
The Bishop of Nelson may permit the Vicar to be represented on the Vestry by another
clergy person, provided that this is with the concurrence of the Vicar and churchwardens.

(2)
(3)

2009
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Meetings of Vestry

(1)
(2)

Meetings of Vestry shall be held at least quarterly, and at such time and place as the
Vestry may determine.
A special meeting of Vestry may be called at such time as the Vicar or the Churchwardens
may determine, or upon a requisition in writing signed by a majority of the members of
Vestry.

(3)

A special meeting may be called any purpose by the Bishop.
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Chairing of Vestry

(1)

Subject to the provisions of this section and section 39, the Vicar shall chair all meetings
of Vestry.
If for any reason the Vicar is unable to attend any meeting of Vestry, and while there is
no Vicar, the Vicar’s Churchwarden (or if for any reason the Vicar’s Churchwarden is
unable to act, and while there is no Vicar's Churchwarden, the People's Churchwarden)
shall chair the meetings of Vestry.

(2)
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(3)
(4)

If the Vicar so desires, Vestry may elect one of its members to chair its meetings for the
whole or part of its term of office.
The person chairing any meeting of Vestry shall have a casting as well as a deliberative
vote.

42

Persons with right to attend Vestry meetings
Any person may attend Vestry meetings at the invitation of the Vestry, and have the
right to speak but not to vote.
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Quorum for Vestry

(1)
(2)

(3)

No business shall be transacted at a meeting of Vestry unless a quorum is present.
Vestry may determine its own quorum, but it shall be no fewer than one-third of its
members with a minimum of four, and shall include the Vicar or at least one of the
Churchwardens.
Vestry may, with the express consent of the Vicar and the Churchwardens, delegate to
a member of Vestry or a subcommittee of Vestry the power to deal with any particular
item of business or to be responsible for any particular aspect of parish life, with power
to co-opt additional parishioners who are not members of Vestry; and in such a case
the subcommittee may conduct the business committed to it even though the Vicar or
a Churchwarden is not present or is not a member of the subcommittee.
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Election of Parochial Nominators
At a meeting held not later than two (2) months after the annual general meeting at
which it was elected, Vestry shall elect four (4) persons, who are qualified to be
members of Vestry, to be the Parochial Nominators for the parish or Mission District as
the case may be.
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Primary duties of Vestry

(1)

The primary duties of the Vestry are —
(a)

(2)

To promote the worship of Almighty God and to provide all things necessary for the
ordering of public worship; and
(b) to foster the spiritual growth and wellbeing of the parishioners, to bring before the
parishioners the claims on them of the mission of the church in their community
and in the world at large, and generally to promote the extension of Christ's
Kingdom; and
(c) to encourage all members of the parish to grow in the faith and service of Christ by
the power of his Spirit, and in particular to see that Christian education is provided
for persons of all age groups; and
(d) to be responsible for the overall good management of the parish, to administer and
undertake the business affairs of the parish, and to provide and care for the
buildings, furnishings, and equipment needed for the good working of the parish.
(e) to determine the establishment of any paid position within the parish.
Subsection (1) does not limit the responsibility of the Vicar, under the authority of the
Bishop, for the pastoral care of the parish, for Christian education in the parish, and for
the spiritual wellbeing of the parishioners.
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Further duties in respect of property
Vestry shall have the following further duties:
(a)

(b)

(c)

to plan, authorise, and execute all capital works, alterations, and improvements
that may be necessary or desirable for the proper functioning of the parish
buildings, subject always to the provisions of the Diocesan Properties and
Faculties Act 2006:
to provide a Vicarage in the parish free of charge to the Vicar, and free
accommodation to other full-time Assistant Clergy who are paid from parish
funds, or, instead of accommodation, to provide an allowance approved by
Standing Committee:
to cause to be inspected at least once in each year the Church, the vicarage, and
all other buildings and property for which Vestry is responsible and ensure that
all necessary repairs and maintenance are carried out.
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Keeping of minutes
Vestry shall ensure that full minutes of all its meetings, and of all annual and special
general meetings of parishioners, are kept.
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Collections
Vestry shall ensure that all collections at services within the parish are fully recorded,
safely kept, and promptly banked.
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Contributions for objects outside parish

(1)

Vestry may at its discretion pay money from parish funds for religious, charitable, or
educational objects outside the parish and authorise collections to be made for any such
purposes.

(2)

All special offerings and collections shall be paid to the object specified within 2 months
after their receipt.
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Vestry bound by acts of predecessors
All contracts and undertakings that have been duly and lawfully entered into by Vestry
shall according to their tenor be binding upon their successors in office from year to
year.

PART V
FINANCIAL MATTERS
51

Parish accounts

(1)

Vestry shall ensure that full and complete accounts of the receipts and payments of the
parish are kept, and that a statement of accounts is tabled at its meeting at least
quarterly.

(2)

The parish accounts shall be closed every year on the 31st day of December.
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(3)

Except where The Annual Accounts are prepared and completed by the Anglican
Centre the accounts shall be forwarded to the Diocesan Secretary by the 31st day of
March next following.

2009

(4) A copy of the parish accounts [where applicable independently reviewed in accordance
with subsection (5) of this section], together with a list of the monetary assets and liabilities
of the parish, and any parish trust accounts shall be submitted to the annual general meeting
of the parishioners and thereafter to the Diocesan Secretary.
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(5) Where the Parish accounts are not processed and prepared by the Anglican Centre the
annual accounts shall be independently reviewed by the duly appointed auditor.

2009

(6) Where the Parish accounts are processed and prepared by the Anglican centre the
annual accounts shall be independently reviewed by the Diocesan Auditors as part of the
Anglican Centre’s audit.
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Parish bank account

(1)

A bank account shall be opened in the name of the parish into which all parish money
shall be paid and from which all payments on account of the parish shall be made.

(2)

Except where the Anglican Centre administers and operates the Parish Accounts,
subject to subsection (3) of this section, any bank accounts of the parish shall be
operated upon by any 2 members of Vestry appointed for that purpose by Vestry.

(3)

If Vestry appoints or employs a parish treasurer, the treasurer may be appointed one
of the signatories to operate the parish bank account even though he or she is not a
member of Vestry.
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Stipends and salaries have priority
The payment of stipends and salaries to the clergy and lay staff of the parish shall be a
first charge upon the revenue of the parish.
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Authorisation of payments

(1)

The payment of the Diocesan assessments and levies, the salaries and allowances, and
the rates and insurance premiums may be made from parish funds without formal
authorisation by the Vestry.

(2)

Subject to subsections (1) and (3) of this section, no payment from parish funds shall be
made unless the payment has been approved by a majority of the members of Vestry
present at a meeting of Vestry.

(3)

Vestry may delegate to the treasurer the right to make such routine payments as it may
from time to time determine; but all such routine payments must be re-authorised by
each incoming Vestry.

34
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Incurring financial liability, borrowing and mortgaging
Where it is proposed (a) to enter into any contract or to undertake any work that involves any financial
liability; or
(b)

to acquire land or undertake work that necessitates borrowing; or

(c)

to grant a mortgage or other security over parochial property, -Vestry shall
comply with the provisions of section 6 or section 7 or section 8 or section 9
(as the case may require) of the Diocesan Properties and Faculties Act 2006.

PART VI
CHURCHWARDENS, VICAR, AND STAFF
56

Duties of Churchwardens
The duties of the Churchwardens shall be as follows:
(a) to be the lay leaders of the parish:
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(b)

to be the spokespersons for Vestry to the parishioners:

(c)

to be the spokespersons for the parishioners in all matters except those for
which the lay representatives on Synod or the Parochial Nominators are
responsible:

(d)

to be responsible for the operation of the parish during an interregnum or
during the illness or incapacity of the Vicar:

(e)

to have concern for the physical wellbeing of the Vicar and staff and to ensure
that they each take their annual leave entitlements:

(f)

to ensure that the decisions of Vestry are carried out:

(g)

to be signatories to all contracts and deeds executed in the name of Vestry:

(h)

to inform the Bishop whenever the Vicar is prevented by illness or other
disabling cause from officiating at the Sunday Services.

Church, Vicarage and Parish Buildings, at disposal of Vicar
The Church, vicarage and parish buildings and all things necessary for the ordering of
public worship shall be at the disposal of the Vicar, or of any other person acting on the
Vicar's behalf.
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Forms of service

(1)

Where alternative forms of service for the Holy Communion or Sunday Worship are
permitted, the form to be used from time to time shall be decided by the Vicar after
consultation with Vestry.

(2)

No form of service shall be used in the parish without the Vicar's approval.
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Choir and music under direction of Vicar
The formation and management of the choir, and the selection of church music, shall
be subject to the control and direction of the Vicar.
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Vicar to maintain registers

(1)

(2)

The Vicar shall maintain up-to-date, in good order and legible form, register of services,
registers of baptism, confirmation and admissions to Holy Communion, marriages, and
funerals for the parish or for each part of the parish.
When complete the registers shall be forwarded to the Diocesan Secretary.
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Appointment of ordained staff
No ordained staff (other than the Vicar) shall be employed in the parish without the
prior approval of Vestry.
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Appointment and dismissal of voluntary staff
The Vicar shall have the right to appoint and dismiss all voluntary Church workers or to
grant them leave of absence, with the exception of any whose appointment or election
is governed by any Canon of General Synod or by any Act of the Diocesan Synod.
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Stipendiary Lay Staff

(1)

Stipendiary lay staff may be appointed by the Vicar and Churchwardens with the
approval of Vestry.
PROVIDED that before any employment commences the Employment Agreement
required to be entered into between the proposed employee and the Parish has the
prior approval of the Diocesan Secretary as to content and form.
The Vicar and Churchwardens shall have power to suspend the lay staff of the Parish,
but any such suspension shall be at once notified by them to the other members of
Vestry.
No stipendiary lay staff of the Parish shall be dismissed without the approval of twothirds of members present at a duly constituted meeting of Vestry, and in the case of
stipendiary lay staff who hold a licence or letter of authority from the Bishop, without
the prior consent of the Bishop.
The Vicar shall have power to grant leave of absence from work to any stipendiary lay
staff, but leave of absence for a term exceeding one month shall not be granted except
with the approval of Vestry, and no payment from parish funds shall be offered or made
to any replacement without the authority of Vestry.

2008

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Occupants of parish houses liable for damage
The Vicar and any other clergy or lay staff provided by the parish with housing shall be
responsible for all damage arising from his or her occupancy of the house other than
fair wear and tear.
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PART VII
LOCAL COMMITTEES
65

Constitution of local committees

(1)

Where, within a parish, (a) there is more than one district community, or there is an area that is likely to be
constituted as a separate parish in the future; and
(b) divine services are held regularly within that community or area, -

(2)

(3)

the annual general meeting of parishioners may resolve to set up a local committee for
that community or area with such boundaries as Vestry may determine.
Every such local committee shall consist of not less than three (3) nor more than ten
(10) members of the Church elected by and from those who reside in the community or
area.
Every Church committee of a sub-district of a parish, established at the date of the
passing of this statute, shall be deemed to have been duly constituted under the
provisions of this section.
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Powers and responsibilities of local committees

(1)

A local committee shall have all such powers and responsibilities as may be delegated
from time to time to it by Vestry.
Where Vestry delegates to the local committee responsibility for local funds, the local
committee shall appoint a treasurer who shall keep the local accounts, and shall remit
to Vestry monthly, quarterly, or annually, as required by the Vestry, any payments to
parish funds; and at the conclusion of each financial year shall render to Vestry a full
statement of the receipts and payments, assets and liabilities of the committee.

(2)
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Parish to submit aggregated accounts
In any parish where there are local committees, Vestry shall include in the accounts
submitted to the Diocesan Office all receipts and payments, assets and liabilities,
aggregated for the whole parish.
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Election of representatives of local committees to Vestry

(1)

In any parish where there are one or more local committees, the annual general meeting
of parishioners may elect one or more representatives of each local committee to the
Vestry, provided that the total number of members of Vestry does not exceed fifteen.
In such a case, the election of members of Vestry shall be held in the following manner:

(2)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

at the annual general meeting of parishioners, there shall be separate elections
for members of Vestry to represent each local committee:
the separate elections shall be held in such order as the chairperson shall decide:
each nominee shall be a member of the congregation represented by the local
committee, and otherwise qualified to be a member of Vestry:
the decision of the chairperson as to whether any person is or is not a member of
a particular congregation shall be final:
all those present at the meeting eligible to vote shall be entitled to nominate and
37

(f)

vote in the election of all members of Vestry:
after the election of representatives of the local committees, the meeting shall
elect the remainder of the members of Vestry.

PART VIII
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
Presumption and saving of decisions
69

Effect of non-compliance
The validity of a decision made under this Act is not affected by the failure of any
person to comply with a procedural requirement of this Act.
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Disputes procedures

(1)

In the case of any dispute as to the meaning of any part of this statute such dispute shall
be referred to the Bishop and Standing Committee of the Diocese to resolve.
All questions which may arise between the Trustees and the Vicar or the officers of any
Parish or Mission District shall be decided by the Bishop and the Standing Committee.
All questions which may arise between the Vicar and Vestry or between the Vestry and
Parishioners shall be referred to the Bishop for his decision.

(2)
(3)
71

Repeal
The Parish and Mission Districts Act 1960 is hereby repealed.
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DIOCESAN PROPERTIES AND FACULTIES STATUTE 2006
Analysis
1
2
3

Title
Purposes of this Statute
Interpretation

PART I – Properties
4

Acquisition of Site or erection of building requires the prior approval of Standing
Committee in compliance with the Canons where applicable

PART II – Liabilities
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

No financial liability to be incurred without resolution of Vestry
Limitations on borrowing
Limitations on giving security
Standing Committee may grant relaxation of provisions of sections 6 and 7
Application for authority for certain dealings with parochial property
Report from Diocesan Finance Team
Appeal process

PART II – Faculties
12
13
14
15
16

Diocesan Secretary as applicant
When faculty required
Application
Determination of the application
Other faculties to be dealt with under this Part

PART III – Miscellaneous Provisions
17 Diocesan Trustees to consult Standing Committee before entering into certain
dealings
18 Standing Committee may make rules
19 Standing Committee to inspect parish property every three years
20 Protection of other parties
21 Relationship with Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 and the Canons
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A Statute to Make Better Provision Relating to Diocesan Properties and Liabilities, and
the Issuing of Faculties
1

Title
This Statute is the Diocesan Properties and Faculties Statute 2006.

2

Purposes of this Statute
The purposes of this Act are:

3

(a)

to ensure accountability and define responsibility for property developments in
this Diocese.

(b)

to ensure that approval steps are clearly defined and understood, ensuring that
the aspirations of Parishes are met as well as the requirements of the Diocese.

(c)

to maintain the minimum level of control to ensure that these goals are met.

(d)

to ensure property developments support the mission objectives of the Diocese.

Interpretation
Assessable Income shall mean the income of a parish received by that parish during
that financial year, (a)

Including –
(i)
gifts (other than gifts in memoriam) for specific parish purposes:
(ii) the net proceeds of the sale of any asset less than $5,000:
(iii) the net proceeds of any fund-raising activity, except those excluded
under paragraph (b) below:
(iv) all other income, such as rent, interest, fees, direct giving, and donations;
but

(b)

Excluding –
(i) money received by the parish on trust for any other body or person;
(ii) bequests and gifts in memoriam, whether for specific parish purposes or
general parish purposes;
(iii) any money raised or received for specific capital works or maintenance
projects of $5,000 or more;
(v) refunds;
(vi) funds transferred within the parish accounts;
(vii) the proceeds of sale of any asset of $5,000 or more;
(viii) grants-for-mission.

Bishop includes the Vicar-General
Canons means the Canons of the Constitution of the Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and
Polynesia
Church includes any parochial building used exclusively for divine service
Church Building is any church, vicarage, parish hall or school
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Diocesan Trustees are the Nelson Diocesan Board of Trustees
Diocesan Finance Team is the Diocesan body established under the Diocesan Structures
Statute 2005
Standing Committee is the Diocesan body established under the Diocesan Structures
Statute 2005
Site includes so much of the land surrounding a Church Building necessary for the proper and
convenient use of that building; and includes land intended to be the site of any such building
Trustees of Parochial Property are any trustees, whether or not incorporated, of land
situated in any parish or held in trust for any parish, other than the Diocesan Trustees
The Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 is the Act of that name enacted by the New Zealand
Parliament.

PART I
PROPERTIES
4

Acquisition of Site or Erection of Building Requires the Prior Approval of Standing
Committee in Compliance with the Canons Where Applicable

(1)

A Site for any Church Building may be purchased, accepted or otherwise acquired only
with the prior approval of Standing Committee and the Diocesan Trustees where
appropriate.
A Church Building shall be erected and alteration made by way of addition, diminution,
or otherwise to any Church Building that may affect the stability or general plan of the
building only with the prior approval of the plans and specifications by Standing
Committee and the Diocesan Trustees.
Where the approval of Standing Committee is sought for any proposal under
subsection (1) or subsection (2), the proposal must be forwarded to the Diocesan
Secretary who must forward it to Standing Committee as soon as possible after
obtaining the approval of both a Diocesan Property Consultant and the Chaplain for
Church Development (or like position) together with any comments the Diocesan
Secretary considers relevant to the proposal.
The Bishop may waive the requirements of subsection (2) in respect of any alteration
that, in the opinion of the Bishop, is of minor importance.

(2)

(3)

(4)

PART II
LIABILITIES
5

No financial liability to be incurred without resolution of Vestry

(1)

Any contract, work or project that involves any financial liability must be undertaken in
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(2)

(3)

(4)

any parish as part of the activities of that parish, whether by the Vicar, the
Churchwardens, or any association of parishioners, only if the contract or work has
been first authorised by a resolution of the Vestry.
The maximum amount a Vestry can spend on any contract, work or project without
authorisation from a general meeting of parishioners is $20,000 or 20% of Assessable
Income in the previous year, whichever is the lesser.
The maximum amount established in subsection (2) must be reviewed annually by
Standing Committee which may make an amendment in accordance with any
movements in the Consumer Price Index.
Where the agreement of parishioners is to be sought under subsection (2), the
estimated amount of the liability to be incurred must be given in the notice convening
the meeting and in the resolution moved at the meeting.

6

Limitations on borrowing

(1)

No vestry or other parochial body wishing to authorise or enter into any contract for
the acquisition of land, or for the acquisition, erection, renovation, or improvement of
any building, must have available, without borrowing, not less than 60% of the total
liability involved in the contract.
In respect of each such contract, in addition to making provision for the interest on the
balance of the total liability, the Vestry or other parochial body must make provision to
reduce the balance annually such that the total liability is extinguished within 20 years.

(2)

7

Limitations on giving security
Trustees of Parochial Property shall not (a)
(b)

Mortgage the Site of any Church Building for the purpose of meeting ordinary
expenditure of the parish; or
Mortgage the Site of any Church Building except for purposes connected with
that building or its Site or with the provision of a new Church Building or Site in
place of the present one.

8

Standing Committee may grant relaxation of provisions of sections 6 and 7

(1)

In particular cases, Standing Committee may relax on special grounds the provisions of
sections 6 and 7.
Every application for such relaxation must be made to Standing Committee in writing,
setting out the grounds on which it is made.

(2)
9

Applications for authority for certain dealings with parochial property

(1)

No Trustees of Parochial Property shall sell, exchange, mortgage, otherwise dispose
of, or lease for a term (including renewals) of more than 21 years any of that property
unless they have the authority required by section 3(2)(d) or section 9(2)(d) of The
Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981.
An application for such authority must be made to Standing Committee, stating the
reason for the proposed dealing and the purpose to which it is intended to apply the
proceeds arising from the dealing.
Reports from Diocesan Finance Team

(2)
10

Before making its decision on any matter arising under sections 5, 8 and 9, Standing
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Committee may seek a report from the Diocesan Finance Team.
11

Appeal process
Where an application is declined, there is a right of appeal to the Bishop who would
then make a determination.

PART III
FACULTIES
12

Diocesan Secretary as applicant
In this Part, where the Diocesan Secretary is one of the applicants, the Bishop or the
Bishop's nominee carries out the Diocesan Secretary’s functions.

13

When faculty required

(1)

A faculty must be issued under this Part of this Act before any of the following occurs:
(a)
(b)

any alteration by way of addition, diminution or otherwise in or to the fabric,
furniture, lighting installation, monuments or ornaments of any church; or
the erection or placing in any church of any article that is required or ought to be
dedicated or consecrated.

(2) The work contemplated must not be commenced until the faculty has been issued, unless
the Diocesan Secretary waives the provisions (1).
(3) In any new church, a faculty must be obtained for all furnishings, installations, monuments
and ornaments that are to be placed in it, whether new or transferred from a building
previously in use.
14
(1)
(2)

15
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Application
The Vicar and Churchwardens of the parish concerned must apply in writing to the
Diocesan Secretary for the issue of a faculty.
The application must include
(a) a full description and plan or sketch of the work or article; and
(b) a copy of the resolution, certified by the Vicar, of the Vestry approving the
proposals
(c) a statement showing how the cost has been, or will be met
Determination of the application
The Diocesan Secretary may refer an application to advisors recommended by
Standing Committee.
On receipt of an application, the Diocesan Secretary may ask the applicants for such
further information as the Diocesan Secretary considers necessary.
The Diocesan Secretary may issue or decline a faculty.
The Diocesan Secretary must give reasons if the application is declined.
If the Diocesan Secretary declines to issue a faculty, there is a right of appeal to the
Bishop who would then make a determination.
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16

Other faculties to be dealt with under this Part
All faculties required under any of the Canons or under any other Statute must be
applied for and dealt with under this Part of this Statute.

PART IV
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
17

Diocesan Trustees to consult Standing Committee before entering into certain
dealings
Before selling, exchanging, mortgaging, otherwise disposing of, or leasing a parochial
property vested in the Diocesan Trustees, and before applying for an authority required
by law for selling, mortgaging, exchanging or leasing any parochial property so vested,
the Diocesan Trustees must refer the proposed dealing to Standing Committee and
must consider any recommendation made by the Committee.

18

Standing Committee may make rules
Standing Committee may make rules which must not be inconsistent with the
provisions of this Act or of The Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 or of the Canons
governing the procedure to be followed by vestries and Trustees of Parochial Property
in respect of applications under section 9 or section 14.

19

Standing Committee to inspect parish property every three years
Standing Committee must, either through the Diocesan Secretary or otherwise,
inspect all the land and buildings of each parish at least once every three years.

20

Protection of other parties
A person proposing to give credit to any vestry or other parochial body or any trustee
or Trustees of Parochial Property, or to purchase or exchange or otherwise acquire, or
take a mortgage or other charge over the Site of a Church Building
(a) may not be concerned to inquire about the power of the vestry, body, trustee or
trustees to incur the liability, or about the purposes for which any money or
property to be derived from the sale, exchange, acquisition, or to secure the
mortgage or change, has been or is intended to be employed; or
(b) may not be concerned to see to the application of any such money; nor
(c) be affected by notice, expressed or implied, of any matter that would cause the
incurring of the liability, or the sale, exchange, acquisition, or giving of the
mortgage or charge, to constitute a breach of this Act or of any other Act.

21

Relationship with Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 and the Canons
The powers and duties conferred and imposed by this Act are in addition to any powers
and duties conferred and imposed by The Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 and the
Canons.
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APPENDIX A: VESTRY’S GOVERNANCE ROLE

The Need for Organisational Clarity
One of the most notable features of churches is their lack of clear organisational structure.
This probably isn’t surprising, as the smaller an organisation is (and our Anglican parishes
are typically quite small) and the fewer the paid staff, the easier it is for distinctions
between roles to be blurred – with people pitching in to help where they see a need.
Changing role of vicar
The situation is not made any easier by the fact that the role of vicar is changing – being a
simple pastor is no longer enough, but what is it exactly we expect of our clergy?
With few other staff, vicars in small parishes are often left being responsible for the parish
vision and strategic direction, running day to day management and operations, while still
being called on to pastor those in need. With greater numbers and more people involved in
leadership, however, the need for organisational clarity increases.
Different types of leadership
Another difficulty is that we often fail to distinguish between different types of leadership
in the church. While the vicar, wardens, vestry members and parish manager are all
leaders, there is a difference between
•
•
•

visionary leadership (deciding where the church needs to be and creating the
environment and culture to get it there),
governance leadership (keeping the church on course to get it to the desired goal)
and
management leadership (organising the staffing and daily operations of the church).

The first is the primarily the role of the Vicar (although vestry may feed into this), the
second is the role of vestry and the third of staff (and volunteers) involved in parish
management.
Functions of Vestry
The Parishes Statute
The functions of vestry are set out in ss 45 and 46 of the Parishes Statute. Reading these
one might be forgiven for thinking vestry has to do everything! The description of vestry’s
duties needs to be read in light of the broad distinction between governance and
management. Yes, vestry is responsible for the spiritual growth of the parish and its overall
good management, but this doesn’t mean it has to do it itself. Vestry’s is an oversight
responsibility and hopefully our discussion tonight can help clarify what this means.
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Analogy with a board is helpful (but not perfect)
Although a corporate analogy is not perfect, it’s helpful to compare the role of vestry with
that of a board. However the traditional distinction – that the board makes policy and
management carries it out – is perhaps too simple. Vestry members need to be kept
informed about management issues and want to be engaged. They must be provided with
the information needed to exercise this oversight and monitoring role effectively. The
difficult question is: when does appropriate engagement cross the line into management?
There isn’t always a clear line between the two. Different situations will affect the
appropriate level of governance involvement. For example, if finances are in serious
downturn, vestry is likely to become more involved and review more detailed information
than it normally would.
As a general rule, though, governing bodies function best when they focus on higher-level,
future oriented matters of strategy and policy as well as performing their oversight
responsibilities.
Seven guiding questions
To help keep within the bounds of governance, I find these seven questions helpful:
Is it big?
Is it about the future?
Is it core to the mission?
Is a high level policy decision needed?
Is a red flag flying?
Is a watchdog watching?
Does the Vicar want and need the Vestry’s support?
1.

Is it big?
The bigger the impact of a decision, the greater the role vestry should play. One rule
of thumb is that decisions affecting about 10% or more of revenues or activities are
strategic decisions. The other side of the coin is to ask is the matter too small to merit
vestry’s attention?

2.

Is it about the future?
What will the church look like in five years’ time and what has to be done strategically
and financially to get it there? Management’s role is to develop the draft strategy
documents for vestry’s input and approval.

3.

Is it core to the mission?
Think of vestry members as guardians of the church’s mission. Questions such as how
much to invest in outreach activities are the types of questions vestry should be
considering. The role of management is to produce sound analysis and
recommendations to help vestry reach the right balance when mission and finances
seem to conflict.
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4.

Is a high level policy decision needed?
These policy decisions are ones that have important impact on the church, or that
involve such matters as legal compliance or affect the responsibilities of vestry or
management – they are not day to day operational policies. For example, if the
Diocese hadn’t sent out a health and safety policy for parishes, parishes might have
had to consider their own high level policy to ensure it complied with the law.

5.

Is a red flag flying?
Vestry should know the red flags that indicate it should look closely at a matter. And
they should focus on trends – not individual occurrences. Of course matters such as
reports of unethical or illegal activity, or serious underperformance call for immediate
review. Red flags may also be raised by external agencies, such as an auditor. Even
here, vestry’s focus should be on whether management recognises the problem and
has the capability and plans to improve results, not to micromanage possible
solutions.

6.

Is a watchdog watching?
If the IRD, other legal watchdog or news media care, then so should vestry.

7.

Does the vicar want and need vestry’s support?
If the Vicar asks for advice or intervention, then vestry should respond.

Some Practical Steps
There are some practical things vestry can do to help it focus on governance:


The chairperson’s role is essential and he / she shouldn’t hesitate to keep discussion at
the right level.



A written report sent to vestry before it meets updating it on operational issues can
do away with the need for these to be discussed at the meeting.



Fewer vestry meetings with more preparation and focus can be an advantage - the
problem with meeting monthly is that there is a strong pull to manage rather than
govern. The agenda becomes cluttered with less urgent matters and vestries can
quickly find themselves drawn into management.

(With heavy reliance on the article ‘Distinguishing Governance from Management’ by Barry
S Bader.)
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APPENDIX B: BUYING AND SELLING LAND OR
BUILDINGS IN A MISSION BASED CHURCH
1.0

THE REALITY
It is difficult to base decision making on a simple checklist. There is no “one
formula” nor “one set of questions” to consider. The Rural / Urban factors are
different. Every parish is potentially different – as are their potential sizes and
mission opportunities. Therefore each possible sale or purchase is a “special case”
requiring careful investigation of current and future factors.
The issues of Sections 2.0 and 3.0 flow out of and into Mission and Community
factors. Each sub-section needs to be interpreted in the light of the others. Each
potential possibility will require consideration of many of the issues below and
probably other issues that are not listed here. Section 4.0 gives a summary of
Diocesan Statutory requirements.

2.0

UNDERLYING CHURCH LEADERSHIP ATTITUDES AND DESIRES
Generally speaking the following desires will impact our decision making.
2.1
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The desire to be MISSION FOCUSED
Overall mission is based on a variety of Biblical principles and passages –
e.g. to be servants of others by providing opportunities for worship, life
transformation, involvement, etc. as we are…..
• Matthew 28 – “making more disciples”.
• Matthew 25 – offering a variety of caring ministries.
• Matthew 16 – looking for Jesus to “build” his Church.
• John 13: 35 – loving all people.
Mission is people. Mission is ministry. Mission is not buildings, but mission
may require land and buildings to enable the church to fulfil its call to
mission - to meet in, live in, serve people from, operate from.
Mission based churches choose a variety of mission models rather than a
chaplaincy model (which provides local care and worship until the
interested people ‘die’ off).
In terms of numbers impacted, mission implies a growing church, not a
shrinking church. The call to grow in mission and disciple making covers a
multitude of areas: breadth of ages and needs; of ministries and skills; of
worship styles / missions / maturity / belonging / enabling opportunities. All
these can impact the need for buildings –all are impacted by land/buildings
a local community of faith has available.
Mission and ministry involves the whole people of God (not just the leaders
and the ordained) - Ephesians 4: 1-16. Increasing lay ministry often leads to
a greater variety of mission/ministries, a greater need for buildings and
more people involved. This in turn leads to the need for more enablers /
overseers / coordinators / staff.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

Currently the city/town areas of the Diocese various sizes of plant (land and
building). Should future mission lead to church clusters then (under some
potential models) some local churches within the cluster may need a larger
plant than others – i.e. the size of land and variety of buildings to allow for
‘cluster’ activities.
If in the future some smaller town/city parishes were to close (or
amalgamate with neighbouring parishes) in order for the Diocese to be
mission effective this may not reduce the total land / building requirements
rather group it together on a larger site. This assumes not choosing
“amalgamation models” used in some dioceses where two small parish
combine to form one small parish. Combining should use a model to form a
bigger small or middle sized church with potential for greater mission
impact.
Generally the bigger the worshipping congregation the greater the
likelihood of a variety of ministries emerging within, for and from that local
church. This may impact building requirements - e.g. spaces for staff, team,
specialist ministries (counselling, social services, youth, children, crèche,
etc.).
Recurring question: will this sale / purchase assist the church fulfil its
mission now and in the future – by enabling mission effectiveness, flexibility
and variety? Will this sale / purchase enable this community of faith to
reach its God-given potential? Hence the following issues …..

2.2 The desire to free the Church for its LONG TERM FUTURE POTENTIAL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Future opportunities are beyond current realities and visions.
The future is not about the way (nor where) land and buildings are currently
being used.
Decisions are about far more than the present Vicar or Vestry views, ideas,
theories, hopes and desires.
Potential is about the unknown – the “could be” not the “what now is”.
Potential includes the future of society and the local community – its needs,
realities and requirements – see section 3.0

2.3 The desire to create FLEXIBILITY
1.

2.

3.
4.

Mission opportunities can create the need for flexibility in style, ministries,
gatherings purposes, group sizes (small, medium, large), age focus
(children, youth, all age, adult).
Cost effectiveness (see 2.5) will frequently require most spaces to be multiuse. For example: the same larger space used for worship on Sunday,
children or youth during the week, a parish dinner in an evening; a well laid
out carpark doubling as a youth basketball court.
Spaces (in buildings and land) may have certain uses now and quite
different uses in the future.
People gathering spaces could be for a mixture of cell, congregation and
celebration – meaning small (in a home or local church), medium (what is
often now the local church worship space) and large maybe one of the local
churches or a nearby venue).
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5.

Specialisation and deeper levels of ministry may sometimes require their
“own” space (e.g. community social service, counselling, pre-school,
crèche).

2.4 These desires mean AVOIDING RESTRICTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

There is a 3-fold linking, where each impacts the other.
Ministries   buildings   numbers   ministries (and around the
triangle).
All three are impacted by the ministry style, skills and leadership of the local
Vicar / ministry team.
The 3-fold interlink points to such things as: ministries are often
handicapped by lack of building space; numbers we can touch with the
gospel are restricted by lack of empty seats in worship or lack of space for
various children/youth age groups to meet.
Lack of access (e.g. car parking) can restrict ministry (numbers and type of
people reached) – see section 3.0
One example: to avoid future restrictions we recall the plans of one
overseas diocese a couple of decades ago. They purchased 10 acres in new
residential suburbs. In a few cases they knew they might sell up to 5 acres
but considered every local church required a minimum of 5 acres of land.

2.5 Desires and Visions are balanced by REALISM
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Land and buildings are expensive. Financial resources are limited. Land and
buildings need to be cost effective.
Suitably sized blocks of land are hard to obtain especially in towns and
cities. It is often impossible to ‘add a bit of land’ to existing sites. See 3.3
Point 9.
We recall instances of churches saying they would focus on mission not
buildings. They hired buildings as a place to gather and do mission from.
Often these churches lasted a short time or eventually bought /built their
own spaces. Having said that there may be a case for renting, especially
initially as a ‘start up’ strategy.
Churches are no longer regarded as “special case” organisations and are
now facing greater restrictions – see 3.0.
We constantly face population shifts – shrinking or dying towns; new and
growing suburbs; housing areas becoming commercial or industrial; new
motorways/roadway routes restricting or dividing communities.

2.6 Desires and visions face the COMPLICATIONS OF HOUSING STAFF
1.

2.

Generally churches that develop strong and effective teams of lay ministers
or who reach out to involve more than 60-70 people in their “regular life and
activities” require the provision of staff time – which may mean stipend
and/or allowances. Housing or house allowances may become an issue.
Housing may or may not need to be on the same site as the “church plant”.
The larger the church the more beneficial it can be to have the senior staff
person (vicar) off site.
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3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

Generally (where possible) it is good for the (senior) staff person to live in
the community they minister in.
Staff housing requirements (location and size) depend on a number of
things including a staff person’s ministry style; family situation (ages and
size); the size of the church; other members in the staff team; etc. Such
factors impact the need for study/office space in the church buildings.
Generally it is good for parishes to own (a) staff house(s) which staff (the
vicar or other staff) could live in – or which can be rented to provide income
towards housing allowances. In certain economic climates it is economically
advantageous to own (and rent) housing.
Where houses are rented vestry, as stewards, should set aside income for
rates, insurance and larger long term R & M.
Not all clergy or staff will be able to afford to buy or rent in the area in
which they will minister. They may own (retirement) housing elsewhere. In
some areas it would be unwise for clergy to purchase – e.g. depressed small
towns where housing is difficult to sell. Renting can be disruptive on
families if the house becomes unavailable.
In a parish where a vicarage is sold, yet residential ministry could be
required in the future, serious consideration should be given for the
proceeds of the sale to be invested in a replacement purchase so future
ministry offers are not restricted by lack of appropriate housing.

2.7 Attitudes and desires recognise DIFFERENCE
1.

2.

3.

4.

3.0

Every local church is different - significantly so between small and large
churches and between Rural, small town and city churches. Different skills
and specialisations are required for each.
Consequently each situation requires different approaches to decisions
about land and buildings. Apparently similar issues may lead to a decision
of ‘yes’ in one situation and a ‘no’ in another. No decision creates a
precedent.
Decision makers avoid using small church thinking when making decisions
about (potentially) large or multi-styled churches – or using city ideas when
deciding about rural churches. Decision makers may find advantage in
drawing on the wisdom of people with expertise in the type of church about
which decisions are being considered.
One complication of difference is related to future perspectives. See 2.2.
Some local churches go through periods of having as warden/vestry few (or
no) practical people or visionary members who can imagine a different
brighter future. In some situations vestry members who would “stand up
to” the vicar have “gone” – leaving vestry as a “yes” group to the Vicar’s
desires. That does not always lead to good decision making or wise
requests to the Diocese.

LEGAL, GOVERNMENT, COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL ISSUES
The church, its land and buildings are no longer a “special case”. Community
decision and social attitudes are and will restrict the church in its mission.
Decisions re land and buildings must ensure each local church can continue with
its strong mission focus.
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A number of specific issues impact the retention, sale and purchase of land.
3.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

These impact all parishes especially if new buildings are added or when rebuilding
(due to fire etc.).
1.

The percentage of site coverage allowed for buildings required now and
possible future changes.

2.

Number of all-weather car parks. Some councils now require one car park
for every two seats in the largest gathering space. Adequate and accessible
disability parking.
Egress to car parking and buildings (legal, obvious and easy).
Egress restrictions on some major roads – are there NZTA requirements?
Churches surrounded by residential housing: restrictions on noise levels and
hours of use. Some churches have therefore found it necessary to purchase
houses next to their plant, to avoid neighbour complaints re buildings,
activities or noise.
Enough land to build toilets for each specialist space – toilets that have the
number of cubicles etc. councils require.
Sun, light, shadow and height restriction.
Space for correct gradient ramps for each building and sometimes
additional ramps for alternative access to or within buildings.
Church buildings seen as attractive with visibility not restricted by other
buildings.
Land for gardens, shrubs, trees etc. to make pleasant outdoor gathering
spaces which enhance fellowship and deepen potential for mission through
community ministries, funerals, weddings, etc.
Ongoing question: what are the current and likely future government and
council legal requirements?

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

3.2

Looking ahead PROJECTION ISSUES

Are there any potential future impacting issues:
1.
Community population projections and new housing areas?
2.
Roading or other council projections (restricting access, taking land, etc.)?
3.
Is there potential for development in the future? For example: what are the
long term possibilities for a small towns near cities (e.g. Brightwater)?
Might it mean a parish could require new or larger spaces to gather in or
different spaces to minister from? This would mean the application of
council parking requirements. Is there plenty of land to cover all possible
parish and council requirements?
4.
Imagining a potential future means considering: possible multi-use spaces;
specialist areas; how the church might be called to (or have the opportunity
to) be involved in meeting community needs; etc.
5.
The more people a church mission touches (and the more people involved
in “doing” the mission) then the higher the likely need for building spaces.
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3.3

More Specifically CITY ISSUES

1.

Land is expensive and usually increasing in value. Suitably sized land is
difficult to find and afford.
Land once sold is unlikely ever to be able to re-purchased.
Roadside parking is becoming harder to use – especially competing with
community events, Sunday trading, special activities, etc. Parking may face
more time restrictions in the future.
Multi-congregational churches better multi-use their buildings but often
require additional parking for the overlap of coming-going.
City ministry/mission has a greater opportunity for style specialisation. This
enables the powerful impact of eclectic parishes – people attracted to
church ministries (those I like/need for me or my family – youth/crèche etc.)
or worship that fits my personality / background / music tastes / etc. (e.g.
Cathedral worship, a church with young adults, a church with effective
youth programme, etc.).
Other spaces may be available for hire – but will they be available when
required (especially if wanted during the week or every Sundays). What will
be the ongoing cost (financially and on energy to set up / take down)?
Often city churches are significantly restricted by land size. Churches where
“not now needed” land has been sold off have suffered ministry (and
therefore mission) restrictions in later years. So – generally city and town
land within or attached to the church plant should never be sold.
There needs to be compelling reasons to sell – such as ‘the church is going
to close’. “We are not currently using the land/building” or “we need the
money to save/use” are not compelling reasons.
There are also compelling reasons to purchase neighbouring properties –
for example a house or section next door to the Church property, even if it is
then rented until the parish needs to use it or “join” it to the existing site.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

3.4

More specifically RURAL ISSUES.

A few of the rural factors directly or indirectly related to land and buildings are:
1.
Rural people seldom have a choice as to which church they will choose.
2.
Rural communities are complex and require different strategies to reach the
different people groups: agri-busness people (farmers) and people linked to
the rural economy; long established residents; commuters and lifestyle
block owners; retirees; idealists; holiday home occasional residents;
transient groups (now fewer teachers, doctors, bankers etc. and often more
benefit / cheaper housing people); some professionals with the type of work
that means they can live anywhere; etc.
3.
New residents and settlements may not be people with rural mind-sets.
This can cause conflict and require special skills to incorporate such a range
of people.
4.
Traditional rural communities are being disrupted by changes to
employment, land use and such things as loss of doctors and schools.
5.
Rural churches are impacted by long memories; local ownership rules;
historical kinship connections, etc. All these factors impact both the way
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6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

4.0

decisions are made and the type of decisions that may need to be made – if
the aim is to keep the church and community open to the gospel and
mission.
Travel distances are measured differently – and are not measured by
distance between churches but from where people live/farm etc. and what
they regard as their “centre” to travel to / belong to.
Small towns’ complexities often (in our Diocese) impact surrounding rural
communities.
Buildings may be small, old, require maintenance, seldom used – but still be
significant to locals.
Some rural / small town communities have still not faced the ‘modern’
requirements for warmth, toilets, tea/coffee making, flexible indoor space
for fellowship, etc.
Reduced attendances (or no worship services being held) may be due to
these and other ministry / clergy factors and may not be “proof” that the
buildings are no longer required. Reduced attendances may also be due to
the fact that in the past worship services (and possibly other activities) have
not been offered at a time suitable to that particular rural community. It is
important to ask and listen to the locals.

DIOCESAN STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS – A Brief Summary
The requirements for parishes wishing to buy, sell or develop land and buildings
are set out in the Diocesan Properties and Faculties Statute 2006, which is
found in the Diocesan Handbook.
Among other things these requirements ensure that property developments
support the mission objectives of the Diocese. Any parish wishing to deal with
land or buildings must read this statute carefully and seek advice from the
Diocesan Executive Secretary.
•

Part i requires the prior approval of Standing Committee and the Diocesan
Trustees before land can be acquired or any building erected or altered.

•

Part ii sets out the rules concerning parishes incurring financial liability or
entering into mortgages (e.g., to purchase or develop land / buildings).

•

Part iii requires a faculty to be granted before alterations can be made to a
church, including alterations to its fabric, furniture or ornamentation, and
for installation of the same in a new church.

•

Part iv requires the Diocesan Trustees to consider the recommendations of
Standing Committee before entering any sale, exchange, mortgage, lease
or other disposition of land / property held by the Trustees on behalf of a
parish.
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APPENDIX C: LEAVE TAKING AND RECORDING
Leave provisions are set out in clergy appointment agreements and contracts of
employment for lay staff. The purpose of leave is to ensure that those working for the
church have adequate time off for rest and refreshment.
The following comments clarify expectations around leave taking, especially time in lieu
and annual leave. They also explain the diocesan process for recording leave and
recommend parish procedures.
Clergy
Ordination is a call on the whole of one’s life and appointment to an ecclesiastical office
entails non-standard work hours. The expectation is that full time stipendiary clergy work a
minimum of 40 hours a week, but never more than 60 hours a week. To clarify, this does
not mean that clergy are expected to work 60 hours a week, although from time to time
this may happen. The 60 hour upper limit is included to ensure that clergy never work
beyond this limit, as had previously sometimes been the case.
All full time clergy should take one day a week as a rest day (day off). In addition, if other
obligations allow, clergy are encouraged to take another day for reading, study and
reflection on their ministry.
Public holidays may be taken and provision is made for four weeks annual leave a year.
Annual leave is available after 12 months in a position, however with the wardens’ approval
(or in the case of assistant priests, the vicar’s approval), anticipated annual leave can be
taken in the first 12 months. After the first year in a position, and to ensure a good break
from ministry, at least 14 days annual leave should be taken as a continuous block. Leave
should also be taken within 12 months of becoming due, except in special circumstances
and with the wardens’ agreement.
In the older appointment agreements there is no explicit provision for time in lieu. Newer
agreements now try to clarify expectations by providing that where clergy conduct a
wedding or funeral on their day off, or respond to an emergency pastoral situation, they
may take a full day in lieu at a time agreed with the wardens. This is to enable a full day to
be taken away from the workplace. A day in lieu may also be taken if clergy have to
conduct a wedding, funeral or other service on a public holiday, or if they have to respond
to an emergency pastoral situation, or if a public holiday falls on their day off. There is no
other provision for time in lieu. Time in lieu should be taken as soon as possible and cannot
be carried over to the following year.
The newer appointment agreements make explicit the requirement to consult with the
wardens about when holidays and time in lieu may be taken. This is to promote
transparency and coordination in the parish. The same arrangement is expected of all
clergy.
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Lay parish staff
Hours to be worked are detailed in the contract and are a matter for negotiation. All staff
are entitled to public holidays and four weeks annual leave. Whether or not staff are
entitled to time in lieu is set out in the contract and, if permitted, must have the prior
approval of a manager/supervisor. As time in lieu is given to compensate for long hours and
to ensure adequate rest, it should be taken as close to the time it was accrued as possible.
Why leave must be recorded
The law requires leave records to be kept. The current practice is for stipendiary clergy and
salaried staff to fill in an electronic fortnightly leave return, sent out by the diocesan office
on the Friday before the end of a pay period. This electronic form has recently been
amended to include space to record time in lieu – both when additional hours are worked
and when accrued time in lieu is taken as leave. As the new form records time in lieu in
hours, clergy who conduct a service on their day off /public holiday, or who respond to an
emergency pastoral situation on these days, (and who are therefore entitled to a full day in
lieu), should record their entitlement to time in lieu as 8 hours.
The electronic form now also has a button at the bottom of the page to submit the
completed form to the Anglican Centre.
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Waged staff fill in an alternative fortnightly timesheet. This must be received in the
diocesan office by 5pm on the day following the end of a fortnightly pay period. Some
larger parishes collate timesheets for their staff and send the details on a spreadsheet
(available from the diocesan office). All time sheets must be authorised as correct by a
designated person within the parish.
An accurate and regular record of leave is needed to ensure correct remuneration
payments. While the level of clergy stipends and staff salaries is not affected by leave
calculations (unlike wages), the financial liability of a parish when an
appointment/employment ends is directly linked to outstanding clergy/lay staff leave and
this needs to be monitored.
To this end the Diocese records in the parish accounts a monthly holiday pay accrual to help
identify which parishes have excessive leave liability to help them manage this liability across the Diocese at any one time this liability amounts to around $200,000. Leave
reporting is also needed to ensure contractual compliance and regular fortnightly reporting
ensures that leave taken is recorded in the corresponding pay period.
Lack of consistent and regular leave reporting can, and has, led to tension. People forget to
record leave and a lack of clear communication between clergy and wardens, or between
lay staff and managers, can give rise to misunderstanding.
Role of wardens
The Parishes Statute puts responsibility on wardens “to have concern for the physical
wellbeing of the Vicar and staff and to ensure that they each take their annual leave
entitlements”. In the past the Diocese has sent wardens an annual report of leave
outstanding in the form of a ‘leave audit’, which wardens confirm as correct. Without
regular information about leave taken, this is an onerous request. Therefore, from now on,
the Anglican Centre will automatically send wardens a copy of clergy and salaried staff
leave returns where leave has been taken in the preceding fortnight. Wardens can then
raise any queries while the matter is current. The fortnightly timesheet for waged staff
already has provision for recording time in lieu, and the requirement for authorisation
means there is already parish oversight. The annual leave audit will continue to be sent, but
for information only.
The Need for Parish Procedures
The process for approving and recording leave will vary from parish to parish depending on
its size and number of staff. With this in mind, we recommend that parishes develop their
own internal procedures to ensure good communication between clergy, wardens and staff
about leave, in particular for:
• approving leave
• where applicable, authorising wage-earner timesheets and flagging any concerns
with wardens
• arranging cover while clergy or lay staff are on leave (the Anglican Centre can assist
with this, if needed)
• approving time in lieu and deciding when it can be taken
• ensuring clergy and staff take adequate and regular annual leave
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The Anglican Centre will continue to monitor leave. This is to ensure both the health and
well-being of those behind in taking leave, and for the benefit of parishes bearing financial
liability for untaken leave. It is in all our best interest that those working for the church
have regular times of rest and refreshment.
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

1.

Strategic direction

2.

Health and safety (including safe ministry)

3.

Church land and buildings

4.

Employment

5.

Reimbursement/allowances

6.

Miscellaneous

1. STRATEGIC DIRECTION
• Diocesan Vision Statement
• Toward a 2020 Strategic Plan
• Statement on Marriage and Sexuality

Diocesan Vision Statement

Diocese of Nelson
Diocesan Vision Statement
To be a network of local churches that are vibrant, Christ-centered communities of faith
To expand our vision statement, we believe that under the guidance and empowering of
the Holy Spirit, God is calling our Diocese through its Parish and Ministry Units, together
with our partners in Te Pihopatanga and the Diocese of Polynesia, to rejoice in the
Mission God has given us and to:
1. To see every parish using relevant means of evangelism to reach the peoples of their
communities and to see increasing numbers involved in the life of the church.
2. To see every parish providing relevant worship which glorifies God and is suited to
the types of people in their community.
3. To see every parish nurturing all its members; equipping and supporting them for
their ministry so that the church can fulfil its calling.
4. To see Christians in our parishes enthusiastic about their faith and growing
spiritually; with a desire to share, serve and follow the Lord in costly discipleship so
that the mission of the Church can be accomplished in our local communities, in our
nation and overseas.
5. To see every parish giving love, healing and caring within their communities in such a
way that human needs are met, injustices challenged and creation resources
faithfully stewarded.
6. To see, where appropriate, the creation of new congregations and new parishes to
more effectively reach the peoples of the Diocese.
7. To see our Diocesan family continually built up through mutual support and the right
use of resources so that every parish is encouraged in its mission, adequately staffed
and able to demonstrate the love and power of God through harmonious
relationships.
As Anglicans in Aotearoa/New Zealand we hold to Scripture and the Historic Faith, we
seek to exalt Jesus as Lord of the Church and our lives, and we join in the whole
Community of God’s people throughout the world in seizing the great possibilities that
lie before us.
We accept the Anglican Consultative Council’s definition of mission –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To proclaim the good news of the Kingdom.
To teach, baptise and nurture all believers.
To respond to human need by loving service.
To seek to transform unjust structures of society.
To care for the earth and its resources.

As adopted by Synod 1994 – Resolution 10 and edited by Standing Committee in September 2008.

Diocese of Nelson
Anglican Church of Aotearoa,
New Zealand & Polynesia

Diocesan Vision Flowchart

Toward a 2020 Strategic Plan

Diocese of Nelson
Toward a 2020 Strategic Plan

Toward a 2020 Strategic Plan

Diocese of Nelson
Toward a 2020 Strategic Plan
‘Where there is no vision, the people perish’ 1
‘Commit to the Lord whatever you do and your plans will succeed’ 2
‘We are his house built on the foundation of the apostles and
the prophets. And the cornerstone is Christ Jesus himself’ 3
Part One: Introduction
Our purpose:
Why the Diocese of Nelson exists
The Diocese of Nelson exists to bring glory to God through vibrant,
Christ-centred, Anglican communities of faith.
What we do
We build local communities of faith that radiate Christ through
worship; fellowship; service and witness in such a way that lives are
transformed. We minister with one another, in partnership as a
diocese and regionally through deaneries.

1

Proverbs 29:18
Proverbs 16:3
3
Ephesians 2:19-22
2

2
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Our Vision:
1. To become mature people of prayer, realising our need of and
dependence upon God, to seek him, wait upon him, and to be
open to the guidance and anointing of the Holy Spirit as we
seek to do his will.
2. To glorify God through worship that is corporate and personal;
culturally relevant and transcendent; self denying and lifegiving; yet always biblical.
3. To preach and teach in such a way that lives are transformed
and people grow in discipleship.
4. To be a missional church, reaching out beyond ourselves (both
at home and overseas) with acts of loving service and
proclamation that radiate our commitment to Jesus.
5. To be an ‘authentic’ community and be a church of grace that
embraces and values people of all ages and circumstances in
the redeeming love of Christ.
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Part Two: Strategic Priorities:
(to facilitate our vision – previous page)
1.

To actively model and encourage the power of prayer.
• Strategic Intent
To become mature people of prayer, realising our need of and
dependence upon God, to seek him, wait upon him, and to be
open to the guidance and anointing of the Holy Spirit as we seek
to do his will.
• Strategic Outcome
A register of Diocesan intercessors: Regular prayer meetings
occurring in every parish: Opportunities for prayer evident
during worship services: Annual Diocesan/Regional prayer
events/days.

2.

To encourage and evaluate the worship and discipleship of
the Diocese.
• Strategic Intent
To create a culture within our churches that encourages and
models a selfless and obedient lifestyle amongst those who
follow Christ.
• Strategic Outcome
A greater commitment to and involvement in the ministry and
mission of the church and increasing evidence of Christ like
character.
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3.

Developing Leaders who can outwork the Diocesan vision.
• Strategic Intent:
To develop confident, creative and spiritually healthy leaders
across the diocese with a clear understanding of the gospel,
discipleship and ministry as participating in the mission of God,
reflecting a diversity of leadership styles and modes as
appropriate to a range of ministry contexts, challenges and
needs.
• Strategic Outcome:
The identification, nurture and formation of a new generation
of leaders (both lay and ordained) for fresh and reinvigorating
ministry initiatives. To see existing leaders actively embracing
opportunities to grow professionally for ministry with a clear
sense of mission and outreach.

4.

To actively engage and involve children, youth and families in
the full life of the church
• Strategic Intent:
Ensure that every parish is aware of the unique spirituality of
children, youth and young adults, and looks for appropriate and
strategic ways of responding.
• Strategic Outcome:
To have key ministries to children, youth and young adults in
each of our four regions that serve as a resource to the rest of
the parishes in that region; ministry to and ministry of the
children, youth and young adults.
5
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5.

To liberate the ministry gifts of older people.
• Strategic Intent:
To respect and value each older member of the church. Caring
for those who can’t care for themselves and encouraging every
single member to discover where God is calling them to
ministry involvement.
• Strategic Outcome:
To observe increasing numbers of older members discovering
an outlet for their faith, wisdom and energy

6.

To be catalysts in moving from maintenance to mission.
• Strategic Intent:
To ensure that every ministry unit is thinking and responding
missionally.
• Strategic Outcome:
To have new parish based and collaborative projects established
in each deanery and to have a Diocesan budget that reflects the
call of a missional church.

7.

To seek ways of more effectively serving Christ within our
local community.
• Strategic Intent:
To become aware of the needs of our local community
• Strategic Outcome:
To become known in the local community as a Church that
cares
6
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Diocese of Nelson
Statement on Marriage and Sexuality

(Adopted by Synod at Greymouth 9 October 2004)
(Confirmed by Synod at Motueka 22 June 2012)

A. Synod adopted the following statement, recommended by the Diocese of Nelson
Theology Commission, to be the policy of the Diocese, and affirmed that it is a policy
statement having force until such time as a future Synod of the Diocese of Nelson revises
or replaces it.
B. Synod requested the Bishop of Nelson and his successors to apply this statement as
appropriate to the life of the Diocese, including decisions regarding ordination, licensing,
and permission to officiate.
Statement on Marriage and Sexuality
1.

Holy Scripture is the final authority on all matters of faith and practice, including
marriage and sexuality. The interpretation of Holy Scripture is a matter on which
dialogue occurs within the church, and to which the Tradition of the universal church of
Jesus Christ and statements of church councils, including Lambeth Conferences, and our
own Synod contribute; this statement being such a contribution.

2.

The church is the people of God in mission to the world, as taught by Scripture,
witnessing to new life in Christ made possible through Christ’s death on the cross and
resurrection to life, and available to all people through repentance from sin and belief in
Christ; in this mission the church desires that people experience the true grace of God
and freedom in Christ which is the healing of our wounded humanity; this grace and
freedom being available to all people, including people of all sexualities and whether or
not they are single, married, widowed, divorced, remarried, or otherwise; and to this
mission the Diocese of Nelson is committed. This statement is intended to assist rather
than inhibit this mission as described above.

3.

The clear intention of Scripture is that marriage is a monogamous, lifelong, covenantal
relationship between a man and a woman; it is a gift from God which provides a holy and
blessed context for a husband and a wife to encourage each other’s love for God, to
develop their love for each other, to enjoy sexual intercourse, and to begin and nurture
family life; it is not equivalent to other forms of relationships described as ‘de facto
marriage’ or ‘civil union’ even though these relationships may contain elements in
common with marriage as defined here; and it is not a relationship into which two
people of the same gender may enter.

4.

The mission of Christ’s church includes the nurture, encouragement, and instruction of
single people, married couples and families in the way of Jesus Christ; and the
development of faith communities as true and loving expressions of the family of God in
which Christian people of all ages and stages in life, including all sexualities, recognise
themselves and each other as brothers and sisters in Christ.
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5.

As an expression of the mission of the church and of this Diocese’s commitment to
marriage as defined above, ordained priests in the Diocese of Nelson are encouraged to
conduct marriage services (providing such conduct is in accordance with Title G Canon 3
of Marriage and relevant civil laws which apply); but because of our commitment to
marriage no licensed minister, lay or ordained, may participate in leading any service,
ritual, ceremony, or blessing of a relationship which is similar to marriage such as a ‘civil
union’, whether such relationship is between two people of opposite sexes or the same
sex, and whether or not such relationship is legally recognized in Aotearoa New Zealand
or any other country or formally recognized by the Anglican Church of Aotearoa New
Zealand and Polynesia.

6.

Singleness is an honourable way of life specifically endorsed by Jesus’ own example and
by the Scriptures. The Diocese of Nelson acknowledges a continuing tension in the life of
the church as it seeks to honour both marriage and singleness. (Singleness is here
defined as not being in a sexual relationship with another person).

7.

Honouring both marriage and singleness in today’s church involves facing sensitive
pastoral questions concerning people who identify themselves as homosexual, are
divorced, or divorced and remarried.

8.

While acknowledging that a range of views concerning sexuality exists within God’s
church at this time, the Diocese of Nelson itself maintains the view that Scripture
endorses marriage between a man and a woman as the only acceptable domain for
sexual relationships, and therefore does not endorse sexual relationships between
people of the same gender.

9.

Consistent with clause 8 above the Diocese of Nelson requires its licensed ministers,
ministers with permission to officiate, and office-holders to be either single (that is, not
in a sexual relationship with another person) or married; and if married to be sexually
faithful to their spouse.

10.

The Diocese of Nelson determines for the guidance of the Bishop of Nelson that clause 8
and 9 above interprets and further defines Title D Canon 1 Part 10.4 and 10.4.1 which
read:
10.4
CHASTITY:
Chastity is the right ordering of sexual relationships.
10.41
Ministers are to be chaste. Promiscuity is incompatible with chastity.

11.

The Diocese of Nelson recognises a specific challenge to its mission at this time when
voices in the world and in the church are calling for a different assessment of the
morality of same sex relationships than that given in this statement; it encourages
ministers and congregations to work creatively and compassionately to welcome all
people into our churches, especially in this context, people who identify themselves as
homosexual.

12.

The Diocese of Nelson expects that any licensed ministers, ministers with permission to
officiate, and office holders in the Diocese will uphold the views of the Diocese as
expressed in this statement, both by their example of lifestyle and in their teaching and
in any public statements they should make.
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RESOLUTION OF SYNOD 2012
Motion 6 Statement on Marriage & Sexuality
1. That this Synod of the Anglican Diocese of Nelson reaffirms the Diocesan Statement on
Marriage and Sexuality (Diocesan Handbook Appendix L) adopted by Synod 9 October
2004, and would seek to support our General Synod representatives in upholding this
view at the upcoming General Synod of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa New Zealand
and Polynesia.
2. In doing so, this Synod recognises that there are among us persons who experience
themselves as having a homosexual orientation, and would also affirm a pastoral
response to issues of human sexuality - welcoming all people to be members of the
Church. It is acknowledged, however, that members of the Church have at times hurt
and wounded people by words and actions, in relation to human sexuality. Therefore, in
order that the Nelson Anglican Diocese is experienced as a ‘safe place’ and enabled in its
reflection, we affirm:
•

A continuing commitment to love our neighbour, and opposition to all unbiblical and
uncharitable actions and attitudes in respect of human sexuality from whatever
perspective, including bigotry, hurtful words or actions, and demeaning or damaging
language;

•

A willingness to increase our awareness of the complex issues regarding human
sexuality;

•

A determination to welcome and to make disciples of all people.

•

That for all who believe, ‘there is no distinction’ and that ‘all have sinned and come
short of the glory of God’ (Romans 3:22 - 23) and are in need of God’s grace and
mercy. We seek to be a community modelled on God’s love for the world as revealed
in Jesus Christ. We wish that all members of the Church, through the teaching of the
scriptures, the nourishment of the sacraments, and the prayerful and pastoral
support of a Christian community will fulfil their unique contribution to God’s
purposes for our world.
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2. HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

x Code of Ethics
x SafeHere Team Organisation
x Strandz Child Protection Policy – as adapted, amended & adopted by Nelson Diocese
x Parish Nursing Ministry Policy
x Health and Safety Management Plan, including
x Police Vetting Policy
x Harassment and Bullying Policy
x Fatigue at Work Policy
x Stress Management Policy
x Working Alone Policy
x Power Tool Policy
x Working at Height Policy
x Vehicle Use and Transport Policy
x Hazardous Substances Policy

Code of Ethics

Diocese of Nelson Code of Ethics

All who minister or work for the Church in the Diocese of Nelson, whether paid or unpaid ͻ Are to be personally accountable for their decisions and actions in order to create a
safe and supportive environment when working for the Church.
ͻ Are to be honest and trustworthy in all matters.
ͻ Are expected to ensure that all people understand the services offered and the
nature and purposes of those services.
ͻ Will respect the rights of all people to privacy and confidentiality. Confidential
information should be shared with others only with the informed consent of the
person, unless there is a danger to their life, to others, or to the public at large.
ͻ Will treat all with whom they come into contact - regardless of race, gender, age,
national origin, religion, political or other opinion, sexual orientation, status, health,
intelligence or any other differentiating character - with respect and courtesy.
ͻ Are not to access websites or use email or other social media material which is
inappropriate and inconsistent with the behaviour required of someone who works
for the Church.
ͻ Will not engage in any sexual activity with any person where there is a power
differential or make any sexual advances verbally, physically or by innuendo. It is the
responsibility of those who minister or work for the Church to maintain appropriate
boundaries and to refer ministry to someone else if a sexual or romantic attraction
forms with the person receiving ministry.
ͻ Will avoid all behaviour that could reasonably be interpreted as harassment.
Harassment encompasses a broad range of physical or verbal behaviour, including but
not limited to: physical or psychological abuse, racial insults, derogatory ethnic slurs,
unwelcome touching or sexual advance, and sexual jokes or comments. Harassment
can occur as a result of a single incident or a pattern of behaviour where the purpose
or effect is to create a hostile, offensive or intimidating environment.
ͻ Have a responsibility to take all allegations of inappropriate sexual behaviour
seriously. They should not attempt to assess or investigate any such allegations, but
will document them and follow the appropriate diocesan procedures.
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ͻ Will avoid any activities, whether connected with their position or otherwise, which
would compromise their integrity, and/or bring their message, the people they
work with, their colleagues or the wider Church community into disrepute.
ͻ Will conduct themselves at all times in a manner which ensures that all people are
supported and empowered through the services they provide.
ͻ

Have a responsibility to recognise their strengths and limitations, to ensure they
know how their decisions and actions affect the people they work with.

ͻ Will honour the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi in their work and endeavour
to be culturally sensitive to all people they engage with and avoid imposing monocultural values.
ͻ Will offer only services that come within their competence, qualifications
and mandate, and will refer matters outside these to the appropriate body.
ͻ Will inform the appropriate body of their need for training or ask for a change in
the tasks they are asked to perform if they consider their mandate requires more
expertise than they have.
ͻ Will seek regular supervision which will provide them with an avenue to talk
though issues and seek advice.
ͻ Are accountable to the New Zealand legal system.
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Responsible for ensuring all
relevant Safety Plans are
completed for the safety of
the team and the participants
in their ministry

Ensures the required Safety
Plan is signed by Parish Safety
Officer prior to each ministry
event

Completes training modules:1, 2.

Assists with preparation of
appropriate Safety Plans for their
ministry

Completes training modules:
1, 2, 3.

Responsible for ensuring
Team Members receive the
training they require

Responsible
for
Team
Member Application Process

Ministry Team
Leader

Ministry Team
Leader

Member

Completes
Team
application process

Ministry Team
Member

Ministry Team
Member

Safe Here Ministry Team Organisation:

Assists in Critical Incident, as
appropriate

Completes training modules:
1, 2, 3, 4.

Ensures Parish has a Safety
Officer

Responsible for Ministry
Team Leaders appointment
process
Approves/signs off Ministry
Team Members

Vicar

Completes training modules:
1, 2, 3, 4; Teaches modules:
1, 2, 3 plus the Short version
for technical and hospitality
support workers

Responsible
for
the
Administration & maintaining
the ‘online’ database.

Coordinator

Parish Safety
Officer

Vicar

Coordinator

Oversight of coordinators and
their training in their Ministry
area
Oversight of the training and
administration
in
their
Ministry area
Oversight of critical incident
involving their Ministry area

Diocese Risk
Management Officer
(RMO)

Approves/signs “Permission
to Proceed” forms. Receives
“Critical Incident” reports/
forms; consults with Parish
management re action (to be)
taken
Oversight of all “Safe Here”
practises in their Parish

Approves/signs off all safety
plans for Diocese events.

Advises and assists in critical
incident, as appropriate.

Diocese Safety Officer

DioceseSafety
Officer

Appointed
by
Vestry.
Completes training modules:
1, 2, 3, 4.

Parish Safety
Officer

Diocese RMO

vulnerable people. Ministries to vulnerable people are further defined as ministries involving children, youth, adult community ministries and care of the elderly. It is a tool for providing
training to ensure that the people involved in ministries within parishes, maintain a standard of best practice that demonstrates to the wider community that the church takes care and
protection seriously. The training structure is a series of modules that provide tools for identifying and managing risk including raising awareness of the signs of abuse. Part of the system is
an online database that ensures excellent record keeping for both present and future use.

SAFE HERE - This safety programme was adopted at Synod 2013 as the primary programme to be used across the diocese in all ministry situations with an emphasis on ministries to
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INTRODUCTION / PURPOSE / SCOPE / RELATED POLICIES AND LEGISLATION

Introduction
The Anglican Diocese of /FMTPO New Zealand believeT that we have a responsibility to promote the welfare
of all children, young people and vulnerable adults, and to keep them safe. We are committed to ensuring
they are protected within our organisation from all forms of abuse. The Church is called by God to love, to
stand alongside and advocate for those at the margins, those less powerful, and those without a voice in our
society.
Christian communities within the Anglican Diocese of /FMTPO New Zealand should be places where all
people feel welcomed, respected and safe. In such communities, every human being has infinite worth and
unique value as a child of God, irrespective of origin, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, age, beliefs,
social or economic status, ability to contribute, their past contribution to society, or present psychological,
physical or spiritual state. Partnering with children, young people and their parents, carers and other
agencies is essential in promoting young people’s welfare.

Purpose
Why do we have a child protection policy?
It is both a legal requirement and our responsibility as loving Christian communities, to ensure the safety
of our young people, our vulnerable adults and our stipendiary or employed ministry leaders, and our
volunteers.
This policy affirms that this Diocese is committed to ensuring our communities of faith are safe and life giving
for all people. At all times, best practice will be adhered to, to ensure the safety of all children, young people
and vulnerable adults.

Scope
Who does this policy apply to and where does it apply?
This policy is for every person regularly assisting in a ministry for children, young people and/or
vulnerable adults, in the Anglican Diocese of /FMTPO New Zealand . This includes all clergy, lay, paid
and/or volunteer leaders.

Related policies and legislation
This policy acknowledges the following legislation:
•
•
•
•
•

Treaty of Waitangi, 1840
Children, Young Person and their Families Act, 1989
United Nations Rights of a Child, 1989
Domestic Violence Act, 1995
Vulnerable Children’s Act, 2014
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The Vulnerable Children’s Act requires organisations to ensure that those working with children understand
the nature of abuse and neglect.
5IJTEPDVNFOUJTUIFQPMJDZGPSUIF%JPDFTFPG/FMTPOJOSFTQFDUPG:
•
•
•

Defining and Identifying Abuse and Neglect
Dealing with Disclosures of Abuse
Recording, Reporting and Responding to Suspected Abuse

All (stipendiary, employed and volunteer) ministry personnel must have a thorough understanding of this
policy and be seen to be practising this policy.
Other resources on best practice are available upon request, such as guidelines for social media, travel, food
and hygiene.
This policy XJMM be reviewed:
• Annually
• Following any significant event.

Training
5IF"OHMJDBO%JPDFTFPG/FMTPOXJMMVTFh4BGF)FSFhBTUIFBENJOJTUSBUJPOBOEUSBJOJOHTZTUFNUPNFFUUIF
SFRVJSFNFOUTPGUIJTQPMJDZWe acknowledge that there are a variety of leadership levels and roles, and the
training required will depend on BQFSTPOhT level of responsibility.

All leaders
Every person regularly assisting in a ministry for children, young people and/or vulnerable adults, must have
completed:
•

•

Two 4BGF)FSF modules
» .PEVMFSafety and Boundaries (refreshed every three years)
» .PEVMFProtection and Abuse (refreshed every three years)
A Safety Check (refreshed every three years) (see p.5)

This is the required minimum level for someone to be “cleared” for working with children, adolescents or
vulnerable adults unsupervised, and be recognised as a team member.

Planning and Leading a programme
Every person responsible for planning an event/activity/programme, is also to have completed one additional
safety-training module:
•

Risk Management and Incidents (refreshed every three years)

It is a requirement to have at least one team member onsite with a current First Aid Certificate, with
immediate access to an up-to-date first aid kit, a mobile phone, and all relevant telephone numbers (e.g.
emergency services, nearest medical centre, and emergency contact numbers for all participants)
A team leader is someone responsible for leading a ministry team, and is to also have completed one
additional safety-training module:
•

Leading Safe Teams and Appointments (refreshed every three years)
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RESPONSIBILITY AND REVIEW / TRAINING

Responsibility and Review

TRAINING

They should also:
•

have an agreed Covenant or Employment Agreement, if appropriate, (reviewed annually) specifying:
a. Role parameters and expectations (including key tasks and hours of work)
b. Accountability
c. Supervision
d. Spiritual DirectionJGUIJTJTBQBSJTISFRVJSFNFOU
e. Allowances (if any)
f. Reimbursement for expenses (if any)
g. Remuneration Rates (if any)

4BGF)FSF$PPSEJOBUPS
5IFWJDBSQSJFTUJODIBSHFJTBVUPNBUJDBMMZBQQPJOUFEBTB4BGF)FSF$PPSEJOBUPSXJUIJOUIFJSQBSJTI*O
BEEJUJPOFBDIQBSJTIPSEFBOFSZJTUPIBWFBOPUIFS BQQPJOUFE 4BGF)FSF$PPSEJOBUPSUPPWFSTFFUIFh4BGF
)FSFhBENJOJTUSBUJPOBOEUSBJOJOHSFRVJSFNFOUTPGUIFJSEFTJHOBUFEQBSJTIEFBOFSZ"MMh4BGF)FSFh
$PPSEJOBUPSTBSFSFRVJSFEUPDPNQMFUFPOFBEEJUJPOBMUSBJOJOHNPEVMF

•

Coordinating Safety (refreshed every three years)

%JPDFTBO3JTL.BOBHFNFOU0GGJDFSBOE%JPDFTBO4BGFUZ0GGJDFS GPS4BGF)FSF
The SPMFPGDiocesan 4BGFUZ0GGJDFSXJMMCFEFTJHOBUFEUPUIF%JPDFTBO4FDSFUBSZ5IJTSPMFXJMMCFUP
PWFSTFFBOEBEWPDBUFGPSCFTUQSBDUJDFJOUIFEJPDFTFBOEJTSFTQPOTJCMFGPSBDUJWBUJOHFNFSHFODZ
SFTQPOTFJOUIFFWFOUPGBDSJUJDBMJODJEFOU*OBEEJUJPOUIFSPMFPG4BGF)FSF3JTL.BOBHFNFOU0GGJDFS
XJMMCFBMMPDBUFEUPBOPUIFSEJPDFTBOTUBGGNFNCFS5IJTSPMFXJMMCFUPPWFSTFFUIF
BENJOJTUSBUJPOBOEUSBJOJOHSFRVJSFNFOUTPGh4BGF)FSFh*UJTBSFRVJSFNFOUUIBUCPUI0GGJDFSTIBWF
DPNQMFUFEPOFBEEJUJPOBMTBGFUZUSBJOJOHNPEVMF
•

Emergency Response and Risk Management (refreshed every three years)

The Risk Management Officer is to establish a Diocesan Emergency Response Plan, to respond well to
significant incidents and provide advice to parish safety officers.

Use of Helpers
It is understood that for practical purposes it will be necessary from time-to-time to have help from other
people to fill in for absentees at late notice, or to provide extra assistance in the crèche on a busy day, for
example. These people will be working either in the presence, or under the direct supervision, of Team
Leaders and they will not be expected to have undergone the above trainingCVUUIFZXJMMCFSFRVJSFEUP
IBWFBDVSSFOU/;1PMJDFDIFDL
However, if such people become regular helpers for any activity, and/or their task involves them being
unsupervised for any period of time, the relevant training and Safety Check procedures must be followed.

Use of Guest Ministry
Just as a teacher must stay in a classroom when a visitor is present, so must a Team Leader or a senior team
member stay with a visiting worker.
As these people will be working either in the presence, or under the direct supervision, of Team Leaders and/
or senior Team Members, they will not be expected to have undergone the above training or have passed a
Safety Check.

A Recommended Procedure for inviting Guest Ministry
1. Check Suitability. Get a written or verbal reference provided by an appropriate person who can attestUPUIF
TVHHFTUFEXPSLFShTDIBSBDUFSBOESFMFWBOUTLJMMT
2. Get evidence of appropriate qualifications. For example, Instructor’s qualification, current first aidDFSUJGJDBUF
5IJTJTDSVDJBMXJUIBMMBDUJWJUJFTJOWPMWJOHBNPEFSBUFUPIJHIEFHSFFPGSJTL
3. Issue an Invitation, and once the invitation has been accepted, meet (in person whenever possible)UPDMBSJGZ
FYQFDUBUJPOT
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"MMBTQFDUTPGUIF4BGFUZ$IFDLNVTUCFDPNQMFUFECFGPSFBOZQFSTPONBZDPNNFODFNJOJTUSZ Keep a
secure record of the Safety Check in a separate file for each applicant.

The Safety Check process for Voluntary personnel
For voluntary personnel it is recommended that there be a 6 months minimum period of attendance in
the congregation, prior to applying for any leadership or ministry role. "MMBQQMJDBOUTNVTUVOEFSHPB
DPNQMFUF4BGFUZ$IFDL XIJDIJODMVEFT
1. Identity verification
2. Minimum of 3 Referee Checks
» Including a previous Ministry Referee Check (if any)
» If church attendance is less than 6 months, a Referee Check from the Leader of their previous
$IVSDIJTSFRVJSFE
3. $PNQMFUFEB7PMVOUFFS"QQMJDBUJPO'PSN
4. InterviewBOEBXSJUUFOQPTUJOUFSWJFXFWBMVBUJPO
5. New Zealand Police Vetting (Vetting type is for a Non-Core Worker)
6. International Police Certificate, if they do not hold New Zealand residency.
If the volunteer has a regular ministry (other than merely incidental contact with young people or vulnerable
adults) it is recommended that they have an agreed Covenant
 0OMJOF4BGF)FSFUFNQMBUFTBSFBWBJMBCMF .

The Safety Check process for Stipendiary or Employed personnel
1. Identity verification
2. Minimum of 4 Referee Checks
» Including a previous Ministry Referee Check
» Including a previous Work History Referee Check
3. InterviewBOEBXSJUUFOQPTUJOUFSWJFXFWBMVBUJPOBOESJTLBTTFTTNFOU
4. New Zealand Police Vetting (Vetting type is for a Core Worker)
5. International Police Certificate, if they do not hold New Zealand residency
6. Negotiated Covenant or EmploymentAgreement.

The Safety Check is to be refreshed every three years
For all (voluntary, stipendiary, or employed) personnel the Safety Check to be refreshed every three years.
This requirement to recheck runs from the date the last Safety Check was completed.
When updating a Safety Check every three years the following checks are required:
1. Confirmation of any changes of officially recorded name
2. A fresh New Zealand Police vet, and
3. A fresh JOUFSWJFXUIBUJODMVEFTBXSJUUFOFvaluation and Sisk Bssessment
It is also recommended practice to recheck previous personnel if there has been a significant period of
absence.
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THE SAFETY CHECK

The Safety Check

DEFINING AND IDENTIFYING ABUSE AND NEGLECT

Defining and Identifying Abuse and Neglect
Abuse may be broadly defined as any act that endangers another person’s physical or emotional health
or development.
The Children, Young Persons and their Families Act, 1989, defines child abuse as “…the harming (whether
physically, emotionally, sexually), ill-treatment, abuse, neglect, or deprivation of any child or young person”.

Psychological Abuse
Psychological Abuse (also known as Emotional Abuse) is the on-going emotional maltreatment or emotional
neglect of a child such as to cause a severe and persistent adverse effect on the child’s emotional development.
This can include a pattern of rejecting, degrading, ignoring, isolating, corrupting, exploiting or terrorising a
child. It may also include age or developmentally inappropriate expectations being imposed on children. It
also includes seeing or hearing about the ill treatment of others.
This includes any act including confinement, isolation, verbal assault, humiliation, intimidation,
infantilisation, or any other treatment that may diminish the sense of identity, dignity, and self-worth.
Such abuse is often associated with situations of power imbalance, such as abusive relationships and bullying.
There may be physical indicators that a child is being psychologically abused. Some examples of this are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bed-wetting or bed soiling that has no medical cause
Frequent psychosomatic complaints (e.g. headaches, nausea, abdominal pains)
Prolonged vomiting or diarrhoea
Has not attained significant developmental milestones
Dressed differently from other children in the family
Has deprived physical living conditions compared with other children in the family

There may also be indicators in a child’s behaviour that could indicate psychological abuse. Some examples
of this are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suffers from severe developmental gaps
Severe symptoms of depression, anxiety, withdrawal or aggression
Severe symptoms of self-destructive behaviour – self-harming, suicide attempts, engaging in drug or
alcohol abuse
Overly compliant; too well-mannered; too neat and clean
Displays attention seeking behaviours or displays extreme inhibition in play
When at play, behaviour may model or copy negative behaviour and language used at home

There may be indicators in adult behaviour that could indicate psychological abuse. Some examples of
this are:
•
•
•
•
•

Constantly calls the child names, labels the child or publicly humiliates the child
Continually threatens the child with physical harm or forces the child to witness physical harm
inflicted on a loved one
Has unrealistic expectations of the child
Involves the child in “adult issues”, such as separation or access issues
Keeps the child at home in a role of subservient or surrogate parent
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Neglect is the persistent failure to meet a child’s basic physical and/or psychological needs, likely to result
in the serious impairment of the person’s health or development. Neglect may occur during pregnancy as
a result of maternal substance abuse. Once a child is born, neglect may involve a parent or carer failing to:
provide adequate food, clothing and shelter (including exclusion from home or abandonment); protect a child
from physical and emotional harm or danger; ensure adequate supervision (including the use of inadequate
care-givers); or ensure access to appropriate medical care or treatment. It may also include neglect of, or
unresponsiveness to, a child’s basic emotional needs.
Neglect is any situation in which a caregiver fails to provide the child with the basic necessities of life to the
extent that the person’s health and development is, or is likely to be significantly harmed.
There may be physical indicators that a child is being neglected. Some examples of this are:
•
•
•
•
•

Inappropriate dress for the weather
Extremely dirty or unbathed
Inadequately supervised or left alone for unacceptable periods of time
Malnourished
May have severe nappy rash or other persistent skin disorders or rashes resulting from improper care
or lack of hygiene

There may also be indicators in a child’s behaviour that could indicate neglect. Some examples of this are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates severe lack of attachment to other adults
Poor school attendance or school performance
Poor social skills
May steal food
Is very demanding of affection or attention
Has no understanding of basic hygiene

There may be indicators in adult behaviour that could indicate neglect. Some examples of this are:
•
•
•
•

Fails to provide for the child’s basic needs, such as housing, nutrition, medical and psychological care
Fails to enrol a child in school or permits truancy
Leaves the child home alone
Is overwhelmed with own problems and puts own needs ahead of the child’s needs

Physical Abuse
Physical Abuse is a situation in which a child suffers or is likely to suffer significant harm from an injury
inflicted by a person.
Physical abuse can be caused from punching, beating, kicking, shaking, biting, burning or throwing the child.
Physical abuse may also result from excessive or inappropriate discipline or violence within the family, and
is considered abuse regardless of whether or not it was intended to hurt the child. Physical abuse may be the
result of a single episode or of a series of episodes.
Injuries to a child may vary in severity and range from minor bruising, burns, welts or bite marks, major
fractures of the long bones or skull, to its most extreme form, the death of a child.
There may be physical indicators that a child is being physically abused. Some examples of this are:
•
•
•

Unexplained bruises, welts, cuts, abrasions
Unexplained burns
Unexplained fractures or disclosures
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Neglect

DEFINING AND IDENTIFYING ABUSE AND NEGLECT

There may also be indicators in a child’s behaviour that could indicate physical abuse.
Some examples of this are:
•
•
•
•
•

Is wary of adults, or of a particular individual
Is violent to animals or other children
Is dressed inappropriately to hide bruises or other injuries
May be extremely aggressive or extremely withdrawn
Cannot recall how the injuries occurred or gives inconsistent explanations

There may be indicators in adult behaviour that could indicate physical abuse. Some examples of this are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

May be vague about the details or the cause of injury and the account of the injury may change from
time to time
May blame the accident on a sibling, friend, relative or the injured child
Shakes an infant
Threats or attempts to injure a child
Is aggressive towards a child in front of others
May delay in seeking medical attention for a child

Sexual Abuse
Sexual Abuse is a situation in which a person uses power or authority over a child to involve the child in
sexual activity. It includes: any touching for sexual purpose; fondling of breasts, buttocks, genitals; oral sex;
sexual intercourse; an adult exposing themselves to the child; or seeking to have a child touch them for a
sexual purpose. It also includes voyeurism, photographing children inappropriately, involving the child in
pornographic activities or prostitution or using the internet and phone to initiate sexual conversations with
children.
An adult, an adolescent or a child with greater power can perpetrate sexual abuse. While it may involve a
stranger, most sexual abuse is perpetrated by someone the child knows and trusts.
All ministry personnel should be aware of their ‘duty of care’, which precludes developing a sexual relationship
with, or the grooming of a child. A sexual relationship between an adult and a child will always be wrong,
unequal and unacceptable.
There may be physical indicators that a child is being sexually abused. Some examples of this are:
•
•
•
•
•

Torn, stained or bloody underclothing
Bruises, lacerations, redness, swelling or bleeding in genital, vaginal or anal area
Blood in urine or faeces
Sexually transmitted disease
Unusual or excessive itching or pain in the genital or anal area

There may also be indicators in a child’s behaviour that could indicate sexual abuse. Some examples of this in
young children are:
•
•
•
•
•

Age-inappropriate sexual play with toys, self, others
Bizarre, sophisticated or unusual sexual knowledge
Comments such as “I’ve got a secret”, or “I don’t like…”
Fire lighting by boys
Fear of certain places e.g. bedroom or bathroom
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•
•
•
•

Eating disorders
Promiscuity or prostitution
Uses younger children in sexual acts
Tries to make self as unattractive as possible

There may be indicators in adult behaviour that could indicate sexual abuse. Some examples of this are:
•
•
•
•

May be unusually over-protective of a child
Is jealous of a child’s relationships with peers or other adults or is controlling of the child
May favour the victim over other children
Demonstrates physical contact or affection to a child which appears sexual in nature or has sexual
overtones

Identifying Abuse
It is not always easy to recognise that a child is being hurt or is at risk, so abuse is often undetected. There are
indicators (signs, symptoms or clues) that when found, either on their own or in various combinations, can
point to possible abuse, neglect or family violence.
Indicators can be:
•
•

Physical – such as bruises or burns and relate to a child’s physical condition.
Behavioural – such as a child cringing or flinching if touched unexpectedly; or a caregiver
DPOTUBOUMZDBMMJOHBDIJMEhTUVQJEhPShEVNCh#FIBWJPVSBMJOEJDBUPSTDBOCFEJTQMBZFECZBDIJMEPS
CZUIFBMMFHFEBCVTFS

Indicators do not necessarily prove that a child has been harmed. They alert us that abuse may have occurred
and that a child may require help or protection. Sometimes indicators can result from life events that do not
involve abuse, such as divorce, accidental injury, the arrival of a new sibling, etc.
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Some examples of this in older children are:

DEALING WITH DISCLOSURES OF ABUSE

Dealing with Disclosures of Abuse
Any issues of suspected child abuse must be taken
seriously and handled in an appropriate manner that
ensures the child’s safety.

•

Blame - there is only one person to blame and
that is the offender
• Sadness or depression
• Revulsion, horror and disgust - it is important
not to transfer these strong feelings onto the
victim.
• Revenge and the desire for punishment.
Education and training and implementing the
procedures dictated by this organisational safety
policy have proven to be the best ways to minimise
these reactions. When people are well informed and
follow required procedures, they are more likely
to be able to cope with their own strong emotional
reactions to child abuse. Participation in training is
essential.

Only a minority of children actively disclose abuse.
Most child abuse is disclosed accidently or through
observation by an adult of a child’s behaviour, words
and physical appearance. So when a child does
disclose abuse, this needs to be taken very seriously.
It is important that any disclosure is dealt with
appropriately, both for the wellbeing of the child and
also to ensure that your actions do not jeopardise any
future legal action against the abuser.
People who work with children can play a vital role
in preventing child abuse because, through regular
contact, they may get to know the children and
families well. As a consequence, they may recognise
changes in behaviour or appearance, the presence of
emotionally disturbed behaviours or the child may
trust enough to disclose.

Because perpetrators are usually very careful about
secrecy, it can be difficult for adults to discover
what is happening. Usually the only way that we
can know that a child has been sexually abused is if
they tell us. The majority of disclosures of abuse are
not intentional. It is often the case that a child will
make a comment that arouses suspicion and alerts an
informed worker.

When ministry personnel witness disclosures the
most commonly expressed emotions include:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Shock - this is greatest when we are inadequately
prepared or informed. Shock is not a helpful
reaction if it inhibits us from taking appropriate
action to stop the abuse and help the child.
Shocked adults tend to concentrate on their
own emotional needs and forget the feelings and
needs of the child.
Denial - I can’t believe it. They must be
mistaken. It can’t be as bad as they say. This
is a normal response when information is
unbearable and we want to distance ourselves
from it.
Sympathy, pity and the desire to help victims giving immediate help has no long-term benefit
unless it is accompanied by a report to the
authorities and support for the parents.
Frustration - about our own limited ability
to protect children, about the failings of
the ‘system’, about inadequate responses to
disclosure. Frustration may deter us from
responding appropriately.
Anger - angry people are more likely to report
suspicions of abuse.
Distress or anxiety - this is reduced when people
are trained and informed about the issues.
Guilt and self-recrimination - when suspicions
or cries for help were ignored or misinterpreted.

Commonly, a child’s disclosure of sexual abuse is a
process that occurs over time in stages.
1. There may be initial stages of denial and tentative
disclosure.
2. This may be followed by some acknowledgement
that something is happening, with the child
appearing confused and uncertain.
3. As trust increases, the child may give more
details and even actively disclose. This stage
can still be followed by the child changing their
story as a result of pressure from the perpetrator
or the family or from negative reactions to the
investigation process.
4. A final stage could include a reaffirmation of the
story.
It is important to understand that every situation is
unique. We should never deal with issues of abuse on
our own and should always involve our Team Leader
as soon as possible (except when a Team Leader is
involved in the allegation or suspicion, then any
voluntary, stipendiary, or employed personnel who
suspects abuse must discuss this directly with a Safe
)FSF Coordinator).
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There are a number of basic guidelines that should be followed to ensure the safe handling of any disclosures
of abuse from a child:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Don’t panic.
Believe children when they talk with you.
» Look at the child directly, try not to appear shocked.
» Listen to what is being said and accept what they say.
Stay with the child if they become upset and until they have said all that they wish to say.
» Don’t seek help while the child is talking to you.
» Reassure them that they did the right thing by telling someone.
» Assure them that it is not their fault and you will do your best to help.
Involve your Team Leader as soon as there is a disclosure or even suspicion of abuse.
» Let the child/victim know that you need to tell someone else.
» Let child/victim know what you are going to do next and that you will let them know what
happens
» Be aware that the child may have been threatened.
Documenting, as soon as possible, what was said and what you have done as a result.
» Write down what the child has said in their own words.
» Record what you have seen and heard.
» Make certain you distinguish between what the child has actually said and the inferences you
may have made. Accuracy is paramount in this stage of the procedure.
Remember that the safety and well-being of the child come before the interests of any other person.

The same action should be taken if the allegation is about abuse that has taken place in the past. It will be
important to find out if the person is still working with or has access to children.
Dealing with an allegation that a professional, ministry colleague, foster carer or volunteer has abused a child
is difficult, but must be taken seriously and dealt with carefully and fairly.
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GUIDELINES FOR SAFE HANDLING OF DISCLOSURE

Guidelines for safe handling of disclosure

RECORDING, REPORTING AND RESPONDING TO SUSPECTED ABUSE

Recording, Reporting and Responding to
Suspected Abuse
Children do not generally have the power to stop abuse. They rely on others to help them. We must act in
their best interests and take all reasonable steps to ensure their safety. Our legal obligations vary according to
differing legislation, but our moral responsibility is to report suspected or disclosed child abuse.
Any voluntary, stipendiary, or employed ministry personnel who suspects abuse, or has had a child disclose
abuse to them must, as soon as practicable, discuss this with their Team Leader. They must also fully
document the suspicion and/or disclosure with a detailed transcript of what was actually said. Providing
details of what was seen with date and times. Give this document to your Team Leader, who will also date
and sign the document before handing it to a Safe)FSF $PPSEJOBUPS.
Having heard a report from a member of the team, or has themselves discovered a suspicion of abuse,
the Team Leader must, as soon as practicable, discuss this with a Safe)FSF Coordinator.
In the case of a Team Leader being involved in the allegation or suspicion, then any voluntary,
stipendiary, or employed personnel who suspects abuse or has any concerns, must discuss this directly
with the Safe)FSF Coordinator.
It is the responsibility of the Safe)FSFCoordinator to take any action and to ensure that the correct
procedure for recording and responding to concerns is followed.
Child Abuse is best dealt with by specialist Police Officers who work alongside Oranga Tamariki to investigate
concerns of abuse. Early intervention by child protection services reduces harm to victims before the abuse
has the opportunity to escalate. It is not our role to prove that abuse or neglect is happening. Our obligation is
to ensure that we have formed a belief that based on reasonable grounds and is held in good faith. Our report
may add to information that the child protection services already have received from other sources.
Reports of abuse and/or neglect must be notified as soon as practicable so that an early assessment of the
child’s safety can be made.
It is always preferable that the parent/caregiver is involved and or informed of any concerns but the Safe
)FSF Coordinator’s first priority will always be ensuring the safety of the child, and this may require the
Safe)FSF Coordinator to immediately contact Oranga Tamariki or Police if they have concerns about
the child’s immediate safety.
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All members of ministry teams are trained to be alert
for signs of abuse.

protection services reduces harm to victims
before the abuse has the opportunity to escalate.
It is not our role to prove that abuse or neglect is
happening. Our obligation is to ensure that we
have formed a belief that is based on reasonable
grounds and is held in good faith.
If any voluntary, employed, or stipendiary ministry
personnel are accused in the allegation, the suspected
abuse MUST be notified to the authorities.

Once an abuse is suspected or disclosed:
1. No one should ever deal with issues of abuse on
their own. As soon as possible, CONSULT
in confidence with your Team Leader.
Your Team leader will then discuss the
situation with a Safe)FSF Coordinator.

5. Having made an assessment to notify, the Safe
)FSF Coordinator is to REPORT the suspected
abuseto Oranga Tamariki
• Phone 0508 FAMILY (0508 326 459).
Lines are open 24/7
• Email contact@ot.govt.nz
Once the authorities have been notified, they should
be left to conduct the investigation.

If a child is believed to be in immediate danger the
Team Leader is to phone the Police on 111.
However, if your Team Leader is involved in the
allegation, then you are to consult directly with
a Safe)FSF Coordinator.
2. Make a confidential ASSESSMENT.
Write down everything. Produce a detail transcript
of what was actually said, and provide details of what
you saw with date/times. Separately, you may include
your suspicions. Date and sign the document.

6. If having made an assessment that there are
no reasonable grounds to proceed with the
allegation, the Safe)FSF Coordinator is
thento inform the original team member of
thisdecision. Together the Team Leader
and theSafe)FSF Coordinator are to
arrange for thesituation to be closely
MONITORED anddocumented.

Give this document to your Team Leader, who will
also date and sign the document before handing it
to a Safe)FSF Coordinator.
It is important that the child is not required to repeat
their disclosure. Interviewing of the child is best left
to trained people who are skilled in the process.

7. The Safe)FSF Coordinator is to be in
COMMUNICATION with the Risk Management
Officer throughout this process, who will be
updating the Bishop. The Bishop (with the advice
of both the Risk Management Officer and the
Safe)FSF Coordinator) will now decide who
needsto be brought into the process for:
• pastoral support of the child and their
family,
• pastoral support of the accused,
• ministry continuance (if needed),
• support for the congregation and families
involved in the wider pastoral situation,
where required.

3. Any member(s) of the team involved in the
allegation will be immediately SUSPENDED
from all ministry duties while the NZ Police and
Oranga Tamariki are investigating the matter.
The Safe)FSF Coordinator is to inform the Risk
Management Officer to arrange this suspension.
Please note that both the child and the alleged abuser
have rights and need protection and due process.
This is a confidential process.

4. The Safe)FSF Coordinator is to make an
ASSESSMENT as to whether there are reasonable
grounds for notifying child protection services.
The bias must be to err on the side of notification.
If unsure, contact Oranga Tamariki and discuss
the situation. Early intervention by child
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PROCEDURE FOR RESPONDING TO SUSPECTED ABUSE

Procedure for Responding to
Suspected Abuse

Parish Nursing Policy

Diocese of Nelson
Parish Nursing Ministry Policy
Parish Nursing is relatively new to New Zealand but since its inception in USA it has followed a set of
standards and protocols, which it is important to maintain. In this Diocese discussions should be held with the
bishop’s advisers for Parish Nursing and approval MUST be sought from the Bishop before a parish
commences this ministry. After training the Parish Nurse will be commissioned by the Bishop and will form
part of the licensed lay ministry of the Diocese.
Guidelines for the process of initiating this ministry are to be found in:
ͻ
ͻ
ͻ

“Thinking of starting a parish nurse ministry in your parish?” document (Nelson Diocese, March 2001)
(2/4/1/1)
“Faith Community Nursing A Resource Manual” AFCNA 1999, pp12-24; 26; 56-58. This covers the legal,
ethical and other practical implications of this ministry.
Faith Community Nursing: Video produced for AFCNA 1999

It is essential that the chosen nurse receive training in this speciality of nursing so that they have a true
understanding of the nature of the work. Each Parish Nurse will then with their Parish determine the type of
role which is relevant to their particular church and area.
Parish Nursing requires someone who:
ͻ is a Registered nurse with a current practising certificate
ͻ has a personal commitment to Christ and believes that this is part of God’s call to them
ͻ has the full support of their parish
ͻ will form part of the parish’s ministry team
ͻ will be prepared to participate in ongoing training
Recommendation
It is strongly suggested that Diocesan grants and Anglican Care Charitable Trust Fund grants for parish nurse
ministries are dependent upon the parish following these guidelines.
Prepared by Elaine F Tyrrell and Sheryn Carpenter-McClatchy after consultation with Bishop Derek Eaton and
at the request of Standing Committee.

G:\Standing Committee\Policies\Parish Nursing Ministry.doc
April 2001
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Introduction
The Health and Safety at Work Act (2015) came into effect in April 2016. The new
law seeks to improve health and safety in New Zealand workplaces to reduce the
number of fatalities and injuries suffered every year. It has very wide application and
now puts obligations for health and safety on churches and charities. Churches now
have a duty of care to ensure no one is harmed while attending church or related
church activities or while working for us or on our premises.
In 2013 The Nelson Diocese adopted the SafeHere programme which is designed to
protect the welfare of people in our ministries, especially those involving children,
youth and the elderly. SafeHere is based on the principle of acting in the best
interests of those in ministry and those being ministered to by taking all reasonable
steps to ensure their safety. SafeHere provides us with tools to manage the risks
and hazards of ministry activities and forms part of our overall health and safety
management plan.
In addition to ensuring the health and safety of those involved in ministry to others
(covered by SafeHere), the Health and Safety at Work Act requires us to keep all our
workers and volunteer workers safe, for example office staff and those who help with
building and ground maintenance. While churches generally have few paid workers,
there are many volunteers who are an integral part of running of the church. We now
have a duty of care to ensure that these people, the general congregation, visitors
and contractors carrying out work for us are all protected from hazards that may
potentially cause them harm. We do not have a duty of care to trespassers and
those on site solely for recreation or leisure (providing they were not authorised to be
there).
This health and safety management plan is for the entire Diocese and is to be used
in each parish. In the Appendices you will find useful policies and procedures for
activities commonly undertaken in churches as well as other useful information, such
as template forms.
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1.

Health and Safety Policy Statement

As a Diocese we will follow the best standards of practice in all our locations in
relation to the health and safety of our lay workers, members of the clergy and others
who access and use our premises.
As a Diocese we will follow the guidelines set out in the SafeHere programme to
ensure safe ministry.
In particular we will:
1.

Systematically identify and control risks to health and safety in our workplace
by taking all reasonably practicable steps to eliminate or minimise those risks to
prevent any injury or damage.

2.

Keep up to date with, and comply with, all laws and regulations applicable to
our work places and activities.

3.

Develop and implement emergency and evacuation procedures.

4.

Regularly review our safety management system and practices to ensure they
are effective (at least annually).

5.

Include health and safety as a regular agenda item at all governance,
management and staff meetings in order to identify health and safety
improvements.

6.

Ensure relevant health and safety information is provided to all workers,
volunteers and members of the clergy.

7.

Ensure all workers, volunteers and members of the clergy are fit for the task
and receive the training and/or supervision they need to perform their work
safely.

8.

Notify a manager, warden, SafeHere Coordinator or parish Health and Safety
Advocate of current or impending health and safety issues or suggestions on
how to improve health and safety.

9.

Accurately report and record all workplace incidents and injuries and take all
practicable steps to prevent these events from happening.

10. Actively involve workers in health and safety matters.
11. Take personal responsibility for a safe work environment.
12. Review this policy every two years.

Policy approved by Standing Committee 09/02/2016
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2.

Identifying and Controlling Risks

As a Diocese we commit to taking all reasonably practicable steps to eliminate or
minimise any risks/hazards under our control, to prevent harm from occurring. We
will do this by systematically identifying all hazards and risks in our church, then
putting appropriate controls in place to prevent harm occurring. The risk assessment
form in Appendix A1 can be used to record the hazards/risks for each area or activity
and how we intend to control them.

2.1

SafeHere

As part of our risk management system, we have adopted a safety management
system called SafeHere. SafeHere sets a standard of safety and care in the church
and is based on the principles of acting in the best interests of those in ministry and
those being ministered to, taking all reasonable steps to ensure their safety. It
applies to anyone in a church who is involved in ministry to, for or with children,
young people, their families and other adults, regardless of age. SafeHere provides
us with tools to identify and manage the risks and hazards of ministry in our church,
including social activities and outings.
The Health and Safety at Work Act requires us to have systems in place to ensure
safe ministry. By following SafeHere we will be complying with that Act in terms of
safe ministry. In some cases SafeHere imposes higher requirements than the
Health and Safety at Work Act – Synod has voluntarily adopted these higher
standards because caring for others is central to our calling as Christians.
From time to time other legislation may apply to ministry activities and may impose
additional requirements to those of SafeHere. For example, the Vulnerable
Children’s Act imposes specific obligations over and above those required by
SafeHere in certain clearly defined situations. As the Vulnerable Children’s Act
applies only where services to children receive state or local authority funding, the
funder will let you know if additional health and safety requirements apply.

2.2

Assessing and Managing Risks

In addition to following SafeHere requirements for managing risk in ministry, each
parish in our Diocese will also undertake a risk assessment of their buildings and
equipment, as well as activities (such as lawn mowing) which don’t come under the
umbrella of SafeHere. Risk assessments will be repeated whenever changes are
made to buildings, equipment and activities.
In completing a risk assessment, we will first consider whether the risk can be
eliminated (ie, can we remove the source of the harm?). If the risk can’t be
eliminated, then it must be minimised by putting in place controls. The completed
risk assessment forms will be collated and kept as a Site Hazard/Risk Register and
referred to as required.
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Where hazards/risks can only be minimised, we will ensure:
x

Any identified hazards/risks are recorded in the Site Hazard/Risk Register and
all relevant people informed.

x

Any relevant guidelines, codes of practice, etc. are considered to ensure the
risk is minimised most effectively (for example, by referring to the policies /
procedures set out in the Appendix to this document). In addition you can
access information about health and safety best practice guidelines, codes of
practice,
etc,
through
the
Worksafe
NZ
website
http://www.business.govt.nz/worksafe/

x

Where applicable, protective clothing and equipment is provided and used by
everyone involved in the activity – ie high visibility vests for parking wardens,
ear muffs for lawn mowing etc.

x

Team leaders and participants are properly trained and/or supervised.

x

Safety signs and other forms of communication are used to let people know of
the risk.
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3.

Information and Training for Workers and Volunteers

3.1

Our Duty to Workers and Volunteers

As a church, not a business, our personnel structure is quite unique. The Bishop
appoints clergy and individual parishes may employ a small number of workers in
paid positions. These paid workers generally report to the Vicar. Aside from these,
most people involved with the Diocese are unpaid volunteers and church members.
Under the law we have a duty to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that the
workplace, the means of entering and exiting the workplace, and anything arising
from the workplace are without risks to the health and safety of any person,
regardless of whether they are a worker or a volunteer. The workplace is defined as
a place where work is carried out or is customarily carried out, and includes any
place where a worker goes, or is likely to be, while at work.
For the Diocese and its parishes, therefore, the workplace will most often mean the
site where the church building and offices stand. However, it may also include other
sites where work is carried out or where church members congregate for a church
organised activity, such as a church camp. Appropriate safeguards (including
information and training) must be in place to protect the safety of workers and
volunteers in all their places of work.

3.2

Workers and Others Have Duties Too

Workers and others have their own duties under the law:
x

They must take reasonable care for their own health and safety.

x

They must take reasonable care that their acts or omissions do not adversely
affect the health and safety of others.

x

They must comply, as far as they are reasonably able, with any reasonable
instruction given by the Diocese or parish to allow them to comply with the
law.

x

In addition, workers must co-operate with any reasonable diocesan or parish
policy or procedure of which they have been notified.

3.3

Safety Training

Our aim is to ensure that anyone involved with our Diocese who may be exposed to
hazards through the work they do or activities they are involved in (either as a paid
employee or a volunteer) are given appropriate training to ensure they remain safe
and can keep those in their care safe.
SafeHere Training for Those Involved in Ministry
Most of our safety training for those involved in ministry is covered by SafeHere.
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SafeHere training ensures that all our leaders are trained in the basics of how to
assess and manage risk to prevent harm from occurring. This includes risk from
physical hazards in the environment, but also the risk of harm being done by a
person towards vulnerable children or adults.
The training modules required depend on whether someone is a Team Member,
Team Leader, Coordinator or Risk Management Officer (RMO). SafeHere defines
each of these roles and their associated responsibilities.
There are strict criteria around who can be appointed to a ministry team in the role of
a Team Member or Team Leader. This involves a full application process including
police and referee checks. For full membership of a ministry team a person must be
over the age of 18 years.
Each parish, group of parishes or deanery will hold regular training sessions for new
people becoming involved in a ministry. Records of this training for each person are
stored online in the SafeHere programme and can be accessed by the Coordinator
for each parish and the Diocesan RMO.
In addition to SafeHere training, we will ensure that everyone involved in a ministry
leadership role is:
x

Informed of any hazards/risks they will be exposed to on our premises and the
controls or procedures necessary to prevent harm or damage to themselves,
other people or property.

x

Aware of what to do in an emergency, including who to inform and where first
aid kits are stored.

x

Aware of how to report accidents and to whom, depending on the seriousness
of the accident.

Vestry training
Those in senior management and governance positions in the Diocese or parishes,
eg, vestry members, priest in charge or vicar, must receive training on their legal
obligations for health and safety, either personally or by a Diocesan DVD. They
must also read and understand this Health and Safety Management Plan.
Training for those carrying out physical work on church property
There are people in parishes who do not work in ministries involving children, youth
or other vulnerable people, but who may be exposed to risks through work they carry
out on our premises or on our behalf, such as those who mow lawns or help with
working bees. These people will receive a basic safety induction before beginning
work to ensure they are aware of the risks and safety controls for the tasks they
undertake. They must also be trained in using equipment and supervised where
necessary. A risk assessment must be completed for each task and kept in the Site
Hazard/Risk Register. The risk assessment form is the same as that used for
activities under SafeHere and is available in the parish office and in Appendix A1 of
this document.
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The safety induction/briefing will consist largely of going through with workers the
controls identified on the risk assessment form to minimise the risks of the particular
activity. For working bees, this is best done by gathering helpers together for the
safety briefing at a set time before work begins.
Training for Parish Leaders and Paid Workers
Workers employed by the Diocese/parish and other parish leaders must be given a
health and safety induction when they begin work and annually thereafter. The
induction will cover:
x

Risks they may be exposed to while working and to how control those risks.

x

How to deal with emergencies.

x

How to deal with and report accidents.

x

Who to speak to about safety concerns.

Paid employees and other parish leaders must read and understand the Health and
Safety Management Plan. A template Induction / Training Form that you may find
useful can be found in Appendix A3.
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4.

Involving and Communicating with Workers

4.1

Feedback on Health and Safety

We will ensure that we have clear, effective and reasonable opportunities for our
workers and congregations to suggest improvements and raise concerns about
health and safety, on an ongoing basis.
We will engage and consult by:
x

Including health and safety as a discussion point in staff meetings.

x

Appointing a vestry member in each parish as a Health and Safety Advocate,
to coordinate health and safety matters and act as a parish contact person.
Ideally this person will also be the SafeHere Co-ordinator, but this may not
always be possible. If the roles are held by different people it is essential that
they liaise regularly to share information. Where it is not possible to appoint a
vestry member to the role of Health and Safety Advocate, a suitable person
should be appointed with the approval of the vestry and must report regularly
to vestry.

x

Involving workers in the hazard identification, control and review process.

x

Inviting our workers to provide feedback on the adequacy and effectiveness of
our systems and facilities.

x

Providing feedback to our workers on any changes and outcomes from
investigating accidents.

x

Providing information and training for our workers and leaders – eg, SafeHere
training, safety inductions.

x

Engaging workers in any changes that may affect their safety.

Role of the Health and Safety Advocate
The Health and Safety Advocate is the main ‘go-to’ person for health and safety
matters in the parish. They should be known to everyone and be approachable and
friendly. The ideal Advocate will have been exposed to health and safety in a
workplace outside the church environment, so will have a basic knowledge of NZ
health and safety requirements.
The Advocate’s role is largely a co-ordinating role. They don’t necessary have to
carry out all tasks themselves, but need to identify people to do so and check that
tasks are done. Their role includes:
x

Ensuring a Site Hazard/Risk Register is created and maintained.

x

Ensuring records are kept of all accidents.

x

Ensuring the Site Hazard Register is updated as new hazards come to light
from accident reports and other forms of reporting.

x

Ensuring emergency drills are carried out each year.

x

Ensuring the necessary signs are up around the church.
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x

Ensuring contractors receive a safety briefing and a record of this is kept.

x

Keeping a compliance register to record that legally required testing, etc. is
carried out (when is this due and who will action), eg, electrical leads tested
and tagged annually or 6 monthly, fire extinguishers serviced.

x

Reporting on health and safety matters to vestry.

The Health and Safety Advocate will work closely with the SafeHere Coordinator to
ensure information is shared and well documented.

4.2

Vestry Involvement

Health and safety will be an agenda item at all vestry meetings. The Health and
Safety Advocate will report to each vestry meeting.
We recommend that the Advocate prints out a copy of the checklist in Appendix A5
for each Vestry meeting, checks those items that have been dealt with and records
action taken. The checklist can then form part of the vestry minutes to record
vestry’s engagement with health and safety matters in compliance with its legal
obligation to do so.
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5.

Reporting and Investigating Accidents

5.1

Accident Reporting and Recording

We will keep a record of all accidents, serious near misses and serious ministry
situations that occur in our Diocese. Record keeping will be done at parish level and
all such cases reported to the SafeHere Coordinator or Health and Safety Advocate,
depending on where and when they occur. The accident report form is the same in
all cases and a template is set out in Appendix A2.
SafeHere Coordinator
The SafeHere Coordinator is responsible for keeping a record of all accidents,
serious near misses and serious situations that occur within ministry. When an
accident occurs, an accident report form must be completed by either a team leader
or member and given to the SafeHere Coordinator for recording.
Health and Safety Advocate
The Health and Safety Advocate is responsible for keeping a record of all accidents
that occur outside of ministry situations, eg on church grounds during the week or
while maintenance to the church buildings or grounds is being carried out.
Parishioners should know the Advocate’s name so they know who to go to to report
an accident. Alternatively, any parish leader can help an injured person complete an
accident report form and hand it to the Advocate.

5.2

Different Reporting for Different Types of Accident

There are three levels of accidents – minor accidents, moderate accidents and
serious accidents. The reporting requirements differ for each.
Minor Accident
A minor accident only requires first aid such as a bandaid. If first aid is given for any
reason, this will be noted in a notebook kept with the first aid kit. Any such note
should be initialled by the person who received first aid or, in the case of a minor, by
a caregiver.
Moderate Accident
A moderate accident is one that results in an injury such as a sprained ankle, broken
finger, bump to the head, etc. These injuries are not so severe that they need to be
notified to Worksafe NZ, but are more significant than a first aid injury. In the event of
a moderate accident, an accident report form must be completed and given to either
the Health and Safety Advocate or SafeHere Coordinator, depending on when and
where the accident occurred.
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Serious Accidents
Serious accidents are those that fall within the definition of a ‘notifiable incident’ or
‘notifiable injury’ under the Health and Safety at Work Act (see below) and/or are a
serious ministry situation far beyond what is normal or expected.
Notifiable incident or injury
Where a notifiable incident or accident that results in a notifiable injury occurs,
whether during ministry or otherwise, the scene must not be disturbed until Worksafe
NZ has been notified and authorisation given by an inspector. The only exceptions
are if the scene needs to be disturbed to assist an injured person, to remove a
deceased person or if it is essential to make the site safe or to minimise the risk of a
further notifiable event.
The person in charge must contact the Diocesan Executive Secretary (Annie Fraser)
immediately so she can notify Worksafe NZ. Please note that no one other than the
Executive Secretary, or in her absence the Bishop’s Chaplain (Rev. David
Hollingsworth), should contact Worksafe NZ directly unless their permission to do so
is given. Worksafe NZ needs to be notified as soon as possible. The Worksafe
inspector will decide if the scene can be disturbed or if it must remain secured until
they have visited. The Executive Secretary may decide to activate an Emergency
Response Team to assist with the pastoral care of those involved.
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Under the Health and Safety at Work Act the definition of a Notifiable
Injury is:
1. a Any of the following injuries or illnesses that require the person to have immediate
treatment (other than first aid):
i) the amputation of any part of his or her body:
ii) a serious head injury
iii) a serious eye injury
iv) a serious burn
v) the separation of his or her skin from an underlying tissue (such as degloving or
scalping)
vi) a spinal injury
vii) the loss of a bodily function
viii) serious lacerations
b. An injury or illness that requires, or would usually require, the person to be admitted
to a hospital for immediate treatment
c. An injury or illness that requires, or would usually require, the person to have medical
treatment within 48 hours of exposure to a substance
d. Any serious infection (including occupational zoonosis) to which the carrying out of
work is a significant contributing factor, including any infection that is attributable to
carrying out work—
i) with micro-organisms; or
ii) that involves providing treatment or care to a person; or
iii) that involves contact with human blood or bodily substances; or
iv) that involves handling or contact with animals, animal hides, animal skins, animal
wool or hair, animal carcasses, or animal waste products; or
v) that involves handling or contact with fish or marine mammals:
e. Any other injury or illness declared by regulations to be a notifiable injury or illness for
the purposes of this section.
2. Despite subsection 1, notifiable injury or illness does not include any injury or illness
declared by regulations not to be a notifiable injury or illness for the purposes of this
Act.

The meaning of a Notifiable Incident is as follows:
1. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, a notifiable incident means an
unplanned or uncontrolled incident in relation to a workplace that exposes a worker or
any other person to a serious risk to that person’s health or safety arising from an
immediate or imminent exposure to—
a. an escape, a spillage, or a leakage of a substance; or
b. an implosion, explosion, or fire; or
c. an escape of gas or steam; or
d. an escape of a pressurised substance; or
e. an electric shock; or
f. the fall or release from a height of any plant, substance, or thing; or
g. the collapse, overturning, failure, or malfunction of, or damage to, any plant that is
required to be authorised for use in accordance with regulations; or
h. the collapse or partial collapse of a structure; or
i. the collapse or failure of an excavation or any shoring supporting an excavation; or
j. the inrush of water, mud, or gas in workings in an underground excavation or tunnel;
or
k. the interruption of the main system of ventilation in an underground excavation or
tunnel; or
l. a collision between 2 vessels, a vessel capsize, or the inrush of water into a vessel; or
m. any other incident declared by regulations to be a notifiable incident for the purposes
of this section.
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Serious Ministry Situation
A serious ministry situation is one far beyond what is normal or expected, eg a
suicide or report of abuse, which does not come within the meaning of a notifiable
incident or injury. The Team Leader will contact the Executive Secretary (Annie
Fraser), or in her absence the Bishop’s Chaplain (Rev. David Hollingsworth), who
may decide to activate an Emergency Response Team.

5.3

Information Sharing and Co-operation

The Health and Safety Advocate and SafeHere Coordinator will share information
and cooperate to ensure the right people are involved in investigating accidents.
They will ensure those involved work as a team to prevent harm from recurring.
All accidents, near misses and other serious ministry situations must be reported as
soon as possible. When the accident report form is complete, the Health and Safety
Advocate or SafeHere Coordinator will look at what occurred and consider how it
could have been prevented. The outcome will be shared with those involved and
anyone else for whom the information is relevant. The relevant risk assessment
forms will be updated if changes to hazard management are made or a new hazard
identified.

5.4

Medical Emergencies

From time to time someone may become unwell at church or a parish run event. Our
priority is to seek immediate medical help. Depending on the seriousness of their
condition, this will involve calling 111 for an ambulance or sending them to a doctor.
Although such medical emergencies do not fall within the meaning of an ‘accident’,
we will nevertheless complete an accident report form to record what happened and
enable us to review whether we dealt with the situation properly.

5.5

Accident Reporting

A diagram outlining accident reporting and investigation procedures is attached
overleaf.
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Accident Reporting Process

6.

Emergency and Evacuation Procedures

As part of our safety management plan we have considered the types of emergency our
parishes may face. Outlined below are some basic procedures around which parishes
can create their own particular procedure suitable for their location.
The Vicar and Vestry are responsible for ensuring emergency plans are communicated
to the leaders and congregation and that any relevant emergency drills are carried out
and recorded. Each parish must also designate fire wardens and a person in charge at
each event in case there is a fire. The person in charge will speak to the fire service and
give the all clear once the fire service has confirmed the buildings are safe to re-enter.

6.1

Earthquake

During An Earthquake
x

If inside, stay inside.

x

Follow the “drop, cover and hold” procedure.

x

Don’t use lifts or stairs.

x

Take only a few steps and take shelter in doorways, under desks or down beside
an internal wall.

x

If in a church, stay in your seats or crouch on the floor protecting your head and
neck. Do not rush for the exits.

x

Stay clear of large areas with glass or glass roofs.

x

Keep away from windows or objects that could fall on you.

If Outside, Stay outside
x

Take shelter clear of buildings, trees, power lines or anything that could fall on
you

x

If driving, pull over and stop.

When the Earthquake Stops
x

Check for signs of fire or major structural damage.

x

Account for all staff and visitors and treat any minor injuries.

x

Don’t use lifts – use stairwells.

x

Close all smoke stop doors in your area.

x

Expect after-shocks.

An important hazard with earthquakes is resultant fire. Precautions should be taken by
switching off electrical and heating equipment.

6.2

Medical Emergency

If there is a medical emergency at church or a church run activity, call 111 for
emergency services.
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Keep the person calm by reassuring them that help is on the way. Report the incident
using an accident report form.

6.3

Fire

The following action should be taken in the event of fire:
x

If fire is small enough, extinguish immediately, otherwise;

x

Alert everyone on the premises by shouting FIRE! If the premises have an alarm,
hit the nearest alarm button to activate.

x

Evacuate the area immediately by the nearest safe exit, leaving lights on and
doors closed.

x

Do not use lifts. Walk, do not run.

x

Assemble at the evacuation assembly area (usually in front of the building).

x

Designated fire wardens should check toilets and ensure everyone is accounted
for.

x

Person who finds the fire or anyone in vicinity should call 111 and advise the fire
service that there is a fire at your location.

x

Person in charge will meet the fire service on the street and direct them to the
fire.

DO NOT GO BACK INTO THE BUILDING UNTIL THE FIRE SERVICE HAS GIVEN
THE ALL CLEAR.

6.4

Unwanted Visitor on Site

Each parish will create their own plan of what to do if there is an unwanted visitor on
site, as each location is unique. Please refer to the “Working Alone” policy for help with
this plan.
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7.

Contractors and Sub-Contractors

7.1

Our obligation to contractors

From time to we may owe health and safety duties as a “principal”. A principal is
someone who “engages any person (other than as an employee) to do any work for
gain or reward.” For example, we may engage an electrician to carry out electrical work.
As a principal, we must take all reasonably practicable steps to ensure a contractor’s
safety (and the safety of any employees of that contractor). The new Health and Safety
at Work Act classes contractors as workers, the same as employees. Therefore, our
duty of care to them is the same as our duty of care to our own staff.

7.2
x

Information to be provided
Contractors must undergo an induction before they begin work. This will be
carried out by a designated person at each parish and will involve pointing out
the hazards and safety rules for our premises. In particular contractors must be
told of:
o

All specific hazards they may be exposed to, and their controls, while
carrying out work on our premises.

o

Emergency and evacuation procedures.

o

Accident reporting procedure.

o

Any other relevant policies or procedures.

x

Contractors will be informed that they are responsible for any hazards they
introduce or create while on our premises.

x

Contractors must inform us of any hazards they may introduce to our workplace
and show us how they plan to manage these hazards to ensure no one is injured.

x

Contractors must advise us of all accidents resulting in a notifiable injury that
occur on our premises.

x

Contractors must provide documentation to confirm they have complied with their
own responsibilities under the Health and Safety at Work Act, for example that
they have appropriate health and safety policies and procedures in place.

7.3

Preferred Contractors

To help carry out these requirements, we recommend that a list of preferred contractors
is kept in each parish. A suggested template for gathering information about contractors
to go on the preferred contractors list and ensuring they have all the information they
need is set out in Appendix A4. We also recommend that parishes enter into the
Contractors Agreement set out in Appendix C.
The information given and collected when completing these forms will help ensure that
both we and the contractors we engage comply with the law. Some information may
need to be repeated if there is a delay between completing the paper work and carrying
out the work.
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8.

System Review

We will analyse the information we collect through the year from near miss reports,
accident reports and serious ministry situations to identify trends or new issues. This
information will be communicated to the relevant workers.
We will review meeting minutes to ensure that health and safety tasks are completed in
a timely way and relevant information is fed back into the safety management system.
The Diocesan office will review this health and safety management plan annually. It will
also review this plan following any notifiable injuries/incidents.
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9.

Definitions

Hazard
A hazard is something which has the potential to cause harm. This may be something
physical such as a piece of machinery or equipment, an environmental hazard such as
a pool of water, weather conditions such as sun causing sunburn, or a person who
could cause harm to a colleague through their own actions or inaction. The church has
a duty to identify the hazards present on our premises and at our activities, and to take
all reasonably practicable steps to control them so that no harm occurs.
PCBU
PCBU is a legal term which refers to a person conducting a business or undertaking. In
our context the PCBU is the Diocese.
Officer
Under the new legislation, an officer is the most senior person or people who are in
paid positions and have the power to influence health and safety in the church.
Worker
A worker means an individual who carries out work in any capacity for the church,
including work as— an employee or a contractor, a volunteer workers, an apprentice or
trainee or a labour for hire employee.
Volunteer Worker
A volunteer worker means a volunteer who carries out work in any capacity for the
church with the knowledge or consent of the church; and on an ongoing and regular
basis; and that is an integral part of the church, ie an unpaid youth leader.
Workplace
A workplace means a place where work is being carried out and includes any place
where a worker goes, or is likely to be, while at work. In the church context this includes
our church building and grounds, as well as any places where church activities are held,
such as a camp ground for a church camp.
Personal Protective Equipment
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) means anything used or worn by a person
(including clothing) to minimise risks to the person’s health and safety. Examples of
PPE are high vis vests to make people more visible, safety glasses or goggles to
protect eyes, ear muffs to protect hearing etc.
Plant
Plant refers to any machinery, vehicle, vessel, aircraft, equipment (including personal
protective equipment), appliance, container, implement, or tool; and any component of
any of those things; and anything fitted or connected to any of those things, ie a
chainsaw, a car, a hammer etc.
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Risk Assessment Form

Likelihood
descriptor

Likelihood: Common, Possible, Unlikely, Rare, Very Rare

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Identified safety risk

Consequence
descriptor

Risk Level: Low, Medium, High, Extreme

Emergency Strategy
(What we’ll do if this risk becomes
reality)
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Safety Management System © CHILDSAFE LIMITED
Reproduction of original resource is subject to a ‘Fair Use Agreement’.
Contact www.safehere.org for further information.

Consequence: Severe, Major, Moderate, Minor, Negligible

Action plan
(What we will do to reduce this risk to an acceptable level)

RISK ASSESSMENT AND ACTION PLAN – ACTIVITY OR ENVIRONMENT: _________________________________________________________ DATE: _________________________

1.

Appendix A – Template Forms

Risk Level
from matrix /
Priority

2.

Accident Reporting Template
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3.

Induction / Training Record

Name: __________________________________
Started on: _______________________________
I

N

D

U

C

T

Date Induction Completed

I

O

N

Trainee Signed

Trainer Signed

Introduction
Safety rules –see Health and
Safety Management Plan
Site and activity hazards
Accident reporting and
recording
What to do if have health
and safety concerns
Emergency evacuations

T

R

A

I

N

I

N

Under Training
Subject

Date

Trainee

G
Fully Competent

Trainer

Date

Trainee

Trainer
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4.

Preferred Contractor Form

Date:
Trade represented:
Name of individual:
Name of Company:
Copy taken of annual practicing certificate or similar and kept with this form:
 ܆YES
 ܆NO
 ܆NOT APPLICABLE
Professional organisation issuing certificate (Name):
Confirmation that contractor has own/company health and safety policies/procedures
 ܆YES
 ܆NO

Site Induction
 ܆Check personal protective equipment for task i.e safety footwear/
eyewear/hearing protection if required
 ܆Explain layout of complex – exits/ location safety equipment
 ܆Explain emergency and evacuation procedures
 ܆Ask if there is anything they would like to know

Hazard Identification
 ܆Explain and list general site hazards:

 ܆Explain and list specific hazards contractor may encounter while doing their job
[eg position of electrical cables, working at height, slope considerations for outdoor
work]:

Induction carried out by: [Name] [Role within church]
Form to be filed in Preferred Contractor Database
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5.

Vestry Checklist

To consider annually after the parish AGM and appointment of new vestry
members:
Has each vestry member read and understood the Health and Safety
Management Plan?
Has each vestry member viewed the ‘Safety in the Church’ DVD or attended
diocesan training on their obligations under the Health and Safety at Work Act in
person?
Has a Health and Safety Advocate been appointed and are they aware of their
responsibilities?
Have any trends emerged over the last year from a review of accident reports,
near miss reports and records of serious ministry situations?
Has an emergency/evacuation drill been carried out over the last year and
parishioners informed of emergency procedures?
Has a preferred contractor list been completed / updated?

To consider at each meeting:
Have outstanding health and safety tasks from the last vestry meeting been
completed?
Has there been any new feedback on health and safety matters?
Are any new ministry / parish activities planned? If so, is a risk assessment
complete / who is responsible for this?
Have there been any changes to the premises or grounds? If so, is a risk
assessment / hazard identification complete / who is responsible for this?
Have any accidents been reported since the last meeting and, if so, what has
been done to prevent them recurring? Have the relevant risk assessments been
amended?
If any changes have been made to risk assessments / hazard identifications,
have all relevant people been informed?
Are there any upcoming working bees? If so, who is responsible for coordinating
the provision of safety equipment and providing a safety briefing?
Are there any new staff members / workers undertaking regular tasks? If so, has
a safety induction been carried out?
Is any outstanding SafeHere or staff training required?
Are any contractors due to work on the site? If so, who is responsible for
providing a safety briefing?
Any other health and safety matters vestry should know about?
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Appendix B –Specific Policies and Procedures
1.

Police Vetting Policy

Policy statement
We are committed to ensuring the safety of all in our care from the inappropriate
conduct of others in ministry or leadership positions. To this end, all those to whom
this policy applies must receive a satisfactory police vetting before appointment or
commissioning.
Purpose
The Diocese of Nelson seeks to create a safe environment for people of all ages,
whether they are church members or receive ministry from the church. In particular,
the Diocese seeks to ensure that all relevant information about those holding office
or ministering in the church is disclosed, so that no appointment is made of those
whose ministry practice is likely to be unsafe.
We acknowledge that some behaviours can be repented of and need not affect
appointment to ministry if the repentance is profound and lasting. However, extra
care must be taken where there is a risk of sexual abuse and some behaviours can
never safely be presumed to be a thing of the past.
Scope
This policy applies to all people (clergy and lay) aged over 18 years
x appointed to or formally seeking appointment to licenced ministry positions;
x formally seeking a contractual position involving direct interface with the public;
x involved in ministry to children, youth and the elderly in an acknowledged
parish based ministry.
Process
1. All applicants for such positions must provide to the Executive Secretary a
signed “Vetting Service Request and Consent Form” (available on the diocesan
website) as part of the application process. The Request and Consent form
should be provided as early in the appointment process as possible to allow time
for processing by the Vetting Service.
2. The Diocese of Nelson is the Vetting Service Approved Agency and the vicar of
each parish or mission unit is the Approved Agency Authorised Representative.
In the absence of the vicar, forms should be signed by the Executive Secretary.
Proof of identity is required in all cases.
3. On receiving the results of the police vet, the Executive Secretary shall advise
the person in charge of the appointment process whether the appointment can
proceed. If the vet raises questions, the Executive Secretary shall assess
whether the disclosed information is relevant to the position sought and discuss
this with the person in charge of appointment. Any necessary caveats shall be
advised by the Executive Secretary, who shall keep a record of his/her advice.
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The Executive Secretary will not disclose details of the vet to any staff other than
the person in charge of appointment and the subject of the vet.
4. As a general rule, police vetting is required at least every five (5) years. Where
the Vulnerable Children’s Act applies, police vetting shall be required at least
every three (3) years.
5. The following procedure applies to all positions decided at parish level:
x All applications must include a signed “Vetting Service Request and Consent
Form”.
x

Appointments may only proceed if a satisfactory police check is carried out
or the Executive Secretary confirms that a satisfactory police vet has been
carried out in the previous five (5) years. However, where the person
concerned has not lived continuously in the parish for the previous five (5)
years, a police vet must be carried out.

x

The person in charge of the appointment process may for any good reason
require a police vet even if one has been carried out in the previous five (5)
years.

6. Where a position or licence is being renewed, a police vet need not be carried
out if a satisfactory vet has been completed at the request of the Diocese in the
previous five (5) years.
7. The Bishop has discretion to decide whether to require a police vet for those
applying for a change in position that requires a Bishop’s licence where the
applicant has lived continuously in the Diocese since their last police vet,
provided that no more than five (5) years have elapsed since the previous police
vet.
8. Where applicants have not lived in the Diocese continuously since their last
police vet, a police vet must be sought, except where the applicant has lived in
an overseas jurisdiction/s where obtaining a police check is difficult or
impossible, in which case, at the Bishop’s discretion, the Diocese may seek
alternative information about the character and conduct of the applicant.
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Appendix B –Specific Policies and Procedures
2.

Harassment and Bullying Policy

Policy statement
We are committed to ensuring that our workplace is free from harassment,
discrimination and bullying.
Purpose
This policy sets out rules of behaviour to support such a workplace.

Scope
It applies to all workers, whether onsite at a parish or Diocese office or out in the field
at other workplaces, as the work requires.

Harassment
Harassment is prohibited. Harassment occurs when someone is made to feel
intimidated, insulted or humiliated because of:
x

Age

x

Disability

x

Sexual preference

x

Religion

x

Skin colour or ethnicity

x

Gender including pregnancy, marital status, family/carer’s responsibilities

x

Or any other characteristic specified under anti-discrimination or human rights
legislation.

Examples of harassment
x

Telling insulting jokes about particular racial groups or genders

x

Sending offensive or insulting emails

x

Displaying offensive posters or screen savers

x

Making derogatory comments about someone’s race or religion

Sexual harassment
Sexual harassment is also prohibited. This includes any unwanted sexually related
behaviour that, in the circumstances a reasonable person would be offended,
humiliated or intimidated by. Usually harassment and sexual harassment constitute
an ongoing series of events, however legally, just one act can constitute harassment.
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Examples of sexual harassment
x

Making obscene or sexually suggestive remarks or jokes

x

Intrusive enquires into a worker's private life

x

Unwanted body touching or physically molesting a person

Discrimination
Discrimination occurs when someone or a group of people is treated less favourably
or unfairly because of their:
x

Disability

x

Race or religion

x

Age

x

Gender including pregnancy, marital status, family/carer’s responsibilities

This list is not exhaustive.
Workplace discrimination can occur during the following activities and
circumstances:
x

Recruitment and selection of workers (although choosing a person based on
their Christian belief is permitted where their main duties are substantially the
same as those of clergy, or involve the spreading of Christian belief)

x

Terms, conditions and benefits offered through employment

x

Who is offered training and what sort of training is offered

x

Who is considered and selected for transfer, promotion, retrenchment or
dismissal

As well as being against the law, discrimination in the workplace is also against the
policies and values of the Anglican Diocese of Nelson.

Workplace bullying
Workplace bullying is a form of harassment that, until recently, fell outside most
current legal definitions of discrimination and harassment. It relates to a misuse or
abuse of power in relationships between people. It includes the repeated less
favourable treatment of a person by another or others in the workplace. It also
includes behaviour that intimidates, offends, degrades or humiliates a person, and is
unreasonable in the circumstances.

Examples of workplace bullying
Physical:
x

Swearing
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x

Shouting

x

Slamming doors

Psychological:
x

Silent treatment, ignoring a person or intentionally leaving them out

x

Assigning meaningless tasks unrelated to the position

x

Deliberately withholding information needed for effective work performance

Bullying is not…
Reasonable management action including:
x

Setting reasonable performance goals, standards and deadlines

x

Providing constructive feedback on work performance or behaviours

x

Following counselling or disciplinary policies and procedures

x

Differences of opinion

x

Poor or bad management practices

x

An interpersonal conflict

x

A one-off incident (e.g., outburst of temper)

Victimisation
Victimisation is defined as a person or group of people retaliating or making reprisals
including dismissing or harming the employment of those who submit a complaint
about harassment, bullying or discrimination. Victimisation is prohibited behaviour
and persons who victimise others may be subject to prosecution similar to that for
bullying or harassment.
Definitions
Bullying: means unreasonable behaviour, repeated over time, which is deliberate
and intended to humiliate, undermine or otherwise have a detrimental effect on the
recipient(s), even though it may not be unlawful.
Harassment: means any unwelcome comment, conduct or gesture that is insulting,
intimidating, humiliating, malicious, degrading or offensive. It might be repeated or an
isolated incident but it is so significant that it adversely affects someone's
performance, contribution or work environment. It can include physical, degrading or
threatening behaviour, abuse of power, isolation, discrimination, sexual harassment
and racial harassment.
Responsibilities
The manager (or other designated person) is responsible for:
x

Providing a safe working environment free from discrimination and
harassment.
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x

Responding to all complaints in the appropriate manner, ensuring the privacy
and confidentiality of the complainant.

x

Investigating all complaints in a timely manner.

x

Keeping the complainant informed of how the investigation is going and what
the outcomes are.

All workers are responsible for:
x

Ensuring they do not harass or discriminate against any person within the
workplace.

x

Avoiding behaviours which may be perceived by others as bullying or
harassment.

x

Raising concerns about any behaviours of other workers which they perceive
as bullying and harassment.

x

Reporting harassment directly affecting them to their manager (or designated
person).

x

Helping create a safe working environment free from discrimination and
harassment by reporting harassment directed towards other people within the
workplace.

Harassment reporting process
The process to report harassment, bullying or discrimination within the workplace is
as follows:
1.

Report to your manager (or designated person) as soon as it occurs.

2.

If you are not comfortable advising your manager (or designated person),
directly contact a member of the vestry or other person in authority in the
church.

3.

An investigation into this behaviour will be actioned.

4.

You will be advised of the process as it happens.

Further sources of information
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1997/0092/latest/DLM417078.html - Harassment Act
1997
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1993/0082/latest/DLM304212.html - Human Rights Act
1993
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1961/0043/latest/DLM327382.html - Crimes Act 1961
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1993/0028/latest/DLM296639.html - Privacy Act 1993
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3.

Fatigue at Work Policy

Policy statement
We are committed to providing safe systems of work that eliminate or minimise the
adverse effects of work related fatigue. This is a shared responsibility with our
workers.

Purpose
This policy seeks to ensure a safe and healthy working environment free from injury
or illness resulting from fatigue. It seeks to address the risks resulting from fatigue by
establishing steps to manage workers and by encouraging workers to seek
assistance.

Fatigue
Fatigue (tiredness, exhaustion, lethargy or listlessness) describes a physical and/or
mental state of being tired and weak. Although physical and mental fatigue are
different, the two often co-exist - if someone is physically exhausted for long enough,
they will also be mentally tired. Someone experiencing physical fatigue cannot
function at their normal level of physical ability. Mental fatigue results more in feeling
sleepy and being unable to concentrate.
Nearly everyone struggles with being overtired or overworked from time to time.
Such instances of temporary fatigue usually have an identifiable cause and a likely
remedy.
Contributing factors
A person’s level of fatigue may be influenced by:
x

Spending long periods awake.

x

Inadequate or insufficient quality of sleep over an extended period.

x

The type of work performed and work environment.

x

Workload and length of shifts worked.

x

The time of day or night worked.

x

The time taken to travel to and from work.

x

Consumption of alcohol.

x

The use of drugs (prescription, non- prescription, illicit or other).

x

Their general level of fitness and/or medical condition.

x

Stress.
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Managing Fatigue
Managers should catch up regularly with their workers to monitor their job
performance and how they are coping with their responsibilities. This should include
how they are coping with tiredness and stress. Both the employer’s responsibility for
health and safety and the employee’s responsibility to ensure his / her own health
and safety and that of others likely to be affected (eg by poor judgement as a result
of fatigue) should be identified.
The Manager is responsible for:
x

Preventing or minimising risks caused by heavy workloads, eg limit shifts to
a safe number of hours.

x

Making sure staff take regular rest breaks during the day.

x

Ensuring staff who regularly work in the evenings get sufficient time off in
the day.

x

Being alert for the contribution of fatigue when investigating accidents.

x

Supporting staff as far as possible and asking them the best way to do this.

x

Keeping the confidentiality of workers struggling with fatigue.

Workers are responsible for:
x

Ensuring they are fit for work.

x

Recognising the symptoms of fatigue and getting sufficient sleep.

x

Knowing about:
o
o
o
o
o
o

x

What to eat and when
The impact of caffeine and alcohol on sleep
The impact of prescribed medications, such as antihistamines, on their
alertness
How to make the most of their breaks and rest times
How to adjust their sleeping area to promote good sleep
The impact of exercise on fatigue.

Seeking assistance if suffering from fatigue.
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4.

Stress Management Policy

Policy Statement
We recognise our responsibility to actively reduce and manage stress in the
workplace. Stress may arise from both personal and organisational sources. We
have a degree of control only over the latter, and these guidelines provide a
framework for stress management in the workplace.
Purpose
To assist workers to understand the causes of stress, and work together in ways that
encourage positive responses to work demands.
Responsibilities
The manager is responsible for:
x

Providing up-to-date and accessible information on stress.

x

Adjusting the physical environment, workload, task design, pacing of work and
work schedules to alleviate significant stress/distress in consultation with the
person concerned.

x

Making free specialist counselling available for workers.

x

Ensuring workers take their breaks and use annual leave.

x

Ensuring workers do not work an excessive number of overtime hours.

Workers are responsible for:
x

Managing time and realistically prioritising tasks.

x

Taking regular, necessary breaks during the day.

x

Taking annual leave.

x

Taking leave accrued as time in lieu as soon as possible.

x

Not working excessively long hours.

x

Discussing with a manager the issues causing stress, along with any
suggested solutions.

x

Seeking advice and help from others – if possible talk to partners, friends,
colleagues, a professional counsellor or manager.

Common signs of stress
x

Headaches, feeling tired, or having difficulty sleeping.

x

Worrying a lot, feeling anxious and tense for no explained reason.

x

Having difficulty concentrating, finding it hard to make decisions.

x

Lower level of confidence, making mistakes, forgetting things.

x

Feeling impatient and irritable, drinking more alcohol, smoking more.
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“Stress is inevitable: distress is not”
Prevention
x

Allow workers to participate in collaborative decision making.

x

Allow workers to exercise as much autonomy and control as is practical.

x

Provide training to enable work to be done most effectively.

x

Consider job design, job descriptions and performance targets with the aim of
reducing unnecessary stressors.

x

Consult with workers to identify stressors in the workplace.

x

Promote activities that make the workplace healthier, more stimulating and
more fun.

x

Carefully match people to jobs by considering their individual skills,
capabilities and needs.

Early intervention
x

Act immediately if a worker seems overly stressed.

x

Explore whether their stress is in any way job related, discuss ways of
alleviating it in the short term initially, and then focus on the sources of stress
to consider long-term solutions.

x

Short-term solutions could include sharing tasks amongst other workers,
taking leave, or adopting flexible or reduced hours.

x

Long-term solutions should aim to eliminate or minimise the cause of stress
where possible – the preventative strategies outlined above should be used.
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Working Alone Policy

5.

Policy Statement
We are committed to ensuring that proper procedures are in place in keep safe those
of our workers who work alone.

Purpose
Extra precautions are needed when normal contact with others is not available. The
procedures below seek to ensure our workers’ wellbeing and safety when working
alone. They cover:
x

working alone in the community

x

working after hours or alone on church premises

x

working from home.

Working Alone in the Community
Risks
Due to the nature of our ministry, some workers are required to visit people in the
community in their homes. Often these visits are undertaken alone. Most of the
situations envisaged in this procedure relate to clergy or paid ministry staff, such as
parish nurses. There may also be occasions where voluntary workers make home
visits, but it is strongly urged that whenever possible volunteers make home visits in
pairs.
Making home visits alone gives rise to the following risks, which are increased when
working alone for significant periods:
x

violence or personal harm during a home visit

x

becoming unwell and unable to summon help

x

stress from confronting medical emergencies

x

being falsely accused of inappropriate behaviour

x

lack of access to hygiene or rest facilities

x

being stranded in an emergency, eg. earthquake or flood.

Minimising Risks
Those working alone must be aware of these risks and take all reasonably
practicable steps to ensure their own health and safety. This includes being
physically well before going out to visit, ensuring their vehicle is in good working
order and has enough fuel, and being comfortable with situations they enter into.
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New home visits
Extra precautions should be taken when visiting someone new. The visitor should
inform a colleague of the expected duration of the visit, the address and any other
relevant details. First time visits should be carried out during normal work hours and
a check-in plan put in place. Workers should assess each situation as they arrive
and ensure they have a safe exit. This may mean sitting in the chair closest to the
door.
If at any time the visitor feels unsure or unsafe, they should immediately remove
themselves from the situation and inform their manager.
Check in system
Those working alone must put in place an appropriate check-in system, informing
another person of their whereabouts and timetable, to ensure that if something goes
wrong an alarm is raised quickly. This is especially important for those who are
unmarried and live alone and cannot rely on someone at home noticing if they don’t
arrive as expected.
There are different options available and each individual must choose that which
works best for them. Some options include:
x

Using a shared diary with other church workers or, for small parishes, another
church in the Diocese, so others know your whereabouts. Workers can also
text or phone a trusted person at the end of the day to confirm they are home
safely.

x

Using a Lone Worker phone app on a smartphone, allowing the worker to set
the time a visit should finish. At that time an alarm will sound and, if not
responded to, an alert will be sent to those designated. This is ideal for those
living alone who may not otherwise be missed.

If confidentiality is an issue, workers can give a list of addresses they will be visiting
without giving names. The list can be left with a trusted person at the parish who will
only access it if the worker doesn’t check in at the end of the day.
Hygiene and rest facilities
Workers should ensure they know the location of public rest rooms, schedule breaks
throughout the day and ensure they have enough to eat and drink.
First aid kit
Workers are encouraged to carry a first aid kit in their car and consider what else
they may need in an emergency. Those who travel for work should consider
carrying an overnight bag with water, a torch, a change of clothing (including
something warm), toiletries, non-perishable food etc. in case they can’t get home for
any reason.
Medical emergencies
If a worker arrives to find a person in need of medical attention or deceased, they
should immediately call 111 for assistance. They should also report the incident to
their manager, who will ensure they are supported and given an opportunity to
debrief.
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Guarding against accusations of inappropriate behaviour
Workers should keep notes of their visits and what was discussed. This may be as
simple as making a diary or notebook entry. If ever in a situation where workers feel
there may be a negative outcome, they should immediately share their concerns and
details of the visit with their manager.

Working After Hours or Alone on Church Premises
From time to time a staff member or volunteer may be the only person on church
premises, or the last to leave at the end of the day, for example a church
receptionist, cleaner, etc.
Risks
Risks include:
x

having an accident and being unable to summon help

x

sudden illness or incapacity

x

fatigue

x

physical violence from an unwanted visitor.

Minimising Risks
As with those working alone in the community, those working alone on church
premises must take all reasonably practicable steps to ensure their own health and
safety.
Check in
A check –in system should be established so that an absence will not go unnoticed.
In many cases this will involve making contact with a spouse, vicar or nearby
parishioner.
Threats from others
Workers should take precautions against the threat of an unwanted visitor, such as
locking doors and having a phone close by to call 111 for help if in danger.
Wherever possible, a second person should be present when locking up at the end
of the day/evening. Parishes should maintain good outdoor lighting and those
leaving alone should ensure they park close to an exit door. If in any doubt about
safety, workers should call a trusted person to meet them before they leave the
building.
Workers should report instances where they feel in danger to the Safety Advocate
and Vicar. All such will be investigated and, where possible, controls put in place to
prevent recurrence.
Working From Home
The church is committed to ensuring the safety of staff members who work from
home.
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Risks
x

mental stress due to lack of support

x

sudden illness

x

emergencies such as earthquake or fire

x

threat of harm from an unwanted visitor.

Minimising Risks
Staff have a responsibility to take all reasonably practicable steps to ensure their
own health and safety when working from home. Managers should discuss the
home environment with their staff to ensure they have a suitable place to work that is
free from uncontrolled hazards, eg, trip hazards from power cords.
If staff regularly work from home, their manager should check-in with them regularly
by phone. The manager should also check-in in emergencies such as natural
disaster. Staff must be contactable by phone during office hours.
All other Diocesan policies, such as confidentiality, apply to staff working from home.
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6.

Power Tool Policy

Policy Statement
We are committed to ensuring the safety of those carrying out work using power
tools.

Purpose
From time to time those involved in church property maintenance may consider
using power tools. The procedures below are aimed at preventing harm from the
use of these tools, many of which have significant associated dangers.

General requirements
Before work begins, vestry must ensure that someone with appropriate competency
assesses the power tool’s suitability for use. Only those experienced (and with a
proven competency) in use of that particular power tool are permitted to work with it.
In all cases:
x

a risk assessment must be carried out and measures put in place to minimise
risk

x

tools must be well maintained and serviced

x

use must be in strict adherence to manufacturer’s instructions

x

all appropriate protective gear must be worn, eg safety glasses, earmuffs,
safety gloves and boots, etc.

x

preferably work should not be carried out alone, but, if it is, a check-in system
must be put in place to ensure another person is aware of the worker’s
intentions and can make phone contact

x

a first aid kit must be available on site.

Chainsaws
Chainsaws may be used only by those with certain minimum qualifications.
Trimming small branches and cutting logs for firewood:
All chainsaw operators must hold the following minimum qualifications, training for
which is readily available, or demonstrate the equivalent experience:
x

NZQA unit standard 6916 – demonstrate knowledge of the rules relating to
chainsaw use

x

NZQA unit standard 6917 – demonstrate basic chainsaw operation.

All chainsaw operators must follow the safety measures itemised above and, in
particular, must wear the following protective gear:
x

hi-visibility helmet

x

earmuffs – grade 5

x

visor or safety glasses
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x

hi-visibility shirt, vest or coat

x

protective chainsaw legwear, chaps or trousers

x

safety boots, steel capped leather boots or chainsaw resistant gumboots.

Tree felling
Only loggers or arborists with the appropriate qualifications may fell trees. Work
must not be carried out without someone else being present.
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7.

Working at Height Policy

Policy Statement
We are committed to ensuring that everyone in our workplaces is safe when carrying
out work at height.

Purpose
The procedures below provide guidance on managing risk when working at height.

Definition
Working at height means working in a place where a person could be injured if they
fell from one level to another. This can be above or below ground level. Work at
height does not include slipping, tripping or falling at the same level.

Responsibilities
Managers must take all reasonably practicable steps to ensure:
x

the safety of workers when they are exposed to a fall or where the risk of
falling exists.

x

that work at height is never carried out alone

x

that wherever possible, safety equipment is used to prevent fall from height

x

that work at height is planned out prior to commencing and all risks have been
identified, with suitable controls established.

Workers must take all reasonably practicable steps to ensure:
x

their own safety while at work; and

x

that no action or inaction of the worker while at work, causes harm to any
other person(s); and

x

that any work at height work is planned out prior to commencing

x

that work at height is done within the parameters set by Worksafe NZ.

Procedure to be followed
Where the potential to fall exists, the following simple hierarchy of controls should be
considered:
1. Can the job be done without exposing persons to the hazard, i.e. can you
eliminate the hazard altogether?
2. If elimination is not practicable, then steps should be taken to protect people
from the hazard. This can be achieved using safe working platforms, guardrail
systems, edge protection, scaffolding, elevated work platforms, mobile
scaffolds and barriers to restrict access.
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3. If none of the above options are possible, consider the use of work positioning
systems, safety harnesses, soft landing systems and rope access systems.
Those using such safety systems must have received specific training in their
use. A contractor will likely be needed for work of this type.
For work below 5 metres, sometimes a temporary work platform will be sufficient to
prevent a fall. If regular work at height is going to be required, parishes should
consider purchasing this equipment or, alternatively, companies like Hire Pool and
Hire Quip have temporary work platforms for hire.
If a parish is unable to provide a safe way for workers to carry out work at height,
then a contractor should be brought in who can provide his/her own safety protection
and has been properly trained in its use. This work will still need to be monitored by
the parish to ensure it is carried out safely.
Use of Ladders
Ladders do not offer any protection from a fall. They should only be used for low risk
and short duration tasks. Work above 3 metres is not considered low risk and an
alternative option should be sought.
The following basic safety rules must be followed when working on a ladder:
x

Do not overload the ladder – stick to the safe working load stated on the
ladder.

x

Do not overreach. Keep your belt buckle within the stiles and both feet on the
same rung while working. Never stand on the top two rungs.

x

Keep the rungs free from any items and do not hang tools from the rungs.
Carry any tools you are using on a tool belt.

x

Keep three points of contact on the ladder at all times – two hands and one
foot, or two feet and one hand while climbing, and two feet and one hand
when working.

x

Ladders must be trade or industrial standard and be rated at not less than
120kg.

Ladders should be checked before use to ensure they are in good condition. This
includes having undamaged feet.
Whenever possible the ladder should be positioned and secured to prevent it
slipping or falling:
x

Tie (or effectively secure) the ladder at the top. If not possible, tie the ladder
where practicable

x

Use an effective ladder stability device

x

Wedge the ladder against a suitable fixed structure, eg, a wall

x

‘Foot’ the ladder by facing it with both feet on the bottom rung, each foot as far
apart as possible on the rung (stile to stile) and both hands on the stiles. The
person footing the ladder should stay in position until the person using the
ladder has descended to a point where they can safely step on to the ground.
The user and footer should not overload the ladder.
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When using a step ladder always face the steps of the ladder towards the work you
are doing and avoid side loading. Step platforms are a safer alternative to a step
ladder as they are more stable and have a larger work surface. These can be
purchased from a number of stores, including Mitre 10.

Information taken from the Working at Height Best Practice Guidelines, 2014.
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Vehicle Use and Transport Policy

8.

Policy Statement
We are committed to ensuring the safety of workers while travelling for work (some
of whom have to travel long distances) and of those they may transport to and from
church based activities.

Purpose
The procedures below are designed to ensure the safety of all who drive for work
purposes.

Scope
This policy applies to everyone who drives as part of their work. However, additional
requirements are imposed under SafeHere for those who transport others as part of
a church activity. Driving as part of an organised activity is different from driving a
vehicle at other times. You are responsible for those in your vehicle and have
additional accountability for the manner in which you drive.
Risks
Risks associated with driving include:
x

Lack of necessary driving qualifications and disobeying legal requirements

x

Driving while impaired, eg, sick or other physical impairment, including being
under the influence of alcohol or drugs (prescription or non-prescription)

x

Faulty vehicle

x

Driver fatigue

x

Dangerous conditions.

Procedures to be followed
Legal requirements
All drivers must:
x

Have a current drivers’ licence, appropriate for the type of vehicle.

x

Not use mobile phones while driving, without appropriate hands-free
equipment.

x

Drive within the legal speed limits, including driving to the conditions.

x

Comply with road rules while driving.

x

Wear a seatbelt and ensure passengers wear seat belts at all times.
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Driving while impaired
Drivers must:
x

Avoid driving while suffering an impairment.

x

Under no circumstances drive if under the influence of alcohol or illicit drugs.
Medical advice should be sought on whether prescription drugs will impair
driving.

Vehicle safety
x

All vehicles must have a current warrant of fitness and registration.

x

All vehicles should be well maintained and regularly serviced.

x

Follow the POWER checklist:
o
o
o
o
o

Petrol – plenty of fuel
Oil – correct level
Water – correct level
Electrics – indicators, brake lights and other devices are functional
Rubber – tyres are in good condition and correctly inflated.

Driver fatigue
x

Drivers should carefully consider the timing of their travel, especially the
journey home, to ensure they are not too tired to drive safely. Many in the
church are willing to offer free hospitality for the night, and this option should
be investigated if journeys would otherwise be at night.

x

Take regular rest and refreshment breaks.

Dangerous conditions
x

Unless absolutely urgent, consider postponing travel if weather conditions are
bad.

x

Take additional care in winter when roads are icy. Reduce speed and
consider avoiding all travel in the early morning or late evening.

Emergency situations
If someone is injured or unwell and needs urgent medical attention, first call an
ambulance. If an ambulance cannot arrive in good time and someone needs to be
driven immediately to the hospital or doctor, the driver should be accompanied by
someone else as the sick /injured person may deteriorate before reaching the
destination.

Carpark safety
Purpose
The procedures below are to ensure everyone is kept safe from the risks associated
with church car-parking.
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The greatest risk is hitting a child who cannot easily be seen. Other risks include
collisions with other vehicles, people or objects. These risks must be assessed as
part of a parish site risk assessment. The procedures below seek to minimise these
risks.
Procedures to be followed
x

Carparks should be well planned and laid out, with clearly marked entries and
exits.

x

Visibility should be clear and obstacles to visibility eliminated.

x

Speed should not exceed 5km /hr.

x

Protections should be put in place to guard against children entering carparks
without proper supervision.

x

‘No parking’ signs should be used if there are unsafe areas in the carpark, eg,
if there is flooding or the risk of falling debris from trees.
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Hazardous Substances Policy

9.

Policy Statement
We are committed to maintaining a safe and healthy environment for workers and
others in our churches. This includes ensuring our workers are safe when working
with or around hazardous substances.
Purpose
To provide guidance on managing risk when working with hazardous substances.
Definition
A 'hazardous substance' is any substance that has one or more of the following
intrinsic hazardous properties:
x

explosiveness

x

flammability

x

ability to oxidise (accelerate a fire)

x

human toxicity (acute or chronic)

x

corrosiveness (to human tissue or metal)

x

ecotoxicity (with or without bioaccumulation)

x

capacity, on contact with air or water, to develop one or more of the above
properties.

Asbestos
Anyone who works on the fabric of a building may be at risk of disturbing asbestos.
This is especially so for buildings built before 2000.
Asbestos can be in places that you might not expect, so you could come into contact
with it without knowing about it beforehand. Once asbestos-containing materials are
disturbed, tiny asbestos fibres are released. These fibres are hazardous and if
breathed in can cause lung disease and cancer.
If you uncover or damage materials that may contain asbestos:
x

Stop work immediately.

x

Keep people away.

x

Minimise the spread of contamination to other areas.

x

Get advice on what to do next.

x

Removal of asbestos should only be carried out by a licensed asbestos
removalist.

Lead based paint
The use of lead-based paints, common until the 1980s, creates problems for those
involved in repainting and redecorating. Stripping off any paint containing lead can
create a serious health hazard, not only for the person doing the job but for the
building’s occupants and neighbours, particularly children.
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Since redecoration generally covers earlier layers of paint, lead-based paint is likely
to be present in most properties, although not necessarily on the surface. Assume
that paintwork on pre-1980 buildings is lead-based unless records or tests show
otherwise.
The following precautions must be taken to reduce the risk of lead poisoning:
x

If removing paint from the inside of a building, always remove curtains and
furniture and cover the carpets.

x

If removing paint from the outside of a building, close all windows and doors to
prevent contamination inside.

x

Collect all paint debris on a large ground sheet. If working on a scaffold, tie a
sheet underneath to catch falling paint. If removing paint with a water blaster,
try and collect all flakes of paint from the surrounding area.

x

Clean the area around the groundsheet with a vacuum cleaner to collect any
other paint debris. Dispose of contents immediately after wrapping securely.
Do not burn paint debris.

x

After sanding, wet wipe surfaces to remove dust then use a commercial
vacuum cleaner to clean up dust.

x

Keep children and pets away from the work area.

x

Wash face and hands carefully and change out of contaminated clothing
before eating or handling children. Wash overalls separately.

x

Wear a hat or cover hair, especially when dry sanding.

x

Wear a good quality, properly fitted toxic dust respirator when sanding,
making dust or burning off paint. If using a disposable respirator, only those
with a double head straps are suitable

x

If removing paint with chemicals, wear safety glasses, overalls and gloves.
Ensure good ventilation.

Mould
Moulds are fungi, which are simple, microscopic organisms. They are present
everywhere, indoors and outdoors.
Excessive indoor humidity resulting in
condensation on walls from plumbing leaks, spills from showering or bathing and
water leaking through foundations or roofs, will all promote mould growth. In
principle, preventing mould is a straightforward matter of keeping things dry.
Everyone is exposed to mould spores without noticeable harm, but they can cause
health problems when inhaled in large numbers. People with pre-existing asthma
are at greater risk, as even a relatively small number of spores may trigger an
asthma attack. Similarly, those with weakened immune systems, the elderly and
infants are more at risk.
If dealing with mould, respiratory protection should be used. A respirator with
particulate filter(s) P1 minimum is required for spores. Protective clothing that is
easily discarded and rubber or other suitable gloves should be worn.
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Chemicals
Many parishes store some chemicals on site, such as Round Up for weed killing or
fuel for lawn mowers. It is important that these substances are stored and handled
safely.
Each parish should list all of hazardous substances on site and the quantity of each
substance held. This is called a hazardous substances inventory. The product label
and safety data sheet will tell you if the substances are hazardous. Consider
people’s exposure to hazardous substances and then take necessary precautions to
keep them safe, i.e. wearing safety glasses or gloves.
Where possible get rid of hazardous substances or isolate their use away from
people. If someone may still be exposed, minimise exposure as much as possible.
Train people about the substances they use and how to protect themselves, and
store only what you need.
Store hazardous substances in labelled, leak-proof containers. Store incompatibles
separately and store gas cylinders safely. Be aware that flammable vapour can build
up and accidently ignite.
Manufacturers and suppliers must sell you products that are correctly labelled, but
you must make sure that the label stays on the container and continues to be
readable. If a hazardous substance is decanted from one container to another, the
receiving container must also be labelled. It is never safe to have hazardous
substances in unlabelled containers because people may become confused about
what hazardous substance they are using and not take the necessary safety
precautions. Never put hazardous substances in food or drink containers because
people may eat or drink it by mistake. Always read the label before using a
hazardous substance so you know what you are dealing with.
For more information about safety with hazardous substances please visit
www.hazardoussubstances.govt.nz
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Appendix C - Contractor’s Agreement
Date:
Dear
To comply with the Health and Safety at Work Act (2015) we require all contractors who wish
to tender for contracts or maintain a service agreement/remain a preferred
contractor/supplier to provide the following information:
1.

Health and Safety Management Plan that includes:
x

Safety policy;

x

Risks and the controls they have in place to manage them

x

Accident reporting procedures

2.

Contractors are reminded that all work is subject to the provisions of the Health and
Safety at Work Act 2015. In particular:
x

Contractors must comply with all regulations, enactments, codes of practice
(approved or voluntary) applying to the trade or profession within which they operate;

x

We, as the Principal, must be advised of any and all hazardous plant, equipment,
machinery or substances which are brought into the workplace;

x

All people engaged in the workplace are fully trained in the work to be undertaken or
are closely supervised by someone who is.

x

Any accident or incident which harms or may have harmed any person in the
workplace, in addition to being recorded and notified as required under the Health
and Safety at Work Act (2015), must be reported to us, as the Principal.

x

All safety clothing/equipment required to minimise the risk of injury is to be provided,
accessible to and used by any person engaged in the workplace.

3.

Before commencing work on our premises, all contractors must ensure that they
themselves, or any employees of the contractor, subcontractors on our premises are
conversant with:
x
x
x

4.

Emergency procedures (to be followed in the event of an emergency);
Safety rules and procedures;
Hazards which have been identified and the hazard controls.
As the Principal to the contract, we retain the right to inspect the contract operation at
any time to ensure all safety procedures and rules are being followed. Failure to
follow such rules and procedures may result in the contract being terminated
immediately.

I agree to abide by all the above conditions, on behalf of:
Contractor’s Name: .....................................................................................................................
Contractor’s Signature: ...............................................................................................................
Date: ...........................................................................................................................................
Contact Phone / Fax Number(s): .................................................................................................
Sign the attached copy and return with your Health and Safety Management Plan
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Appendix D – Hall Hire Agreement
Parishes may find the following hall hire template useful. Feel free to alter conditions
of hire to suit individual circumstances. Please note the safety requirements.

Agreement for hire of
x
x
x
x
x

(name)

Church Hall

Please check that your booking details are correct.
Read the conditions for hire and safety requirements set out overleaf.
Sign both copies of the agreement, return one to the Hall Manager and keep one for
yourself.
The church may cancel the booking if a signed contract and full payment is not
received before the first booking date.
Any alterations to the booking times below are chargeable, including early arrival for
set up.

Details
Hire type:
Casual:

Date and time………………………………………………………………………

Long term:

Date and day of first use and time …………………………………...………….

Group: ..……………………………………………………………………………..………………
Activity: ……………………………………………………………………………………………..
Contact Name:………………..………………………………………..…………………………..
Address: …………………………………………………………………………………………….
Phone: ……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Email: .……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Designated fire warden – name and phone: .…………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Other booking details: ……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Booking charges:
Hall hire:

$

Bond:

$

Key bond:

$

Hourly charge:

$

Total (GST incl.)

$

Parish contact person – name and phone:
………………………………………..…………………………….
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Declaration:
I certify that I have read and accept the conditions of hire and safety requirements set out
below and that I am over 18 years of age.

Signature of applicant: ………………………..…………………………..

Date………………………………………..
Office Use Only:
CONFIRM
Fire
W d
Conditions of hire:

Receipt
NINV

DATE
Bond

KEY
NO#
DATE

x

The consumption of alcohol is only permitted with the prior consent of the Hall
Manager.

x

Alcohol is not permitted for sale unless a special liquor licence is on display for the
date and time of the booking. Failure to comply may result in a substantial fine
and/or closure of your function.

x

Smoking is not permitted.

x

All safety requirements set out below must be complied with. In particular, no open
fires, BBQ’s, smoke or fog machines, naked flames or candles can be used during a
booking without prior written consent of the Hall Manager.

x

The hire is for the main hall, kitchen and toilet facilities only. All other rooms are off
limits except as a fire escape.

x

The hired facilities must be left clean and tidy. This includes cleaning the oven and
washing any crockery, if used. All rubbish must be removed from the venue after
hire, including from the carpark and adjacent grounds.

x

A deduction from the bond will occur if:
-

venue, equipment or fittings are damaged

-

extra cleaning is required

-

you enter into or remain in the venue outside the booked period

-

the venue key(s) are not returned by the stated time

-

rubbish is left inside and/or outside the venue.

x

Any cancellation later than 7 days prior to the event will forfeit 50% of the bond.

x

Otherwise the bond will be returned in full within 30 working days of the date of the
function. If additional charges are incurred the refunding of the bond may be
delayed. Under no circumstances will the bond be refunded in cash.

x

The Parish, at its discretion, may refuse any application for hire and may cancel any
booking without providing a reason. In each case all charges paid will be returned in
full.

x

The Parish uses a key system. Hirers are given the key(s) upon receipt of the signed
contract and hire charge payment. The key(s) are to be only used for the date(s) and
time(s) that have been confirmed. The key(s) must be returned within 24 hours of the
hirer’s last booking or a charge of $25 will be incurred and either invoiced or
deducted from the bond.
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x

No decorations or scenery may be attached to, or hung from any part of the venue
without prior approval from Hall Manager.

x

Noise from amplifiers and loudspeakers must be kept to a moderate level at all times
and should not be more than 50 decibels. Failure to comply may cause complaints to
Noise Control which may result in the in the early closure of your function or
confiscation of equipment.

x

Stiletto style shoes are not permitted on wooden floors and care needs to be taken
when moving furniture to avoid scratching/gouging.

x

Hirers may not enter the hall until the time booked and all functions must end at the
completion of the booked period. The booking period must include setting up,
dismantling, and cleaning of the venue.

x

The hirer is responsible for securing the facility on completion of the function. Please
ensure:
-

all lights, heaters, stoves and electrical appliances are turned off

-

windows and doors are closed and locked.

x

The Parish accepts no responsibility for loss or damage to any property of the hirer or
any guest or invitee’s property which may be brought to the venue, whether within or
outside the premises, and does not provide any insurance cover for such property,
including property left secured in any storage facility which may be provided.

x

Breach of any of these conditions may result in:

x

-

forfeiture of all or part of the bond

-

closure of the function

-

refusal to accept future bookings

-

extra charges being incurred.

The Parish reserves the right for its staff or hall manager to be present in the hall at
any time.

Safety Requirements:
Location of first aid kit
WHERE
Accident reporting
Hirers must report to the church any injury that happens during a function on church
premises. Please provide details when returning the keys.
If a serious accident or injury occurs, or an emergency such as fire, the hirer should first Dial
111 for emergency services then call the parish contact person (name and phone provided
above).
Fire Warden
x

You must appoint a fire warden for the duration of your hire.

x

The Fire Warden must inform themselves of the location of all fire exits and
extinguishers.

x

The Fire Warden must check that the means of exit are clear – once on entering the
facility and again during the course of the function.
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x

In the event of fire, the fire warden must:
-

evacuate the facility immediately
dial 111
be able to account for all people attending the function
on the arrival of the Fire Service, inform them of the evacuation status
ensure that no one enters the building until the all clear is given by the Fire
Service.

Location of fire extinguishers
Fire extinguishers are located WHERE.
Evacuation procedures
1.

Dial 111 (DESCRIBE LOCATION OF PHONE)
Address of building: INSERT DETAILS OF LOCATION.

2.

3.

Leave the building promptly.
x

Do not run

x

Do not linger in passageways or rooms

x

Do not return until the all clear is given
Meet in the assembly area

Assembly area
The assembly area is located WHERE.
Hazard awareness
Hirers should be aware of the following specific hazards on church property:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Please note that the facilities not designed for childcare purposes. Please ensure all
children are supervised at all times, including in bathrooms and surrounding areas.
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3. CHURCH LAND AND BUILDINGS

• Housing Policy
• Parish Building Regulations for Vicarages
• Guidelines for the Occupation and Vacation of Vicarages and Diocesan
Housing
• Policy for Buildings Maintenance Assistance
• Regulations for the Control and Management of Burial Grounds

Housing Policy

Diocese of Nelson
Housing Policy
Note: A Faculty must be obtained before a Ministry Unit house is purchased.
Housing Policy
For all ministry positions within the Diocese the employing Ministry Unit shall provide housing for the
appointee. This will mostly be in the form of a vicarage, but if a vicarage is not available some other
housing suitable for the purposes of the appointment is to be provided. The purchasing of a property for
the second or subsequent appointments to a Ministry Unit should not normally occur, indeed such a
purchase should only happen when the property to be acquired is part of the strategic development plan
of the Ministry Unit.
Where vicarages or other Diocesan properties are available the expectation would be that the appointee
would live in the housing provided.. It is also the expectation that any other housing provided would be
within the boundaries of the Ministry Unit unless there are special reasons for not doing so or the nature
of the Ministry does not require it.
In the event that it is not possible to provide housing the Ministry Unit may as a last resort pay a Housing
Allowance provided that:
a.

The Ministry Unit or Diocese is not any worse off in the present or the future;

b.

The arrangements are negotiated and included in the letter of commitment from the
Bishop;

c.

That the arrangements made do not place the appointee in an advantaged position when
compared with other similar ministry appointees.

Housing Allowance
In those rare cases that it has been agreed to pay a housing allowance the allowance shall be calculated
on the following basis:
a.

If the Ministry Unit owns an available house –
The house shall be rented at market rental. The sum received less the costs of land and
water rates, insurances and any other fixed charges shall be disbursed on the basis of
2/3 to the appointee (not exceeding 33% of standard stipend) as a housing allowance
and 1/3 to the Ministry Unit for maintenance on the property.

b.

If the Ministry Unit does not own an available house –
The allowance shall be calculated by negotiation with the person concerned, using the
basis of a fixed percentage of the gross stipend, normally (but not guaranteed) 33.3%:
provided that due consideration may be given to the cost of appropriate rental
accommodation as measured by Real Estate rental statistics within the subject
residential area.
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Housing Policy

Indexing
It is the primary policy of the Diocese to provide housing to all Ministry (licensed) appointments where
stipends are payable. Any indexing of any “Housing Allowance” should therefore not exceed any
movements in the value of any housing that would have been provided on appointment.
Housing Allowance, where it is provided for in the letter of commitment, should therefore be adjusted by
any increase or decrease shown in an agreed independent and appropriate rental housing index. Where
there has been no indexing provided for in the letter of offer there will be no indexing.
Approval Processes
Before any allowances can be authorised the following processes shall be followed:
a.
b.
c.

Any negotiations must involve the Diocese, the Ministry Unit and the proposed
appointee.
Any proposed allowance, together with the basis for adjustment, if any, must be
contained in any letter of commitment.
Must have the concurrence of the Diocesan Secretary, who shall ensure that the offer is
in accordance with Diocesan policy and does not expose the Diocese or Ministry Unit to
any extra liability or undesirable precedent.

Transition Arrangements
Any Housing Allowance arrangements that are operating at the time that this policy is approved shall
continue in force until such time that the recipient of those allowances wish to renegotiate their
allowance. Any renegotiation will be in accordance with this policy.

G:\Legislation\2017 Revision of Handbook and Statutes Folder\PDF of RED HANDBOOK\2 - 3a Housing
Policy.doc
13 April 1999
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Building Regulations for Vicarages

Diocese of Nelson
Parish Building Regulations for Vicarages
Introduction
A vicarage has to serve a double function. It must be a convenient family hame, with privacy for family
activities, and at the same time, a portion of it must serve the needs of the ministry. The success of a
vicarage design will depend to a great extent on how well these two requirements are satisfied. That while
the Diocese encourages Vicars to own a home somewhere as a retirement security, housing must
nevertheless be provided.'
General
1

Siting
On new sites the vicarage must form part of the overall development plan for the whole parish
plant and be well oriented towards the sun. Sections should be of reasonable size to be maintained
easily.On sites where the Vicarage is co-located with other Church buildings care should be taken
to respect the design of existing buildings and also to ensure that there is no undue impact the
Vicarage occupants free enjoyment of the home.

2

Design Standards
As in all matters of design, the Church should strive for a high standard. A vicarage should provide
a well planned home for the vicar and his/her family and its appearance should be pleasing and
unpretentious. Good design need cost no more, but requires that all those involved in the
provision of houses for the clergy be fully aware of the responsibility to provide convenient and
pleasing surroundings for the vicarage family. Living areas must be away from the parish hall and
from access ways to and from church buildings. The rear entrance, vegetable garden and clothes
drying area, should be planned for privacy or else enclosed by garden walls or fences.

Building Materials
All materials must be of the low maintenance type. In all new Vicarages double glazing should be used. In
case of existing buildings, when upgrading occurs, serious consideration ought to be given to double
glazing.
Accommodation
A vicarage shall consist of the following:4 bedrooms [at least 3 should be double.]
Lounge
Living room or Family room
Kitchen with space for meals
Study
Laundry
Bathroom, shower and toilet accommodation
Garage and fuel store
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Building Regulations for Vicarages

Specification
1

Study
The area is to be at least 20 sq metres [larger if incorporates the Parish Office]. The study to
be near the front door: a separate entrance is desirable though not necessary. Plenty of book
shelves, at least 16 metres and adequate cupboard space. Provision for cupboard to hang
clerical robes is useful. Study should receive morning sun if possible. A desk and chair , and
two chairs for visitors should be provided.

2

Bedrooms
Should be double. Built-in wardrobes shall be provided in each bedroom, together with space,
in children's rooms, to do homework.

3

Lounge
To be at least 25 sq metres in area.

4

Living/dining room
A separate living/dining room sufficient in area to be used as a family room when the lounge is
otherwise occupied. Provision for continuous heating should be considered.

5

Kitchen
The kitchen must be designed to cater for the extra calls made upon it at all times. The
following should be provided:a. generous bench space including sink unit
b. food preparation area having cupboards and drawers for equipment, groceries, etc,
adjacent to cooker.
c. Microwave shelf or garage
d. crockery cupboard adjacent to servery or meal area.
e. storage cupboards for preserves etc.or walk in pantry
f. a large cooking range with four rings, oven and a warming drawer, and an extractor fan,
depending on position of the range.
g. dishwasher
h. combination refrigerator/freezer of approximately 25 cu metres
i. consideration should be given to providing space for a deep freeze handy to the kitchen.

6

Laundry
This should be apart from the kitchen and fitted with washing machine and tub. Space for
clothes dryer storage should be provided.

7

Bathroom Accommodation
Bathroom with bath and wash basin.
Separate shower with dressing space.
Separate W C Compartment.
A further toilet with wash basin near study [or “public areas” of home].

a.
b.
c.
d.

The compartments should be separate on account of the size and nature of the house and the
number of visitors.
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8

Garage
The garage [at least 1.5 but preferabity double] can either form part of the house or be
located as a separate unit. Storage of garden tools, fuel, bicycles etc, to be provided for.
Consideration should be given to attaching the garage to the house with under cover access
and to providing a carport as well. Garages to have doors.

9

Cupboards
The usual cupboards such as coat cupboard, linen and airing cupboard and general purpose
storage shall be provided; also a broom cupboard sufficiently large to house an electric
vacuum cleaner.

10

Domestic Hot Water
A hot water cylinder of at least 300 litres capacity with electric heating elements shall be
provided. The airing cupboard should be built around the hotwater cylinder to allow an
adequate clothes airing space.

11

Heating
Adequate warmth in the building is essential. Careful planning with regard to sunshine and
correct use of insulation will contribute materially to the comfort of the occupants.
Compliance with local building standards essential.
Since conditions vary widely, professional advice should be sought.

12

General
It should be the responsibility of the parish to provide the following:
a. All floor coverings should be serviceable but relatively neutral in colour.Carpets, with suitable
underlay for halls, lounge, living room, study and bedrooms. Kitchen, laundry, bathroom, toilet
may have vinyl, lino or cork tiles.
b. All windows except in kitchen, laundry, bathroom and toilet areas should have either filter
curtains and lined drapes or blinds and curtains, with relatively neutral colour schemes.
Kitchen and laundry may have blinds and/or curtains.
c. Sufficient power points in each room for all normal requirements.Revolving clothes line or
similar.
d. Concrete paths.
e. Adequate Telephone outlets (at least 4), and TV aerial outlets (at least 2) shall be provided.
f. In areas with adverse drying conditions consideration should be given to providing a clothes
dryer.

On change of Ministry in a Parish/Mission District and after each 5 year period of incumbency an
inspection of the Vicarage, with a report to the Vestry, by the Diocesan Vicarage inspection team should
be undertaken.

G:\Legislation\2017 Revision of Handbook and Statutes Folder\PDF of RED HANDBOOK\2 - 3b Parish
Building Regulations for Vicarages.doc
As amended by Standing Committee 14.09.04
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Diocese of Nelson
Guidelines for the Occupation and Vacation of Vicarages
and Diocesan Housing
Preamble:
It is the policy of the Diocese to provide housing for Vicars of Parishes, Mission Units and certain
Diocesan positions.
As the provision of housing is part of the employment conditions there exists a service tenancy
between the employing authority and the employee. Consequently in addition to an
employer/employee relationship there exists a Landlord/Tenant relationship between the staff
member and the employing authority.
In this document the employing authority will be referred to as a “Landlord” and the staff member
occupying parish or diocesan housing will be called “the Tenant”.
The provisions of the Residential Tenancy Act 1986 apply to this relationship. That Act imposes duties
and obligations on the Landlord and the Tenant.
These guidelines are written to record the expectations of the Landlord and the Tenant in the hope
that it will help avoid any disputes.
In parishes the Landlord’s agents are the Wardens or their appointed representative; for Diocesan
housing the Landlord’s agent is the Diocesan Secretary or his/her appointed agent.
Prior to Tenancy Commencing
•

Upon the house becoming vacant the Landlord shall arrange for the Diocesan Housing Group to
inspect the vicarage or house.

•

The Diocesan Housing group shall inspect the house and complete a written report for the
Diocesan Secretary, the Wardens and Parish detailing the immediate maintenance and future
maintenance that is required on the property.

•

The Landlord shall ensure that the immediate maintenance is carried out and if possible the
medium term maintenance to be completed.

•

The house should be clean externally and internally. Carpets should have been shampooed,
stove cleaned and chimneys swept.

•

The grounds - lawns should be mowed, garden tidied and rubbish removed.

During Tenancy
At commencement of the Tenancy Landlord and the Tenant should jointly complete the attached
property inspection report.
Landlord’s responsibilities
•

Provide and maintain the premises in a reasonable condition.

•

Allow the Tenant quiet enjoyment of the premises.

•

Comply with all building, health and safety standards that apply to the premises.

•

Pay rates and any insurance taken out by the Landlord.

•

Not seize the Tenant’s goods for any reason.
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•

Not interfere with the supply of any services to the premises.

•

Where applicable, chimneys are sweep annually.

Rights of Entry
The Landlord shall enter the premises only
• With the Tenant’s consent at the time of entry
•

In an emergency

•

For repairs or maintenance from 8.00am to 7.00pm after 24 hours notice

•

For inspection of the property or work done by the Tenant from 8.00am to 7.00pm after 48
hours notice

•

With the Tenant’s prior consent to show the premises to prospective tenants, purchasers or
registered valuer. Consent may not be unreasonably withheld but reasonable conditions may
be imposed.

Tenant’s Responsibilities
•

Keep the premises reasonably clean and tidy and notify the Landlord as soon as any repairs are
needed.

•

Mow any lawns and keep the garden tidy.

•

Use the premises principally for residential purposes.

•

Not damage or permit damage to the premises and to inform the Landlord of any damage.

•

The Tenant is liable for any damage caused through their negligence.

•

Any damage caused to the property by domestic pets will have to paid for by the Tenant.

•

Not disturb the neighbours or the Landlord’s other tenants.

•

Not alter the premises without the Landlord’s written consent.

•

Not use the property for any unlawful purpose.

•

Pay electricity, gas and telephone (Tenant liable) charges.

•

If the tenancy started before 1st December 1996 pay excess water charges. For tenancies
starting after 1st December 1996 pay for water supplied to the premises if:
1. It is stated in the letter of offer that the Tenant shall pay water charges.
2. The premises have its own water meter.
3. The water supplier charges for water on the basis of metered usage.
Not sublet or assign the tenancy.

•
Locks
•

Can only be changed with the agreement of both the Tenant and the Landlord.

•

Should be provided and maintained in a secure state by the Landlord.

At Termination of Tenancy
At the conclusion of the Tenancy Landlord and the Tenant should again jointly complete the
attached property inspection report.
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Tenant Responsibilities
•

Arrange reading of all meters - power and water (if applicable)

•

Terminate any personally contract services (e.g. Additional phone services, sky services etc.)

•

Leave the property clean and tidy and clear of rubbish and possessions at the end of the
tenancy.

•

Ensure stove has been cleaned

•

Arrange for carpets to be shampooed and if necessary treated for fleas.

•

At the end of the tenancy leave all keys and such things with the Landlord.

•

Leave all chattels supplied with the tenancy.

Dispute Resolution
Should a dispute arise at any stage of the tenancy between The Landlord and the Tenant and they
are unable to resolve the issues by themselves the dispute can be referred to the Diocesan
Secretary who will determine the best way to resolve the dispute.
The Diocesan Secretary may appoint a person to mediate the dispute. The Mediator shall in the first
instant endeavourer to obtain an agreed resolution of the dispute. If both parties request, the
Mediator may decide the dispute, in which case the Mediators decision shall be final and binding. If
after a reasonable effort the Mediator has been unable to obtain a resolution to the dispute the
Mediator shall make a report together with recommendations for the resolution of the dispute to
the Diocesan Secretary. The Diocesan Secretary shall advise the parties of the content of the report
and after giving the parties to the dispute an opportunity to respond to the report the Diocesan
Secretary shall decide the dispute. Any person aggrieved by the Diocesan Secretary’s decision may
appeal that decision to Standing Committee.
Nothing in this section of these guidelines abrogates the Landlords or Tenants rights under the
Residential Tenancies Act 1986.
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Property Inspection Report - this report is intended to help avoid disputes
This should be used to record the condition of the property at the start of the tenancy. The Landlord (L/L)
and the tenant (T) should fill out this form together, and tick the appropriate box if the condition is
acceptable, or record any damage or defects.
Condition
Acceptable?

Walls/Doors________________________________________
Lights/Power points_________________________________
Floors/Fl coverings___________________________________
Windows__________________________________________
Blinds/Curtains______________________________________
Mirror/Cabinet______________________________________
Bath______________________________________________
Shower ____________________________________________
Wash Basin_________________________________________
Toilet (WC)________________________________________

Bedroom 1

Walls/Doors________________________________________
Lights/Power points__________________________________
Floors/Fl coverings__________________________________
Windows__________________________________________
Blinds/Curtains_____________________________________
Washing Machine ___________________________________
Wash Tub__________________________________________
Walls/Doors________________________________________
Lights/Power points__________________________________
Floors/Fl coverings__________________________________
Windows__________________________________________
Blinds/Curtains_____________________________________
Walls/Doors________________________________________
Lights/Power points__________________________________
Floors/Fl coverings__________________________________
Windows__________________________________________
Blinds/Curtains_____________________________________

Walls/Doors________________________________________
Lights/Power points__________________________________
Floors/Fl coverings__________________________________
Windows__________________________________________
Blinds/Curtains_____________________________________

Washing machine
Dishwasher
Refrigerator
Lawn Mower
Telephones

Water Meter Reading

(for use if charging for water)
At start of tenancy _______________________-

Signatures for Property Inspection Report

(Do not sign unless you agree to all the details in the
Property Inspection Report)

Signed by _______________________________
Landlord

Date signed _____________________________
Signed by ______________________________
Tenant

Date signed _____________________________

Bedroom 4

Walls/Doors________________________________________
Lights/Power points__________________________________
Floors/Fl coverings__________________________________
Windows__________________________________________
Blinds/Curtains_____________________________________
Cupboards_________________________________________
Sinks/Benches______________________________________
Oven_____________________________________________
Refrigerator________________________________________

Stove

Walls/Doors____________________________________
Lights/Power points______________________________
Floors/Fl coverings______________________________
Windows______________________________________
Blinds/Curtains__________________________________

Study

Walls/Doors________________________________________
Lights/Power points__________________________________
Floors/Fl coverings___________________________________
Windows__________________________________________
Blinds/Curtains______________________________________

Bedroom 2
4

List of furniture and chattels
Provided by the landlord

T

Bedroom 3

Laundry

Bathroom

Kitchen/Dining

Lounge

L/L

Damage/Defects

Walls/Doors____________________________________
Lights/Power points______________________________
Floors/Fl coverings______________________________
Windows______________________________________
Blinds/Curtains__________________________________

General

Room and item

Rubbish Bins____________________________________
Locks__________________________________________
Garage/Car port__________________________________
Grounds _______________________________________
No. keys supplied ________________________________

Buildings Maintenance Assistance Policy

Diocese of Nelson
Buildings Maintenance Assistance Policy
(Adopted by Standing Committee on 6 April 2004)

Application of Maintenance Reserve – with effect from 1 September 2004
The Diocese has created a Maintenance Reserve for the maintenance of Anglican vicarages,
churches and other buildings. The Cathedral and Deanery are excluded from access to this fund
as Christ Church Parish has access through the Diocese to funds from the Deanery Trust for these
buildings. Other buildings will also be excluded from access where Trusts or other funds are
available for their maintenance.
The purpose of this reserve is to provide assistance to parishes to meet their obligations for the
maintenance of their buildings. It is not the purpose of this reserve to supplant the parish’s
obligation for the maintenance of their own buildings.
It is intended, budget constraints permitting, to set aside $50,000 each year for the purpose of
this fund.
To have access to this fund the parishes will have to fulfill the following obligations:
1. They must have developed for all their buildings a 10 year maintenance programme.
2. They must be setting aside funds each year for the maintenance of their plant.
Parishes can apply for assistance from this fund for large maintenance projects and
refurbishments.
This fund does not exist for breakages or for low level routine maintenance eg. leaking taps,
lights or maintenance tasks costing less than the value of $2,000.
Assistance would normally be by way of a subsidy in the form of a grant, or alternatively could
be a loan, either interest free or interest bearing.
Assistance, limited to the value of the fund, will be in accordance with the following priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vicarages.
Churches (identified additional cost due to historic listing)
Churches.
Parish halls.
Other buildings

Parishes will be ranked as to their level of assistance on a 1 for 3, 1 for 2, 1 for 1, 2 for 1 or 3 for 1
basis. In ranking parishes for level of assistance the following shall be taken into account:
•
•
•
•
•

Population of parish
Decile rating of the parish
Annual income of parish
Number of Parish communities (centres) within parish boundaries
Materials of the buildings

The ranking of the Parish is indicative only; the actual level of assistance granted is at the
absolute discretion of the administrators of the fund. This fund will be administered by the
Diocesan Finance Team on advice from the Diocesan Secretary and the vicarage inspection
teams.

Control and Management of Burial Grounds

Diocese of Nelson
Regulations for the Control and Management
of Burial Grounds
(approved Diocesan Trust Board 23rd Dec 1960).

1.

The Nelson Diocesan Trust Board shall be the managers within the meaning of the Cemeteries
Act of all Church of England burial grounds, provided that they may delegate to the Minister
and Churchwardens of any parish or district with respect to such burial ground situated in
such parish or district their powers, or any of them, provided by the Cemeteries Act or by
these regulations other than the retention, disposal or investment of moneys held in respect
of any burial ground, and the powers set out in Clause 19 hereof.

2.

The managers shall lay out in blocks any burial ground vested in them or such portion as they
may deem expedient or any land acquired for adding to any burial ground and shall, as
occasion requires, divide each block into burial plots measuring not more than 9 feet by 4 feet
and (except as hereinafter provided) not less than 8 feet by 4 feet. Provided however, that
the ‘manager’ may set aside a portion of any burial ground for the burial of the ashes of
deceased persons and may divide such portions into plots of such size as they shall think fit.

3.

The managers may sell either in perpetuity or for any limited period the exclusive right of burial
in any plot or plots. Upon the sale of any plot there shall be issued to the purchaser a
certificate in the form set out in the schedule hereto or to the like effect.

4.

The fee payable for each plot so sold shall be the sum of $20* to be paid on application for
such exclusive right of burial. The managers shall not permit any person, or the ashes of any
person, to he buried in any plot unless the exclusive right of burial shall have been purchased
by such person or his relatives.

5.

The burial service of the Church of England shall be used in connection with every burial in
burial grounds, but not necessarily to the exclusion of any other burial service supplementary
thereto.

6.

Persons who die un-baptised or excommunicated or who have laid violent hands upon
themselves shall be excluded from burial with the burial service, but the use of the service
provided by the General Synod for such cases is permissible.

7.

The body of no person other than members of the Church of England shall be buried in any
burial ground without the consent of the managers.

8.

All parishioners of the parish or district and all persons being members of the Church of
England dying within any parish or district, and all such persons who were at any time
parishioners of the parish or district wherein any burial ground is situate shall have the right of
burial in such burial ground,
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9.

It shall be the duty of the minister officiating in the parish or district wherein there is a burial
ground to perform the burial service according to the rite of the Church of England over the
body of any person entitled by these regulations to Christian burial therein.

10. Any person desiring to erect any enclosure around any grave or any monument or tombstone
in any burial ground shall first obtain the written permission of the managers, who may, if they
see fit, require a plan of any proposed monument or tombstone and a statement of the
proposed inscription thereon. If any monument or tombstone is erected or any inscription
recorded thereon without such permission or not according to the conditions upon which the
same is permitted the managers may take down and remove the same. If permission is refused
or is granted subject to any certain condition or conditions there shall be the right of appeal to
the Bishop of the Diocese, whose decision shall be final.
11. No land occupied or enclosed under these regulations shall be used for any other purpose or in
any manner otherwise than for the burial of the dead.
12. No person shall be allowed to plant in any portion at the burial ground, whether acquired or
not, except by express permission in writing from the managers, any tree or shrub. Any tree or
shrub planted within the burial ground may at any time be trimmed, cut down, or removed, by
order of the managers.
l3. (a) All fences, and all headstones, and other monuments must be kept in proper repair by the
relatives of the deceased or the surviving holders of licenses. Any fences or monuments left
in a decayed state, or broken down, may be removed by the managers.
(b) The managers will accept deposits of money or any real or personal property that may be
vested in them as endowments for the purpose of the maintenance in perpetuity of any plot
and may enter into contracts for the permanent upkeep of plots.
14. A sexton shall from time to time be appointed by the managers, whose duty it shall be to dig all
graves required in the burial ground, and no other person shall be allowed to do so without
express permission from the managers.
15. The Sexton‘s fees shall be paid in advance, and shall be fixed from time to time by the
managers.
16. No burial shall take place except by the authority of the managers and no body shall be
removed from its place of interment without the previous consent, in writing, of the Bishop of
the Diocese, or his Commissary, and the managers.
17. The top of any coffin deposited in any part of the burial ground shall not be less than four feet
six inches below the natural level of the soil.
18. All sums of money now held or hereafter received by the managers shall be devoted to any or
all of the following purposes:
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(a) In keeping the respective burial grounds and the fences surrounding the same in good
repair, order and condition.
(b) In improving and beautifying the same.
(c) The remuneration of the cemetery chaplain (if any).
(d) The erection or maintenance of the cemetery chapel.
(e) In purchasing land for a new burial ground or for adding to the size of any burial ground.
(f) Investing sums from time to time in investments which are lawful for the investment of trust
funds until such time as they shall be required or partly required for any of the purposes
hereinbefore set out.
(g) In printing, distributing, posting up and maintaining copies of these Regulations in the
respective burial grounds, and any other expense of complying with these Regulations.
19. No trees shall be felled except with the consent of the managers, who shall not consent unless
they are satisfied that it is necessary or desirable to do so for the purpose of improving or
keeping any burial ground in good order and condition.
20. The managers shall be and are hereby appointed guardians of the portion of the Nelson
Cemetery or any other public Cemetery set apart for the exclusive use of the Church of
England, and shall have the control and management thereof pursuant to the provisions of
Sections 39 and 40 of the Cemeteries Act, 1908, provided that such control and management
shall be subject to the provisions of these regulations.
21. There shall be posted up on some conspicuous place in each burial ground, and retained and
renewed from time to time as occasion shall require, a copy of these regulations.
22. All the above regulations shall be read and construed subject to the provisions of the several
trusts of burial grounds, and shall apply only in so far as the same are consistent with such
provisions
Schedule
It is hereby certified that A.B. having paid the sum of $............................
the managers of the ……………… burial ground have sold the said A. B. the exclusive right of
burial (in perpetuity) in lots ………………………………………………………….
* These fees were set in 1960 current fees are normally updated to equate with the local body
rates being charged in the district.
Additional clause approved by the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board on the 24th July 1961.
23. After the expiration of ten years from the date of burial in any plot purchased under these
regulations, one subsequent interment may be made in such plot.
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x ‘People Matter’ – The Anglican Church Employment Guidelines

‘PEOPLE MATTER/
HE TAURA TANGATA’
THE ANGLICAN CHURCH
EMPLOYMENT GUIDELINES
(Version 3 – Dec 2018)
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Copyright:
The property in this manual and all processes, manuals, information and other material in which
intellectual property resides and which The Anglican Church produces or provides for use in or in
conjunction with this project ("the Material"), is and shall remain the property of The Anglican Church.
As such, you agree you will not copy, alter, adapt, publish or distribute the Material or any part of it
without our prior written consent. The Anglican Church asserts its right to be identified as the author of
the Material.
The Anglican Church in Aotearoa New Zealand and Polynesia c/- The General Secretary,
PO Box 87188, Meadowbank, Auckland 1742, New Zealand.
This
resource
will
be
regularly
reviewed
and
updated
online
at
http://www.anglican.org.nz/Resources. Any feedback about its use, or suggestion for
change or improvement, is welcomed at the address above.
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ENDORSEMENT:
GENERAL SYNOD / TE HĪNOTA WHĀNUI 2014
Motion 18 - A Human Resource Package, People Matter/He
Taura Tangata
Whereas, ‘People Matter/ He Taura Tangata’ was presented to
General Synod/te Hīnota Whānui 2012 but not addressed, due to
lack of time, and
Noting that the General Synod Standing Committee, in November of
2012, agreed the following:
That this General Synod/te Hīnota Whānui resolves
x To receive the work of the small working group on
Paihere Tangata/People Management in the form of
the draft resource package People Matter/He Taura
Tangata; and commend its final form to all
Dioceses/Hui Amorangi and Ministry Units as a
resource to help achieve best practice in all areas
where staff are employed. Carried.
That this General Synod/te Hīnota Whānui 2014:
1.

Commits itself to best practice in all areas where staff are
employed;
2.
Strongly encourages Episcopal units to make the same
commitment;
3.
Commends ‘People Matter/He Taura Tangata’, in its latest
updated version available online on the General Synod
website, to all Dioceses/Hui Amorangi and Ministry Units as a
resource to help achieve best practice, and
4.
Recommends part 1 of this resolution to the Judicial
Committee for consideration as a Standing Resolution of the
General Synod/te Hīnota Whānui.
Agreed.
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INTRODUCTION
In every part of the life of the Church we seek the glory of God and
the growth of God’s Kingdom. Those objectives inform and shape
our ministries and all of our activities. They embrace the work we
carry out and the people who join us in that work as employees of
the Church.
John Stott suggests that, for us within the Church, this ‘productive
enterprise’ which we call work is “the expenditure of energy in the
service of others, which brings fulfilment to the worker, benefit to
the community and glory to God”1. Therefore, we bring a particular
perspective to employment as employees and employers. This can,
and does, create challenges. However, Paul the Apostle reminds us
of the fundamental attitude each party in the employer–employee
relationship should have. In Colossians he writes: "Whatever you
do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord”2. Tom
Wright comments on these verses: "The task may appear
unimportant or trivial, but the person doing it is never that, and he
or she has the opportunity to turn the job into an act of worship."3
Accordingly, we need to acknowledge that every person who is
engaged in employment within the Church is a precious gift to the
Church and that each one, in turn, brings their own gifts to their
role. Every person employed by the Church contributes much more
to a productive enterprise than ‘work’: they bring their character,
their ethics, their creativity, their social connections, and in some
cases even their pets and children, and they alter the character of a
workplace. We need to recognise that human beings are not
‘commodities’ or ‘resources’, but are creative and social beings in a
productive enterprise.
Then, as we embark on the task of being good employers as a
Church we need to make sure our practices are the best that they
can be. In particular we need to ensure all of our actions and our
documents not only reflect the character of our work as a Church
but also reflect the very best practices in respect of employment.
There is, however, also an important distinction in those engaged in
the life of the Church that we must keep in mind whenever we are
engaging people and preparing documents for various roles. That is
the difference between ordained clergy and other roles in our life
together.

1

John Stott, Issues Facing Christians Today, p 162
Colossians 3: 22 – 4.1
3
N.T. Wright, Colossians and Philemon (Tyndale series), p 149 -150.
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Ordained clergy, as bishop other than diocesan/ pihopa awhina,
dean, vicar or co-vicar, minita-a-rohe, chaplain, taiparani, warden,
kaihautu, missioner, priest assistant/ pirihi awhina, deacon
assistant/ rikona awhina, deacon/ priest in charge, local priest/
deacon/ minita-a-iwi, vocational deacon/ rikona pumau, within
parishes, are not employees, either of parishes or the wider Church.
Our Canons state very clearly that these roles are not employment
roles at all; rather they are an outworking of a clergy person’s
obedient response to the call of God on the whole of their lives. For
this reason when we refer to clergy roles we speak of those people
as holding an office, not being employed.
On the other hand there are a range of employed roles in the
Church, some of which have a ministry component, such as
children’s and families workers, youth workers, or pastoral care
coordinators within parishes.
It is therefore extremely important that we maintain a disciplined
clarity in our language and documentation around roles in this
Church.
In respect of all clergy appointments there is a separate document
called “Clergy Matter/ He Taura Minita” which gives guidance for all
clergy appointments.
This document lays out a series of steps that will guide you through
the process of finding the right person to fill non-clergy roles in the
Church and helping them to offer their best. The steps will also
support you to cope with the management, support and, where
required, exit of the people you engage.
The People Matter steps are:
Being well-informed Necessary background information
Step 1

Needing

Step 2

Attracting and
Finding

Identifying and clarifying the need
you have that has led you to
consider employing
Attracting and finding potential
people for the job

Step 3

Inviting

Short-listing candidates

Step 4

Preparing
Documents
Selecting

Preparing an Individual
Employment Agreement
Choosing the best person for the
job

Step 5
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Step 6

Welcoming

Induction and orientation

Step 7

Performing

Step 8

Developing

Step 9

Ending and farewelling

Expectations, feedback,
performance management
Training, coaching, performance
management
Resignation, retirement, dismissal
or redundancy

As employers, the Church must meet two sets of requirements:
compliance with the legal requirements of New Zealand employment
legislation, and the requirements and expectations expressed in
Scripture. Ideally, we fulfil the first and enthusiastically embrace the
second so that we are exemplary in our work relationships. Imagine
if, in social discussions in cafes after work, an employee speaks of
the Church as an employer of choice, as a model of excellent work
practice.
New Zealand employment legislation changes regularly and, as a
result, any guide that tries to provide specific detail about each step
rapidly becomes out-dated unless a dedicated team is engaged to
keep it up to date. To mitigate this problem, our guide focuses on
(a) supporting you to identify the steps you need to consider and
(b) guiding you to existing resources that are comprehensive,
relevant and regularly updated. Links are given to relevant New
Zealand sites to enable the most up-to-date information to be
available to anyone using this document.
It is recommended that the following two sites be used in
conjunction with this document:
1. Employment New Zealand
www.employment.govt.nz which provides a comprehensive
general resource
2. Workplace Wellbeing / Mana Mahi
https://manamahi.wordpress.com/mana-mahiresource/workplace-wellbeing-guide-1-good-employmentpractice-in-our-sector/ which has been created by and for the
voluntary and community sector.
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 give further details about these two
excellent resource websites.
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Step 1.

NEEDING

You have identified a need for some work to be done.
As you begin the process of discerning whether you need a person
for a position and, if so, who that will be and their terms of
employment, you may like to reflect on how Jesus recruited people
to work with him, and include these elements in your process:
1. He intentionally used a variety of methodologies to select
people; he did not just choose someone who was right in front
of him.
2. He chose people who were quite different from each other and
from himself. In recruitment there is a strong bias toward
selecting people like us. Be flexible, and open to diversity.
Prayer permeated his entire decision-making. Involve all with a
stake in the outcome to pray throughout the whole process.
Always take the opportunity to re-evaluate the position and decide
whether the job is still relevant or should be redefined.
It is important to consider whether or not that need justifies
employing a person to do that work. It could be worthwhile
considering alternatives to employing someone, such as:
Contracting – Contractors are not employees and usually work for
fixed periods, with responsibility for specific or specialist outcomes.
Contracting requires an understanding of a range of other issues,
including GST. These are not covered in this guide, but Employment
New Zealand can provide guidance.
Volunteers – Volunteers can offer huge benefits to an organisation,
but only if they are well managed. A resource entitled ‘Questions to
ask before engaging volunteers’ is offered by The Bishop’s Action
Foundation in Taranaki. Email ceo@baf.org.nz to request the latest
version of this resource.
Objectives for Step 1
1. To be clear about the need you wish to address.
2. To decide the best way to meet the need; eg, out-source,
employ, etc.
3. To decide what you want (competence, character, etc) of a
person, that would meet your identified need.
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Before making a decision to employ someone, you need to consider
the following:
a. What is the job that needs to be done? What outcomes are
required?
b. Does the proposed work advance progress toward your strategic
goals?
c. Have the required Church or organisation approval processes
been followed? Is there any body or person within your Church
Structure that it would be wise or helpful to consult with as you
consider this position?
d. Have you considered what an appropriate rate of remuneration
would be?
e. Do you have the necessary funding?
f. Is there a funding plan in place for the position?
g. What work environment and equipment will be provided for the
new staff member?
h. Where will the position be placed in the organisational chart?
i. Who will supervise and support the position?
j. Are there good financial and administrative systems in place?
k. What other resources are needed to enable the employee to
function?
l. How will the new appointee interact with existing staff and
volunteers?
m. Do you know your legal obligations as an employer?
n. Are you familiar with the other obligations of being a good
employer, such as providing good induction, supervision and
training? Do you have employment policies in place?
Source: https://manamahi.wordpress.com/mana-mahiresource/workplace-wellbeing-guide-9-getting-off-on-the-right-foot/
Further guidance on this topic can be found here:
http://www.employment.govt.nz/starting-employment
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Writing the Job Description
Clear job descriptions form the foundation of both a good
recruitment process and a successful performance review process,
as they set out the standards and expectations for the position
against which the successful employee’s performance can later be
evaluated.
A job description should be clear and concise, and accurately reflect
the role and its contribution to your organisation.
A job description should:


be written at a level appropriate to the position you are filling



clearly identify what difference the job makes to the organisation
and identify the core tasks and responsibilities



describe the lines of responsibilities of the job – both who the
person is responsible to and (if appropriate) who reports to them



describe any minimum legal or educational requirements



where required, ensure that Title D Canon 1 is appended to the
contract (this outlines the Ministry Standards and Code of Ethics
for all church ministers and employees)



describe ideal personal skills and attributes



set out performance measures for the job; ie, how employer and
employee will know if they are achieving what they should be.

The Employment New Zealand Job Description Checklist is an
excellent starting point for writing such a document.
https://www.employment.govt.nz/startingemployment/hiring/describing-the-job/
For more guidance on Job Descriptions go here:
http://manamahi.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/resource3.pdf
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Writing a Person Specification
A person specification is a description of the qualifications, skills,
experience, knowledge and other attributes (selection criteria)
which a candidate must possess to perform the duties of the job.
The specification should be derived from the job description, and it
forms the foundation for the recruitment process. You will use the
person specification as a basis for your selection decisions at shortlisting, test and interview stages. Interview questions and selection
tests should also be derived from the person specification and be
designed to elicit more evidence by comparing candidates’
attributes with the criteria. The person specification should also be
used to write your advertisement for the position.
For more guidance on Person Specifications go here:
https://www.community.net.nz/assets/resources/Producing-PersonSpecifications.doc
Remuneration
How much is paid for this position?
Identifying a budget for a position is one of the first steps that you
need to undertake when deciding to fill a vacancy. The identified
wage or salary is only one cost to the employer. In addition,
compulsory KiwiSaver contributions and ACC premiums will need to
be paid. These must be factored in to the budget.
The minimum amount we pay an employee is governed by law.
Employment New Zealand for the current minimum hourly rate.
If you are unsure how much is a reasonable amount to pay for a
position, in the first instance, contact your Diocesan Office or Hui
Amorangi.
Another option is to use the wage and salary scale indicators on
websites such as www.trademe.co.nz/Jobs, or www.seek.co.nz
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Step 2.

ATTRACTING AND FINDING

Objectives for Step 2
1. To attract the best person for the job.
2. To know the minimum rights and obligations that you and
your employees have.
How you attract the best applicants depends on the job, how much
money you are able to spend on advertising, and how much time
you have. It will also involve prayer.
There are a number of options:
x

Consider your existing employees. There may be someone
who is ready for a promotion or who wants a new role,
and advertising the role internally is a good way to find
out. Ensure that this is a robust process, not an easy way
in; otherwise the ‘best’ person may not be found.

x

Engage a recruitment agency. This can seem costly, but
an agency can reduce the amount of time you spend
reviewing and short-listing applications, and can help you
to clarify your needs, set an appropriate pay level and
match the level of experience available with that required.
Ensure that you are clear about the costs involved, and
that the agency understands the Church context and its
special character.

x

Use Work and Income’s free service, which matches
qualified unemployed people to the jobs that employers
list with them. Once again, though, this approach would
need to ensure that the special character of the Church is
responded too.

x

Advertise in appropriate journals, magazines and
websites, including Trade Me and Seek. These websites
are very effective for national (and international) scope.

x

Develop a relationship with your local secondary school,
possibly by providing work experience opportunities for
students. Ensure that the consequent lack of experience is
not an issue for the role in question.

x

Consider relationships with, or notice boards at, local
community groups or meeting places.
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x

Advertise in daily or community newspapers and other
media, which can often advise on circulation or audience
numbers and strategies for reaching target audiences

x

Directly approach potential applicants, as long as you take
care not to encourage an employee to break any
employment obligations, including the need to give the
correct period of notice and to comply with restraint-oftrade clauses. If using this approach, take care that the
invitation does not promise something that cannot be
guaranteed. It is always best to ensure that a clear
process is followed.

When you prepare and publish an advertisement, you retain
responsibility for what is said, and you need to make sure that what
is said is accurate and not discriminatory.
Source: Employment New Zealand
For more guidance on describing and advertising the job, go
here:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/starting-employment/hiring/
This link includes information on the following:











Planning for the process
Describing the job
Developing a job description
A full-time, part-time, permanent, casual or fixed-term
employee?
Hours of work
Place of work
Personal attributes
Skills and qualifications
Workplace character
Attracting suitable job applicants

Workplace Wellbeing Good Practice Guides:
Workplace Wellbeing Guide 9: Getting off on the Right Foot
https://manamahi.wordpress.com/mana-mahiresource/workplace-wellbeing-guide-9-getting-off-on-the-rightfoot/
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Step 3.

INVITING

Objective for Step 3
To short-list the possible applicants for the role
When short-listing candidates you need to consider the following:









How will the short-listing be undertaken?
Who will do the short-listing?
Is the short-listing process free of bias?
Have referee checks been done?
Have police checks been done? (These are often compulsory
within the Church context.)
What preparation needs to be done for the interview?
What interview techniques will be used?
Will you profile the person? There are a number of profiling
resources such as Myers Briggs, but these usually require
specialised people to implement them effectively. They can
ensure a good fit between employee and the wider team.

Before the interviews, you need to develop an initial short list:
1. Acknowledge each application upon receipt. Draw up a
summary sheet of the essential details of each applicant and
attach it to the front of their application.
2. If there is a large field of applicants, set aside all applications
that do not meet the minimum criteria.
3. Appoint an interview panel and consult them on the process
and criteria for short-listing. Interview panels become
ineffective if they are too large. A group of three to five
people is ideal. Try to avoid a panel that is representative,
and instead identify the key skills required for the role and
engage people who have these skills.
4. A scoring matrix can be a useful approach. Identify the key
skills required for the role and score each applicant out of five
based on their application. Re-score them after the interview.
Contact the short-listed applicants, to make suitable arrangements
for an interview. Check whether interviewees have any particular
requirements, such as time constraints, or cultural needs, such as
whanau support.
Confirm in writing the dates, times and venue for interviews,
providing any additional background material that may be helpful.
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Send a letter to non-short-listed applicants, thanking them for their
application and advising them that they have been unsuccessful on
this occasion.
Remember that applicants have the right to ask why they were
declined.
For more guidance on inviting and short-listing go here:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/startingemployment/hiring/selecting-and-appointing/
This includes information on the following topics:


Application forms



Confidentiality of applications received



Acknowledgement letter on receipt



Setting times and places for the interviews



Deciding what type of interview is best



Deciding on the information you need



Understanding the information that the applicant may need



Assessment tasks



Contacting referees



Checking immigration status



Employment agreements*

*When writing employment agreements the Employment New
Zealand website above includes links to an employment agreement
builder which provides safe, reliable and up-to-date resources that
will ensure you are compliant with current legislation. In addition,
Title D Canon 1 Ministry Standards and Code of Ethics should be
appended to many Church positions. Further advice can be sought
from your Diocesan/ Hui Amorangi Registrar/ Manager, or your
Chancellor.
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Step 4:

PREPARING DOCUMENTS

Objectives for Step 4
1. To identify which documentation you require for a role.
2. To assist you to prepare the necessary documents.
Which documents do we need?
As stated in the Introduction, there is an important distinction
between ordained clergy and other roles in the life of the church
that we must keep in mind whenever we are engaging people and
preparing documents for various roles.
Ordained clergy have their roles documented in Covenants with
their Bishops.
However in the case of employees, even where there is a ministry
element to the job involved, covenants should not be used. Instead
standard employment agreements should be used.
Where there is an element of ministry involved in an employee's
role, and some episcopal oversight is therefore appropriate, a
concurrent license or letter of authority should also be put in place.
This is an important step, as that license or letter of authority then
serves to bring the ministry of the person under the episcopal care
of the Bishop.
Preparing an Individual Employment Agreement
The primary resource for preparing all Employment Agreements
should be the “Employment Agreement Builder” tool which can be
found on the Employment New Zealand website:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/startingemployment/employment-agreements/employment-agreementbuilder/
Every time an Employment Agreement is prepared you should go
afresh to this site and prepare the Agreement from scratch. The
reason for this practice is that then you can be certain that your
Employment Agreement will contain all of the necessary clauses
under employment law applicable at that time.
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Employment law, along with the Employment Relations Act, changes
with relative frequency. Accordingly if we dig out an existing
employment agreement from our files and use that, we run the risk
that we might inadvertently create a contract which does not meet
current standards.
In Appendix 3 of this guide you will find examples of Employment
Agreements which have been created using that guide. These are
not included because they are perfect examples which will fit every
case. Rather they are included simply to give you an idea of the way
in which to format an employment agreement so that it has a
reasonably business-like appearance.
Additional clauses needed
As stated above, in some cases, where an employment role has a
ministry component included within it, it may be both appropriate
and necessary for the employee to also need to be the holder of a
concurrent Episcopal licence or letter of authority. If that is the case
then two additional clauses should be inserted as follows:
Concurrent Licence/Letter of Authority Requirement
Notwithstanding the provisions of any other clause of this Agreement the
Employee acknowledges and agrees that it is a condition of this
agreement that the Employee is concurrently the holder of a license/letter
of Authority from the Bishop of ______________ permitting them to
_______(describe nature of ministry)_____________. The Employee
agrees that on any date that their license is withdrawn or terminated they
shall be deemed to have also terminated their employment under this
Agreement.
and then in the part of the contract that relates to termination this
further clause should be inserted, referring back to the clause
number of the above clause:
Termination as a result of Episcopal action
Notwithstanding any other provision in this agreement the Employee
agrees that the occurrence of the events referred to in clause ______ of
this agreement constitute events which terminate this agreement.
The example in Appendix 3 of this guide which related to a Childrenಬs and
Families Worker includes these clauses so that you can see where they
should be inserted if necessary.
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Step 5:

SELECTING

Objective for Step 5
To choose the right person for the job.
There are three parts to the selection process:
1. Interviewing
There are a range of resources that employers can call on when
preparing to interview job applicants. Two good resources to check
are:
x

https://www.employment.govt.nz/startingemployment/hiring/interviews/

x

https://www.hrc.co.nz/enquiries-and-complaints/faqs/jobapplication-questions/ - The Human Rights Commission offers
advice on what can and cannot be asked in interviews.

Once again, this is an important opportunity to assess, among other
things, how well the applicant will fit in with the culture and values
of your organisation.
It is recommended that a template of interview questions is
developed and agreed on by the interview panel.
When taking notes during the interview remember that, under the
Official Information Act, an interviewee can ask to see all notes
from an interview that concern them personally.
2. Reference and Police Checks
Once the interview panel has agreed on a suitable applicant, and
before offering them the position, it is very important to undertake
reference checks.
These should be done with the permission of the applicant and
should serve to validate what has been learned from the interview.
An example reference sheet is included as an Appendix at the end
of this guide.
Increasingly, it is becoming the norm that organisations also require
applicants to undergo a police check before they are appointed.
While this is usually done after an offer of employment has been
made, it is advisable to complete the police check before the person
actually commences work. As there is often a time delay in
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receiving the report back, the person’s employment should be
subject to the resolving of any issues that may arise from the Police
Check but were not disclosed by the applicant. This fact, that the
offer of employment is conditional upon receipt of a satisfactory
police check, needs to be included in nay letter of offer. Please
refer to your own Registrar/ Manager in your Episcopal Unit
to determine the process you should use to get a police
check.
There are a number of ways that employers can manage the
sensitive issue of police checks:
(a) Have a formal policy that applicants who work with vulnerable
clients are required to undergo a screening process. (Funders often
require this anyway). This policy should be conveyed to all
applicants at the time of application and can be written into the
supporting material supplied to applicants.
(b) As part of the application process the applicant can fill in a form
declaring whether they do or do not have a criminal record – and if
they do have a criminal record, to what it relates. This can then be
confirmed via the police check. The applicant can also be asked to
respond to specific disclosure questions, such as whether any Title
D complaints have been made against them.
Never appoint an unsuitable or inappropriate applicant. Readvertise, broaden recruitment, defer the proposed work, or rearrange the job requirements, but do not appoint an applicant
because there is no one else who is suitable. Inappropriate
appointments inevitably lead to on-going problems.
3. Offering Employment
When the interview team has decided on a preferred candidate, the
next step is to offer them formally the position and also to offer
them an employment agreement. This is usually done, initially, in a
telephone call and should be followed up in writing.
From the first offer of employment, whether by phone or letter, the
employment relationship has effectively commenced, with all the
legal protections around that relationship.
Letters offering employment will vary, depending on whether there
is a relevant collective agreement in place which covers the type of
work the employee will perform, and whether or not the successful
applicant is a member of a union that is a party to that collective
agreement.
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Where an Individual Employment Agreement will be used a copy of
the Agreement that you have prepared will need to be attached to
the letter of offer.
It is most important that you carefully word your letter of offer,
remembering if necessary to include in it that the offer is conditional
upon receiving a satisfactory police check. You can find examples of
letters of offer of the Employment New Zealand website by following
this link:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/starting-employment/sampleappointment-letters/
However you will note that none of those examples includes any
statements that the offer is conditional upon receiving a satisfactory
Police check. Accordingly in the examples we have included in
Appendix 3 you will find that the example letter of offer which is
given for a Children and Families Worker has a paragraph of that
kind shown.
The applicant may respond to the offer and proposed agreement by
accepting it, rejecting it, or indicating that they wish to accept the
offer after discussing changes to the proposed individual
agreement. Employers are required to consider any changes the
candidate wishes to negotiate, and to respond to their suggestions.
Several laws, including the Human Rights Act and the Employment
Relations Act 2000, cover how a job can be offered. In most cases,
jobs must be open to anyone, whatever their race, colour, national
or ethnic origin, disability, sex or sexual orientation, marital or
family status (including pregnancy), age, religious belief or political
opinion, or employment status. The Employment Relations Act also
states that jobs cannot be withheld from anyone because they do,
or do not, belong to a union.
Generally, none of these reasons should be the basis for offering
different terms and conditions or fringe benefits to different
applicants. Under the Fair Trading Act, it is also a breach to make
misleading statements about the type of work, work conditions,
rates of pay and promotion prospects. Depending on their nature,
complaints can be taken to the Human Rights Commission,
Commerce Commission or Employment Relations Authority.
The Human Rights Act does include an exemption for religious
organisations if any of the above categories conflict with the
organisations belief or doctrine, but extreme care is needed and it is
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recommended that advice be sought from the Chancellor of the
relevant Episcopal Unit.
Unsuccessful Applicants
You have a responsibility to handle all information gathered about
unsuccessful applicants in a confidential manner. This includes
letters of application, application forms, CVs and interview notes.
After the selection process is complete, this material should be
destroyed, or permission should be sought from the applicant to
retain it for consideration in the event of a future vacancy – in
which case, all documents must be retained securely.
When an appointment has been made, or it has been decided not to
fill the vacancy, it is good practice to advise other applicants
promptly that their application were unsuccessful.
Source: https://manamahi.wordpress.com/mana-mahiresource/workplace-wellbeing-guide-9-getting-off-on-the-right-foot/
For more guidance on selecting the right person for the job
go here:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/starting-employment/hiring/
This Employment New Zealand link covers the following:


Describing and advertising the job



Receiving applications through to interview



Selecting and appointing



Getting the worker started
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Keeping good records
Each time that you employ a person within your church a range of
documents is inevitably created. It is therefore important that you
establish an organised system for storing all documents relating to
each person’s employment.
All employment records should be stored securely, in a manner that
avoids the risk of breaches of employees’ privacy occurring.
Therefore keeping all those records in one place, which is locked, is
essential. Only those who ought to have access to such records
should have the ability to gain access.
You must send to your Episcopal Unit Registrar or Administrator a
copy of every Individual Employment Agreement that you enter
into.
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Step 6:

WELCOMING

Objective for Step 6
To ensure that the new employee is appropriately welcomed into
your organisation and has the best start possible.
This involves an induction and orientation process. The
information required for this is often contained in an employee
handbook, an example of which can be found here:
http://manamahi.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/resource1.pdf
This is also called new employee ‘on-boarding’.
In an induction and orientation programme you should address
what the employee needs to know and what the organisation needs
them to know in the first 24 hours, the first week, the first month
and the first year.
The best new employee induction and orientation:







has targeted goals and meets them
makes the first day a celebration
involves family as well as co-workers
makes new employees productive on the first day
is not boring, rushed or ineffective
uses feedback to continually improve.

A well-designed induction and orientation programme will meet the
needs of both the organisation and the new employee, and will lead
to a long-lasting and fulfilling professional relationship.
While we are welcoming people to a functional job we are also
welcoming them to a ministry, whatever that ministry is. You may
like to refer them to the quote mentioned earlier from N T Wright,
that our work is an act of worship and a way to serve Christ. Your
orientation process can recognise this by inviting them to a worship
service and/or staff meeting and asking, if appropriate, those who
have been involved in the decision to employ them, to pray for
them.
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Induction and orientation
On a new employee’s first day at work, and before they begin
working, it is important to:


provide a full health and safety briefing, including hazards
within the workplace and the workplace evacuation plan,



introduce the new employee to the health and safety
representative.



provide any safety or other equipment required for the job
before the employee begins work.



inform the employee of any reporting requirements, such as
who to contact in case of absence or a workplace emergency.



clarify expectations regarding attendance and breaks.



outline the training, either on- or off-the-job, that the
employee can expect. It is good practice to record this in
writing.



discuss any probation or trial period, if the employment
agreement includes one. The support and guidance that the
employee will receive during that period should be made
clear.



outline when and how you will review and give feedback on
performance.



introduce the employee to supervisors and co-workers, and
the union delegate if there is one.



make available to the employee information on any in-house
policies that apply to them or their job (such as internet and
email policy, sexual harassment, reimbursement of business
expenses, motor vehicle, media and social media, etc). These
should also include any special-character requirements and
code of conduct expectations (Title D Canon 1 for example).



explain and, if appropriate, sign the employee up to any
benefit schemes (such as medical insurance or
superannuation).

Make contact at the end of the day to see if the employee needs
any further information as a result of their first day’s experience.
Source: Employment New Zealand
https://www.employment.govt.nz/startingemployment/hiring/induction/
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In addition to the above, which often takes place within the first few
days of employment, a longer process should also be planned. Just
because you have spent the first few days with your new employee
does not mean they have ‘got it’. It is important to follow up with
the new employee and let them know who they should talk to if
they have any questions about their job.
To ensure that this happens you might consider assigning a ‘mentor’
to the new employee.
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Step 7:

PERFORMING

Objectives for Step 7
1. To establish agreed expectations for the job
2. To provide regular reviews and feedback on performance
Performance management is the process of creating a work
environment in which people are enabled to perform to the best of
their abilities and where they are fully engaged.
The following chart shows the questions a person may ask and the
appropriate activity that can be provided to answer their questions.
Parish Vision
Vision/Goals/Plans

What is the big
picture?

Where do I fit in?

Job Description
What am I
supposed to do?

•
•

Key Results Areas
Key Tasks

Performance Agreement
What’s expected of
me and what do I
expect?

•
•

How well am I
doing?

Performance Standards
Expectations

Performance Coaching
•
•

Formal
Informal

What did I achieve?

Performance Review
Salary Review

•
•

Self appraisal
Peer review

What’s in it for me?

Planned Training and Development
How can I be more
successful?
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There are a number of factors that influence a person’s capacity to
perform. These are all inter-related. However, if one or more is
lacking then the person’s performance is impeded.
(a)

Ability

This includes the character traits, skills and knowledge which are
used in the performance of one’s role. If you employ a person who
does not have the character traits, skills and knowledge that suit
the job then you will have a performance problem.
Without the skills or ability to perform, no amount of motivation or
opportunity will create high performance. Training and
development and coaching are important strategies to assist your
staff develop their skills and abilities. It is important you take a
planned approach to developing skills your staff require to take on
expected responsibilities now and in the future.
(b)

Effort

This is the amount of manual or mental energy that a person is
prepared to expend on a job to reach a certain level of
performance. Effort can vary according to incentive and motivation.
(c)

Motivation

There are two types of motivation – internal and external. People
behave in certain ways either because of external controls, such as
rewards for desired behaviours or “punishments” for undesired
behaviours, or because they want to for internal reasons. External
motivation is the ‘energy’ developed by interaction with others,
especially those we admire, respect or who are in positions of power
or influence. Staff will be motivated by positive feedback, respect
from others, success with people or projects and recognition of goal
achievement. The leaders’ role in motivation is to create an
environment where people perform because they want to, not
because they have to.
(d)

Equity and Expectation

People expect to be treated equally and fairly, they expect to get a
certain reward for a certain effort, and they expect to get promoted
if they undergo training. All of these factors are inter-related and
affect the amount of effort people are prepared to put in.
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(e)

Opportunity

Motivation on its own is insufficient. In order to excel, people need
to be given the opportunity.
Unfortunately it is not uncommon for tasks to be delegated without
the required resourcing or authority. The opportunity to perform is
made up of:
 Adequate available resources (time, physical resources,
people)


Appropriate authority



Clear expectations and standards



Suitable work environment factors

(f)

Task or role perception

This concerns the direction in which a person wishes to channel his
or her effort and ability. It varies according to whether or not the
job is seen to be important or of value in itself, to the organisation,
to colleagues, and to the individual.
Performance standards and descriptions must be known and
understood.
(g)

Environmental factors

The factors over which an individual has no control:







The job may have severe time constraints, or a lack of
adequate resources, or require the use of obsolete equipment.
There may be conflicting priorities or information overload,
such that the individual becomes confused and under stress.
Other people may be less than cooperative.
The restrictive policies of the organisation may prevent the
individual from using her initiative and imagination to the
extent that she wishes.
The quality of supervision may be defective - some people
need encouragement and support, whereas others like to be
left to get on with the job.

Environmental factors cannot be used as excuses for poor
performance, but they do have a modifying effect.
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Performance management involves a lot more than simply dealing
with problems after they have arisen. Positive performance
management should be built into every employment relationship
and is equally important for setting expectations and rewarding
success, as it is for dealing with problems.
Performance management is an ongoing cycle with three basic
steps:


Establish agreed expectations for the job. Apart from the
employment agreement and documenting routine duties,
employers and employees may also want to agree on:


particular milestones the employee is to achieve and
whether there will be extra reward for achieving them



any training or skill development the employee needs and
how that will be accomplished



the employee’s longer-term aspirations and how the
employer might help the employee to achieve them.



Review progress regularly and routinely. It is important that
employers and employees review progress, both informally and
formally, at agreed intervals (every quarter is typical) and
discuss both successes and problems. The credibility of the
process can be undermined if performance reviews are held
sporadically or only when there is a problem. A ‘no surprises’
approach* is advised.



At each review, deal with any problems, recognise
success, and revise the objectives for the coming period.
This is the opportunity for employers and employees to agree on
the state of the existing relationship and to work together on
what the future should be. Over time, dealing with problems and
seizing opportunities should become part of the fabric of the
relationship. A useful review template is offered by the Bishop’s
Action Foundation; contact ceo@baf.org.nz

See Appendix 4 for Performance Review, and Performance
Management Resources
*The level of formality should reflect the circumstances of the workplace
but having regular discussions on performance enables issues to be raised
early, creating an atmosphere of trust and understanding that should
avoid problems. This is termed a ‘no surprises’ approach.
Source: Employment New Zealand
https://www.employment.govt.nz/workplace-policies/employee-performance/
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What if problems arise?
If, for any reason, problems begin to surface in an employment
relationship, it is essential that you obtain good advice as you seek
to respond well in that situation.
Employment problems are often not only complex but also highly
sensitive. This is an area where we, as a Church, would want our
behaviour and our attitudes to be truly reflective of our commitment
to following Christ in all respects.
Accordingly, before taking any formal steps of any kind in an
employment relationship, either in respect of performance, or if
other difficulties are evident, in the very first instance speak to the
Registrar or Administrator in your Episcopal Unit. It is likely that in
almost every case that the Chancellor of the Episcopal Unit will need
to be approached for advice and guidance before any action of any
kind is taken.
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Step 8:

DEVELOPING

Objective for Step 8
To ensure that employees have the knowledge, skills and abilities
necessary to do their individual jobs, and to further the aims of the
organisation
Development includes all activities that are designed and
implemented to support an employee’s knowledge, skills and
abilities. These are commonly called competencies. Development
may be undertaken in a variety of ways, including formal study,
training, mentoring and coaching. It is both unrealistic and unfair
for employers to demand competencies of staff without providing
them with the resources to attain and practise them.
Jesus had a developmental approach to individuals and building a
team. He acted intentionally, not randomly. He shared his values,
expectations, ground rules, potential challenges, obstacles, and his
understanding of the rewards (see Matthew chapter 5, for instance).
He gradually passed responsibility over to his followers until they
were in partnership with him and, ultimately, fully in charge.
Jesus was passionate about developing people, and he expected
them to be learners (Matthew 11: 29). He coached people to reach
their potential (Matthew 13: 10 – 17). He sent them out on their
own to try out what he had taught them, risking possible failure,
and supported them when they returned. He would then take them
aside and encourage them to reflect on that experience (Matthew
chapter 10). He made sure people were aware that they were
accountable (Matthew 12: 36 – 37).
Typically, the development of people within an organisation goes
through five stages:
1. Analysis
During analysis, the learning problem is identified, as are the goals
and objectives, the employees’ needs, existing knowledge, and any
other relevant characteristics. Analysis also considers the learning
environment, any constraints, the delivery options and the timeline
for the project.
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The following questions require answers to complete a successful
analysis.


What are the needs driving this training and development?



What are the goals and objectives for this training and
development?



How will you define success for both the learner and the
training and development?



How will you measure that success?



For who is the training and development intended?



What do the learners already know?



What resources do they need in order to learn?



What resources are already available?

2. Design
The design phase deals with learning objectives, assessment
requirements and tools, exercises, content, subject matter analysis,
lesson planning and media selection.


How should content be organised?



How should ideas be presented to learners?



What delivery format should be used (i.e. presenter talking
to people, an interactive group all contributing, etc)?



What types of activities and exercises will best help
learners?



How should the course measure learners' accomplishments?

3. Development
The creation (production) of the content and learning materials is
based on the Design phase. At this stage, a decision on how the
training and development will be delivered needs to be finalised.


How will we trial the training and development?



Will it be delivered in–house or by a contracted provider?



Will it involve group sessions or one-on-one coaching?
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4. Implementation
During implementation, the plan is put into action and a procedure
for training the learner and teacher is developed. Materials are
delivered or distributed to the student group. After delivery, the
effectiveness of the training and development is evaluated.
Support is also provided to help the learners integrate what they
have learned into the workplace.
5. Evaluation
All good training and development programmes require planning,
review and revision.
During the evaluation phase, it is necessary to measure how well
the project achieved its goals. Here are just some of the questions
that might be explored during the evaluation phase.


Did the learners enjoy the training / coaching?



Did the learners achieve the learning objectives by the end
of the training / coaching?



Did the learners change any aspect of their behaviour in the
workplace?



Did the course help the organisation to achieve its goals?

For more guidance on training, supervision and performance
management use the links below:
Training and Supervision
https://manamahi.wordpress.com/mana-mahi-resource/workplacewellbeing-guide-12-training-and-supervision/
Performance Management
https://manamahi.wordpress.com/mana-mahi-resource/workplacewellbeing-guide-13-performance-management/
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Step 9:

ENDING and FAREWELLING

Objective for Step 9
To ensure that when an employment relationship is ended (for
whatever reason) it is handled legally, professionally and
compassionately.
Resignation
Resignation is the process where an employee gives notice to their
employer of their intention to stop working for that employer.
Employees may resign at any time, provided they give reasonable
notice.
It is important in every case of resignation to consider whether an
employee may later regret tendering their resignation. This is
especially true of a resignation tendered in circumstances of
emotional stress, conflict or where the mental health of the
employee is reduced.
If any of these factors is present it is good and appropriate pastoral
care of an employee and good employment practice to always check
again with the employee whether it is their intention to resign
before accepting a resignation – if it is a “heat of the moment” or
stressful situation you should allow at least 24 hours for the
employee to have some space before asking them to assure you
that they still want to resign. It is good practice for the reiteration
of their intention to resign to be confirmed in writing by the
employee if they are willing to do so in these kinds of
circumstances.
If you are satisfied that the employee does wish to proceed with a
resignation then the employment agreement should be checked to
confirm notice periods, and final pay should be calculated. If the
employee gives the required notice, the employer must pay the
employee to the end of the notice period, unless the employee is
justifiably dismissed during that period. The employment
relationship continues until that date.
The employee may be required to work for the full notice period or
may be asked to stop coming to work before this date. In either
case, the employee should be paid to the end of the notice period.
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If pay is stopped before the end of the notice period, the employee
may be able to claim for wages owed.
If an employee leaves work without giving notice, the employer is
not required to pay for time beyond the employee's last actual
working day. The employer must not deduct pay in lieu of notice
from any amount owed to the employee unless the employee
agrees in writing or the employment agreement specifically allows
it.
The employer must pay all holiday pay owing to the employee in
their final pay.
Forced resignation
If an employer puts pressure (directly or indirectly) on an employee
to resign, or makes the situation at work intolerable for the
employee, it may be a forced resignation, often known as
‘constructive dismissal’.
One or more of the following may be construed as constructive
dismissal:


The employer has followed a course of conduct deliberately
aimed at coercing the employee to resign.



The employee is told to choose between resigning or being
dismissed.



There has been a breach of duty by the employer (i.e. a
breach of the employment agreement or the duty of fair and
reasonable treatment) such that the employee feels he or she
cannot remain in the job.

If an employee has been forced to resign, they may have grounds
for a personal grievance case.
For more guidance on resignations go here:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/ending-employment/resignation/
Source: Employment New Zealand
Retirement
In law, there is generally no set age to retire from work. Employers
cannot require employees to retire just because of their age.
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Dismissal
There must be a good reason for a dismissal and the dismissal must
be carried out fairly. The utmost care needs to be taken and advice
sought from your Episcopal Unit before you take any steps at all in
this direction with an employee.
A vitally important step will be to seek specific advice from your
Diocese or Hui Amorangi administration office as to the terms of
any employment insurance cover held for your Mission Unit or
Parish. In some cases insurers require, as a condition of thewir
insurance cover, that particular advice to be obtained (from a
specialist employment lawyer who sometimes needs to be preapproved by them) or other specific steps followed before taking
any steps to initiate disciplinary action or other steps towards
dismissal or making any dismissal decisions.
For more guidance on dismissal go here:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/ending-employment/dismissal/
Source: Employment New Zealand
Redundancy
An employer must have a genuine work-related reason for a
redundancy. Employers may consider that they need to make
changes in the workplace for a variety of reasons.
However the utmost care needs to be taken and advice sought from
your Episcopal Unit before you take any steps at all in this direction
with an employee or employees.
A vitally important step will be to seek specific advice from your
Diocese or Hui Amorangi administration office as to the terms of
any employment insurance cover held for your Mission Unit or
Parish. In some cases insurers require, as a condition of their
insurance cover, that particular advice to be obtained (from a
specialist employment lawyer who sometimes needs to be preapproved by them) or other specific steps followed before taking
any steps to initiate redundancies or taking any steps at all which
could result in redundancy decisions.
For more guidance on redundancy go here:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/ending-employment/redundancy/
Source: Employment New Zealand
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Exit Interviews
Regardless of the reason for leaving the organisation, it is useful to
provide the opportunity for departing staff to attend an exit
interview. Exit interviews are useful for both the employer and
employee as they can provide a high level of feedback around how
employment relationships are working, or not working, within the
organisation.
Employees should be encouraged to provide free and frank feedback
regarding their experiences and in particular any thoughts they
have on what the employer is doing right and wrong. Much can be
learned from exit interviews and sound HR policies and practice can
be developed from this data.
Exit interviews should never be mandatory.
Exit Check List
It is important to have an exit check list in place. This will ensure
that all matters that need attending to are completed. Items in the
checklist should include, but are not limited to;
x
x
x
x
x
x

Leave calculations
Notice period
Final pay
Communication to all staff
Celebration arrangements (if appropriate)
Return of employer’s property (Credit card, keys, vehicle etc)
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CLOSING COMMENT
Please note that the information contained in this "People
Matter / He Taura Tangata" employment guide is exactly
that - a guide to help you through the steps to successful
employment of one of the most precious resources the
Church is gifted by God, its people.
At times we have made firm recommendations because of a
strong aspiration that the Church will be a place where best
practices are to be found in our employment relationships
with our people.
However, above all, as you take up the task of drawing
people into the daily life of the Church through their
employment, we encourage you to thoughtfully and
prayerfully engage thoroughly with this responsibility, giving
it the time and the attention that the call of Christ, to
actively love one another, demands.
We trust this guide will assist you. The content of this guide
will be regularly reviewed and updated. However, it is also
important to remember that New Zealand employment law is
dynamic, and changes are regularly made. This document
should therefore be read in conjunction with up-to-date
information that can be found in the Employment Relations
section of the Employment New Zealand web site:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/
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APPENDIX 1 – BEING WELL INFORMED
Before embarking on the ‘People Practice’ steps it is important to
understand the context in which you are making employment
decisions.
The following links will give useful background that will support an
informed and professional start to the process.
Workplace Wellbeing Good Practice Guides:
https://manamahi.wordpress.com/mana-mahi-resource/
Employment New Zealand Guidelines:
https://www.employment.govt.nz/
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APPENDIX 2 - MINIMUM EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS
The link below provides an overview of the minimum rights and
obligations that apply by law to employers and employees.
Employees cannot be asked to agree to less than the minimum
rights. An employee is anyone who has agreed to be employed,
under a contract of service, to work for some form of payment. This
can include wages, salary, commission and contracts.
https://www.employment.govt.nz/starting-employment/rights-andresponsibilities/minimum-rights-of-employees/
This link will give you up-to-date information on:


Annual holidays



Bereavement leave



Break entitlements



Employment agreements



Employment relationship problems



Equal pay and equal rights



Fixed-term employees



Flexible working arrangements



Health and safety



Keeping records



Minimum pay



Paying wages



Penalties



Public holidays



Leave
o Sick leave
o Parental leave
o Other leave rights



Right to work in NZ



Trial periods



Unions
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APPENDIX 3 – CHURCH-FOCUSED RESOURCES
In addition to the resources used in this guide (including those of
the Employment New Zealand and Mana Mahi), we also encourage
engagement with the wide array of well-developed Church-based
resources. Within the Church context typical job categories would
include:
Ministry
 Pastoral-Care Worker
 Children/Youth/Families Worker
 Parish Nurse
Non-ministry
 Parish Administrator
 Parish Manager
 Parish Secretary
 Receptionist
 Cleaner/Gardener
 Organist/Musical Director
Examples of Church-based templates, including Job Descriptions,
Employment Agreements and advertisements are included below in
this Appendix to assist with understanding set-out and content of
these documents, BUT do not use these as they are – go to the
contract builder and other resource links to develop your own.
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___________ PARISH
Individual Employment Agreement
Children's and Families Worker
1

The Parties

1.1

Individual Employment Agreement

The parties to this employment agreement are:
1______________ Parish, the "Employer"; and
2. _____________, the "Employee".
2

The Position and the Duties

2.1

Position

The Employee is being employed as a Children's and Families
Worker.
2.2 Duties as set out in the job description which may be
modified from time to time by the Employer
The Employee shall perform the duties set out in the Job Description
attached to this agreement. These duties may be modified and
updated by the Employer from time to time following agreement
with the Employee. The Employee also agrees to perform all other
reasonable duties and comply with reasonable instructions issued by
the Employer.
3

Nature and Term of the Agreement

3.1

Individual Employment Agreement

This Employment Agreement is an individual employment
agreement entered into under the Employment Relations Act 2000.
This agreement will commence on ___________.
3.2 Concurrent License/Letter of Authority Requirement
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 3.1 the Employee
acknowledges and agrees that it is a condition of this agreement
that the Employee is concurrently the holder of a licence/or letter
of authority from the Bishop of ___________ in respect of this
position. The Employee agrees that on any date that their
license/letter of authority is withdrawn she shall be deemed to
have also terminated her employment with the Parish.
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4

Obligations of the Relationship

4.1

Obligations of the Employer

The Employer shall:
(i)
Act as a good Employer in all dealings with the Employee
(ii) Deal with the Employee and any representative of the
Employee in good faith in all aspects of the employment
relationship, and
(iii) Take all practicable steps to provide the Employee with a safe
and healthy work environment.
4.2 Obligations of the Employee
The Employee shall:
(i)
Comply with all reasonable and lawful instructions provided to
them by the Employer
(ii) Perform their duties with all reasonable skill and diligence
(iii) Conduct their duties in the best interests of the Employer and
the employment relationship
(iv) Deal with the Employer in good faith in all aspects of the
employment relationship
(v) Comply with all policies and procedures (including any Codes
of Conduct) implemented by the Employer from time to time, and
(vi) Take all practicable steps to perform the job in a way that is
safe and healthy for themselves and their fellow employees.
5

The Place of Work

5.1

Flexible Location

The parties agree that the Employee shall perform their duties
at __________ Parish and at any other reasonable location to which
they may be directed from time to time by the Employer.
6

Hours of Work

6.1

Hours

The parties agree that the Employee is being employed to perform
duties on a part time/fulltime basis. The hours and days on which
the Employee shall work are as follows: __________ per week
including ______ hours on Sundays unless otherwise arranged.
7

Wages/Salary/Allowances

7.1

Hourly Rate

The Employee shall be paid according to an hourly rate which shall
be __________ per hour. The Employee's pay shall be
paid fortnightly on Thursday into a bank account nominated by the
Employee.
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8

Holidays and Leave Entitlements

8.1

Holiday Pay

The Employee shall be entitled to paid annual leave of four weeks
per year after 12 months continuous employment with the
Employer, in accordance with the Holidays Act.
If the employee leaves their employment before becoming
ming e
entitled
to enough annual holidays to cover the amount of annua
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The Empl
Employee
shall, after 6 months employment with the Employer,
Em
plo
pl
ploy
oy
yee
e sh
be entitled
tled to 5 days sick leave for each subsequent 12 month
tle
period off s
service. Sick leave can be taken where the Employee is
se
sick or where the Employee's spouse or a person who is dependent
on the Employee is sick or injured.
Sick leave entitlements can be accumulated from year to year up to
a maximum entitlement of 20 days.
8.4

Medical Certificate Required for Sick Leave

Where the Employee has taken sick leave and has been absent from
work for at least three consecutive calendar days, the Employer
shall be entitled to require the employee to provide proof of
entitlement to sick leave, at the employee's cost.
The Employer shall also be entitled to require the employee to
provide proof of entitlement to sick leave within the three
consecutive calendar days, at the employer's cost. The employer
will inform the employee as early as possible that such proof will be
required and agree to meet any reasonable expenses in getting this
proof.
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9

Restructuring and Redundancy

9.1 Employer to provide information and consider
comments in restructuring situations
In the event that all or part of the work undertaken by the
employee will be affected by the employer entering into an
arrangement whereby a new employer will undertake the work
currently undertaken by the employee, the employer will meet with
the employee, providing information about the proposed
arrangement and an opportunity for the employee to comment on
the proposal, consider and respond to their comments.
9.2 Employer to provide employee opportunity to discuss
options with new employer in restructuring situations
The employer will negotiate with the new employer, including
whether the affected employees will transfer to the new employer
on the same terms and conditions, and will provide the employee
with opportunities to meet and discuss their employment options
with a new employer.
9.3 Employer to provide access to counselling if employee
not transferred to the new employer
Where the employee either chooses not to transfer to the new
employer, or is not offered employment by the new employer, the
employer will during their period of notice provide the employee
with access to employment counselling.
10

Termination of Employment

10.1 General Termination
The Employer
providing one
the Employee
The Employer
some or all of

may terminate this agreement for cause, by
month's notice in writing to the Employee. Likewise
is required to give one month's notice of resignation.
may, at its discretion, pay remuneration in lieu of
this notice period.

10.2 Termination for Serious Misconduct
Notwithstanding any other provision in this agreement, the
Employer may terminate this agreement summarily and without
notice for serious misconduct on the part of the Employee. Serious
misconduct includes, but is not limited to:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

theft;
dishonesty;
harassment of a work colleague or customer;
serious or repeated failure to follow a reasonable instruction;
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(v) deliberate destruction of any property belonging to the
Employer;
(vi) actions which seriously damage the Employer's reputation.
13.3 Termination as a result of Diocesan action
Notwithstanding any other provision in this agreement the
Employee agrees that the occurrence of the event referred to in
clause 3.2 of this agreement constitutes an event which terminates
this agreement.
11

Resolving Employment Relationship Problems

11.1 Short Form
If any employment issues arise, those should be raised with the
Employer as soon as possible so that they can be resolved. If the
matter is not resolved either party can seek assistance from the
Employment New Zealand's mediation service. If the issues are not
resolved at mediation, they may be referred to the Employment
Relations Authority.
If the issue is a personal grievance, the Employee must present that
grievance within 90 days of the event giving rise to the grievance,
or after further time if allowed by the Employer or where the
Employment Relations Authority grants an extension of time.
If the employee's employment agreement contains a trial period
clause, they may not raise a personal grievance on the grounds of
unjustified dismissal. The employee may raise a personal grievance
on other grounds as specified in sections 103(1)b-g of the
Employment Relations Act, and in the trial period clause of this
agreement.
12

Acknowledgement of the Agreement

12.1 Variation of Agreement
The parties may vary this agreement, provided that no variation
shall be effective or binding on either party unless it is in writing
and signed by both parties.
13

Declaration

13.1 Declaration
The Wardens, on behalf of ___________ Parish, offer this
employment agreement to ___________.
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Signed by:..............................................................
Date:..........................
Signed by:..............................................................
Date:..........................
I, _______________, declare that I have read and understand
the conditions of employment detailed above and accept them fully.
I have been advised of the right to seek independent advice in
relation to this agreement, and have been allowed reasonable time
to do so.
Signed by:..............................................................
. ..
....
Date:..........................

___________
_ PA
PARISH
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The Parties

1.1

ploy en
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The parties to this
employment
agreement are:
1______________
Parish,
_
___
Parriish
Pa
Pari
sh,
h tthe "Employer"; and
_
_____,
, the
th "Employee".
"
2. _____________,
2

The
Position
e Po
osiiti
tio
ion and the Duties

2.1

Position
ition
ition
n

The Employee is being employed as a Parish Cleaner.
2.2 Duties as set out in the job description which may be
modified from time to time by the Employer
The Employee shall perform the duties set out in the Job Description
attached to this agreement. These duties may be modified and
updated by the Employer from time to time following agreement
with the Employee. The Employee also agrees to perform all other
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reasonable duties and comply with reasonable instructions issued by
the Employer.
3

Nature and Term of the Agreement

3.1

Individual Employment Agreement

This Employment Agreement is an individual employment
agreement entered into under the Employment Relations Act 2000.
This agreement will commence on ___________.
4

Obligations of the Relationship

4.1

Obligations of the Employer

The Employer shall:
(i)
Act as a good Employer in all dealings with the Employee
(ii) Deal with the Employee and any representative of the
Employee in good faith in all aspects of the employment
relationship, and
(iii) Take all practicable steps to provide the Employee with a safe
and healthy work environment.
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4.2

Obligations of the Employee

The Employee shall:
(i)
Comply with all reasonable and lawful instructions provided to
them by the Employer
(ii) Perform their duties with all reasonable skill and diligence
(iii) Conduct their duties in the best interests of the Employer and
the employment relationship
(iv) Deal with the Employer in good faith in all aspects of the
employment relationship
(v) Comply with all policies and procedures (including any Codes
of Conduct) implemented by the Employer from time to time, and
(vi) Take all practicable steps to perform the job in a way that is
safe and healthy for themselves and their fellow employees.
5

The Place of Work

5.1

Flexible Location

The parties agree that the Employee shall perform their duties
at __________ Parish.
6

Hours of Work

6.1

Hours

The parties agree that the Employee is being employed to perform
duties on a part time/fulltiime basis. The hours and days on
which the Employee shall work are as follows: __________ per
week including ______ hours on Sundays unless otherwise
arranged.
7

Wages/Salary/Allowances

7.1

Hourly Rate

The Employee shall be paid according to an hourly rate which shall
be __________ per hour. The Employee's pay shall be
paid fortnightly on Thursday into a bank account nominated by the
Employee.
8

Holidays and Leave Entitlements

8.1

Holiday Pay

The Employee shall be entitled to paid annual leave of four weeks
per year after 12 months continuous employment with the
Employer, in accordance with the Holidays Act.
If the employee leaves their employment before becoming entitled
to enough annual holidays to cover the amount of annual holidays
they took in advance the employer may recover the amount paid to
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the employee for holidays taken in advance that is not covered by
the employees annual holiday entitlement.
This clause is subject to the Wages Protection Act 1983. The
employee's signature will satisfy the written consent requirement of
section 5 of the Wages Protection Act 1983.
8.2 Payment for work on a Public Holiday
The employee shall be entitled to be paid for the time actually
worked on a Public Holiday at the rate of time and a half of their
relevant daily pay, or time and a half of the portion of average daily
pay (if applicable) that relates to time actually worked on the day
8.3

Sick Leave

The Employee shall, after 6 months employment with the Employer,
be entitled to 5 days sick leave for each subsequent 12 month
period of service. Sick leave can be taken where the Employee is
sick or where the Employee's spouse or a person who is dependent
on the Employee is sick or injured.
Sick leave entitlements can be accumulated from year to year up to
a maximum entitlement of 20 days.
8.4 Medical Certificate Required for Sick Leave
Where the Employee has taken sick leave and has been absent from
work for at least three consecutive calendar days, the Employer
shall be entitled to require the employee to provide proof of
entitlement to sick leave, at the employee's cost.
The Employer shall also be entitled to require the employee to
provide proof of entitlement to sick leave within the three
consecutive calendar days, at the employer's cost. The employer
will inform the employee as early as possible that such proof will be
required and agree to meet any reasonable expenses in getting this
proof.
9

Restructuring and Redundancy

9.1 Employer to provide information and consider
comments in restructuring situations
In the event that all or part of the work undertaken by the
employee will be affected by the employer entering into an
arrangement whereby a new employer will undertake the work
currently undertaken by the employee, the employer will meet with
the employee, providing information about the proposed
arrangement and an opportunity for the employee to comment on
the proposal, consider and respond to their comments.
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9.2 Employer to provide employee opportunity to discuss
options with new employer in restructuring situations
The employer will negotiate with the new employer, including
whether the affected employees will transfer to the new employer
on the same terms and conditions, and will provide the employee
with opportunities to meet and discuss their employment options
with a new employer.
9.3 Employer to provide access to counselling if employee
not transferred to the new employer
Where the employee either chooses not to transfer to the new
employer, or is not offered employment by the new employer, the
employer will during their period of notice provide the employee
with access to employment counselling.
10

Termination of Employment

10.1 General Termination
The Employer may terminate this agreement for cause, by
providing one month's notice in writing to the Employee. Likewise
the Employee is required to give one month's notice of resignation.
The Employer may, at its discretion, pay remuneration in lieu of
some or all of this notice period.
10.2 Termination for Serious Misconduct
Notwithstanding any other provision in this agreement, the
Employer may terminate this agreement summarily and without
notice for serious misconduct on the part of the Employee. Serious
misconduct includes, but is not limited to:
(i)
theft;
(ii) dishonesty;
(iii) harassment of a work colleague or customer;
(iv) serious or repeated failure to follow a reasonable instruction;
(v) deliberate destruction of any property belonging to the
Employer;
(vi) actions which seriously damage the Employer's reputation.
11

Resolving Employment Relationship Problems

11.1 Short Form
If any employment issues arise, those should be raised with the
Employer as soon as possible so that they can be resolved. If the
matter is not resolved either party can seek assistance from
Employment New Zealand’s mediation service. If the issues are not
resolved at mediation, they may be referred to the Employment
Relations Authority.
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If the issue is a personal grievance, the Employee must present that
grievance within 90 days of the event giving rise to the grievance,
or after further time if allowed by the Employer or where the
Employment Relations Authority grants an extension of time.
If the employee's employment agreement contains a trial period
clause, they may not raise a personal grievance on the grounds of
unjustified dismissal. The employee may raise a personal grievance
on other grounds as specified in sections 103(1)b-g of the
Employment Relations Act, and in the trial period clause of this
agreement.
12

Acknowledgement of the Agreement

12.1 Variation of Agreement
o vari
v
ri
The parties may vary this agreement, provided that no
variation
n wr
w
it
shall be effective or binding on either party unless it is iin
writing
and signed by both parties.
13

Declaration

13.1 Declaration
The Wardens, on behalf of ___________
_
______
_ __
___ Par
Parish,
ar
offer this
employment agreement to ____
_
___________.
__
___
_____
_
Signed by:..............................................................
.. .....
.......
...............
..
Date:..........................
... ....
.......
. ..
...
Signed by:..............................................................
by . .......
by:...
....
.. ......
..
Date:..........................
..
..........
..............
..
.

I, _______________, declare that I have read and understand
the conditions of employment detailed above and accept them fully.
I have been advised of the right to seek independent advice in
relation to this agreement, and have been allowed reasonable time
to do so.
Signed by:..............................................................
Date:..........................
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Draft letter offering employment – CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
WORKER
[Date]
[name and address of successful applicant]
Dear [name]
Offer of Employment
We are pleased to offer you the position of Children’s and Families
Worker at __________Parish starting on [date to be inserted]. We
propose that the terms of employment will be those in the attached
draft individual employment agreement.
Please note that you are entitled to discuss this offer and to seek
advice on the attached proposed agreement with your family, a
union, a lawyer, or someone else you trust. If you want some
information on your employment rights, you can also contact the
Employment New Zealand on 0800 20 90 20 or
https://www.employment.govt.nz
Also, if you disagree with, or do not understand or wish to clarify
anything in this offer, please ring ___________ to discuss any issue
you wish to raise.
A satisfactory Police Check is a prerequisite to the Parish being able
to employ you in this position. Accordingly this offer of employment
is conditional upon the Parish receiving a satisfactory Police Check
prior to your commencing any work with us. Please therefore also
find attached the necessary application form for this check to be
completed. Please complete this form and return it to the Parish
Office as soon as possible.
If you are happy with the proposed terms of the Individual
Employment Agreement and wish to accept this offer of
employment, please also sign the duplicate copy of this letter and
return it to the Parish office by [date to be inserted – but make sure
this is prior to the commencement date inserted above]. In the
event we have not heard from you by that date, this offer will be
automatically withdrawn on that date. We look forward to working
with you.
Yours sincerely
[Name of Employer]
[Address of Employer]
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I, [name of successful applicant], confirm that I have read the
terms of employment set out in this letter and in the attached
individual employment agreement, that I fully understand them and
their implications and that I now accept the offer of employment
and shall immediately execute in duplicate the Individual
Employment Agreement that was attached to this letter.
………………………………
[name of successful applicant]
Date:
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Draft letter offering employment - PARISH CLEANER
[Date]
[name and address of successful applicant]
Dear [name]
Offer of Employment
We are pleased to offer you the position of Parish Cleaner at
__________Parish starting on [date to be inserted]. We propose
that the terms of employment will be those in the attached draft
individual employment agreement.
Please note that you are entitled to discuss this offer and to seek
advice on the attached proposed agreement with your family, a
union, a lawyer, or someone else you trust. If you want some
information on your employment rights, you can also contact the
Employment New Zealand on 0800 20 90 20 or
https://www.employment.govt.nz.
Also, if you disagree with, or do not understand or wish to clarify
anything in this offer, please ring ___________ to discuss any issue
you wish to raise.
If you are happy with the proposed terms of the Individual
Employment Agreement and wish to accept this offer of
employment, please sign the duplicate copy of this letter and return
it to the Parish office by [date to be inserted – but make sure this is
prior to the commencement date inserted above]. In the event we
have not heard from you by that date, this offer will be
automatically withdrawn on that date. We look forward to working
with you.
Yours sincerely
[Name of Employer]
[Address of Employer]
I, [name of successful applicant], confirm that I have read the
terms of employment set out in this letter and in the attached
individual employment agreement, that I fully understand them and
their implications and that I now accept the offer of employment
and shall immediately execute in duplicate the Individual
Employment Agreement that was attached to this letter.
………………………………
[name of successful applicant]
Date:
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JOB DESCRIPTION
CHILDREN AND FAMILY COMMUNITY MINISTER
AT ___________ PARISH
____________ Parish seeks to “Grow disciples through the Living
Christ. We now seek to grow in our families, children and youth
and to be intentionally missional.
This is to help lead and develop the work of _______ Parish in the
wider parish (with emphasis on openings in the __________
community) with children and families
This will be a mission catalyst with a mature, vibrant and practising
faith in Jesus Christ and also have a desire to lead others to
discover Christ for themselves. It should also be someone who is
willing to live incarnationally to model and work towards building a
culture of Christ like discipleship among others.
Skills and abilities
x To lead by example
x Demonstrate a personal, passionate and authentic Christ
centred life both in the parish and in the wider community,
especially in _____________ community.
x Be self motivated with some direction from the Church
leadership and management team and be able to work and
execute plans.
x Have the skills to plan and organise programmes and event
with the ability to build a support team of volunteers to make
the events happen.
x Have the ability to communicate well across the different
areas within the church and community and engage
intergenerationally
x Be accountable to review programmes and events with the
vicar, management team and mentor.
x Have awareness of self-care and personal needs and
boundaries associated with living incarnationally, both
spiritually, emotionally and mentally.
x Be aware of and practise within the code of Ethics for children
and Family Ministry from the Office of the Next generation.
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Focus
x

x
x
x
x

Develop weekend Church and community focused programmes
enhancing what is already being offered through Sunday worship
and weekly playgroups.
o Weekly play group attendance
o Sunday morning children’s programme oversight and
supporting leaders.
o Running and co-ordinating Sunday combined service once a
month at 10am
Network and become integrated within the community through
engagement with local schools and groups.
Develop ministry and build relationships in ___________community
Develop relationships with members of the ___________ parish
community.
Identify people to join and become part of the team for ministry
within the parish and especially for _________ community.

Administration
x

x
x
x
x
x

Network with other Church ministries in the _________area
ministering to Children and Families.
Meet with a mentor once a week.
Meet with management oversight group once a month
Attend weekly playgroup at ______________Parish
Communicate activities with the wider church through the use of
the website and newsletter.
Maintain safe practise for yourself and those in your team through
offering the child safe programme ensuring first aid and police
checks are kept up to date.

Leadership development
x

x

x

Take part in Diocese network events and training ensuring reflective
practise and personal developmental needs are being met.
Attend regular supervision and mentoring appointments for ongoing
support.
(expenses covered as per employment agreement)
Reflect on personal development and have awareness of areas for
growth.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
CLEANER AT __________ PARISH
Title:

Cleaner

Location: Based at the Parish of _____________
Hours:

___ hours per week, preferably between
_______and_________on __________(day, or days of
week)

Responsible to:

Vicar or Parish Manager

Purpose of role: To ensure that the church, the church hall, offices,
toilets, kitchen and stairs are kept in a clean and
orderly condition
Key responsibilities: To provide a high quality cleaning service
that includes tasks such as vacuuming, mopping,
dusting, emptying bins, and polishing surfaces.
Church, Church Hall, Offices and Corridors
•
Dust/polish all surfaces including equipment
•
Vacuum carpets
Kitchen & Toilets
•
Wipe all surfaces
•
Sweep and mop the floors
•
Clean sinks, taps, draining board and basins
•
Clean each toilet
Stairs
•
Brush and mop internal entrance stairs and first floor
stairways
Cleaning stock level maintenance
•
Notify administration when materials are running low so that
they can be
ordered centrally
•
Empty all bins
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APPENDIX 4 – CHURCH-SPECIFIC TEMPLATES

4A – Performance Review Information for Staff
4B – Performance Review Interview Sheet
4C – Performance Review Self Assessment
4D – Performance Review by Assessor
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APPENDIX 4A – PERFORMANCE REVIEW INFORMATION FOR STAFF

ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AOTEAROA NZ
Performance Review
Information for Staff
Acknowledgement: this review process material is adapted from documents used at Karori Anglican Parish, Wellington, New
Zealand.

Purpose of the Performance Review
A performance review’s purpose is to provide a positive framework for the improvement of
your performance for the both your own benefit and for the benefit of the organisation.
¾ To acknowledge strengths and achievements
¾ To ensure that mandatory requirements relating to any legislation and professional
standards are met
¾ To assist with goal setting and developmental objectives
¾ To help plan the support required for the achievement of developmental objectives
¾ To provide feedback
¾ To document all parts of the review process

Confidentiality
The review team is the Vicar (ministry roles) or Parish Manager (administrative roles) or similar
person with oversight responsibility; and the Vicar’s Warden or People’s Warden or
equivalent. The Vicar’s (or senior manager’s) review is with both Wardens (and person/s in
similar roles). You are welcome to invite another person to participate or support you in your
review. Your review is confidential to these people but a written record will be kept.

Procedure for Performance Review
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Performance reviews will be conducted on a six month or yearly basis (as decided by
policy)
You will receive a general questionnaire and a self-assessment sheet for completion
(copies attached). The general questionnaire is for all roles and the self-assessment for
roles with completed position descriptions that include Key Result Areas, Key Tasks and
Desired Outcomes.
Please complete these sheets and forward to your Vicar/manager within 7 days.
When this is received and where applicable your manager will provide you with a copy
of their assessment.
A meeting will be scheduled within the week of… (date to be noted) to meet and
discuss the review. Action points will be discussed and agreed to.
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APPENDIX 4A – PERFORMANCE REVIEW INFORMATION FOR STAFF

The Review Interview
Discussion in the review interview should focus on the following:
¾ How your actual performance compared to standards/desired outcomes
¾ Your highlights and achievements during the review period
¾ Any difficulties and/or problems you have faced
¾ The basis and information supporting these views
¾ Factors which have helped and/or hindered your achievement

Preparation by Staff for the Performance Review
In preparation for the interview you should think about and record:
¾ The quality and level of your performance in relation to key results
¾ Your achievement of development objects (from last review)
¾ Your major achievements for the period of review
¾ Your performance of tasks that fell outside your job description
¾ Any difficulties that you may have encountered
¾ How and if these difficulties were remedied
¾ Any areas where you think you require further development

The Review Interview – Receiving Feedback
¾ Listen to the feedback rather than immediately reject or argue with it – feedback
can be uncomfortable to hear but we may be poorer without it. You will be given
the opportunity to voice your opinion also.
¾ Be clear about what is being said – try to avoid jumping to conclusions or becoming
immediately defensive. Make sure you understand the feedback before you
respond to it. A useful technique can be to paraphrase to check you have
understood.
¾ Ask for the feedback you want but do not get
¾ Decide what you will do as a result of the feedback – each of us needs to know
how other people experience us to extend our self-awareness which is incomplete if
merely our own version of ourselves. We should use feedback to help our own
development.

Appeal Process
If for any reason you are unhappy with the performance review process and/or your
performance review you can appeal in writing to the appropriate group such as the Vestry
Employment Group. This appeal needs to be lodged within fourteen days of completing
the review interview.
21 May 2013
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APPENDIX 4B – Performance Review Interview Sheet
ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AOTEAROA NZ
Performance Review
Interview Sheet
Discussion in the review interview should focus on the following:
¾ How your actual performance compares to standards/desired outcomes
¾ Your highlights and achievements during the review period
¾ Any difficulties and/or problems you have faced
¾ The basis and information supporting these views
¾ Factors which have helped and/or hindered your achievement
Questions adapted from Karori Anglican Churches Yearly Review Document

Your Work Environment
Question

Comment

How well do you think this job is a
good fit for you?

To what extent do you think your
skills and capabilities are being well
used?
How well do you think you are being
led and managed? How could this
work better?
How does your role link to the goals
of this church/organisation?

How well do you consider you are
resourced?

Do you have enough/too many hours
to do your ministry?

What other factors compete for your
time?
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APPENDIX 4B – Performance Review Interview Sheet
Actions and Outcomes
Question

Comment

What were your work goals for this
year?

What did you get done this year?

How did it link to the goals?

What has been the result of your
ministry?

Did you get the results you
expected?

What do you enjoy doing most?

What do you least enjoy doing?

How could this ministry be
developed?

What new thing(s) did you learn this
year?
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APPENDIX 4B – Performance Review Interview Sheet
Looking Forward
Question

Comment

What are your personal goals for
the next year?

What changes would improve your
effectiveness?

What changes would improve your
job satisfaction?

What do you need to achieve
these? (resources, training,
mentoring, etc)

Spirituality
Question

Comment

Who is your spiritual director and
how often do you meet?

Who is your ministry mentor and
how often do you meet?

What spiritual practises are you
using? Frequency?

What resources are nourishing
your spirituality?

How are you doing in terms of life
balance issues?
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What is to be achieved?

Score
(1-5)
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SCORE KEY: 1. Basic Ability 2. Fair 3. Sound 4. Strong 5. Exceptional

Key Result Area/Task

Employee Name:
Job Position:
Period Reviewed:
Date of Review:
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Action Required/Development
(See Part B below)

Signed:

Manager Name:
Job Position:

ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AOTEAROA NZ
PART A: PERFORMANCE REVIEW – SELF REVIEW

APPENDIX 4C – PART A: PERFORMANCE REVIEW – SELF ASSESSMENT

Comment

Employee
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Action Required/
Development Area

Action Steps

By
Whom

ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AOTEAROA NZ
PART B: DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Support Required
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Acknowledgement: this review process material is adapted from documents used at Karori Anglican Parish, Wellington, New Zealand.

APPENDIX 4C – PART B: DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Completed
(Sign and Date)

APPENDIX 4C – PART C: GENERAL COMMENTS
ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AOTEAROA NZ
PART C: GENERAL COMMENTS
First Review
Date:
Reviewer’s Comments

Employee’s Comments

Signed:
Signed:

Second Review
Date:
Reviewer’s Comments

Signed:

Employee’s Comments

Signed:

Acknowledgement: this review process material is adapted from documents used at Karori Anglican Parish, Wellington, New Zealand.
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What is to be achieved?
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SCORE KEY: 1. Basic Ability 2. Fair 3. Sound 4. Strong 5. Exceptional

Key Result Area/Task

Employee Name:
Job Position:
Period Reviewed:
Date of Reviewed:
Employee self-review completed?
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Score
(1-5)

Action Required/Development
(See Part B below)

Signed:

Manager Name:
Job Position:

ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AOTEAROA NZ
PART A: PERFORMANCE REVIEW BY ASSESSOR

APPENDIX 4D – PART A: PERFORMANCE REVIEW BY ASSESSOR

Comment

Manager
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Action Required/
Development Area

Support Required
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Acknowledgement: this review process material is adapted from documents used at Karori Anglican Parish, Wellington, New Zealand.

By
Whom

ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AOTEAROA NZ
PART B: DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Action Steps

APPENDIX 4D – PART B: DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Completed
(Sign and Date)

APPENDIX 5 - EXAMPLE OF REFERENCE CHECK
Questions
What was your
relationship to the
candidate?

Comments

What were the
candidate’s main
responsibilities and
tasks?
How would you describe
the candidate’s
performance overall?
What would you say are
the candidate’s
strengths?
What would you say are
the candidate’s
weaknesses?
How has the candidate
performed in
relationships with
stakeholders and in
building relationships
overall?
Is the candidate a
strategic thinker?
How did the candidate
get on with peers and
superiors?
How well-suited is the
candidate to the role?
What other information
can you provide to help
me develop a complete
picture of the candidate?
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APPENDIX 6 - GLOSSARY
Contract for service – used for fixed-term and/or specific work
which requires specialised skills. Contractors are not employees. A
contract is based on either an hourly rate or a fixed amount for a
defined piece of work. A contract clearly specifies what is to be
achieved by the contractor, what the agreed timeframe is and what
they will be paid. Contracts usually require GST to be paid.
Employment – when somebody is engaged for wages or an annual
salary on an ongoing or fixed-term basis. Employees are subject to
PAYE.
Evaluation – a planned process that enables employer and
employee to discuss how well the employee is performing compared
with the set expectations for their role. Evaluation should be based
on the outcomes set out in the Job Description.
Induction / orientation – the process by which a new employee
is supported to start in their new role. Induction should include key
information about their role, their colleagues and the organisation,
and also key policies or processes, such as health and safety.
Job description – a clear statement that identifies the key purpose
of the role and what the expected outcomes are. Evaluation
measures should be included.
Kiwi Saver - KiwiSaver is a work-based savings initiative designed
to help employees set up for their retirement. To join KiwiSaver an
employee must be a NZ Citizen and be under the age of eligibility
for NZ Superannuation. KiwiSaver is voluntary and an employee can
choose to join with a scheme provider directly, or contribute to their
fund through their employer. Each employee must be given a KS-2
Deduction Form and a KS-10 Opt-out Form. An employee may opt
out after their 14th day of employment. Employee contributions are
deducted from their pay at their chosen rate – either 2%, 4% or
8%.
Employers are responsible for passing on an employee’s
contributions through PAYE. They are also responsible for
contributing a minimum of 2% to the employee’s fund. The entire
employer contribution is taxable. This tax is called Employer
Superannuation Contributions Tax and is paid with PAYE. The
employer contributions are taxed at the top employee marginal rate
based on the estimated employee annual earnings.
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Mentoring (Coaching) – a process that supports an employee by
providing someone with significant experience in their job (either
within the organisation or outside it), to act as a guide.
Performance management – a planned and regular (annual)
process whereby the employer and employee evaluate how well the
employee has met expectations. This process is also an opportunity
to discuss future training needs and any issues with the overall
employment relationship. A salary review might also be part of this
process, but is often undertaken separately.
Person specification – a detailed set of criteria outlining the type
of skills and experience required by a person, to be successful in a
particular job.
Profiling – a process to identify the characteristics of people in an
organisation or team so that their likely approach to work can be
determined and aligned.
Strategic goals – future-focused targets to support an employee
to be clear about what is expected of them. Goals might also be set
for training needs.
Supervision – (usually confidential) support for an employee,
which provides an environment in which they can discuss issues or
difficult experiences relating to their work.
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5. REIMBURSEMENT / ALLOWANCES

• Allowances and Reimbursements
• Interregnum Ministry and Other Ministry Assistance

Allowances and Reimbursements

Diocese of Nelson
Allowances and Reimbursements
Guidelines for the payment of allowances and/or reimbursing expenses for non-stipendiary clergy and
lay ministers
Preamble
There are no fixed regulations concerning the payment of allowances or the reimbursement of expenses
to non-stipendiary clergy or lay ministers.
Standing Committee would be unhappy to make unbending regulations in this situation, as these types of
ministries are often a response in situations where full time paid ministry is not possible. To impose a
rigid set of regulations on this situation could well inhibit the opportunities that become possible with
non-stipendiary or lay minister ministries.
However, it is appropriate that non-stipendiary clergy and lay ministers should be reimbursed expenses
incurred in their ministries and have allowances paid where their ministries will be enhanced by such
payments. As with all staff appointments there is always a blur to the boundaries as to where the staff
function begins and ends and where the contribution made as a parishioner begins and ends. For this
reason alone it is very important that there are clear understandings between the parish and the nonstipendiary and lay ministers as to their respective entitlements expectations and obligations.
Agreement as to allowances payable
Prior to the commencement of a non-stipendiary clergy or lay minister’s ministry it is imperative that the
parish and the appointee agree to, not only a job description, but also what allowances will be payable
and what reimbursement will be made for ministry costs. A written agreement should therefore be
entered into between the parties setting out not only the job description, but also the entitlements and
the expectations of the position. This must be set in place before the appointee takes up the
appointment.
The agreed maximum allowances payable should then become part of the parish quota, with claims made
through the standard reimbursement form issued through the Anglican Centre, and reimbursement made
by the Anglican Centre. Only in exceptional circumstances, and with the agreement of the Diocesan
Secretary, should the allowances claims be made to and paid out by the Parish Treasurer.
The agreement about allowances should be reviewed every two years prior to the setting of the parish
quota for the coming year. Where the allowances payable have been set at less than the maximum
payable as set out below, consideration should be given to an affordable increase.
Other matters
The entitlements of non-stipendiary clergy and lay ministers who undertake interregnum ministry, other
than in their home parish, are set out in the Diocesan Handbook.
Remember that any payment to staff (or parishioners) that is not an actual reimbursement is taxable as
income in the hands of the recipient. The parish could have an obligation to deduct at source and incur
penalties if they fail to do so. It is imperative, therefore, that receipts for actual expenditure and records
for matters such as hospitality are kept for an ensuing period of at least 10 years.
1

Allowances and Reimbursements

Guideline Allowances (reimbursing expenses)
The following may be paid
Hospitality

not exceeding

$600.00

Books/Computer consumables etc

not exceeding

$900.00

not exceeding

$900.00

Training

not exceeding

$420.00

Supervision

not exceeding

$900.00

Mileage

An agreed maximum kilometers & dollars in accordance
with Inland Revenue prescription.

2

G:\Legislation\2017 Revision of
Handbook and Statutes Folder\PDF of RED HANDBOOK\2 - 5a Allowances and Reimbursements.doc

(No longer under formal training)
Books/Computer consumables etc
(Whilst still under formal training)

As approved by Standing Committee on 9 April 2002. Amended 28th August 2010 & 1 January 2012.

Interregnum and Other Ministry Assistance

Diocese of Nelson
Policy Statement
Interregnum Ministry & Other Ministry Assistance
1.

By Full Time Diocesan Staff and Full Time Bishopdale Theological College
Faculty -

Normally free to parish.
2.

Lay or Ordained staff receiving a stipend or part-stipend from Diocese or
Parish-

Travel only to be reimbursed. If staff are reimbursed directly then the
travel is to be excluded from their monthly travel claim.
Keep in mind that if you invite Lay people to preach, lead service or give
ministry assistance that they too are using their time and incur travel
costs.
3.

Anyone not receiving a stipend or payment from Diocese or Parish, lay or
ordained, who are invited to lead a service -

Parish to pay a Service Fee and Travel Allowance.
4.

5.

Payments - effective 11 September 2012
Daily Rate
Single service
Two services
Three or more services

$ 75.00
$105.00
$125.00

Travel (per kilometre)

$00.39

+ travel
+ travel
+ travel

These payments come with the recommendation of Standing Committee
but if this is restrictive of maintaining ministry Standing Committee
encourages the parties involved to negotiate a solution that is acceptable
for both.

Authorised by Standing Committee
Dated

11/09/2012

6. MISCELLANEOUS

• Social Media and Electronic Communication Policy
• The Care and Preservation of Parish Records

Diocese of Nelson

Social Media and Electronic Communication Policy
Policy Statement
Endless possibilities have been opened up for evangelism and relationship building through
communication technology. While recognising the potential of such communication for the church
and its mission, all social media and electronic communications in the Diocese must be respectful,
truthful and just. We are committed to ensuring that our use of social media and other electronic
communications reflect our Christian values and protect the rights and safety of all involved.
Scope
The procedures below apply to all clergy, church employees and members of church organisations in
the Diocese of Nelson, particularly those representing the church.
Procedures to be followed
•

All communications are to be in accordance with the Diocese of Nelson Codes of Conduct and
Ethical Guidelines. Appropriate language, content and behaviour will be maintained.

•

Social media must not be used to disparage the Church, the Diocese of Nelson or its personnel.

•

Communications sent digitally are not confidential and potentially may be shared or reposted
to others without an individual’s permission or knowledge. Personal and institutional privacy
settings must be applied, reviewed and upgraded regularly. A clear statement must be
included on sites that materials posted are not confidential.

•

If posting photos of children or youth on a web page or other social media, obtain photo
release from parents at the beginning of the year. Do not provide personal or identifying
information about the children or youth pictured. The following wording may be added to
registration information:
I understand that photos or videos of my child and others may be taken during Sunday school,
youth group or other church events. I consent to the use of my child’s photo or likeness by the
church in promotional materials such as website, Facebook and other social media outlets. I
understand that my child’s identifying information will not be provided unless I give permission
at a later time.
Alternatively, you may simply want to ask parents/guardians if they object to their children’s
photo being taken at the time of the photograph.

•

Social networking sites should include a brief Code of Conduct. An example of a Code for site
users might be as follows:

1

All posts and comments should reflect Christian charity and respect for the truth. They should
be on topic and presume the good will of other posters. Discussion should take place primarily
from a faith perspective. No ads please.
•

Adult administrators may remove posts or photo tags they deem inappropriate and may block
someone who repeatedly writes inappropriate posts.

•

Appropriate boundaries should always be observed, particularly when relating to young
people. In the same way that we set boundaries for the safety and protection of children and
adults in our diocesan policies, we need to recognise safe boundaries in our use of social media
and be aware of the ways it can be misused. Laws concerning reporting of suspected child
abuse or exploitation of children, youth, elders and vulnerable adults apply in the virtual world
as they do in the physical world.

•

In particular, those interacting online or by text, especially with youth, must:
o

Consider whether to ‘friend’ youth or keep their social media profiles private. If
possible, youth ministry interactions should be encouraged through a public page or
group that is visible to parents and maintains strong filters for posts. If a leader chooses
to friend youth from their youth ministry, they must ensure their posts / pics and
comments are always in line with their ministry values and understand that there is no
separation between public and private ministry life. This means never posting anything
objectionable or offensive and ensuring the language and humour used is encouraging
at all times.

o

Ensure strong boundaries around messaging. Only message/text youth in working
hours or early evening if necessary for ministry related matters and be aware that any
private correspondence with a young person can be viewed by your supervisor at
request for accountability. For this reason any private pastoral matters arising through
social media/text should be addressed in a face to face meeting with the young person/s
or via a phone call. Youth leaders should not field pastoral messages from youth of the
opposite gender and must have a plan/people in place for this scenario.

o

Monitor frequency of contact. Text messages should be used for reminders, notices
and responding to urgent pastoral care requests, but not conversational threads
unrelated to youth ministry. Calling the youth or their parents to chat through what is
needed is always preferred. If sending bulk texts with notices, be sensitive to how often
these are sent out and refrain from spamming people. Again, all posts and texts should
be made in working hours unless you are contacted for an urgent pastoral request.

o

Communicate with parents. Any information shared with youth online should also be
available to parents – especially notices and events. Parents should also be made aware
of requests for pastoral contact and informed of when and where this will take place
(especially for youth in school years 7-10). Such contact should always be in a public
setting or the young person’s home with others present. Confidentiality can be kept
concerning the subject matter of a pastoral visit unless it relates to a crime or at risk
situation, in which case the youth leader must inform their supervisor.
Correspond wisely. Email is a useful way to share information in a concise manner but
it can be an unhelpful medium for emotionally sensitive matters. Tone of voice, emotion
and intention behind emails can be easily misinterpreted by the recipient. Always check
an email’s tone and intention before sending and refrain from writing emails in

o

2

frustration or anger. Where possible, matters of conflict or complaint should be
addressed in a phone call or face to face meeting, with support people present if
required, and always fielded in a professional and God honouring manner.
•

Online gatherings, Bible study or meetings are subject to the same rules and parameters as a
meeting in ‘reality’.

•

A clear distinction should be maintained between personal and professional communication
when using social media. Having said this, our call as Christians is a whole-of-life call and all
communications, both personal and professional, should reflect our Christian values. This is
especially so for clergy who, through ordination, publicly witness to the call of God on the
whole of their lives.

•

The personal sites of clergy and diocesan/parish employees should reflect their Christian
values. Remember you are witnessing to your Christian faith through all social networking,
whether public or private.

•

The Diocese or parish must give permission for use of their logos on social media sites.

3
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INTRODUCTION

Local churches, parishes and hui amorangi and their organisations possess many
different records which tell the story of our past. These records need careful
preservation in order to be available for the future.
The guidelines contained in these pages are an updated version of the Parish
Archives Handbook published in 1986.
In 1982, General Synod passed a new statue 'On Provincial Archives'. This was
updated in 1992, which provided for a Canon (Title B. Canon X) on archives. Clause
4 (d) of the canon asks the archives committee to take responsibility in
encouraging proper care for diocesan and parochial archives, and to draw up
guidelines for this care. The guidelines here offers parishes simple charts to enable
basic care of records to be taken, and assistance in knowing when to seek further
help.
WHY KEEP PARISH ARCHIVES?
Parish records arise out of, and reflect the work of the church. The permanently
valuable records of a parish, which are known as it's "archives" have an enduring
importance beyond the purpose for which they were originally created.
The records produced by individual parishes' form a valuable archival record of
the work and activities of the church, and as time passes they become a more
and more important research resource.
Some archives are held in trust
Every Vestry has a responsibility to keep and preserve the parish registers: those of
Baptism, marriage, burial and registers of services. In the case of the marriage
register the obligation is much stronger then mere ecclesiastical practice: the
Marriage Act 1955 requires that it be kept.
Archives are the memory of the parish
It is in the interest of the parish and its parishioners to keep the records intact.
Vital information about properties needs to be preserved. For example, it may be
necessary in the future to have detailed records of how they were acquired and
financed, obligations undertaken at the time, changes in the use of the land, or
alterations to buildings. When a parish records the problems it experiences (and
even its mistakes!) its future planning and decision-making techniques and be
assisted. By emphasising continuity with the past, records may foster a sense of
loyalty and pride. Parish histories continue to be written in growing numbers.
Registers, minute-books, scrapbooks, photographs, plans, parish newsletters and
magazines, and reminiscences recorded on paper or cassette are all sources for recreating the past life of parish and Church.
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Archives have a value beyond the parish
Interest in local history and family history has never been stronger than today.
Church records have a unique value for many people. Lacking birth certificates,
some people have turned to baptismal registers and found there the authoritative
details that they have wanted. At a personal level such records may help to
provide some people with a sense of identity and belonging.
The registers of baptism, marriage and burial have a high value for genealogists
and family historians. Registers record important events which have religious
significance both for the persons involved, and for the worshipping congregation.
Also, the events to which they point may express a sense of belonging and
corporate unity, for they focus the community identity shared by the family and
friends of the individual persons concerned. Even brief entries in registers identify
high points in family life, the importance of which increases rather then diminishes
with the passage of time.
Three phases of records
1

Current phase: during this phase records come into existence and are
referred to regularly. Registers are being filled, minutes are being written
and correspondence is being dealt with.

2

Semi-current or intermediate phase: during this phase the records are
referred to with diminishing frequency. They may be separated physically
from current records and placed in low cost storage. The records are no
longer at all kept and those thought to have no future importance are at
various stages systematically identified and destroyed. For instance, some
financial vouchers may be destroyed after then years.

3

Archival phase: this stage is reached when those records which come
through the previous stage are preserved to become archives. They are likely
to be referred to for historical or cultural reasons rather then current
administrative needs. They are separated from current and semi-current
records to avoid risk of confusion, and are kept in the right physical
conditions to ensure their permanent preservation. Of course the archival
quality of some records (e.g. parish registers) is clear from the beginning,
and in such cases the intermediate stage for all practical purposes, may be
omitted altogether.
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WHAT TO DO WITH ARTEFACTS
Artefacts are both items of church furnishing and cups, plaques, trowels,
foundation stone containers, coins, busts, shields, honours boards and other such
memorabilia.
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WHAT TO DO WITH AUDIOVISUAL ITEMS
Audiovisual items require special handling to ensure that the contents are
accessible in the future. Rapidly changing technology can make it impossible to
access data only a few years after it is recorded. In all cases, seek advice from the
diocesan archivist as to the value of keeping such material in the parish.
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WHAT TO DO WITH CLERGY/STAFF RECORDS

It is important to differentiate between material created by clergy in differing
roles, eg vicar of a parish, ministry enabler, chaplain or in a non parish role such as
a member of a diocesan or national committee. Clergy as individuals also create
records, eg diaries, photographs and family memorabilia.
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WHAT TO DO WITH CORRESPONDENCE

Not all correspondence needs to be retained. Selection needs to take into account
not only parish interests but diocesan and local community as well. Follow the
guidelines below.and ask for help from the diocesan archivist.
Before starting to sort correspondence, see the definition of 'brigina/ order" on
page ...
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WHAT TO DO WITH ELECTRONIC RECORDS

Electronic records are those records held on a computer's hard drive or on a floppy
disk. These may include word processing documents (correspondence, orders of
service, newsletters), and databases such as a parish roll. It is the content rather
than the format of word processing documents that needs to be preserved. Most
parish electronic files will already exist in the records as a printed copy. Computer
disks will deteriorate and the hardware and software required to access the data
will go out of date very quickly.
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WHAT TO DO WITH MAPS, PLANS, ARCHITECTURAL
DRAWINGS AND RELATED RECORDS

All records relating to parish property, location and buildings should be retained.
These may include churches and associated buildings, boundary maps, cemeteries,
leasehold and investment properties and land. Records may include contracts,
certificates of title, correspondence, specifications, leases and financial
arrangements for both currently and formerly owned properties.
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WHAT TO DO WITH MINUTES

Minutes include agenda, signed minutes, associated reports, annual and special
meetings of vestry/parish councillindividual churches. Sometimes this material also
includes annual financial reports. These minutes also include the reports and
minutes of subcommittees created by the central body, eg pastoral care
committee, and finance committee.
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WHAT TO DO WITH PHOTOGRAPHS,NEGATIVES, SLIDES,
LANTERN SLIDES AND GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES

Photographs of individuals and groups associated with the parish should be kept
along with those of buildings and events.
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WHAT TO DO WITH NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND SCRAPBOOKS

Newspaper clippings from local and national newspapers about a parish and
prominent members of the parish should be kept
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WHAT TO DO WITH PRINTED/PUBLISHED ITEMS

Includes material created by the parish, and purchased for use in the parish, eg
parish magazines, news sheets, histories, hymnals, Bibles, Psalters and
prayerbooks. This material can all be regarded as being publicly available.
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WHAT TO DO WITH THE RECORDS OF PARISH
ORGANISATIONS

Parish organisations have a tendency to come and go over time. Try to identify all
those which have been in your area over the life of the parish. Annual reports are a
very useful way of finding this information, and requests in both parish and
community newsletters will often result in additional records being found.
The records of these groups will come from all sorts of places, and trying to
maintain original order is not always possible.
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WHAT TO DO WITH REGISTERS

Registers to be retained are baptism, marriage, burial/funeral confirmation,
admission to communion, service, attendance (eg Sunday school), and those kept
less regularly (eg banns of marriage, marriage of divorced persons, plot registers)
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WHAT TO DO WITH SCHOOL RECORDS

Parish records may include items relating to schools of various kinds, eg
parish schools, day schools, public and private schools
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A QUICK GUIDE TO THE USE OF ...

Fly/insect spray

Glue

"Magic" tape
Magnetic
clingfile
photograph
albums
Manilla folders
Paper clips
Pens/biros
Rolls of
cardbo.ard

Rubber bands
Sellotape

Don't use because
Chemical content can mark and
damage artefacts and paper
It can peel Off, or leave a
cracked residue, or shrink and
damage paper
It dries out and peels off, leaves
stains and sticky residue
Leaves sticky residue on
photographs and chemicals
from PVC damage front of ..
photograph
Made of acidic card which
damages contents
Metal paper clips rust, stain
and corrode
Ink is irreversible
Made of acidic card which da
mages contents; rolling paper
tightly causes irreversible
damage
They mark, perish and remain
"glued" to papers
It dries out and peels off, leaves
stains and sticky residue

Where to get the suggested products

Replace with
Regular cleaning and approved
silverfish baits use professional
exterminators where needed
Methyl cellulose paste

If something needs mending, see an
archivist
Talk to diocesan archivist about
alternative storage

Acid free folders or envelopes
Vinyl coated paper clips
26 or 36 pencil
Approved wrapping: see "What to
do with maps, plans etc ... "

Cotton tape
If something needs mending, see an
archivist
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STANDING ORDERS OF SYNOD
• Pre-Session Arrangements
• General Conduct of Business
• Introduction of Business
• Sessional Committees
• Petitions
• Rules of Debate
• Amendments
• Divisions
• Select Committees
• Statutes
• Elections
• Commissions
• Questions
• Public Information
• Suspension and Amendment of Standing Orders
• Matters Not Provided For

STANDING ORDERS OF THE DIOCESE OF NELSON SYNOD
[2003]

Pre-session arrangements
1. Except as otherwise provided by these Standing Orders, no Statute to enact, repeal or
amend a Statute of the Synod or any Motion is to be brought to Synod unless notice in
writing setting forth in full the details of the proposal has been given to the Diocesan
Secretary at least 60 days before the Session begins.
2. A copy of every such Statute and every such Motion with a full statement of the general
intention of it shall be sent to each member not less than 28 days before the Session begins.
3. Any member may before the first day of each Session give to the Diocesan Secretary
notice of an intention to move an Amendment to any Motion of which notice has been given.
If practicable, the Diocesan Secretary shall send such notice of Amendment to each member
of Synod but, if not, the notice of Amendment shall be included in the Order Paper for the
first day of the Session. Any Amendment for which notice has been given this way shall be
considered during the debate on the original Motion and shall be disposed of before any
other Amendments to the original Motion are introduced. When more than one such notice
of Amendment is received they shall be considered and disposed of in the order in which
they were received.
4. Reports and statements of accounts shall be posted to each member of the Synod not less
than 28 days before the Session begins.
5. Reports of Committees having leave to sit during the recess shall be forwarded to the
Diocesan Secretary at least 42 days before each Session and shall be circulated to each
member not less than 28 days before each Session.
6. The President may before the end of each annual Session announce the date of the next
annual Session and shall not less than 28 days before each Session of Synod issue a
summons to each Member specifying the days and hours of each sitting of the Session.
7. Members who are unable to attend the whole or any part of the Session shall notify the
President.
8. The mover or promoters of a Motion or Statute may lodge with the Diocesan Secretary
an explanatory note about it. If the note is received at least 60 days before the Session begins
and, in the opinion of the Diocesan Secretary, is directed only to matters of explanation (and
not advocacy) the note shall be printed with the Notice of Motion or Statute in the papers
dispatched to Synod members before the Session.
9. Standing Committee or the President may lodge with the Diocesan Secretary, at least 42
days before any Session begins, comment, advice or opinion on any Motion or Statute,
which shall be printed with the Notice of Motion or Statute in the papers dispatched to
Synod members before the Session.
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General conduct of business
10. Members of the Synod shall meet for the transaction of business in the same Chamber.
However, if any three members of the clergy request it, the members of the clergy may
withdraw to another room for deliberation on the request. Similarly, if any three members of
the laity request it, the members of the laity may withdraw to another room for deliberation
on the request. Each Order so withdrawing shall elect its own Chairperson. During such
withdrawal, Synod shall stand adjourned.
11. The Bishop shall convene the Synod. In the absence of the Bishop, the Bishop's
Commissary, specially so authorised, shall convene the Synod.
12. The Bishop or his Commissary shall be President of the Synod and shall preside at the
opening and conclusion of the proceedings of Synod and at such other times as he or she
considers it to be appropriate.
13. For the remainder of Synod the Bishop may invite any other member of Synod
previously approved by the Standing Committee to preside from time to time in his place.
The person actually presiding from time to time is referred to as “the President”.
14. Meetings of the Synod shall be open to the public, but if the Synod requests it, the
President shall at any time order strangers to withdraw.
15. The President shall fix and make known the times that Synod will sit.
16. If half an hour after the time appointed for a sitting of Synod, a quorum is not present in
accordance with Title B, Canon II, Clause 11 [the President, one-fourth of the Clergy, being
not less than four, and one-fourth of the Lay members, being not fewer than seven], the
President shall adjourn the meeting until the time appointed for the next sitting.
17. If at any time a member requests that Synod be counted, the President shall immediately
ring his bell. If after two minutes there is not a quorum present, Synod must stand adjourned
to a time appointed by the President being not later than the time appointed for the next
sitting.
18. Before the first day of a Session, Standing Committee shall appoint up to four Members
of Synod whom the President may invite from time to time to preside in his place and shall
appoint two Secretaries, one Clerical and one Lay. Synod may also at any subsequent time
appoint a Deputy Clerical Secretary or a Deputy Lay Secretary.
19. The Secretaries shall prepare the Order Paper for each sitting day in accord with the
directions of the Order Paper Committee appointed under Standing Order 21 and keep
regular minutes of the proceedings of the Synod. During the Session, the Secretaries shall
have custody of all books, papers, and documents relevant to the Session; at the close of the
Session, they are to give them to the Diocesan Secretary.
20. The Diocesan Secretary shall provide an Attendance Book in which Members shall sign
their names each day when attending the Synod.
21. Before each Session begins, the President shall appoint an Order Paper Committee of
not more than three persons. Before and during each Session, the committee shall arrange
the order in which matters are placed on the Order Paper and allocate times for consideration
of Reports and other matters requiring particular attention. In arranging the Order Paper, the
Committee shall take into consideration the order in which Notices of Motion shall have
been received but shall not be bound to place them on the Order Paper in that order.
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Introduction of business
22. No member shall introduce any matter for determination or consideration by Synod
except:
22.1 under notice given under Standing Order 1, or
22.2 where the President rules that the matter
22.2.1 is of urgency
22.2.2 is of immediate public interest or
22.2.3 has arisen out of other business of which notice has been given and in
any such case the notice required by Standing Order 1. could not
reasonably have been given
22.2.4 where Synod without debate approves the introduction of a motion
without notice
22.3 in accord with these Standing Orders.
23. Any matter sought to be introduced as urgent under clause 22.2 above shall be read at
the start of a sitting. The matter shall be referred in writing to the President together with an
explanation as to the reasons for urgency. After consideration, the President shall announce
when convenient whether the matter shall be admitted or not. If admitted, it shall be referred
to the Order Paper Committee for inclusion in the Order Paper.
24. Any matter to be introduced under Standing Orders 1 or 22 may with the consent of the
member giving notice be introduced by any other member.

Sessional committees
25. Before the first day of Synod, the President shall appoint a Sessional Committee on
Minutes and may if he/she thinks fit, appoint other Sessional Committees on specified
matters. Unless otherwise ordered, each Committee shall consist of not fewer than three, and
not more than five members, one of whom shall be named by the President as Convener of
the first meeting. Each Committee shall choose its own Chairperson, and the quorum of
each Committee shall be a majority of the members, unless otherwise ordered.
26. The Sessional Committee on Minutes shall peruse the Minutes of each day's proceedings
and make any necessary amendments and shall as soon as practicable on the next sitting day
(or for the Minutes of the last day of Synod, as soon as practicable after the end of Synod)
certify to the President that the minutes are a true record of the proceedings. The President
shall then confirm the Minutes.
27. The Sessional Committee on Minutes shall include in the Minutes and cause to be
printed the President’s Address to Synod
28. When Notice of Motion has been given on any matter within the scope of any Sessional
Committee, Synod may forthwith on Motion without Notice or Debate refer the Motion to
such Sessional Committee, and the Motion shall be placed upon the Order Paper with a
notice that it has been so referred, but shall not be debated by the Synod until the Committee
has reported upon it. Any Resolution appended by the Committee to its Report on a Motion
shall be treated as an Amendment to the original Motion, and shall be so moved by the
Chairperson or some other Member of the Committee.
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29. Any Report of a Sessional Committee recommending action to be taken by the Synod
shall have appended to it a Motion or Motions proposing such action, which shall be moved
in the ordinary course before the Synod.
30. Every Report of a Sessional Committee shall be signed by the Chairperson or by some
other member of the committee acting on the Chairperson’s behalf.

Petitions
31. Every Member presenting a Petition shall be familiar with the contents and ensure that it
does not contain language disrespectful to the Synod. Every Member presenting a Petition
shall have his/her name at the head of it.
32. Every Petition must contain the Prayer of the Petitioner or Petitioners at the end, and
must be signed by them.
33. No letters or other documents shall be attached to, or accompany any Petition.
34. No Petition shall make reference to any debate in the Synod.
35. Every Member presenting a Petition shall confine him/herself to a statement of the
parties from whom it comes, the number of signatures attached to it, and the material
allegations contained in it; to reading the Prayer, and to expressing assent to or dissent from
the allegations or Prayer.
36. After a Petition has been presented, the question shall be put immediately “That the
Petition be received”. If this is carried, the Synod may on Motion without Notice or Debate
direct that it be read or printed, but no further action shall be taken on it except in accord
with the ordinary rules of the Synod.

Rules of debate
37. All questions of order shall be decided by the President.
38. Every Member when speaking shall stand and address the President.
39. The speech of the Mover of a Motion shall not exceed eight minutes and that of any
subsequent speaker on the Motion shall not exceed five minutes, provided that Synod may
on Motion without Notice grant to any speaker one extension for not more than five minutes.
40. Any Member may ask the President at any time during a debate (provided another
Member is not interrupted while speaking) whether in his opinion the subject has been
sufficiently debated. If the President answers in the affirmative, he shall immediately take a
vote of the Synod on the motion: "That the question be now put." If such Motion is decided
affirmatively, the debate shall end immediately and, subject to the Mover's right of reply, the
question being debated shall be put.
41. No Member shall pass between the President and a Member who is speaking.
42. Any Member may rise at any time to speak to a Point of Order.
43. With the permission of the Synod, a Member may explain matters of a personal nature
although there is no question before the Synod but such matters may not be debated.
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44. Except as provided elsewhere in these Standing Orders, no Member shall bring any
question before the Synod unless s/he has given notice.
45. An address from the President shall be in order at any time.
46. A member may, at the President’s discretion, move without notice motions of
appreciation or valediction.
47. After a Member has given Notice of Motion, with the permission of Synod s/he may
alter the terms of the Motion before it is proposed.
48. The President shall confine each speaker to the subject matter of debate. No Member
shall interrupt a speaker except through the medium of the President.
49. The Mover of any question not being an Amendment shall be allowed to reply before
the question is put. The Seconder may reserve his/her speech to any time in the debate. If
the Mover of a Motion speaks to an Amendment to the Motion, s/he loses the right of reply.
No other Member may speak more than once on the same question except in explanation.
50. The President may take part in the discussions of the Synod without leaving the Chair.
51. No Member may speak to any question after it has been put by the President and
Members have voted.
52. When a subject has been under the consideration of the Synod and disposed of by a
negative vote, or superseded under Standing Order 53, no subject that is the same in
substance shall be brought forward during the same Session; nor shall Notice of Motion on
any such subject be admissible.
53. A question may be superseded by an Amendment or by a Motion “That the Synod do
now pass to the next business on the Order Paper”; such Motion shall be put from the Chair
immediately without discussion.
54. A Motion to adjourn the Synod, if seconded, shall be put from the Chair without
discussion except when the Motion is for adjournment to a time later than the next sitting.
55. Except when another member is speaking, any member may at any time propose “That
the Synod do now go into Conference". If the Motion is carried, the Synod shall stand
adjourned at the President's pleasure so that the question named in the Motion can be
presented without the rules of debate in these Standing Orders. The Conference shall order
its own affairs and procedure; except that the President shall determine in his sole discretion
when the proceedings of the Synod shall resume.
56. Except in case of a Motion or Amendment proposed by the President, no notice shall be
taken of any Motion or Amendment which has been proposed but not seconded, nor shall it
be entered on the Minutes of the Synod.
57. After a Motion has been moved and seconded, it shall be stated by the President, and
shall then be in possession of the Synod; it shall not be withdrawn unless Synod agrees
without dissent.
58. Provided that Standing Order 22 has been complied with a Motion which has been
withdrawn by leave of the Synod may be made again during the same Session.
59. Any Motion or Amendment containing more than one question shall be divided and
each part put separately. On the request of any Member, the part or parts agreed to shall be
put as a single motion.
60. If a Debate is interrupted by adjournment under Standing Order 17, or by proceedings
under Standing Orders 42 or 43, the Member in possession shall be allowed to continue
his/her speech on resumption of the debate.
as at 1 January 2017
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Amendments
61. A Motion which is in possession of the Synod may be amended by omitting certain
words only, by omitting certain words in order to insert or add other words, or by inserting
or adding words.
62. No Amendment not being of a purely verbal nature shall be proposed from the Chair
until it has been handed in writing to the President.
63. When an Amendment to omit certain words is proposed the President shall put the
question “That the words proposed to be omitted be so omitted”.
64. When it is proposed to insert or add certain words the question shall be “That the words
proposed to be inserted (or added) be so inserted (or added)”.
65. When the Amendment proposed is to omit certain words in order to insert other words,
the question of omitting such words shall be first put as before directed. If it is decided in
the affirmative, the question of inserting the words proposed shall be subsequently put. If
the insertion of such words is negatived, it shall be in order to propose the insertion of other
words.
66. No Amendment except of a purely verbal nature may be proposed to any part of a
Motion after a later part of the said Motion has been amended.
67. No further Amendment shall be proposed of any words after their inclusion in a Motion
has been affirmed by a vote of the Synod.
68. When an Amendment is under consideration by the Synod any Member may read a
second or other Amendment to the Synod, but such Amendment shall not be debated until
the first Amendment has been put and dealt with.
69. An Amendment may not be amended until it has become the Substantive Motion.
70. A Motion which has been amended shall finally be submitted in its entirety to the vote
of the Synod.
71. When Synod has accepted an Amendment which entirely supersedes the original Motion
such Amendment becomes the Substantive Motion, and must be submitted to the vote of the
Synod in place of the original Motion.
72. No Member who has already spoken to the Motion before the Synod may move or
second an Amendment to it; nor may a Member who has moved or seconded an Amendment
move or second a further Amendment to the same Motion.
73. When an Amendment is being considered by the Synod the debate shall be confined to
such Amendment.
74. Any Member may speak once to an Amendment before the Synod, and doing so shall
not affect the right to speak to the main question whether it is amended or not.
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Divisions
75. After a question has been put by the President he shall declare on the sound of the voices
on which side the majority lies.
76. Unless a Division is then demanded by a Member, a declaration by the President that the
resolution has been carried and an entry in the Minutes of Synod to that effect shall be
conclusive evidence that such resolution was carried by a majority of each Order. Similarly,
if a resolution must be carried by a particular majority of each Order, a declaration by the
President and an entry in the Minutes of Synod as above shall be conclusive evidence that
such resolution was passed by the required majority, without proof of the number of votes
cast in favour of or against such resolution.
77. Whenever a Division is called for, the President shall ring his bell. After an interval of
one minute the doors shall be closed and no member shall be permitted to enter or leave the
Chamber until after the result of the Division has been declared. As soon as the doors have
been closed for a Division, the President shall a second time put the question and declare on
the sound of the voices on which side the majority lies. If no Member demands a Division
on the second declaration of the result, no Division shall take place. But if a Division is
again demanded the President shall direct the "ayes" to pass into the lobby on his right and
the "noes" into the lobby on his left.
78. Every Member present at the time of a Division shall vote.
79. The President shall appoint a Clerical and a Lay Teller for each party for the purpose of
taking the Votes of the Clergy and Laity and checking the Division Lists; the Clerical Teller
voting ”aye" shall act with the Lay Teller voting "no", and vice versa.
80. The Tellers shall first record their own votes and shall then take the votes of the other
Members present, first of the Clergy, then of the Laity.
81. Each of the Division Lists shall be signed by the two Tellers who have checked it, and
shall be delivered to the President.
82. When he has received the Division Lists, the President shall declare the result of the
Division.
83. The names of Members voting in a Division shall be recorded on the Minutes, if a
request to that effect signed by not less than six Members is made in writing to the President
before the adjournment of the sitting.
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Select Committees
84. A Motion for the appointment of a Select Committee shall contain the names of the
Members proposed to serve on such Committee, and the Mover in every case shall be a
Member of the Committee.
85. The Motion that a Committee be appointed and the Motion for the appointment of
persons to serve on such Committee shall be decided separately.
86. Unless otherwise ordered no Select Committee shall consist of fewer than four or more
than seven members. In all Select Committees the quorum shall be three Members unless
otherwise ordered.
87. The Mover for a Select Committee shall convene the first meeting of it. The Committee
shall elect its own Chairperson before it begins its business.
88. The Motion for appointment of a Select Committee shall name a day on or before which
the Committee shall present its Report. On or before such day the Committee may ask
Synod (of if not in Session, Standing Committee) for an extension of the time.
89. When the Report of a Select Committee has been read, it shall not be discussed but laid
on the table.
90. Every Report of a Select Committee shall be signed by the Chairperson or by some other
Member of it acting in his/her behalf.
91. Notice shall be given of any Motion that the Report be printed, or that action arising out
of the Report be taken.
92. It shall be competent to Synod by Resolution to direct that a Report be referred back for
further consideration by the Committee presenting it.

Statutes
93. Subject to the provisions of Standing Order 100 any Statute may be brought into the
Synod by the President at any time without notice.
94. Any Statute attached to and forming part of the Report of a Select Committee or of a
Commission may be considered on Motion without Notice.
95. The Motion to be considered by Synod is that “That the (named Statute) do now pass”.
96. Consideration of the Statute shall be clause by clause or by part as the President shall
determine.
97. The order of consideration is to be the clauses or parts of the Statute followed by any
schedules followed by the preamble and title followed by the substantive Motion.
98. While Synod is considering a Statute any Member may speak more than once, or
propose more than one Amendment, to the same question.
99. Before any Statute is signed by the President, it shall be referred to the President and the
Chancellor, who shall examine the Statute and correct so far as they consider necessary any
grammatical errors and obscurities of expression.
100. No Statute for repealing or amending any clause of any Statute or for making any
addition to any Statute shall be introduced after the second day of the Session, unless
recommended by a Select Committee.
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Elections
101. For an election, the President shall appoint two scrutineers from the Clergy and two
scrutineers from the Laity.
102. The duties of the scrutineers shall be:
102.1 To supply each voter with a ballot paper (one colour for the Clergy and another
for the Laity) for recording the name or names of the person or persons for whom s/he
wishes to vote.
102.2 To collect and count the votes, distinguishing between the votes of the Clergy
and the votes of the Laity. Any papers indicating votes for more or fewer persons than
are to be elected shall be invalid.
102.3 To prepare, sign, and hand to the President a report as follows:
102.3.1 The number of Clergy votes cast, and the number of Lay votes cast,
whether valid or invalid.
102.3.2 A list of the candidates, indicating separately the Clergy valid votes, the
Lay valid votes, and the aggregate of valid votes each candidate has received.
The list shall be divided into three divisions—
the first having the names of those candidates who have received the votes of a
majority of the Clerical members present, and also a majority of the Lay
members present;
the second giving the names of those candidates who have received the votes of
a majority of the members present of only one of the Orders, Clerical or Lay;
the third giving the names of those candidates who have not received the votes
of a majority of the members present of either Order.
102.3.3 In each division candidates’ names shall be listed in descending order of
the aggregate number of votes each candidate has received in both Orders.
103. On receiving the Scrutineers' report, the President shall declare which candidate or
candidates have so received the votes of a majority of the Clergy and of the Laity and, with
his/her assent, have been duly elected.
104. If as the result of the ballot, the number of persons required have not been elected,
further ballots shall be taken as follows:–
104.1 For the second ballot the number of candidates shall not exceed the number of
positions to be filled by more than one, any candidates in excess of the number
allowed in each ballot being removed from the bottom of the list.
104.2 At least one candidate’s name shall be removed after each ballot unless such
striking off would reduce the number of candidates to the number of positions to be
filled—provided that if any candidates have the same number of aggregate votes as the
candidate next above them in the same division on the list, their names shall not be
removed and they shall participate in the ballot.
104.3 If after a third ballot the number of persons required has not been elected, the
President shall declare to be elected to the vacant seat or seats the person or persons
who have received the highest aggregate number of votes of both Orders.
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Commissions
105. Synod may by Resolution refer any matter to a Commission to report to the next
Session of the Synod. Such Commission shall not necessarily consist solely of Members of
the Synod.
106. The Resolution setting up a Commission shall name one of the Members thereof as a
Convener, but the Commission shall elect its own Chairperson.
107. The Report of the Commission shall be treated in the same way as the report of a Select
Committee.

Questions
108. Every Question proposed to be asked of the President or of any Member of the Synod
shall be with Notice; and the Answer, if any, shall be in writing. The Question and the
Answer, if any, shall be read without explanation or comment on either side; but they shall
not be recorded on the Minutes except by Order of the Synod, which may be made on
Motion without Notice.

Public information
109. In order to give publicity to the proceedings of Synod the Secretaries shall, unless
otherwise ordered, permit copies to be taken of all documents which may be laid before
Synod, and of all Resolutions and other proceedings which may be recorded on the Minutes.

Suspension and amendment of Standing Orders
110. Any Standing Order may be suspended on Motion without Notice with the consent of
all the Members present in a duly constituted meeting of Synod.
111. A Motion to suspend a Standing Order shall state the purpose for which the suspension
is desired, and shall, if seconded, be put without debate. Suspension shall not allow for the
introduction of any matter other than that specified in the Motion.
112. No proposal for enacting, amending or repealing any Standing Order of the Synod shall
be entertained unless Notice of such proposal has been given to Members not less than seven
days before a Session begins. This Standing Order may not be suspended.

Matters not provided for
113. Matters not specifically provided for in these Standing Orders shall be governed by
generally understood rules of meeting procedure as determined by the President.
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PARISH STATUTES
All Saints

1

Atawhai - Hira

2

Awatere

3

Blenheim

4

Blenheim South

5

Buller

6

Christ Church Cathedral

7

Cobden-Runanga

8

Golden Bay

9

Greymouth and Kumara

10

Havelock

11

Kaikoura

12

Mapua

13

Motueka

14

Picton

15

Reefton and Grey Valley

16-17

Richmond

18

Spring Creek

19

Stoke

20

Tahunanui

21

Victory

22

Waimea

23

Wairau Valley

24

Wakefield and Districts

25

PARISH OF ALL SAINTS' NELSON
Constituted by a resolution of the Standing Committee of the Diocese of
Nelson on the 25th November 1862.
The boundaries of the Anglican Parish of All Saints shall be:
1995

Commencing at the intersection of Richardson Street and
Rocks Road and thence to the southwest end of Haulashore
Island thence along the seaward side of the Boulder Bank to
a point where an extension of Collingwood Street and
Sovereign Street intersect with the Boulder Bank thence
across Queen Elizabeth Drive and along the middle line of
Sovereign and Collingwood Streets to Grove Street thence
along a middle line of Grove Street to Trafalgar Street
thence along the middle line of Trafalgar Street to the
Cawthron steps below the Cathedral thence West along
Selwyn Place to Trafalgar Square thence South to Nile Street
thence along the centre line of Nile Street to Rutherford
Street thence along the centre line of Rutherford Street to
Waimea Road thence along the centre line of Waimea Road
to Hampden Street thence West along the centre line of
Hampden Street to its end and then in a straight line across
Vanguard Street along the centre line of Toi Toi Street to St
Vincent Street thence Southwest following a line parallel to
St Vincent Street behind the properties fronting the Eastern
side of St Vincent Street, Jenner Road, Thompson Terrace,
Shortland Street and following around behind the properties
fronting the Western side of Waimea Road, Beatsons Road
to Jenkins Creek at a point opposite the intersection of
Cawthron Crescent, Waterhouse Street and Waimea Road
thence in a Northerly direction to Princes Drive thence along
the centre line of Princes Drive to the intersection with
Britannia Heights thence along the centre line of Richardson
Street to Rocks Road.

The Church now erected and known as All Saints' Nelson shall continue to be
the Parish Church of All Saints' Nelson.
1

THE ATAWHAI-HIRA PARISH STATUTE 2003
A Statute to constitute the Mission District of Atawhai-Hira a parish and to define
the boundaries thereof
WHEREAS members of the church resident in the Mission District of Atawhai-Hira
have applied to the Synod through the Bishop to have the said Mission District
constituted a parish
AND WHEREAS Synod is satisfied that the said District is willing and able to
fulfil the obligations of a parish as required by Section 11 of the Parishes and
Mission Districts Act 1960
AND WHEREAS all the requirements of Section 2 of the said Act have been
complied with
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:
1.

The short title of this Statute shall be "The Atawhai-Hira Statute 2003"

2.

A parish known as the Parish of Atawhai-Hira is hereby constituted

3.

The Church now erected and known as St Peter's By the Strand Church shall
be the Parish Church of the Parish of Atawhai-Hira

4.

The boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Atawhai-Hira shall be as follows:From the boundary of the Nelson cemetery along the coast to Cape Souci in
the North West, by a straight line drawn from Cape Souci to the summit of
the Rai Saddle on the North East, and thence along the boundaries of the
Mission District of Havelock and the Sounds, and the parish of Wairau Valley
on the East, and thence along the boundary of Christ Church Nelson on the
South and to the sea on the South West.

2

PARISH OF AWATERE
Declared a Parish by a resolution of Standing Committee on the 9
September 2010.
The Boundaries have been defined as follows:The watershed of the Awatere with the addition of country adjacent
to the sea lying to the SOUTH as far as the Kekerangu River, and
includes Blind River and Flaxbourne.
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THE BLENHEIM PARISH ACT 1964
AN ACT to constitute the Parochial District of Blenheim a Parish and to define
the boundaries thereof
WHEREAS members of the Church resident in the Parochial District of
Blenheim have applied to the Synod through the Bishop to have the said
Parochial District constituted a Parish
AND WHEREAS Synod is satisfied that the said District is willing and able to
fulfil the obligations of a Parish as required by Section 11 of the Parishes and
Parochial Districts Act 1960
AND WHEREAS all the requirements of Section 2 of the said Act have been
complied with
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:
1

The short title of this Act shall be "The Blenheim Parish Act 1964".

2

A Parish to be known as the Parish of Blenheim is hereby constituted.

3

The Church now erected and known as The Church of the Nativity shall
be the Parish Church of the Parish of Blenheim.

4

The boundaries of the said Parish of Blenheim shall be:

2017

By a line commencing at the right bank of the mouth of the Wairau
River, thence proceeding south easterly by the coast-line to the White
Bluffs, thence generally south-westerly by the summit of the range lying
between the Awatere and Wairau Rivers to a point due south of the east
end of Muller road, thence northerly by a straight line to the eastern end
of Muller Road, thence along Muller Road, Weld Street, Litchfield Street,
Maxwell Road and Leitrim Street [ all houses on both sides of these
roads shall remain in the Blenheim Anglican Parish] and then on to the
Taylor river. The boundary will then go SOUTH along the Taylor river to
the New Renwick Road and proceed along the road to the WEST so that
both sides of the road will be in the Anglican Parish of Blenheim South
until it meets the with the junction of Graham's Road and the New
Renwick Road and by the said Graham's Road and Jackson's Road to the
right bank of the Opaoa River [formally known as the Opawa River],
thence generally easterly by the said right bank to a point in line with
Roses Overflow to the right bank of the Wairau River, thence by the said
right bank to the mouth, at the point of commencement.
4

AN ACT INTITULED
"THE ANGLICAN PARISH OF BLENHEIM SOUTH ACT 1989"
WHEREAS it is desired to constitute the Anglican Parish of Blenheim South and
to define the boundaries thereof
AND WHEREAS members of the Church resident in the Blenheim Anglican
Parish have applied to the Synod through the Bishop to have the Anglican
Parish of Blenheim South duly constituted
AND WHEREAS Synod is satisfied that the new Parish is willing and able to fulfil
the obligations of a Parish as required by Section 11 of the Parishes and
Mission Districts Act 1960
AND WHEREAS all the requirements of Section 2 of the Parishes and Mission
Districts Act 1960 have been complied with
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:
1

THE short title as this Bill shall be "The Anglican Parish of Blenheim
South Bill 1989".

2

A parish to be known as the Anglican Parish of Blenheim South is hereby
constituted.

3

THE Church now erected and known as St Christopher's Church shall be
the Parish Church of the Anglican Parish of Blenheim South.

4

THE boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Blenheim South shall be:
The boundary between planning zones 4 and 5 of the Blenheim
Borough as set out in the District Scheme as at 1 July 1989, except
that the area containing all houses on both sides of the roads
dividing those zones shall remain in the Blenheim Anglican Parish.
From the EASTERN boundary of Blenheim Borough the boundary
will be along Muller Road, Weld Street, Litchfield Street, Maxwell
Road and Leitrim Street and then on to the river. The boundary
will then go SOUTH along the river to the New Renwick Road and
proceed along the road to the WEST so that both sides of the road
will be in the Anglican Parish of Blenheim South until it meets the
Wairau Valley Parish boundary at Paynters Road. The boundary
will then move SOUTH to the boundary with the Awatere Parish
and then EAST along the top of the Wither Hills until it reaches a
point due SOUTH of a line drawn along the EASTERN boundary of
Blenheim Borough from the EASTERN end of Muller Road.
5

ANGLICAN PARISH OF BULLER

AN ACT INTITULED "THE BULLER ANGLICAN PARISH ACT 1993"
WHEREAS the Parish of Westport was constituted in 1885
AND WHEREAS the former Parochial District of Granity Karamea was
constituted a parish 1986 by the provisions of Statute 427 passed at the 1986
Session of General Synod.
AND WHEREAS the parishioners of the Parishes of Westport and Granity
Karamea desire to be constituted as "The Buller Anglican Parish".
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:
1

THE SHORT TITLE of this Act shall be "The Buller Anglican Parish Act
1993".

2

A Parish to be known as "The Buller Anglican Parish" is hereby
constituted.

3

THE church now erected in Westport and consecrated as St John the
Evangelist shall be the Parish Church of the Buller Anglican Parish.

4

THE

boundaries

of

the

Buller

Anglican

Parish

shall

be:

Commencing from the mouth of the Fox River following the
coastline north to the mouth of the Heaphy river then east by a
straight line to Mt Gouland then by straight lines to Aorere Peak
then Mt Arthur then south west to Mt Luna then Nugget Knob
then Mt Misery then Bold Hill then to the junction of the Orikaka
and Buller rivers then following the north bank of the Buller river
to the junction of the Blackwater and Buller rivers and then by a
straight line to the mouth of the Fox river.
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PARISH OF CHRIST CHURCH NELSON
Created by a resolution of the Standing Committee of the Diocese of
Nelson on the 25th March 1863.
THE boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Christ Church shall be as
follows 1995 Commencing at a point on Queen Elizabeth Drive beside the
estuary where a line from Collingwood Street intersects with
Queen Elizabeth Drive and thence in a straight line along the
middle line of Sovereign and Collingwood Streets to Grove Street
thence along the middle line of Grove Street to Trafalgar Street
thence along the middle line of Trafalgar Street to the Cawthron
steps below the Cathedral thence West along Selwyn Place to
Trafalgar Square thence South to Nile Street thence along the
middle line of Nile Street to Rutherford Street thence along the
middle line of Rutherford Street to Waimea Road thence along the
centre line of Waimea Road to Franklyn Street thence along the
middle line of Franklyn Street to the end of Franklyn Street thence
in a straight line to the Trig Station on the Grampians and thence in
a straight line to the Trig Station on Jenkins Hill thence Southeast in
a straight line to Dun Saddle thence Northeast in a straight line to
Little Twin mountain peak thence in a straight line to the
Maungatapu Saddle thence in a straight line to Trig Station at
Saddle Hill thence West in a straight line to Trig Station on Kaka Hill
thence Northwest to the sea coast where Atawhai Drive intersects
with Queen Elizabeth Drive thence along the estuary beside Queen
Elizabeth Drive to the point of commencement.
The Cathedral Church known as Christ Church Cathedral shall continue to the
Parish Church of the Parish of Christ Church Nelson.
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PARISH OF COBDEN - RUNANGA

Constituted
Statute 427.

a

Parish in 1986 as a consequence of General Synod

The Parish of Cobden - Runanga shall comprise the area bounded as
follows:
On the SOUTH side from the mouth of the Grey River
following the North bank of the Grey River to the junction
with Rough River.
On the EAST side a straight line along the east side of Rough
River to Mt Ramsay, then Northward by a straight line to Mt
Kelvin.
On the NORTH side a straight line from Mt Kelvin to the
mouth of the Fox River.
On the WEST side by a line from the Fox River to the Grey
River.
The Church now erected and known as the Church of the Resurrection shall
continue to be the Parish Church of the Parish of Cobden - Runanga.
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PARISH OF GOLDEN BAY
Constituted a Parish in 1986 as a consequence of General Synod
Statute 427.
:

The boundaries of the County of Collingwood

:

The boundaries of the County of Golden Bay

9

AN ACT INTITULED
THE ANGLICAN PARISH OF GREYMOUTH AND KUMARA ACT 2000
WHEREAS it is desired to constitute the Anglican Parish of Greymouth and
Kumara and to define the boundaries thereof
AND WHEREAS members of the Church resident in the Greymouth and
Kumara Anglican Parishes have applied to the Synod through the Bishop to
have the Anglican Parish of Greymouth and Kumara duly constituted
AND WHEREAS Synod is satisfied that the new Parish is willing and able to
fulfil the obligations of a Parish as required by Section 11 of the Parishes and
Mission Districts Act 1960
AND WHEREAS all the requirements of Section 2 of the Parishes and
Mission Districts Act 1960 have been complied with
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by the authority of the same as follows:
1.

THE short title of this Act shall be ''The Anglican Parish of Greymouth
and Kumara Act 2000"

2.

A parish to be known as the Anglican Parish of Greymouth and Kumara is
hereby constituted

3.

THE church now erected and know as Holy Trinity Church Greymouth
shall be the Parish Church of the Anglican Parish of Greymouth and
Kumara

4.

THE boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Greymouth and Kumara shall
be:
On the WEST side from the mouth of the Grey River south to Kaihinu on
the sea coast
On the SOUTH side by a straight line south east from Kaihinu to Mt
Hannan, and then east to Whites Bridge No 136/12.27 across the
Bealey River on SH73
On the EAST side from Whites Bridge down the Otira River to the
Taramakau River. Continue down the Taramakau River to Inchbonnie,
then north west by a straight line to Mt French and then by straight line
to a point on the south bank of the Grey River opposite the site of the
Brunner Mine
On the NORTH side by a line following the south bank of the Grey River
to the sea.
10

PARISH OF HAVELOCK
Declared a Parish by a resolution of Standing Committee on the 9
September 2010.
The Boundaries which have been defined as follows:
The Rai-Pelorus and Kaituna watersheds from the top of the Rai
Saddle to a line drawn from Mount Baldy to the Waikakaho Stream,
including Carluke, Rai, Canvastown, Havelock, Mahakipawa and
Okaramio.
The Pelorus and Queen Charlotte Sounds and the coast line from Cape
Souci to Whites Bay, excluding Okoha and Wangarae pahs.
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PARISH OF KAIKOURA
Constituted a Parish in 1986 as a consequence of General Synod
Statute 427:
The boundaries have been defined as follows:
The boundaries of the County of Kaikoura, with addition of
the country lying NORTH as far as the Kekarangu River and
adjacent to the sea.
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"THE MISSION DISTRICT OF MAPUA ACT 1994"
WHEREAS the Parish of Waimea was constituted a Parish in 1986 as a
consequence of General Synod Statute 427
AND WHEREAS the Parishioners of the Parish of Waimea desire that the area
known as the Mission District of Mapua be a separate entity
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:
1.

THE SHORT TITLE of this Act shall be "The Mission District of Mapua Act
1994"

2.

A MISSION DISTRICT to be known as "The Mission District of Mapua" is
hereby constituted

3.

THE CHURCH now erected in Mapua and consecrated as St James Church
shall be the Parish Church of the Mission District of Mapua

4.

THE BOUNDARIES of the Mission District of Mapua shall be:

COMMENCING at a point on the sea coast of the Kina Peninsula
opposite the junction of the Coastal Highway and Harleys Road.
Continuing up Harleys Road to the summit. Thence SOUTH to Trig
Point 371. Thence in a straight line to Cut Hill thence along the
Moutere Highway to the junction with Maiseys Road thence along
Maiseys Road to the Coast, continuing along the coastline to the
point of commencement.
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THE MOTUEKA PARISH ACT 1962
AN ACT to constitute the Parochial District of Motueka a Parish and to define
the boundaries thereof.
WHEREAS members of the Church resident in the Parochial District of
Motueka have applied to the Synod through the Bishop to have the said
Parochial District constituted a Parish
AND WHEREAS Synod is satisfied that the said District is willing and able to
fulfil the obligations of a Parish as required by Section 11 of the Parishes and
Parochial Districts Act 1960
AND WHEREAS all the requirements of Section 2 of the said Act have been
complied with
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows
1.

The short title of this Act shall be "The Motueka Parish Act 1962".

2.

A Parish to be known as the Parish of Motueka is hereby constituted.

3.

The Church now erected and known as St Thomas's Church shall be
the Parish Church of the Parish of Motueka.

4.

The boundaries of the said Parish of Motueka shall be: Commencing at a point where the boundary between the Golden
Bay and Waimea Counties meet the sea, thence along the
boundaries between the said Counties to the Flora Saddle, thence
along the Pearce River to its confluence with the Motueka River,
thence to Mt Thomas (Trig 1637) thence along the watershed of the
Dove and Moutere Rivers to Cut Hill, thence in a straight line to Trig
Point 371, thence to the summit of Harley's Road and along Harley's
Road to the sea and thence along the sea coast to the commencing
point.
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PARISH OF PICTON
Created by a resolution of the Standing Committee of the Diocese
of Nelson on the 2nd December 1863.
The boundaries have been defined as follows:
On the NORTH by the sea from Wedge Point to Karaka Point,
on the EAST by a line carried along the watershed between
Waitohi Valley and Port Underwood on to a line forming a
continuation of the southern boundary of Section 37, Waitohi
Valley; on the SOUTH by a line forming a continuation of the
southern boundary of Sections 37 and 17 and continued to
the watershed between Waitohi Valley and the Grove; on the
WEST by a line carried along the last mentioned watershed
and terminating in Wedge Point.
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AN ACT INTITULED
“THE ANGLICAN PARISH OF REEFTON AND THE GREY VALLEY ACT 1989”
WHEREAS it is desired to constitute the Anglican Parish of Reefton and the
Grey Valley and to define the boundaries thereof
AND WHEREAS members of the Church resident in the Reefton and Ahaura
Brunnerton Anglican Parishes have applied to the Synod through the Bishop to
have the Anglican Parish of Reefton and the Grey Valley duly constituted
AND WHEREAS Synod is satisfied that the new Parish is willing and able to fulfil
the obligations of a Parish as required by Section 11 of the Parishes and
Mission Districts Act 1960
AND WHEREAS all the requirements of Section 2 of the Parishes and Mission
Districts Act 1960 have been complied with
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by the authority of the same as follows:
1. THE short title of this Bill shall be "The Anglican Parish of Reefton and
the Grey Valley Bill 1989".
2. A parish to be known as the Anglican Parish of Reefton and the Grey
Valley is hereby constituted.
3. THE Church now erected and known as St Stephens Church Reefton shall
be the Parish Church of the Anglican Parish of Reefton and the Grey
Valley.
4. THE boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Reefton and the Grey Valley
shall be:
On the NORTH side by a straight line from Mt Kelvin to a point where
the Blackwater River enters the Buller River, then on the SOUTH side of
the Buller River until the junction of the Orikaka or Mackley River, then
follow this river to its headwaters then by a straight line Eastwards to
Bald Hill.
On the EAST side by a straight line running South from Bald Hill to an
unnamed peak of 1250 metres, at the head waters of Coffey Creek,
then running Southeast to Belvedere Peak then a straight line running
Southwest to Mt Technical, then a line running West to Mt Alexander,
then a line Southwest to Harpers Pass.
On the SOUTH side by the North bank of the Taramakau River from
Harpers Pass to Inchbonnie.
16

On the WEST side from Inchbonnie by a straight line to Mt French then
by a straight line North to a point 'on the South bank of the Grey River
opposite the Brunner State Mine and from there by a line from this
point up the Grey River until its junction with the Rough River, then by
a straight line Northwest to Mt Ramsay and then a straight line
Northeast to Mt Kelvin.
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PARISH OF RICHMOND
Constituted a
Statute 427.

Parish in 1986 as a consequence of General Synod

The boundaries are defined as follows:
That area bounded on the NORTH-WEST by the sea
coast from the foot of the first hill on the
Appleby-Tasman Highway, thence in a diagonal
line to the junction of the Golden Hills Road with
the State Highway, thence to the Waimea River,
thence Eastward along a line following the
NORTHERN boundaries of the sections on the
Northern side of Aniseed Road to Goats Hill,
thence Northward along the watershed of the
Roding River to Section 60 Block XII thence in a
line WESTWARD to the Waimea Inlet at the creek
by the Nelson Freezing Works. This area includes
Rabbit, Best and Bell's islands.
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PARISH OF SPRING CREEK
Constituted a
Statute 427.

Parish in 1986 as a consequence of General Synod

The boundaries are defined as follows:
Bounded on the SOUTH by the Parochial District of Blenheim;
on the EAST by the sea; on the NORTH by the Parish of
Picton; on the WEST by the parochial district of Wairau
Valley.
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THE STOKE PARISH ACT 1977
AN ACT to constitute the Parochial District of Stoke a Parish and to define the
boundaries thereof.
WHEREAS members of the church resident in the Parochial District of Stoke
have applied to the Synod through the Bishop to have the said Parochial
District constituted a Parish.
AND WHEREAS Synod is satisfied that the said District is willing and able to
fulfil the obligations of a Parish as required by Section 11 of the Parishes and
Parochial Districts Act 1960
AND WHEREAS all the requirements of Section 2 of the said Act have been
complied with
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:
1. The short title of this Act shall be "The Stoke Parish Act 1977".
2. A Parish to be known as the Parish of Stoke is hereby constituted.
3. The Church now erected and known as St Barnabas' Church shall be the
Parish Church of the Parish of Stoke.
4. THE boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Stoke shall be as follows 1995 Commencing from the point where Saxton Creek enters the sea in a
straight line out and around Saxton Island thence Eastward on a line
to the South of Oyster Island to Jenkins Creek along Jenkins Creek to
Quarantine Road along the middle line of Quarantine Road to
Annesbrook Drive thence along the centre line of Annesbrook Drive
to the overhead bridge at Jenkins Creek thence Southeast along
Jenkins Creek to a point opposite the intersection of Cawthron
Crescent, Waterhouse Street and Waimea Road thence across
Waimea Road at its Junction with Cawthron Crescent and Waterhouse
Street thence following around behind the properties fronting the
Western and Southern sides of Costar Calamaras and Sophie Streets
Austen Ward Heights and Leach Place crossing The Ridgeway between
Arapiki Road and the road designated Panorama Drive thence
following the rear boundaries of the properties fronting Arapiki Road
and Panorama Drive thence in a straight line to the Trig Station on
Jenkins Hill thence in a straight line to Dun Saddle thence Southwest
in a straight line to The Rocks (939m) thence East in a straight line to
Mount Malita (959m) thence Northwest in a straight line to the
mouth of Saxton Creek.
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AN ACT INTITULED
"THE ANGLICAN PARISH OF TAHUNANUI AMENDMENT ACT 1995"
WHEREAS the Anglican Parish of Tahunanui was constituted a Parish in 1986 as
a consequence of General Synod Statute 427
AND WHEREAS the boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Tahunanui have not
been defined
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:
1. THE short title of this Act shall be "The Anglican Parish of Tahunanui
Amendment Act 1995".
2. THE Church now erected and known as St Stephen's Church Tahunanui
Drive Tahunanui shall be the Parish Church of the Anglican Parish of
Tahunanui.
3. THE boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Tahunanui shall be:
Commencing at the intersection of Richardson Street and Rocks Road
then proceeding Southwest along the sea coast and around Oyster
Island thence to the mouth of Jenkins Creek following along Jenkins
Creek to Quarantine Road thence along the centre line of Quarantine
Road to Annesbrook Drive thence along the centre line of
Annesbrook Drive to the overhead bridge at Jenkins Creek thence
along Jenkins Creek to a point opposite the intersection of Cawthron
Crescent, Waterhouse Street and Waimea Road thence in a
Northerly direction to Princes Drive thence along the centre line of
Princes Drive to the intersection with Britannia Heights thence along
the centre line of Richardson Street to Rocks Road.
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AN ACT INTITULED
"THE ANGLICAN PARISH OF VICTORY ACT 1995"
2008

WHEREAS it is desired to constitute the Anglican Parish of Victory and
to define the boundaries thereof

2008

AND WHEREAS members of the Church resident in the All Saints
Anglican Parish have applied to the Synod through the Bishop to have
the Anglican Parish of Victory duly constituted
AND WHEREAS Synod is satisfied that the new Parish is willing and able
to fulfil the obligations of a Parish as required by Section 11 of the
Parishes and Mission Districts Act 1960
AND WHEREAS all the requirements of Section 2 of the Parishes and
Mission Districts Act 1960 have been complied with
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson
in Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows –

2008
1. The short title of this Act shall be "The Anglican Parish of Victory Act 1995".
2. A Parish to be known as the Anglican Parish of Victory is hereby
constituted.
3. The Church now erected and known at 238 Vanguard Street Nelson shall be
the Parish Church of the Anglican Parish of Victory.
4. THE boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Victory shall be as follows Commencing at the centre point of Waimea Road and Hampden Street
intersection and proceeding West along the Centre line of Hampden Street to its
end and then a straight line across Vanguard Street thence along the centre line
of Toi Toi Street to St Vincent Street thence Southwest following a line parallel
to St Vincent Street behind the properties fronting the Eastern side of St Vincent
Street, Jenner Road, Thompson Terrace, Shortland Street and following around
behind the properties fronting the Western side of Waimea Road, Beatsons
Road to Jenkins Creek thence Southwest across Waimea Road at its junction
with Cawthron Crescent and Waterhouse Street thence following around behind
the properties fronting the Western and Southern sides of Coster, Calamaras
and Sophie Streets, Austen Ward Heights and Leach Place crossing The Ridgeway
between Arapiki Road and the road designated Panorama Drive thence in a
straight line to the Trig Station on Jenkins Hill thence in a straight line to the Trig
Station on The Grampians and thence in a straight line to the end of Franklyn
Street thence along the centre line of Franklyn Street to Waimea Road and
thence along the middle line of Waimea Road to the Hampden Street
intersection.
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"THE WAIMEA ANGLICAN PARISH ACT 1994"
WHEREAS the Parish of Waimea was constituted in 1986 as a consequence of
the General Synod Statute 427
AND WHEREAS the Parishioners of the Parish of Waimea desire that that area
of the Parish designated as the Mission District of Mapua be constituted a
Mission District.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in
Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:
1.

THE SHORT TITLE of this Act shall be "The Waimea Parish Amendment
Act 1994"

2.

THE CHURCH now erected in Brightwater and consecrated as St Pauls
shall be the Parish Church of the Waimea Parish.

3.

THE BOUNDARIES of the Waimea Parish shall be:
COMMENCING on the sea coast at the junction of the Coastal highway
and Maisey Road, continuing up Maisey Road to join the Moutere
highway thence to Cut Hill. Then SOUTH along the top of the hills behind
Eves Valley to meet the SOUTH boundary at Bartons Lane. Thence
EASTWARD to the Forks and NORTHWARD to Goats Hill. Thence
WESTWARD along the line following the NORTHERN boundaries of the
sections on the NORTHERN side of Aniseed Road across to the Waimea
River continuing on the WESTERN side of the river by a line to the
Golden Hills Road main highway corner. Thence in a diagonal line to the
Sea Coast at the point of commencement
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PARISH OF WAIRAU VALLEY
Constituted a
Statute 427.

Parish in 1986 as a consequence of General Synod

The boundaries have been defined as follows:
2017

On the EAST from where the straight line drawn from
Graham's Cross Road reaches the Opaoa River, thence
Westward to the junction of the Opaoa with the Wairau
River, thence down the Wairau River to the Western
watershed of the Waikakaho stream, on the NORTH by a
line drawn from Mount Richmond through Mount Baldy to
the Western watershed of the Waikakaho stream, but not
including Okaramio; on the WEST by a line drawn from
Mount Richmond to Tophouse; on the SOUTH by a line
drawn from Tophouse to the South-Western boundary of
the Blenheim South Parish.
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THE ANGLICAN PARISH OF WAKEFIELD AND DISTRICTS STATUTE 2015
WHEREAS the Anglican Parishes of Wakefield, Murchison and Motupiko (Tapawera)
were constituted as Parishes in 1986 as a consequence of General Synod
Statute 427
AND WHEREAS the Parishes of Wakefield and Murchison were by the Nelson Diocesan
Synod in 2014 informally amalgamated under the style of Wakefield with
Murchison.
AND WHEREAS The Synod of the Diocese of Nelson is now satisfied that the Parish of
Motupiko is no longer viable as a separate entity and it is desirable to
incorporate the whole Parish into another Parish.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in Synod
assembled and by authority of the same as follows:1.

THE short title of this Statute shall be "The Anglican Parish of Wakefield and
Districts Statute 2015".

2.

A Parish to be known as the Anglican Parish of Wakefield and Districts is hereby
constituted with effect from 1 January 2016.

3.

All assets, monies, obligations and liabilities currently vesting in the Parishes of
Wakefield, Murchison and Motupiko (Tapawera) are hereby vested in the Parish
of Wakefield and Districts.

4.

THE Church now erected and known as St John, Edward Street, Wakefield shall
be the Parish Church of the Anglican Parish of Wakefield and Districts.

5.

THE boundaries of the Anglican Parish of Wakefield and Districts shall be:The southern portion of the Tasman District bound by the Tasman Districts
boundaries with the Buller, Hurunui, and Marlborough Districts, thence along
the boundaries of the Motueka and Waimea Parishes.

6.

The present Parishes of Wakefield, Murchison and Motupiko (Tapawera) are
hereby abolished.
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DIOCESAN STATUTES

1949

Bishopric Endowment Act

BISHOPRIC ENDOWMENT FUND ACT 1949
ANALYSIS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Short Title
Capital of Fund
Investment of Fund
Income of Fund
Stipend of Bishop

Schedule. Particulars of Funds.
AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE
DIOCESE OF NELSON BISHOPRIC ENDOWMENT FUNDS.
WHEREAS the funds set out in the schedule hereto are vested
in the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board upon trust (inter alia) for
the maintenance of the Bishopric of Nelson.
AND WHEREAS the stipend of the Bishop of Nelson has
consisted of the income of the said Funds and is therefore
liable to fluctuation in accordance with the income received
from the said Funds.
AND WHEREAS it is desirable that the income of the said
Funds should be consolidated in one Fund and that the said
stipend should be a sum certain and should not be liable to
fluctuation.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and
Laity of the Diocese of Nelson in Synod assembled and by
authority of the same:1.
The Short Title of the this Act shall be “The Bishopric
Endowment Fund Act 1949”.
2.
There shall be a Fund entitled “The Bishopric
Endowment Fund” (hereinafter called “the Fund”) the capital
of which shall consist of:(a) The capital of the several funds set out in the
schedule hereto
PROVIDED that the said Funds shall continue to be
known by their several present names but as part
of the Fund hereby constituted,
as at 1 January 2017
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Bishopric Endowment Act

1949

(b)

Benefaction given or bequeathed to the Fund or
given or bequeathed for the maintenance of the
Bishopric of Nelson or for the endowment of the
said Bishopric and which are not specifically
designated for income,
(c)
Such sums as are hereafter appropriated by Synod
for the capital of the Fund.
3.
The Capital of the Fund shall be entrusted to the Nelson
Diocesan Trust Board for investment.
4.

The income of the Fund shall consist of:

(a) Revenue from capital
(b) Subscriptions and benefactions given or
bequeathed to the Fund
or for the maintenance of the Bishopric of Nelson
and designated for income.
(c)
Such income as shall be available from any other
Funds for the
maintenance of the Bishopric of Nelson or for the
travelling or other expenses of the Bishop of
Nelson
(d) Such sums as shall be appropriated by Synod for
the income of
the Fund.
5.
The Stipend and other allowances to be paid to the
Bishop of Nelson shall from time to time be determined by the
Standing Committee and shall be paid from the income of the
Fund.
SCHEDULE
Name of Fund

Amount of Capital
$
Bishopric
12,000.00
FCM Bishop’s Travelling Expenses
4,000.00
MM & MM Memorial Endowment
16,000.00
Nelson Church Endowment
20,566.86
52,566.86
2
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Cathedral Act

CATHEDRAL ACT 2002
ANALYSIS
1.

Short Title …
Part I- The Cathedral

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Christ Church, Nelson, to be the Cathedral.
Duties of the Chapter and Parish.
Cathedral Fabric Repair Fund.
Joint meetings of Vestry and Chapter.
Financial report to Chapter.
Absence or illness of Bishop
Part II - Parish of Christ Church, Nelson

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Cathedral deemed to be Parish
Church Rights of Christ Church Parish
Insurance of the Cathedral.
Bishop’s right to nominate preachers.
Use of the Cathedral by Bishop.
Part III - The Chapter

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Appointment of Diocesan Canons.
Parish Wardens to be Chapter members.
Appointment of Canon in Residence.
Chapter membership.
Criteria for appointment as Diocesan Canon.
Period of appointment for Canons.
Members to sign declaration.
Meetings and Quorum of Chapter
Authority to establish sub-committees.
Resignation and vacation of office.
Part IV - Miscellaneous

23.
24.
25.

Appointment of Dean.
Resolution of difficulties to be referred to Standing Committee.
Cathedral Act 1981 repealed.

as at 1 January 2017
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Cathedral Act

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONSTITUTION OF A CATHEDRAL CHAPTER
AND OTHER MATTERS INCIDENTAL TO A CATHEDRAL.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson,
in Synod assembled and by the authority of the same as follows:PART 1
THE CATHEDRAL
1. The short title of this Act shall be “the Cathedral Act 2002”.
2. The Bishop having placed his/her chair in the Church of the Parish of
Christ Church, Nelson, such Church is and shall be designated the
Cathedral of Christ Church, Nelson.
2006 3. (1) The Chapter of the Cathedral (hereinafter called “The Chapter”)
shall:
(a) promote and encourage the use of the Cathedral for such local,
Diocesan, ecumenical and missionary functions as may be
approved by the Bishop and the Dean (or by the Vicar of the Parish
of Christ Church, if s/he be not the Dean)
(b) work with the Parish of Christ Church to ensure the repair,
maintenance and enhancement of the Cathedral in accordance with
sub-section (2), (3) of this section, and section 4 of this Act.
(2) The Parish of Christ Church shall be responsible for the painting of
such parts of the Cathedral as require painting and for the
maintenance of all gutterings and downpipes and all drains clear from
obstruction.
The said Parish shall also be responsible for the
maintenance of the organ and all other furniture and furnishings of the
Cathedral including the seating therein.
PROVIDED that no substantial alteration in the seating or furnishing of
the Cathedral shall be made without the consent of the Chapter.
(3)
Except as provided in sub-section (2) hereof the Chapter shall
be responsible for the maintenance of the fabric of the Cathedral.
4. The Nelson Diocesan Trust Board Incorporated (hereinafter called “The
Trustee”) shall be the Trustee of the Cathedral Fabric Repair Fund
which fund both as to capital and to income shall be at all times at the
disposal of the Chapter for the purpose of maintaining the Cathedral in
2
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a proper state of repair and for such other purpose as the Chapter
shall from time to time direct.
5. It shall be appropriate for the Vestry of the Parish of Christ Church or
for the Chapter to request a joint meeting of both bodies for the
purpose of each body discharging their responsibilities in respect of
Section 3 of this Act in a coherent and timely manner.
6. Following its Annual General Meeting the Parish of Christ Church shall
supply to the Chapter a copy of its financial report to that meeting.
7. In the event of the Bishop being absent from the Diocese or when
she/he shall be prevented by illness or other serious cause from acting
personally all the functions and duties prescribed in this Act to be
discharged by the Bishop shall be discharged by the Vicar-General or
by a Commissary specially authorised by the Bishop and in the event
of the Diocese being vacant by the Commissary of the Primate.
PART II
THE PARISH OF CHRIST CHURCH, NELSON
8. The Cathedral shall be deemed to be the church of Christ Church,
Nelson.
9. Nothing in the Act shall affect the rights of the parishioners to elect
Churchwardens and Vestry member for the management of their
parochial affairs or the rights of nomination to Synod.
10. The Parish of Christ Church, Nelson, shall insure the Cathedral in the
name of the Trustee for the functional replacement value. The Parish
is not required to insure the Cathedral at full replacement value.
11. The Bishop shall have the right of nominating special preachers at not
more than fifteen services of any year of which not more than four shall
fall on consecutive Sundays, provided that the Vicar could expect, where
possible, not less than one month’s notice of such nomination.
12.The use of the Cathedral and organ shall be at the disposal of the Bishop
for special extra-parochial services under the entire arrangement of the
Bishop.
PROVIDED that such services do not unnecessarily interfere with the
regular parochial services of the Parish nor that the Parish be liable for
any expense.
3
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PROVIDED also that at the Consecration and Installation of a Bishop the
Commissary shall have control of all arrangements.

PART III
THE CHAPTER
2006 13. Up to four Clerical and four Lay Canons may be appointed by the
Bishop in consultation with the Dean for the purposes of supporting,
promoting and encouraging the ministry and mission of the Cathedral in
and to the Diocese as a whole and to the whole community in seeking to
foster good relationships to the same and of ensuring the repair,
maintenance and enhancement of the Cathedral.
14. The Cathedral Churchwardens (or alternates nominated by the Cathedral
Vestry) shall be ex-officio members of the Chapter with full voting rights,
and for their period of office on the Chapter shall be entitled to the style
Lay Canon.
15. The Bishop, on the nomination of the Dean and Churchwardens of the
Cathedral Vestry, may appoint any full time priest [of not less than five
years standing] on the Cathedral staff as Canon in Residence, the said
Canon shall be entitled to a seat on the Chapter without voting rights.
The said priest shall not continue as a Canon or as a member of the
Chapter on departure from the Cathedral Ministry team.
16. The Chapter shall comprise the Bishop, the Dean, the Vicar General, the
Chancellor and the Canons.
17. The Diocesan Canons shall be people who are actively involved in the life
and ministry of the Church and widely respected in the Diocese and who
have the commitment and ability to help the Cathedral Chapter fulfill the
purposes set out in this statute.
18. Each Diocesan Canon appointed shall be for a period of four years, and
any appointee may from time to time be re-appointed for a further term.
Provided that at the expiration of their term they remain in office, unless
Section 20 applies, until such time as their successor is appointed.
19. Before taking up office each appointee shall make the Declaration
required by Section 15 Part C of the Constitution of the Church and
indicate agreement with the Diocesan Vision statement as adopted from
time to time by the Diocesan Synod.
4
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2006 20. The Chapter shall meet at least twice annually but may meet more often
in order to fulfill its purposes. Meetings may be chaired by the Bishop
(and in his absence by the Dean) or the Bishop may ask the Chapter to
elect a Chair and a Deputy Chair for a specified period. The quorum
shall be eight of whom four shall be Diocesan Canons.
21. The Chapter may establish sub-committees to oversee its work between
full Chapter meetings. Appointees to the sub-committees need not
necessarily be members of the Chapter. The Chapter may determine the
rules for the ordering of these committees.
22. A Clerical Canon shall be deemed to have vacated office on appointment
as Bishop, Dean or Archdeacon; or moves from the Diocese or resigns in
writing to the Bishop, or ceases to hold the Bishop’s Licence, or ceases
to be a worshipping member of an Anglican congregation. In the case
of a Lay Canon they shall be deemed to have vacated office on the
ordination to the Diaconate and/or priesthood; or moved from the
Diocese or have resigned in writing to the Bishop, or cease to be a
worshipping member of an Anglican congregation.
PART IV
MISCELLANEOUS
2006

23. (a) The Bishop may appoint a Dean [who may or may not be the
Vicar of the Christ Church Parish, Nelson] who shall hold office at
the pleasure of the Bishop
(b) If in the opinion of the Bishop the Dean for any reason is
unable to wholly or partially undertake the duties of the Dean, the
Bishop may appoint an Acting Dean on such terms and conditions
as she/he thinks fit.
(c) That upon the office of Dean becoming vacant the functions of
the Dean shall be performed by The Bishop (or an appointee of
the Bishop) until such time as at his/her discretion he/she shall
appoint a Dean
(d) The Bishop shall consult the Chapter before appointing or
terminating an appointment of a Dean or Acting Dean.
(e) In the event of an appointment of a Dean who is not Vicar of Christ
Church Parish, the Bishop shall consult with the vestry before making
the appointment.

as at 1 January 2017
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24. Should any difficulty or difference arise in connection with any of the
provisions of this Act, or any of the respective rights and responsibilities
concerning the use, maintenance and repair of the Cathedral or any
difference of opinion between the Chapter and the Parish of Christ
Church, the Standing Committee shall decide the course to be adopted.
25. The Cathedral Act 1981 is hereby repealed
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Cathedral Vestry Act 2015

CATHEDRAL VESTRY STATUTE 2015
ANALYSIS
PART I - THE VESTRY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

The Vestry
Membership of the Vestry
Primary Duties of the Vestry
Further Duties in Respect of Property
Meetings of Vestry
Chairing of Vestry
Persons with Right to Attend Vestry Meetings
Quorum for Vestry
Election of Parochial Nominators
Keeping of Minutes
Collections
Contributions for Objects outside Parish
Vestry bound by acts of predecessors
Control of Funds

PART II – TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF PROVISIONS
15.
16.
17.
18.

Suspension of Provisions
Interpretation
Transitional Provisions
Duration of Act

A STATUTE TO PROVIDE FOR THE TRIAL OF A NEW GOVERNANCE
STRUCTURE FOR THE NELSON CATHEDRAL, KNOWN AS THE CATHEDRAL
VESTRY, AND FOR DEFINING ITS MEMBERSHIP, POWERS AND DUTIES
AND SUSPENDING THE CURRENT GOVERNANCE PROVISIONS.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson
in Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows:The Short Title of this Act shall be “The Cathedral Act 2015” and shall
come into force on 1 January 2016.
PART I - THE VESTRY
1. The Nelson Cathedral [Christ Church Parish, Nelson] shall be governed
by a new body known as the Cathedral Vestry (“the Vestry”).

10 August 2018
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2. Membership of the Vestry
(1) Membership of the Vestry shall comprise
- The Bishop (ex officio)
- The Dean
- The Vicar of Christ Church Parish [if not also the Dean]
- The Dean’s Warden
- The People’s Warden
- Up to two Clerical Canons appointed by the Bishop in
consultation with the Dean
- Up to two Lay Canons appointed by the Bishop in consultation
with the Dean
- Five Lay Vestry members elected by the Cathedral congregation
at the Parish AGM from those Lay persons contained on the
Parish Roll
- The Lay Synod representatives of Christ Church Parish, providing
that where any Lay Synod representative is already a member of
the Vestry, a meeting of parishioners may appoint a further
member of Vestry from the Cathedral congregation.
(2) Before entering into office, each Vestry member shall make and
subscribe to the Declaration of Acknowledgment of the authority of
the General Synod as required by required by Title B Canon XXI.
The signed declarations shall at once be forwarded to the Diocesan
Secretary.
(3) If a vacancy arises on the Vestry through the death, resignation, or
removal of an elected member of the Vestry, or for any other
reason(a) The position may remain vacant unless it is necessary to fill the
office in order to provide a quorum for the Vestry, as required
by section 8.
(b) The position may be filled by appointment made by the Vestry.
(4) Any Canonical vacancy may be filled by the Bishop in consultation
with the Dean.

3.

Primary duties of Vestry
(1) The primary duties of the Vestry are to —
(a) Promote the worship of Almighty God and to provide all things
necessary for the ordering of public worship
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(b) Foster the spiritual growth and wellbeing of the parishioners, to
bring before the parishioners the claims on them of the mission
of the church in their community and in the world at large and
generally to promote the extension of Christ's Kingdom
(c)

Encourage all members of the parish to grow in the faith and
service of Christ by the power of his Spirit, and in particular to
see that Christian education is provided for persons of all age
groups

(d) Promote and encourage the use of the Cathedral for such local,
diocesan, ecumenical and missionary functions as may be
approved by the Bishop and the Dean (or by the Vicar of the
Parish of Christ Church if he/she is not the Dean)
(e) Be responsible for the overall good management of the
Cathedral/Parish and to administer and undertake the business
affairs of the Cathedral/Parish
(f)

Determine the establishment of any paid position within the
parish.

(2) Subsection (1) does not limit the responsibility of the Vicar, under
the authority of the Bishop, for the pastoral care of the parish, for
Christian education in the parish, and for the spiritual wellbeing of
the parishioners.

4. Further duties in respect of property
Vestry shall have the following further duties:
(a) Provide and care for the Cathedral buildings (including repair,
maintenance and enhancement), the Cathedral furnishings, and
the equipment needed for the good working of the parish
(b) Plan, authorise, and execute all capital works, alterations, and
improvements that may be necessary or desirable for the proper
functioning of the Cathedral buildings, subject always to the
provisions of the Diocesan Properties and Faculties Act 2006:
(c) Provide a Vicarage in the parish free of charge to the Vicar, and
free accommodation to other full-time Assistant Clergy who are
paid from parish funds, or, instead of accommodation, to
provide an allowance approved by Standing Committee

10 August 2018
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(d) Cause to be inspected at least once in each year the Cathedral,
the vicarage, and all other buildings and property for which
Vestry is responsible and ensure that all necessary repairs and
maintenance are carried out.
(e) The Vestry shall insure the Cathedral in the name of the Trustee
for functional replacement value. The Vestry is not required to
insure the Cathedral at full replacement.

5. Meetings of Vestry
(1) Meetings of the Vestry shall be held at least bi-monthly at such
time and place as the Vestry may determine.
(2) A special meeting of Vestry may be called at such time as the Dean
or the Churchwardens may determine, or upon a request in writing
signed by a majority of Vestry members.
(3) A special meeting may be called for any purpose by the Bishop.

6. Chairing of Vestry
(1) Subject to the provisions of this section, the Dean shall chair all
meetings of Vestry.
(2) If for any reason the Dean is unable to attend any meeting of
Vestry, and while there is no Dean, the Bishop may chair the
meetings of Vestry, but if the Bishop does not so choose, the
Dean’s Warden (in the first instance) or the People’s Warden (in
the second instance) shall chair the meetings of Vestry.
(3) The person chairing any meeting of Vestry shall have a casting as
well as a deliberative vote.
7. Persons with right to attend Vestry meetings
Any person may attend Vestry meetings at the invitation of Vestry and
have the right to speak but not to vote.

8. Quorum for Vestry
(1) No business shall be transacted at a meeting of Vestry unless a
quorum is present.
4
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(2) The Vestry quorum shall be six and shall include the Dean or the
Bishop or at least one of the Churchwardens and at least one of
the clerical or Lay Canons.
(3) Vestry may, with the express consent of the Dean and the
Churchwardens, delegate to a member of Vestry or a
subcommittee of Vestry the power to deal with any particular item
of business or to be responsible for any particular aspect of parish
life, with power to co-opt additional parishioners or persons who
are not members of Vestry; and in such a case the subcommittee
may conduct the business committed to it even though the Dean
or a Churchwarden is not present or is not a member of the
subcommittee.

9. Election of Parochial Nominators
At a meeting held not later than two months after the annual general
meeting at which it was elected, Vestry shall elect two persons, who
are qualified to be members of Vestry, and two members of the Vestry
[total of four] to be the Parochial Nominators for the Cathedral parish.

10. Keeping of minutes
The Vestry shall ensure that full minutes of all its meetings, and of all
annual and special general meetings of parishioners, are kept.

11. Collections
The Vestry shall ensure that all collections at services within the parish
are fully recorded, safely kept, and promptly banked.

12. Contributions for objects outside parish
(1) The Vestry may at its discretion pay money from parish funds for
religious, charitable, or educational objects outside the parish and
authorise collections to be made for any such purposes.
(2) All special offerings and collections shall be paid to the object
specified within two months after their receipt.

10 August 2018
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13. Vestry bound by acts of predecessors
All contracts and undertakings that have been duly and lawfully
entered into by the Vestry, or by the suspended Cathedral Chapter
and Vestry existing prior to this Statute, shall (according to their
tenor) be binding upon their successors in office from year to year.
14. Control of funds
All funds under the control of the Cathedral Chapter and the Cathedral
Vestry as at the commencement of this Statute shall for its duration
be under the control of the Vestry for the purposes that the funds are
held or received.

PART II: TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF PROVISIONS
15. Suspension of provisions
The following statutory provisions shall be suspended with regard to the
operation of the Cathedral for the duration of this Statute
(a) Sections 3,5 and 6 of the Cathedral Act 2002
(b) Part 111 of the Cathedral Act 2002
(c) Section 19 of the Parishes Statute2006
(d) Part IV of the Parishes Statute2006

16. Interpretation
(1) With regard to the operation of the Cathedral, for the duration of
this Statute any reference in the Cathedral Act 2002, Appointment
and Termination Act 1996 or Parishes Statute 2006 to ‘Vestry’ shall
be read as a reference to ‘Vestry’ and reference in s21(1)(b) of the
Parishes Statute 2006 to ‘members of the Vestry’ shall be read as
‘elected lay Vestry members’.
(2) Where there appears to be a conflict between this Statute and any
other Diocesan Statute this Statute shall prevail.

17. Transitional Provisions
(1) All current appointments as Canon of the Cathedral Chapter shall
lapse on 31 December 2015.

6
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(2) All current elected vestry members of the Christ Church Nelson
Vestry shall cease to hold office on 31 December 2015.
(3) Prior to 31 December 2015 the Vestry of the Christ Church Parish
shall nominate and appoint from their number three of the "elected
Vestry persons" to be members of the Vestry to hold office from 1
January 2016 until the 2016 Annual General Meeting of the Parish.
(4) Prior to 31 December 2015 the Bishop in consultation with the
Dean may appoint up to two Clerical Canons and two Lay Canons
with the said appointees assuming office on 1 January 2016 and
holding office for the duration of this Statute.

18. Duration of Act
This Act shall cease to have effect on 31 December 2020.

10th August 2018
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DIOCESAN FIRE INSURANCE ACT 1984
ANALYSIS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Short Title
Authority of Board
Responsibility for insurance
Fixing amount and type of insurance
Payment of valuation fee
Payment of premiums
Diocesan Fire Insurance Fund

AN ACT TO enable the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board to arrange
and to deal with the credit standing to the Diocesan Fire
Insurance Fund under the Diocesan Fire Insurance Act 1938.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese
of Nelson in Synod assembled, and by the authority of the
same as follows:1.
The Short Title of this Act shall be “The Diocesan Fire
Insurance Act 1984”.
2.
The Nelson Diocesan Trust Board Incorporated,
hereinafter called “the Board” is authorised on behalf of the
Diocese of Nelson to arrange insurance for such of the real and
personal property of the Diocese as it thinks necessary.
2005
2010

3.
The Board (in consultation with the Parish or Mission
Unit concerned in the case of property for which a Parish or
Mission Unit is responsible) shall fix the type and amount of
insurance and shall notify every Vestry of the schedule of
insurances for that Parish.

2010

4.
In the event of the Board and any Parish or Mission Unit
not being able to agree as to the amount or type of insurance
the matter shall be referred to Standing Committee whose
decision shall be final.

2010

5.
One-twelfth of the annual premium payable by Parishes
and Mission Unit in respect of such insurance shall form part of
the monthly quota for the Sustentation Fund.

as at 1 January 2017
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2010
2005

6.
Any valuation fees incidental to the arranging of the
insurance shall be payable by the Parish or Mission Unit
concerned.
7.
The Diocesan Fire Insurance Fund shall be administered
by the Trustees of the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board in such
manner as they consider appropriate to assist in meeting the
requirements of providing insurance cover for Parish and
Diocesan property
8.
The Diocesan Fire Insurance Act 1938 is hereby
repealed.

2
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DIOCESAN OVERSEAS MISSION COUNCIL ACT 2004
AN ACT TO CONSTITUTE AND REGULATE THE DIOCESAN OVERSEAS
MISSION COUNCIL
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson,
in Synod assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows:
2011

1. The Short Title of this act shall be “The Diocesan Overseas Mission
Council Act 2004.”
2. Every Parish is expected and encouraged to actively support world
mission by:
a. Supporting overseas missions through the Anglican Missions
Board of the Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia.
b. Setting aside a percentage of their income for that purpose.
c. Supporting other mission in New Zealand and the world
3. Parishes are required to forward that part of their mission giving
which is for the Anglican Missions Board of the Church in Aotearoa,
New Zealand and Polynesia to the Diocesan Secretary on a regular
monthly basis.

2010

4. That each Parish should set aside at least one Sunday each year for
the purposes of stimulating interest in the missional life of the
church in the world.

2011

5. There shall be a Diocesan Overseas Mission Council consisting of not
less than seven members nor more than twelve members (hereinafter
called “The Council”) which shall be appointed in the following manner:
a
ONE (1) member appointed to seat number one (1) by the
Association of Anglican Women for a term of one year;
b
ONE (1) member appointed to seat number two (2) by a
representative group of Diocesan Youth for a term of one year;
as at 1 January 2017
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2011

c
ONE (1) member appointed to seat number three (3)
by CMS (New Zealand Church Missionary Society) for a term of
one year;

2011

d
FIVE (5) members elected by Synod to seats
numbered four (4) to eight (8) inclusive on a rotation basis for
a term expiring at the ordinary session of Synod held in the
year set alongside the seat number and thereafter for a term
expiring at the ordinary session in the third year following the
member’s election.
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

2006
2006
2007
2007
2005

PROVIDED ALWAYS that in the event of an election to fill a
casual vacancy the member shall be elected only for the
balance remaining of the term of the former member.
PROVIDED FURTHER that if any member shall fail to attend
two consecutive meetings without leave of absence or shall
resign their seat the member shall ipso facto cease to be a
member of The Council and an election to fill such casual
vacancy for the balance of the term of the former member
shall be held at the next session of Synod. Until such
election such casual vacancy shall be filled by an
appointment by Standing Committee.
2011

e At the Council’s first meeting after Synod the members
appointed by the Association of Anglican Women, the
representative group of Diocesan Youth, CMS and the
elected members shall appoint not more than four (4)
members to seats number nine (9) to twelve (12) inclusive
for a term expiring on the date set alongside the seat
number and thereafter for a term of three years.
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

31.12.2006
31.12.2006
31.12.2007
31.12.2005

At the first meeting after Synod in each year the Council
shall decide whether to appoint and may appoint a new
2
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member or members to fill any vacancy both casual or by
rotation.

2011

PROVIDED ALWAYS that if any member shall fail to attend
two consecutive meetings without leave of absence or shall
resign their seat the member shall ipso facto cease to be a
member of The Council. The Council may at any time fill
such casual vacancy for the balance of the term of the
former member.

2005

f

(i)

Nominations for shall close at a time fixed by the
President and notified to Synod members prior to Synod.

(ii)

Any member desirous of making a nomination shall do
so in the form set out in the First Schedule hereto and hand
the same to the Secretaries of Synod.

(iii)

If the number nominated shall not exceed the number
to be elected, the President shall forthwith declare the
persons so nominated to be duly elected.

(iv)

If the number nominated shall exceed the number to be
elected, the President shall forthwith determine the day and
hour of the election.

(v)

In the event of an election which includes an election to
fill a casual vacancy the elected member obtaining the
lowest number of votes shall be deemed to have been
elected to fill the casual vacancy and shall be a member only
for the balance remaining of the term of the former
member.

6.

The Diocesan Secretary shall be the Treasurer of the Council.

7.

The Council shall appoint a Chairperson and a Secretary at the
first meeting after each annual session of the Synod.

8.

The Council shall present an Annual Report to the Synod.

9.

The duties of the Council shall be:
i.

To actively encourage, develop, educate and stimulate the
as at 1 January 2017
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2010

2004
Parishes in world mission (e.g. through distributing literature
and encouraging intercession), such that they might ever
more fully and richly embody their missional identity.

ii. To cooperate with the Anglican Missions Board of the Church in
Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia in the maintenance and
extension of such parochial mission organizations and
movements as already exist, and in the creation of such new
organisations and movements as may be thought desirable;
subject always to the sanction and approval of the Vicar or
Priest-in-Charge of the Parish.
iii. To help parishes to accept targets for financial support.
iv. To furnish the said Board such statistics and reports from time
to time as may be required for the purposes of the said Board;
v. To assist the said Board in any way as the said Board may from
time to time require.
2011

vi. In all things, to work to any Strategic Plan the Diocesan Synod
may from time to time adopt.

2011

10.

The Standing Committee is hereby authorised to confer upon the
Council so constituted such powers as it may deem fit.

11.

The members of the Diocesan Missionary Committee shall on
the passing of this statute be the Diocesan Overseas Mission
Council translating to the identical seat they held on the
Missionary Committee.

12. The Diocesan Missionary Committee Act 1968 is hereby repealed.
The First Schedule

2011

I hereby nominate ……………………………………………..
who has given their consent to this nomination, for election as a
member of the Diocesan Overseas Mission Council.
Name……………………………………….
Signature…………………………………
Date………………………………………….
4
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THE DIOCESAN PASTORS APPOINTMENT AND
TERMINATION ACT 1996
WHEREAS in 1992 the General Synod of the Anglican Church in
Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia revised the Constitution
and as a result amended Title A, Canon II of Pastors, deleting the
sections that set out in detail the manner in which clergy would
be appointed to various offices in the Church and the termination
of the same, but provided under section 5 provision that "Each
tikanga shall make regulations to provide for the appointment
and termination of the appointment of any ordained minister".
"PROVIDED THAT where such appointment involves stipend or
remuneration, such termination procedure shall be consistent
with the law applicable in that particular jurisdiction and
"FURTHER PROVIDED under section 6 "No change in the
regulations governing appointment or authorisation shall have
the effect of depriving any ordained minister of the appointment
or authorisation that person currently holds, without the
appropriate procedure for resignation or termination of
appointment being observed".
AND WHEREAS the Standing Committee of the Diocese of Nelson
at a meeting on 13 February 1996 adopted regulations for the
appointment of pastors in the Diocese of Nelson which were
modelled on the previous clause 7 of Canon II, Title A, Canon on
Pastors of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and
Polynesia
2018

AND WHEREAS the Tikanga Pakeha Conference representing
tikanga Pakeha recognised that inconsistencies were developing
between the several dioceses within that tikanga resolved at the
1996 Session of the Tikanga Pakeha Conference to approve
regulations for the resignation and termination of appointments
of ordained ministers and recommended that each of the several
dioceses approve and adopt those regulations for the Diocese
without amendment to the form in which they were agreed to by
the Tikanga Pakeha Conference
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of
Nelson, in Synod assembled and by authority of the same as
follows:1.

THE short title of this Act shall be "The Diocesan Pastors
Appointment and Termination Act 1996".

as at 30 August 2018
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2006 2.
2010

2.1 WHENEVER a Vicar, Pastor or Missioner is to be
nominated for a Parochial Unit that does not receive
financial assistance from the Diocese, a Board of
Nomination shall be constituted consisting of the Bishop of
the Diocese, the Parochial Nominators for that Parochial
Unit and four Diocesan Nominators two being Clerical
Representatives and two being Lay Representatives.

2010

2.2 WHENEVER a Vicar is to be nominated for a Parochial
Unit receiving Financial Assistance from the Diocese, a
Board of Nomination may at the Bishops absolute
discretion be constituted consisting of the Bishop of the
Diocese, the Parochial Nominators for that Parochial Unit
and four Diocesan Nominators two being Clerical
Representatives and two being Lay Representatives. Where
no such board is constituted the selection and appointment
shall be by the Bishop of the Diocese.
3.

3.1 THE two Clerical Representatives shall be Priests
holding the Bishop's Licence and the two Lay
Representatives shall be Communicants resident in the
Diocese, and all four shall be elected at the first annual
session after each general election for the Diocesan Synod,
by the Clerical and Lay members of the Synod, the Clerical
Members electing the Clerical Representatives and the Lay
Members electing the Lay Representatives, each Order
acting as an electoral body and not a Diocesan Synod.
3.2 THE Diocesan Nominators shall hold office until the
election of their successors at the first annual session of
the next Synod except that a Diocesan Nominator may
resign by letter addressed to the Bishop and shall vacate
office on removal from the Diocese, or if absent from the
Diocese for the space of two months without leave of the
Bishop, or if made a protected patient under the Mental
Health Act 1969, or a protected person under the Aged and
Infirm Persons Act 1912, or if convicted of an indictable
offence.
3.3. IN THE event of the members of the Diocesan Synod
failing to elect one or more Diocesan Nominators or if any
Diocesan Nominator shall resign or die or other wise vacate
office, the members of the Standing Committee of the
Diocese shall elect an eligible person to fill the vacancy.
The Clerical Members of the Standing Committee shall elect
Clerical Representatives and the lay Members, Lay
Representatives, each Order acting as an electoral body
and not as the Standing Committee.

2
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3.4. THE Standing Committee may direct its Clerical
Members to elect an eligible person as a substitute
Diocesan Nominator in the place of a Clerical
Representative who is appointed Vicar-General or
Deputy Vicar-General or Commissary of the Primate,
such substitute Diocesan Nominator to act whenever
the Vicar-General or Deputy Vicar-General or
Commissary is acting in such capacity on the Board of
Nomination.
4.

4.1. IT SHALL be the duty of the Vestry or the equivalent
thereof of every Parochial Unit at a duly summoned
meeting to be held not later than two months after the
Annual Meeting of Parishioners of such Parochial Unit to
elect four Communicants who are members of the
Parochial Unit who shall be known as Parochial
Nominators and who shall represent the Parochial Unit
in all matters connected with the selection of a Vicar or
Pastor or Missioner for such Parochial Unit.
4.2. ANY casual vacancy on the Parochial Nominators shall
be filled by the Vestry or the equivalent thereof.
4.3. EACH Vestry or the equivalent thereof electing any
Parochial Nominators shall forthwith after each election
notify to the Standing Committee of the Diocese the
names and addresses of those Parochial Nominators.
4.4. IF ANY Vestry or the equivalent thereof shall in any
year fail to elect four Parochial Nominators under this
Section the Standing Committee shall appoint the
Parochial Nominators for that Parochial Unit for the year
or so many of them as shall be required to make up the
full number if less than the full number shall have been
elected by the Vestry or the equivalent thereof. Until
the full number shall be elected the Parochial
Nominators previously duly elected shall continue in
office as Parochial Nominators.

5.

5.1 THE Bishop shall be the convener of every Board of
Nomination.
5.2 EACH meeting of the Board shall be chaired by the
Bishop of the Diocese.
5.3 A BISHOP, two others who are not Parochial
Nominators and two Parochial Nominators shall be
present to constitute a quorum. No nomination shall be
valid unless it be made by a majority of all the voting
members constituting the Board whether present or
not.
as at 1 January 2017
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5.4 NOTWITHSTANDING anything hereinbefore contained it
shall be competent for any Board of Nomination with
the concurrence of all its members who are Parochial
Nominators to delegate the nomination to any person
or body of persons whom it shall think fit.
6.

6.1 THE Board of Nomination shall be satisfied by certificate
from the body responsible for providing the same, that
there are sufficient means available for the stipend and
allowances and housing provisions and pension and
insurance arrangements, for a nominee for the
expected length of term of the appointment as set out
in such certificate.
6.2 UPON the Board of Nomination being satisfied as to the
matters mentioned in the immediately preceding
Section, the Bishop or other person chairing the
meeting shall write to the nominee a Letter of Offer
which shall include the following:
a) A description of the appointment and any special
needs.
b) Whether Letters of Authority from Te Pihopa o
Aotearoa are required.
c) The names of other clergy licensed to work in
association with the nominee.
d) The earliest date from which the appointment would
be available.
e) The expected length of term for which the
appointment would be held (but subject to Sections
9 - 14 hereof).
f) The stipend and allowances and housing provisions
and pension and insurance arrangements as
certified to the Bishop.
g) Leave entitlements.
h) The text of the next succeeding Section hereof or
words to the like effect.
i)

4

If the office is that of Co-Vicar or Co-Pastor, a
statement that the licence to be issued will
terminate immediately upon the termination for
whatever cause of the licence held by the other or
as at 1 January 2017
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any of the others holding a Co-Vicar's or Co-Pastor's
licence with the nominee.

6.3 BEFORE issuing any Licence the Bishop shall be
satisfied that the nominee is worthy of the intended
ministry by examination of the nominee's Letter of
Orders, Letters Testimonial, and any other evidence
and at that Bishop's discretion, by examination of the
nominee. The Bishop shall also be satisfied that Te
Pihopa o Aotearoa will issue Letters of Authority if they
are requisite for the intended ministry.
6.4 IF THE Letter of Offer be accepted and if the Bishop be
satisfied that the nominee is worthy of the intended
ministry, then the Bishop shall, subject to the
provisions of Clause 7.3 hereof relating to Letters of
Authority, issue that appropriate licence and the Bishop,
or some person duly authorised under mandate in that
behalf, shall institute the nominee to the ecclesiastical
office where the ministry is to be exercised.
6.5 IF THE Bishop be not satisfied that the nominee is
worthy of the intended ministry and decline to license,
the Bishop shall without delay give notice thereof to the
Board of Nomination, and also communicate in writing
to the nominee the reasons for declining.
6.6 1. A MAJORITY of the members of the Board of
Nomination or the nominee may appeal against the
decision of the Bishop in declining to license.
2. SUCH appeal must be by writing lodged with the
Standing Committee of the Diocese within one
month after receipt of the Bishop's decision under
the
immediately
preceding
Section
hereof
accompanied by the Bishop's written reason for
declining given to the nominee.
3. IF IT appears to the Standing Committee exclusive
of the Bishop that there are prima facie grounds for
the appeal, such appeal together with the Bishop's
written reasons shall be submitted by the Standing
Committee to the Diocesan Bishops but otherwise
the appeal shall lapse
4. IF THE appeal shall not lapse and if the Bishop's
written reasons should appear to two thirds of them,
namely the Diocesan Bishops, to be insufficient, the
Diocesan Bishop shall license the nominee.

as at 1 January 2017
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6.7 IN CASE the nominee shall decline to accept the
appointment or the Bishop shall decline to issue a
licence, then, subject in the latter event to the right of
appeal, all the proceedings for filling the vacancy shall
begin again.
7.

7.1. ALL appointments to any office except that of Vicar,
Co-Vicars, Pastor, Co-Pastors, or Missioner of a
Parochial Unit shall be made by the Bishop in accord
with any regulations made by the Diocese.
7.2. IN THE absence of any such regulations or in so far as
the same shall not extend, all such appointments shall
be made by the Bishop after consultation with such
bodies as the Bishop shall think fit.
7.3. WHERE Letters of Authority from Te Pihopa o Aotearoa
are required for any appointment to be made by the
Bishop pursuant to this Clause, the Bishop shall consult
with Te Pihopa o Aotearoa over the appointment.
7.4. ALL provisions relating to a Letter of Offer and to
subsequent licensing contained in this Canon shall apply
to each appointment made pursuant to this Section.

8.

2005

8.1.

EVERY licence to be issued to any deacon or priest
shall be in one or other of the forms in Schedules Two
and Three to this Bill or in any like form which shall
include the same provisions.

8.2. THE ecclesiastical offices for which such licences may
be issued are as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

6

Dean.
Vicar or Co-Vicar, Pastor or Co-Pastor of a Parish, or
Pastorate.
Priest in Charge, Missioner or Pastor of a Mission
District.
Warden
of.....................................................................
Chaplain of
..................................................................
Missioner of
.................................................................
Adviser to the Bishop on/for………………………….
Deacon/Priest/Assistant to the .............................. of
......................... for the time being.
Deacon/Priest-in-Charge during the present/
forthcoming vacancy in the office of
.................................................................
as at 1 January 2017
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2010

j) Staff positions of Bishopdale Theological College held
by Anglican Bishops, Priests or Deacons.
k) Any other office defined from time to time by the
Standing Committee of the Diocese as an
ecclesiastical office.
8.3. IN ADDITION to all the other provisions of this Canon,
the licence of a Co-Vicar or Co-Pastor shall terminate
immediately upon the termination for whatever cause
of the licence held by the other or any of the other
holding a Co-Vicar's or Co-Pastor's licence with that CoVicar or Co-Pastor.
8.4 EVERY person to be granted any licence or, Permission
to Officiate as set out in Schedule Four under this
Canon shall before receiving the same, in addition to
the Declaration prescribed by the Constitution, make
and subscribe the Declarations set forth in Schedule
One.
RESIGNATION AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES
(As approved by the Tikanga Pakeha Conference May 1996.)

2018
9.

2001

NO ORDAINED minister licensed to an ecclesiastical office
under Title A Canon II section 1 in any of the Dioceses
of New Zealand shall have the appointment to that
office terminated or be removed from such office
except:
9.1 FOR an ecclesiastical offence upon the decision of a
competent Tribunal as prescribed in Title D; or
9.2 WHERE, in the case of a stipendiary appointment, the
stipend in respect of the ministry unit to which the
ordained minister was appointed can no longer be
sustained, or the office to which the minister was
appointed is disestablished; or

2001

9.3 WHERE the ordained minister fails to perform the duties
of the office to which the minister was licensed in an
effective manner; or
9.4 WHERE the office is that of Deacon/Priest in Charge
during a vacancy; or
9.5 WHERE the office is that of Co-Vicar or Co-Pastor, and
the provisions of a diocesan regulation require the
concurrent termination of such licence upon the
termination, for whatever cause, of the licence held by
any other Co-Vicar or Co-Pastor of that ministry unit; or
as at 30 August 2018
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9.6 WHERE the licence has stated a specific term of the
appointment, and the term has expired and has not
been extended or renewed; or
9.7 UPON the resignation from that office of the person
holding the licence.
10. NO ORDAINED minister shall have their appointment to
office terminated under clause 9.2 hereof unless:

10.1 THE Bishop for the time being exercising episcopal
jurisdiction over the minister shall first have given the
ordained minister and the ministry unit to which the
ordained minister is licensed three months’ notice in
writing of the Bishop’s intention to take such action;
and
10.2 THE Standing Committee of the Diocese shall have
authorised payment of a sum equivalent to three
months’ stipend of that minister payable upon the
termination of the licence; and
10.3 THE Bishop shall have provided the ordained minister
with written confirmation that the termination of the
appointment is due to the inability to fund the stipend
for that appointment; and
10.4 THE Bishop shall have notified the ordained minister
that, should the minister have been unable at the end
of three months after the termination of the
appointment to have secured another stipendiary office
or secular employment, the minister may apply to the
Standing Committee of the Diocese for further financial
assistance of up to but not more than three months’
stipend.
11. NO ORDAINED minister shall have their appointment to
office terminated under clause 9.3 hereof unless the
following procedure is followed:
11.1 THE Bishop shall have spoken personally to the
ordained minister about the issues relating to the
performance of the duties of the office causing concern.

8
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11.2 THE Bishop shall then detail to the ordained minister in
writing the matters of concern giving rise to a possible
termination of the appointment, and what possible
action if any may be taken by the minister which may
remove those concerns, and shall invite from the
minister a response in writing within fourteen days.

11.2.1 IF THE Bishop advises of any action that may be
taken that would remove the possibility of termination,
then the Bishop shall invite the minister to signify in
writing within fourteen days a willingness to undertake
such course of action.
11.2.2 IF THE minister, having undertaken the suggested
action, is able to perform the duties of the office in a
manner satisfactory to the Bishop, no further action
shall be taken.
11.3 THE minister as part of a response may request the
Bishop to arrange for the appointment of a third party,
who shall be appointed by a commission consisting of
the Diocesan Church Advocate and an Archdeacon or
another senior priest nominated by the minister.
11.3.1 THE third party shall give an opportunity for the
minister, the Bishop and, where the third party
considers it appropriate, the ministry unit to be heard
either personally or by representation. If the ministry
unit is involved, the minister shall be given an
opportunity to learn and to respond to what the
ministry unit has submitted.
11.3.2 THEREAFTER the third party may suggest to the
Bishop any action which may be taken that might
prevent the termination of the appointment.
11.4 IF THE minister, having undertaken the suggested
action, is able to perform the duties of the office in a
manner satisfactory to the Bishop, no further action
shall be taken.
11.5 IF, HAVING considered any written response from the
minister under clause 11.2 and any suggestions from
the third party under section 11.3.2, the Bishop
considers that no further action is possible that would
justify not proceeding with the termination of
appointment, the Bishop shall place all relevant
information before the Standing Committee to seek
their sanction of a termination of the appointment.
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11.6 THE minister shall be informed in writing fourteen days
prior to the Standing Committee’s meeting to consider
the question of a sanction, and shall have the right to
make a written submission on any matter the minister
wishes the Standing Committee to consider. Any such
submission shall indicate whether the minister wishes
to appear in person to make representations to
Standing Committee at that meeting and whether the
minister wishes to have an advocate to represent the
minister’s interests.
11.7 THE Standing Committee when considering the Bishop’s
request for a sanction shall ensure that:
11.7.1 THE minister whose licence is under consideration
has been informed in writing by the Bishop of the
reasons for the possible termination of the
appointment;

11.7.2 THE Bishop has indicated if there is any possible
action which may be taken by the minister which
would prevent the termination of the appointment
and, if applicable, has sought in writing a response
from the minister indicating a willingness to undertake
such course of action;
11.7.3 IF A THIRD party has been appointed, the Bishop
has placed before the Standing Committee any advice
received from that third party which the Bishop cannot
or has not accepted or which when agreed to is
considered by the Bishop not to have been
satisfactorily undertaken by the minister.
11.8 THE
Standing
Committee,
after
hearing
any
submissions which may be made by the minister or the
minister’s advocate, shall either give or withhold its
sanction for the termination of the appointment.
11.9 IF THE Standing Committee considers the minister has
undertaken the action suggested by the Bishop in a
satisfactory manner, it shall not give its sanction to the
Bishop’s request.
11.10 IF THE Standing Committee sanctions the
termination of the appointment, the Bishop shall advise
the minister in writing forthwith of the decision in the
form set out in Schedule Five hereto. The Bishop shall
advise the date upon which the appointment and any
related stipend terminate, which shall be three months
from the date of the notice. The appointment may be
10
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terminated forthwith on the payment of three months’
stipend in lieu of notice.

11.11 SHOULD the minister have been unable at the end
of three months after the termination of the
appointment to have secured another stipendiary office
or secular employment, the minister may apply to the
Standing Committee of the Diocese for further financial
assistance of up to but not more than three months’
stipend.
12. THE Diocesan Synod may enact regulations to make further
provisions for the care of clergy whose appointment to office
has been terminated for whom no stipendiary office exists
immediately or in the foreseeable future, in addition to or in
substitution for the provisions hereof, where such provisions
are deemed insufficient or inappropriate.
13. WHERE the licence of any ordained minister specifies the
term of the appointment and the date of its termination,
then, notwithstanding anything else contained in these
regulations, that date shall be the date of the termination of
the appointment, and the licence shall cease to be effective
from that date unless it is extended or renewed.
14. ANY ordained minister licensed to an ecclesiastical office
under Title A Canon II clause 1 may resign the same by
giving not less than three months’ notice in writing to the
Bishop having episcopal jurisdiction over the ministry unit
for which the licence is issued; provided that less than three
months’ notice may be accepted at the Bishop’s discretion.
REPEALS AND DELETIONS
15. THE Board of Nomination Act 1938 is repealed.
16. SECTION 9 of the Parish and Mission District Act 1960 is
deleted.
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THE ANGLICAN CHURCH IN AOTEAROA,
NEW ZEALAND AND POLYNESIA
DECLARATION
In addition to the declaration of adherence and submission to the authority of
the General Synod/te Hinota Whanui the following Declaration is to be made
prior to the issue of any licence or permission to officiate or other authorisation
to minister in this Church.
I ................................................................................ being about to be
licensed to
the office of ..................................................................................[name of
office]
given permission to officiate in .......................................[name of diocese or
area]
authorised for ..............................................................................[such a
ministry]
DO SOLEMNLY MAKE THE FOLLOWING DECLARATION:I believe in the faith, which is revealed in the Holy Scriptures and set forth in
the Catholic Creeds, as this Church has received it and explained it in its
Formularies and its authorised worship.
I assent to the Constitution of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand
and Polynesia.
I affirm my allegiance to the doctrine to which clause 1 of the Fundamental
Provisions and clauses 1 and 2 of Part B of that Constitution bear witness.
In public prayer and administration of the sacraments I will use only the forms
of service which are authorised or allowed by lawful authority.
I will uphold the covenant and partnership expressed in the Constitution
between Te Pihopatanga o Aotearoa as a whole and through its constituent
parts, and the Dioceses in New Zealand together and severally and through
their constituent parts, and the Diocese of Polynesia as a whole and through its
constituent parts.
I will pay true and canonical obedience, in all things lawful and honest, to the
Bishop of Nelson and to the successors to that Bishop, and will be obedient to
the ecclesiastical laws and regulations in force in the said Diocese of Nelson.
The foregoing declaration was made and subscribed by the abovenamed
on the .......................... day of ..................................... in the year of our
Lord ...................... two thousand ...................... and ............................ .
Signed:in the presence of:

12
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Schedule Two
THE ANGLICAN CHURCH IN AOTEAROA, NEW ZEALAND AND POLYNESIA
LICENCE OF A PRIEST HOLDING THE OFFICE OF
....................................................................
................................. by the GRACE OF GOD BISHOP OF ............................
to our well-beloved in CHRIST .................................................... PRIEST
GREETINGS:
YOU having made the Declarations required by the Constitution and Canons of
the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia, *and being the
holder of Letters of Authority from Te Pihopa o Aotearoa*, WE GRANT you our
Licence and authority to exercise the office of ................................................
in the ........................................... of .......................................................
within our Diocese and Jurisdiction.
WE AUTHORISE you to build up the Body of Christ by preaching and teaching
the Word of God from the Scriptures, by celebrating the Sacraments, and by
guiding this life of the community committed to your care under this licence in
its worship and mission, in accordance with the Doctrine of the Anglican Church
in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia, using only the forms of service which
are authorised or allowed by lawful authority.
HOWEVER WE RESERVE to ourselves and to our successors, Bishops of
......................... the exercise of our Episcopal office in the ............................
of ......................................... and our Episcopal authority as set out in the
Canons and regulations in force in the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New
Zealand and Polynesia and the Diocese of Nelson.
GIVEN under our hand and seal this .................. day of
........................................ in the year of our Lord two thousand and
.......................................... and of our consecration the
.................................................................................. .
Registered in the
Diocesan Register
Vol................ Fol................ No................
Registrar
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ANGLICAN CHURCH IN AOTEAROA, NEW ZEALAND AND POLYNESIA
LICENCE OF A DEACON HOLDING THE OFFICE OF
.................................................................
............................... by the GRACE OF GOD BISHOP OF ...............................
to our well-beloved in CHRIST ....................................................... DEACON
GREETINGS:
YOU having made the Declarations required by the Constitution and Canons of
the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia, *and being the
holder of Letters of Authority from Te Pihopa o Aotearoa*, WE GRANT you our
Licence

and

authority

to

exercise

the

office

of

........................................................ within our Diocese and Jurisdiction.
WE AUTHORISE you to exercise a ministry of caring service within the Church
and

the

wider

community,

and

with

the

consent

of

................................................. to read and preach the Word of God from
the Scriptures, to distribute the Sacraments, and to share in leading Public
Worship, in accordance with the doctrine of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa,
New Zealand and Polynesia, using only the forms of service which are
authorised or allowed by lawful authority.
HOWEVER WE RESERVE to ourselves and to our successors, Bishops of
...........................

the

exercise

of

our

Episcopal

office

in

the

............................... of ............................................ and our Episcopal
authority as set out in the Canons and regulations in force in the Anglican
Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia and the Diocese of Nelson.
GIVEN under our hand and seal this ................. day of ................................
in the year of our Lord two thousand and ...................... and of our
consecration the .................................................................................. .
Registered in the
Diocesan Register
Vol................ Fol................ No................
Registrar
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Schedule Four
ANGLICAN CHURCH IN AOTEAROA, NEW ZEALAND AND POLYNESIA
PERMISSION TO OFFICIATE IN A DIOCESE

............................... by the GRACE OF GOD, BISHOP OF ..............................
to our well-beloved in CHRIST
BISHOP/PRIEST/DEACON.

GREETINGS:

YOU having made the Declarations required by the Constitution and Canons of
the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia, we grant you our
permission to officiate in any Parish, Pastorate or Mission District, within our
Diocese and Jurisdiction, with the consent of the Minister in charge thereof, in
reading and preaching the Word of God from the Scriptures, *in celebrating the
Sacraments* and in leading public worship, in accordance with the Doctrine of
the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia, using only the
forms of service which are authorised or allowed by lawful authority.
This Permission shall remain in force until the .................................... day of
..........................................................

20........,

and

may

be

renewed,

provided however that it may be revoked by us at any time.
GIVEN under our hand and seal this ................... day of ..............................
in the year of our Lord two thousand and .............................. and of our
consecration the ............................................................................... .
Registered in the
Diocesan Register
Vol................ Fol................ No................
Registrar
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Schedule Five
DIOCESE OF NELSON
NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF APPOINTMENT TO THE OFFICE OF
................................................................................

To ......................................................................, Clerk in Holy Orders
(Address)

WHEREAS

I,

.............................................,

Bishop

of

....................................., having caused due inquiry to be made pursuant to
the provisions of the Regulations in force in this Diocese governing the
termination of appointment to the office of ................................................
AND having conferred with and advised you, as required by the Regulations, of
matters of concern
AND having obtained the sanction of the Standing Committee of the Diocese
pursuant to the Regulations
HEREBY

GIVE

YOU

NOTICE

that

your

appointment

to

the

office

of

...........................................................
is terminated with effect from ...............................................................
You are entitled to stipend and allowances in accordance with the Regulation, a
copy of which are attached.
GIVEN under my hand and seal this .............. day of .....................................
.................................................
Bishop of Nelson
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DIOCESAN PROPERTIES AND FACULTIES STATUTE 2006
Analysis
1
2
3

Title
Purposes of this Statute
Interpretation

PART I – Properties
4

Acquisition of Site or erection of building requires the prior
approval of Standing Committee in compliance with the Canons
where applicable

PART II – Liabilities
5
6
7
8

No financial liability to be incurred without resolution of Vestry
Limitations on borrowing
Limitations on giving security
Standing Committee may grant relaxation of provisions of sections
6 and 7
9 Application for authority for certain dealings with parochial
property
10 Report from Diocesan Finance Team
11 Appeal process
PART III – Faculties
12
13
14
15
16

Diocesan Secretary as applicant
When faculty required
Application
Determination of the application
Other faculties to be dealt with under this Part

PART IV – Miscellaneous Provisions
17 Diocesan Trustees to consult Standing Committee before entering
into certain dealings
18 Standing Committee may make rules
19 Standing Committee to inspect parish property every three years
20 Protection of other parties
21 Relationship with Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 and the Canons
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A Statute to make better provision relating to
properties and liabilities, and the issuing of faculties

diocesan

1
Title
This Statute is the Diocesan Properties and Faculties Statute 2006.
2
Purposes of this Statute
The purposes of this Act are:
(a)
to ensure accountability and define responsibility for
property developments in this Diocese.
(b)
to ensure that approval steps are clearly defined and
understood, ensuring that the aspirations of Parishes are met as
well as the requirements of the Diocese.
(c) to maintain the minimum level of control to ensure that these
goals are met.
(d) to ensure property developments support the mission objectives
of the Diocese.
3
Interpretation
Assessable Income shall mean the income of a parish received by that
parish during that financial year, (a) Including –
(i)
gifts (other than gifts in memoriam) for specific parish
purposes:
(ii)
the net proceeds of the sale of any asset less than
$5,000:
(iii) the net proceeds of any fund-raising activity, except
those excluded under paragraph (b) below:
(iv) all other income, such as rent, interest, fees, direct
giving, and
donations; but
(b) Excluding –
(i)
money received by the parish on trust for any other
body
or
person:
(ii)
bequests and gifts in memoriam, whether for
specific parish
purposes
or
general
parish
purposes:
(iii) any money raised or received for specific capital works
or
maintenance projects of $5,000 or more:
(v) refunds:
(vi) funds transferred within the parish accounts:
(vii) the proceeds of sale of any asset of $5,000 or more:
(viii) grants-for-mission.

2
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Bishop includes the Vicar-General
Canons means the Canons of the Constitution of the Church in
Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia
Church includes any parochial building used exclusively for divine
service
Church Building is any church, vicarage, parish hall or school
Diocesan Trustees are the Nelson Diocesan Board of Trustees
Diocesan Finance Team is the Diocesan body established under the
Diocesan Structures Statute 2005
Standing Committee is the Diocesan body established under the
Diocesan Structures Statute 2005
Site includes so much of the land surrounding a Church Building
necessary for the proper and convenient use of that building; and
includes land intended to be the site of any such building
Trustees of Parochial Property are any trustees, whether or not
incorporated, of land situated in any parish or held in trust for any
parish, other than the Diocesan Trustees
The Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 is the Act of that name
enacted by the New Zealand Parliament.
PART I
PROPERTIES
4
Acquisition of Site or erection of building requires the prior
approval of
Standing Committee in compliance with the
Canons where applicable
(1) A Site for any Church Building may be purchased, accepted or
otherwise acquired only with the prior approval of Standing
Committee and the Diocesan Trustees where appropriate.
(2) A Church Building shall be erected and alteration made by way of
addition, diminution, or otherwise to any Church Building that may
affect the stability or general plan of the building only with the prior
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approval of the plans and specifications by Standing Committee and
the Diocesan Trustees.
(3) Where the approval of Standing Committee is sought for any
proposal under subsection (1) or subsection (2), the proposal must
be forwarded to the Diocesan Secretary who must forward it to
Standing Committee as soon as possible after obtaining the approval
of both a Diocesan Property Consultant and the Chaplain for Church
Development (or like position) together with any comments the
Diocesan Secretary considers relevant to the proposal.
(4) The Bishop may waive the requirements of subsection (2) in respect
of any alteration that, in the opinion of the Bishop, is of minor
importance.
PART II
LIABILITIES
5
No financial liability to be incurred without resolution of
Vestry
(1) Any contract, work or project that involves any financial liability
must be undertaken in any parish as part of the activities of that
parish, whether by the Vicar, the Churchwardens, or any association
of parishioners, only if the contract or work has been first authorised
by a resolution of the Vestry.
(2) The maximum amount a Vestry can spend on any contract, work or
project without authorisation from a general meeting of parishioners
is $20,000 or 20% of Assessable Income in the previous year,
whichever is the lesser.
(3) The maximum amount established in subsection (2) must be
reviewed annually by Standing Committee which may make an
amendment in accordance with any movements in the Consumer
Price Index.
(4) Where the agreement of parishioners is to be sought under
subsection (2), the estimated amount of the liability to be incurred
must be given in the notice convening the meeting and in the
resolution moved at the meeting.
6
4

Limitations on borrowing
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(1) No vestry or other parochial body wishing to authorise or enter into
any contract for the acquisition of land, or for the acquisition,
erection, renovation, or improvement of any building, must have
available, without borrowing, not less than 60% of the total liability
involved in the contract.
(2) In respect of each such contract, in addition to making provision for
the interest on the balance of the total liability, the Vestry or other
parochial body must make provision to reduce the balance annually
such that the total liability is extinguished within 20 years.
7
Limitations on giving security
Trustees of Parochial Property shall not (a)
mortgage the Site of any Church Building for the purpose of
meeting ordinary expenditure of the parish; or
(b)
mortgage the Site of any Church Building except for
purposes connected with that building or its Site or with the
provision of a new Church Building or Site in place of the present
one.
8
Standing Committee may grant relaxation of provisions of
sections 6 and 7
(1) In particular cases, Standing Committee may relax on special
grounds the provisions of sections 6 and 7.
(2) Every application for such relaxation must be made to Standing
Committee in writing, setting out the grounds on which it is made.
9
Applications for authority for certain dealings with parochial
property
(1) No Trustees of Parochial Property shall sell, exchange, mortgage,
otherwise dispose of, or lease for a term (including renewals) of more
than 21 years any of that property unless they have the authority
required by section 3(2)(d) or section 9(2)(d) of The Anglican Church
Trusts Act 1981.
(2) An application for such authority must be made to Standing
Committee, stating the reason for the proposed dealing and the
purpose to which it is intended to apply the proceeds arising from the
dealing.

10 Reports from Diocesan Finance Team
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Before making its decision on any matter arising under sections 5, 8
and 9, Standing Committee may seek a report from the Diocesan
Finance Team.
11 Appeal process
Where an application is declined, there is a right of appeal to the
Bishop who would then make a determination.
PART III
FACULTIES
12 Diocesan Secretary as applicant
In this Part, where the Diocesan Secretary is one of the applicants,
the Bishop or the Bishop's nominee carries out the Diocesan
Secretary’s functions.
13
When faculty required
(1) A faculty must be issued under this Part of this Act before any of the
following occurs:
(a)
any alteration by way of addition, diminution or otherwise in
or to the fabric, furniture, lighting installation, monuments or
ornaments of any church; or
(b)
the erection or placing in any church of any article that is
required or ought to be dedicated or consecrated.
(2) The work contemplated must not be commenced until the faculty
has been issued, unless the Diocesan Secretary waives the provisions
(1).
(3) In any new church, a faculty must be obtained for all furnishings,
installations, monuments and ornaments that are to be placed in it,
whether new or transferred from a building previously in use.
14
Application
(1) The Vicar and Churchwardens of the parish concerned must apply in
writing to the Diocesan Secretary for the issue of a faculty.
(2) The application must include
(a)
a full description and plan or sketch of the work or article;
and
(b)
a copy of the resolution, certified by the Vicar, of the Vestry
approving the proposals
6
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(c) a statement showing how the cost has been, or will be met
15
Determination of the application
(1) The Diocesan Secretary may refer an application to advisors
recommended by
Standing Committee.
(2) On receipt of an application, the Diocesan Secretary may ask the
applicants for such further information as the Diocesan Secretary
considers necessary.
(3) The Diocesan Secretary may issue or decline a faculty.
(4) The Diocesan Secretary must give reasons if the application is
declined.
(5) If the Diocesan Secretary declines to issue a faculty, there is a right
of appeal to the Bishop who would then make a determination.
16 Other faculties to be dealt with under this Part
All faculties required under any of the Canons or under any other
Statute must be applied for and dealt with under this Part of this
Statute.
PART IV
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
17 Diocesan Trustees to consult Standing Committee before
entering into
certain dealings
Before selling, exchanging, mortgaging, otherwise disposing of, or
leasing a parochial property vested in the Diocesan Trustees, and
before applying for an authority required by law for selling,
mortgaging, exchanging or leasing any parochial property so vested,
the Diocesan Trustees must refer the proposed dealing to Standing
Committee and must consider any recommendation made by the
Committee.

18 Standing Committee may make rules
Standing Committee may make rules which must not be inconsistent
with the provisions of this Act or of The Anglican Church Trusts Act
as at 1 January 2017
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1981 or of the Canons governing the procedure to be followed by
vestries and Trustees of Parochial Property in respect of applications
under section 9 or section 14.
19 Standing Committee to inspect parish property every three
years
Standing Committee must, either through the Diocesan Secretary or
otherwise, inspect all the land and buildings of each parish at least
once every three years.
20 Protection of other parties
A person proposing to give credit to any vestry or other parochial
body or any trustee or Trustees of Parochial Property, or to purchase
or exchange or otherwise acquire, or take a mortgage or other charge
over the Site of a Church Building
(a) may not be concerned to inquire about the power of the vestry,
body, trustee or trustees to incur the liability, or about the
purposes for which any money or property to be derived from the
sale, exchange, acquisition, or to secure the mortgage or change,
has been or is intended to be employed; or
(b) may not be concerned to see to the application of any such
money; nor
(c) be affected by notice, expressed or implied, of any matter that
would cause the incurring of the liability, or the sale, exchange,
acquisition, or giving of the mortgage or charge, to constitute a
breach of this Act or of any other Act.
21 Relationship with Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 and the
Canons
The powers and duties conferred and imposed by this Act are in
addition to any powers and duties conferred and imposed by The
Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 and the Canons.
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DIOCESAN SABBATICAL STUDY LEAVE STATUTE 2009
WHEREAS the Diocesan Sabbatical Study Leave Act 1996 was
adopted by the Diocesan Synod
AND WHEREAS some anomalies have been discovered with
respect to the application of the 1996 Act, undermining the
principle of taking extended leave every seven years from the
normal ministry context for study, training, refreshment and
recreation to be effective for all ordained ministers in this
Diocese
AND WHEREAS this Diocese benefits from and blesses the wider
church as ministers move into and out of the Diocese
AND WHEREAS it is now desired to improve that scheme for
Sabbatical Study Leave and to make regulations for the same
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of
Nelson in Synod assembled and by authority of the same as
follows:
1. THAT the short title of this Statute shall be the "Diocesan
Sabbatical Study Leave Statute 2009".
2. THE Bishop, Diocesan Secretary, and Diocesan Ministry
Educator shall be a group to receive applications for
Sabbatical Study Leave from licensed ordained ministers in
this Diocese. After consultation with the receiving group, the
Bishop shall have absolute discretion in the granting of such
leave and approval of funding.
3. APPLICATION is to be made to the Diocesan Secretary using
the approved forms.
2013

4. SABBATICAL Study Leave is a carefully planned period of time
in which clergy are granted leave away from the normal duties
in order to spend an extended period of time in study,
reflection and renewal. Sabbatical leave is not a vacation, nor
is it only continuing education; it is to promote a priest’s
spiritual, intellectual and emotional renewal and growth.
Sabbaticals are also a time for the clergy to reflect on his or
her life, parish, mission, call and goals for the future, in order
to be a more effective minister of the Gospel and shepherds of
God’s people.
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2009

5. SABBATICAL Study Leave accrues at the rate of twelve days
per year of service from the beginning of service within the
Diocese. The entitlement begins from the start of ordained
ministry or pastoral lay ministry or from a previous sabbatical.
It is expected to be taken every seven years no sooner than
six years and no later than eight years since the last
sabbatical.
The maximum entitlement that may accumulate is 96 days.
Accumulation of any further entitlements recommence
following the taking of Sabbatical Study leave.
When a clergyperson transfers into the Diocese from another
Diocese, or ministry organisation, or church denomination, or
a layperson is ordained into the Diocese after a period of
ministry, any transfer of study leave accrual for years of prior
service shall be agreed between the clergyperson and the
Bishop and written into the letter of appointment to a
maximum of ten weeks of sabbatical study leave with eligibility
to take leave after a minimum of two years in this Diocese.
Diocese or parish or other body when employing lay ministers
may include in the employment contract provision for
sabbatical study leave similar to the provisions for clergy or
otherwise.
6. ANY particular paid study leave cannot be longer than 96 days
(plus possible addition of annual leave). If additional study
leave is required for a particular course of study it may be
possible to negotiate with the Bishop for a further non-paid
period.
7. PERSONS leaving the Diocese prior to a seven year period of
leave falling due may apply for Special Study Leave to
undertake a specific approved study program using their
accrued leave prior to the date of their resignation.
8. SABBATICAL Study Leave carries no financial value and will
not be paid out in the event of an appointment ending with
accrued leave neither taken nor able to be carried over to a
new appointment.
9. A written plan for Sabbatical Study Leave, including any formal
study component, is to be submitted for approval by the
group, normally within three months of the leave.
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10.
On completion of sabbatical study leave, a report must
be made to the Bishop.
11.
BEFORE Sabbatical Study Leave is approved the Bishop
is to be satisfied that arrangements have been made for the
staffing of the parish or Diocesan position whilst leave is being
taken.
12.
STIPEND and other staff related expenses shall be paid
by the parish or the Diocesan Board or Committee employing
the Diocesan staff that are on Sabbatical Study Leave.

2013

13.
The Income and Capital of the Sabbatical Study Leave
Trust Fund shall be available for the purpose of:(a) Assisting the funding of relief staff for a Parish or Mission
Unit whilst the Vicar or other staff member is on Sabbatical
Study Leave.
(b) Providing assistance toward the cost of travel, course
fees or other matters associated with a particular course of
study whilst on sabbatical study leave.
14.
The Fund shall be invested with the Nelson Diocesan
Trust Board
15.
THE Diocesan Synod shall annually provide such funding
as it shall think fit for the Sabbatical Study Leave Trust Fund.
16.
The terms of sabbatical study leave for any appointment
pertaining to academic education may be varied from the
previous clauses.
17.
Transition – All accumulated entitlements under The
Diocesan Sabbatical Study Act 1996 as at the day of the
passing of this Statute are retained. The increased
entitlements provided for by this Statute begin to accumulate
from the date of this Statute coming into force.
18.
The Diocesan Sabbatical Study Leave Act 1996 is
repealed.
-------------
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Diocesan Structures Statute
DIOCESE OF NELSON STRUCTURES STATUTE 2005
ANALYSIS
Section

1
2

Short Title
Diocesan Synod
- Meetings
3
- Quorum
4
- Quorum
5
- Assent to Acts
6
- Standing Committee election
7
- Absence of the Bishop
8
- Powers of Vicar General
9
- Duration of resolutions
10
- Date of enactment
11
- Appointment of Auditor
12
- Power to make assessments
13
Synod
- Membership
14
- Lay members
15
Standing Committee
15(9)
- Powers under General Synod
15(10)
- Powers under Diocesan Synod
16
- Procedure for exercising delegated powers
17
Diocesan Magazine
18
Diocesan Finance Team
18 (5)
- Diocesan Secretary
19
Diocesan Pension Committee
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BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson
in Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows.

1. The Short Title of this Statute shall be “The Diocese of Nelson
Structures Statute 2005

as at 1 January 2017
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PART I
SYNOD
2. The Diocesan Synod shall meet at such time and place as shall from
time to time be prescribed for that purpose by the Bishop but not less
than once every year.
3. The presence of the Bishop, of one fourth of the Clergy of the Diocese
qualified to be members of the Synod, and of one fourth of the Lay
Representatives shall be necessary to constitute a meeting of the
Synod for the due exercise of its powers.
4. For the purposes of assessing a one fourth membership of clergy, no
ordained minister admitted to the Synod by virtue of holding a
Permission to Officiate shall be counted as a member for the purpose of
Section 3.
5. Every Act of the Synod shall be assented to by the Bishop and by a
majority of the Members of the Clergy and by a majority of the
Members of the Laity present in person at a duly constituted meeting.
PROVIDED that the President may declare a motion carried upon the
voices unless a division be called for.
6. The Synod shall elect a Standing Committee from amongst the Clerical
and Lay Members of Synod in accordance with the provisions of this
Act.
7. (1) In case of the absence of the Bishop from the Diocese and if the
Bishop shall be prevented by illness or other cause from acting
personally the Synod shall be convened and presided over by the VicarGeneral or by a Commissary specially authorised to do so.
(2) If the See be vacant the Synod or Standing Committee shall be
convened and presided over by the Commissary appointed by the
Primate under Title A, Canon I Clause 6.4.
(3) The Vicar-General or Commissary so authorised shall not exercise a
vote as a member of the order of which the Vicar-General or
Commissary is a member.
8. The Vicar-General or Commissary when presiding over the Synod shall
exercise all the powers ordinarily exercised by the Bishop in the Synod.

2
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2010

9.

Any resolution passed by the Synod shall remain in operation until
rescinded or annulled.

10.

Every Act passed by the Synod shall come into force on the day on
which it is signed and dated by the President.

11.

The Synod hereby delegates to the
appointment of a duly qualified auditor.

12.

For the purpose of defraying the expenses of Synod and such other
expenses as Synod shall direct Synod may make an assessment on the
Parishes and Mission Units for a Synod Assessment Fund.
The
principles on which such assessment shall be made shall be decided
from time to time by a resolution duly carried by Synod.
The
apportionment of the Synod Assessment to the several Parishes and
Mission Units shall be made upon the recommendation of the Diocesan
Finance Team.

as at 1 January 2017
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SYNOD MEMBERSHIP
2006 13.

The Synod of the Diocese of Nelson shall consist of:
(1) The Bishop of the Diocese of Nelson, and any Assistant Bishop or
Assistant Bishops licensed in the Diocese of Nelson.
(2) Ordained Ministers holding a licence issued by the Bishop of the
Diocese of Nelson pursuant to section 6.4 The Diocesan Pastors
Appointment and Termination Act 1996.
(3) The Chancellor of the Diocese of Nelson.

2010

(4) Such Lay representatives of Parishes and Designated Mission
Units within the Diocese as are contained within the provisions of
this Act.

2008

(5) For each session of Synod up to two persons from each regional
deanery appointed by Standing Committee to represent the Youth of
that deanery.
At least four months prior to Synod, Standing Committee shall invite
expressions of interest from the youth of each deanery for these
positions to be lodged with the Diocesan Secretary at least three
months prior to Synod.
PROVIDED however that no person holding office as an elected Lay
member of a Parish or Designated Mission Unit or the Association of
Anglican Women or any clergyperson holding the Bishops licence
shall be eligible to be appointed under the provisions of this section.

2010

(6) Two Lay persons residing in the Diocese of Nelson elected at the
Annual meeting of the Association of Anglican Women in the Diocese
of Nelson prior to the 30th June in the year of the first Session of
each Synod.
PROVIDED however that no person holding office as an elected Lay
member of a Parish or Designated Mission Unit, or representing
Youth shall be eligible to be elected under the provisions of this
section. In the event of a vacancy occurring among such Lay
members, the Diocesan Executive of the Association of Anglican
Women may make an appointment for the balance of the term of
the current Session of the Synod.

2010

(7) Ordained ministers, other than those holding a licence from
another Episcopal authority, who have been issued with a
Permission to Officiate by the Bishop of the Diocese of Nelson under
Title A Canon II Clause 1.9 shall have the right to a seat in the
Synod with the right to speak but without the right to vote.
4
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(8) The Diocesan Secretary shall ex-officio have a seat in Synod with a
right to speak but without the right to vote unless otherwise entitled to
vote by virtue of some other provision of this Act.
(9) Any ordained minister or lay member of any other Christian Church
recognised by resolution of the General Synod/te Hinota Whanui and duly
appointed to serve in or represent a co-operating parish or co-operative
venture in which this Diocese is a partner is entitled to a seat in the
House of Clergy or House of Laity in the Synod with the right to vote
except when the Synod shall be acting under the following provisions,
namely:
(9).1 Part B Clause 6(b) of the Constitution (alteration of the
formularies)
(9).2 Part E Clauses 10 and 11 of the Constitution (nominating a
Bishop)
(9).3 Part G Clause 4 of the Constitution (amending the
Constitution)
(9).4 In respect of any proposal or matter pursuant to The Church
of England Empowering Act 1928.

as at 1 January 2017
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PARISH AND MISSION UNIT REPRESENTATIVES
14.

(1)

2010

In this Statute unless repugnant to the context:-

(a) “District” shall mean and include any Parish or Designated
Mission Unit now constituted and any Parish or Designated
Mission Unit hereafter to be constituted from the date of the
constitution thereof.
(b) “Synod Representative” means a duly elected representative
of the Laity in the Diocesan Synod.

2010

(c)“Designated Mission Unit” means the Mapua [Hills Community
Church] Mission Unit or any other Mission Unit authorised by
Synod or Standing Committee resolution to elect Lay synod
Representatives under the provisions of section 13(4) of this
Statute.
(2)
The number of Lay representatives shall be as set out in the
Second Schedule of the Statute. Such Synod representation shall
be determined by the percentage that the population of each
District bears to the total population of the Diocese and in
particular (a) Districts containing five per cent and above of the total
population of the Diocese ascertained as aforesaid shall be
represented by three Synod representatives.
(b) Districts containing less than five per cent of the total
population of the Diocese ascertained as aforesaid shall be
represented by two Synod representatives.
(3)
Standing Committee upon the release of the Department of
Statistics information affecting such representation is authorised
to amend the Second Schedule in accordance with the aforesaid
provisions.
(4)
When ever any new district shall be created or when the
population of a district entitles it to a greater or lesser Synod
representation in accordance with the formula set out in Section
14 (2) of this Act the Bishop shall forthwith take the necessary
steps for the election of Synod representatives or additional
Synod representatives for such district.
(5)
Synod representatives shall be elected every third year at
the Districts Annual Meeting of Parishioners for a period of three
years and shall hold office until the 30th April of the year of the
next election.
6
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PROVIDED that if at any time prior to the 30th April of the
election year the See shall have become vacant or if the Bishop
shall have given notice of intention to resign the See then and in
either of such case the election of Synod representatives shall not
be held until the first Districts Annual Meeting of Parishioners
after the Enthronement of the Successor to the said Bishop and
the Synod representatives for that time being shall continue in
office until the 30th April after the Bishop’s enthronement.
(6)
The seat of any Synod representative shall be vacated by
death or upon receipt by the Bishop of the resignation thereof in
writing under the hand of such Synod representative or by such
Synod representative being absent during one whole Session of
Synod without leave of the Bishop.
(7)
In the event that any Synod Representative is prevented
from attending any Session of Synod or there being a vacancy
the Vestry of that District may appoint an alternate Synod
Representative for that Session or subsequent sessions if
applicable, provided that the Session is not acting as an Electoral
College in which case no alternate may be appointed.
(8)
In case any district shall cease to exist as a separate Parish
or Mission Unit or in case the number of Synod representatives to
which any district is entitled shall be reduced no Synod
representative already elected to represent such district shall
cease for that reason to be a member of the Synod until the 30
April of the next election year for Synod representatives as herein
provided.
(9)
In case any person shall be elected to a seat in the Synod for
more than one district that person shall within seven days after
notice of the fact given in writing by the Diocesan Registrar
determine in writing to be forwarded to the Diocesan Registrar
which of such districts that person will represent in Synod;
forthwith after such determination has been received by the
Diocesan
Registrar the seat or seats which such person shall
have elected not to accept shall be deemed to be vacant and if no
such determination is received by the Diocesan Registrar within
fourteen days after the delivery of such written notice to such
person, the whole of the seats to which such person shall have
been elected shall be deemed to be vacant.
STANDING COMMITTEE
15.

(1) The Standing Committee of Synod shall consist of the Bishop
and three Clerical and five Lay members of the Synod
as at 1 January 2017
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(2) Each member of the Standing Committee (other than the
Bishop) shall be elected by the Synod on a rotation basis for
a term expiring at the election held in the third year following
that member’s election.
PROVIDED ALWAYS that in the event of an election to fill a
casual vacancy the member shall be elected only for the
balance remaining of the term of the former member.
PROVIDED FURTHER that if any member shall fail to attend
two consecutive meetings without leave of absence or shall
resign his/her seat the member shall ipso facto cease to be a
member of the Standing Committee and an election to fill
such casual vacancy for the balance of the term of the former
member shall be held at the next Session of Synod. Until
such election such casual vacancy shall be filled by the
remaining members of the Standing Committee from other
members of Synod.
2008

PROVIDED FURTHER that any Lay member who is not
returned at the triennial elections of Lay representatives shall
continue in office until the next session of Synod when an
election to replace them, for the balance of their term (if any)
shall be held.

2014

(3) (a) Nominations for the Standing Committee shall close at
5pm six weeks prior to the date fixed by the President for
the commencement of Synod and notified to Synod members

2014

(b) Any member of Synod desirous of making a nomination
shall do so in the form set out in the First Schedule hereto
and deliver the same to the Diocesan Secretary’s office by
the close of nominations dead line.

2014

(c) Each nomination form should be accompanied by a brief
biographic note focused on the nominees attributes for the
position sought.

2014

(d) Upon receipt of any nomination the Diocesan Secretary
shall forthwith cause such nomination to be published on the
Diocesan website for the information of members of Synod.

2014

(e) If the number nominated of either Order shall not exceed
the number to be elected, the President shall forthwith
declare the persons so nominated to be duly elected.

2014

(f) If the number nominated of either Order shall exceed
the number to be elected, the President shall forthwith
determine the day and hour of the election.

8
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2014

(g) In the event of an election which includes an election to fill a
casual vacancy the elected member obtaining the lowest number
of votes shall be deemed to have been elected to fill the casual
vacancy and shall be a member only for the balance remaining of
the term of the former member.
(4) The Bishop shall be ex officio Chairperson of the Standing
Committee.
(5) The Vicar-General or Commissary when presiding over the
Standing Committee shall exercise all the powers ordinarily
exercised by the Bishop in Standing Committee.
(6) No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Standing
Committee unless the Bishop or the Vicar-General or the
Commissary specially appointed for that purpose, and one
Clerical and two Lay members shall be present.
(7) The Standing Committee shall meet at least once in each quarter
of the financial year, and at such other times as shall be
necessary for the transaction of business. Special meetings may
be convened by the Bishop whenever required by the Bishop.
(8) Except as hereinafter provided, every resolution of the Standing
Committee shall be assented to by the Bishop and a majority of
the Clergy and by a majority of the Lay Representatives present
in person at a duly constituted meeting.
PROVIDED that the Chairperson may declare a motion carried
upon the voices unless a division be called for.
Powers under General Synod
(9) In accordance with the legislation of the General Synod the
Standing Committee shall have the following powers:(a) To report to the Primate if the Bishop is wholly unable to
administer the affairs of the Diocese by reason of permanent
infirmity.
(b) To originate any proposal for the creation of a new Diocese.
(c) To be and act as the Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing Body.
(d) To endorse with approval all applications for the sale or
exchange of land held for General Synod.
(e) To decide all questions which may arise between Trustees
and ministers or the officers of any Parish or Mission District.
as at 1 January 2017
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(f) When acting as the Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing
Body, to represent the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New
Zealand and Polynesia in the Diocese of Nelson for the
purpose of “The Charitable Trusts Act 1957”.
Powers under Diocesan Synod
(10)(1) The Synod hereby declares that the
Committee shall have the following powers:-

Standing

(a) To make such by-laws as it may deem necessary for
the due performance and orderly conduct of its business.
(b) To elect a member or members of the Board of
Nomination in the event of Synod failing so to do; and to
fill any vacancy which may occur in the said Board.
(c) To act under Section 6.6 of the Appointment and
Termination Act 1996, in any appeal.
(d) To appoint the officers of Synod pursuant to the
Standing Orders of Synod
(e) To be the custodian of the Diocesan Library, and to
make such rules for its management as it may deem fit.
(f) To appoint an auditor.
(g) To constitute such portions of the Diocese not duly
constituted as Parishes into Mission Districts and to define
the boundaries thereof.
(h) To decide any question referred to it by any Trust
Deed.
(i) To exercise all such powers and authorities as may be
granted to it by the Diocesan Synod.
(j) To exercise its discretion as to the publishing of any
notices of motion received by it before the Session of
Synod.
(k) To exercise all such powers as may be committed to it
by the Synod and especially to exercise all such powers as
the General Synod shall from time to time authorise the
Synod to delegate to such Committee.
10
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(l) To appoint a Manager and with the approval of the Bishop
an Editor for the publication of the Diocesan Magazine. The
position of Manager and Editor can be held by the same
person.
(m) To appoint the members of the Diocesan Finance Team.
(n) To revoke for good reason any appointment made by
Standing Committee to the membership of any Board or
Committee.
(o) To require such reports from the Committees in order to
be satisfied that the decision of Synod and policy of the
diocese is being implemented.
(p) In association with the Diocesan Finance Team to be
responsible for the appointment of the Diocesan Secretary.
(q) Subject to sub-Section (10) (2) and (3) hereof and in
accordance with Section 16 (Procedure for the Exercise of
Delegated Legislative Powers) to repeal in whole or in part any
Statute or Regulation deemed to be redundant and to amend
any Statute or Regulation in order to ensure accuracy and
relevance of wording.
(10)(2) The Standing Committee shall have no power or authority
by virtue of sub-Section (10).(1) (q) of this Section to repeal,
amend or add to:
(a) the Standing Orders of Synod
(b) Statutes of the Synod being respectively The General
Synod Representation Act (1938) as amended and PART I of
this Statute
(10)(3) The Standing Committee shall have no power or authority
by virtue of sub-clause 10 (1) (q) to act on behalf of or in lieu
of the Synod in any of the matters contained in the following
Canons:
(a) Title A Canon I Clause 2.1 (Election of Diocesan
Bishop)
(b) Title A Canon II Clause 2.2 (Election of Assistant
Bishop)

as at 1 January 2017
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(c) Title B Canon I Clause 1.1.4, 1.1.10 (Election of
General Synod representatives)
(d) Title B Canon II and IV (composition of Diocesan
Synod, variation of Diocesan boundaries)
(e) Title C and Title D Or under the provisions of Part III
of the Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 or under the
provisions of the Church of England Empowering Act
1928.
(10)(4) That nothing herein before contained shall derogate
from the power of the Diocesan Synod in session to
require the Standing Committee to carry out any of the
directions of the Diocesan Synod.
Duties
(11) The duties of the Standing Committee shall be:(a)
To keep minutes of all Acts and Proceedings; and to
lay before the Synod the Minute Book or a copy thereof at
each Annual Session or if Synod is not in Session the
Bishop may grant leave to any member of Synod to
inspect the minutes relating to any particular matter.
(b)
To act as a Council of Advice to the Bishop, when
required by him, in all questions affecting the welfare of
the Church.
(c)
To prepare any business necessary for presentation
to Synods and committees as may be required from time
to time.
(d)
To ensure that the Churchwarden’s Books are
properly and regularly kept in each Parish and Mission
District.
(e) Not less than twenty eight days before the
commencement of each Annual Session to post to each
member of the Synod the Report of the Standing Committee
and such other reports as may be necessary.
(f)
On the first day of each annual session to present a
report to the Synod containing the following:-

12
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(1)
A statement of the number of meetings held and the
attendance of members of the Standing Committee thereat.
(2)
A statement of its proceedings since the last Annual
Session of the Synod including a report of the Diocesan
Finance Team
(3)
Full and duly audited accounts of all funds under its
control made up to the close of the financial year last
preceding.
(4)
All such matters connected with the activities of the
Church as may be required for the information and guidance of
the Synod.
(5)
A list of the appointments to Mission Districts if any
which it specifically recommends to be vested in the Bishop.
(6)
Such recommendations to the Synod as may from time
to time be necessary.
(7)
To be caused to be printed and published a Report of
the Proceedings of the Synod. The Report shall contain:(a) Such information regarding the Diocese and its operations
as may be deemed necessary.
(b) The full and duly audited accounts of the Synod funds and
funds under the control of the Committee.
(c) The Reports of Sessional or other Committees and other
matters, as directed by the Synod.
(d) A summary of Parish and Mission District Returns.
(e) All Acts and Resolutions passed during the Session and an
account of the Proceedings of Synod.

as at 1 January 2017
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PROCEDURE FOR THE EXERCISE OF DELEGATED LEGISLATIVE POWERS
16. Whenever the Standing Committee is exercising the powers given to it
by Section 15 (10 (1) (q) of this Statute [as limited and declared by
Section 15 (10) (2) & 15 (10) (3)] the following procedures shall
apply:
(1) Every act or decision shall be assented to by a majority of the
members of each of the three Orders present in person as provided in
Section 15 (8) hereof.
(2) As soon as convenient following such meeting a copy of the
Statute or decision shall be sent by the Diocesan Secretary to all
voting members of Synod, which copy shall be accompanied by a
Notice in the form set out in the Second Schedule hereto.
(3) Clerical and Lay members of Synod shall have the right to lodge a
Notice of Objection in writing with the Diocesan Secretary to any
Statute or decision assented to in exercise of powers under Section
15 (10) (1) (q), provided such objection be lodged within the time
specified in the Notice forwarded to them pursuant to Section 16 (2).
(4) If two (2) or more clerical members and two (2) or more lay
members so notify the Diocesan Secretary in writing of their objection
on or before the date specified in the Notice (which date shall be set
not less than 28 days after the Notice shall have been posted,
excluding the day of posting), then the proposed Statute or decision
shall have no effect and be referred to the next Ordinary Session of
the Diocesan Synod for consideration as a Bill or Motion as
appropriate.
(5) If fewer than two (2) clerical members or fewer than two (2) lay
members so notify the Diocesan Secretary of their objection, or if no
person notifies any objection, then the proposed Statute or decision
shall be referred to the Standing Committee who may thereupon by a
majority present in person assenting to same in each of the three
Orders as provided in Section 15 (8) hereof confirm the same, or may
by like decision decide to refer the same to the next Ordinary Session
of the Diocesan Synod for consideration.
(6) Any amended or additional Statute, Regulation, or decision so
confirmed by Standing Committee shall come into force at the
conclusion of the meeting at which it is confirmed or otherwise in
accordance with its specific terms whichever is the later.
(7) On the enactment or passing by the Standing Committee of any
Statute or Regulation as hereinbefore mentioned, the text thereof
14
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shall be certified by the Chairperson of the Standing Committee with
these words or with words to the like effect:
"I certify that this [Statute, Regulation or Standing Resolution] was
passed by the Standing Committee of Nelson on the ......... day
of.................... 20.....
As witness my hand this ....... day of ....................20...." and such
text so certified shall be deemed to be the original record.
(8) A copy of the text of any item certified under Section 16 (7) shall
be sent by the Diocesan Secretary to all members of Synod as soon
as convenient.

as at 1 January 2017
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PART II
DIOCESAN MAGAZINE
17.

(1) The Diocesan Magazine shall be hereinafter entitled “The
Witness” or such other title as the Bishop and Standing
Committee shall from time to time select.
(2) The Standing Committee shall appoint a Manager and with
the approval of the Bishop an Editor.
PROVIDED that the offices of Manager and Editor may be
combined. The Manager and Editor may appoint their own
literary staff and business staff.
(3) The magazine shall be controlled and published on behalf of
Synod by the Manager and Editor, who will report to each
Session of Synod. The Editor will be accountable solely to the
Bishop of the Diocese for the policy of the magazine.

DIOCESAN FINANCE TEAM
18.

(1) (a) The Diocesan Finance Team shall consist of not less than
four (4) persons nor more than seven (7) persons appointed
by Standing Committee. No business shall be transacted at
a meeting of the team unless half the members are present.
(2) (a) Each member of the Diocesan Finance Team shall be
appointed for a three year term on a rotational basis.
(b) Provided that if any member shall fail to attend two
consecutive meetings without leave of absence membership
of the Diocesan Finance Team shall cease.
(3) Vacancies in the Diocesan Finance Team caused by death,
resignation or for any other reasons shall be filled by
Standing Committee.
(4) It shall be the task of the Diocesan Finance team to provide
an accountability check and oversight of Diocesan Finances
and the Administration staff as they carry out the budgetary
decisions of Synod. The tasks of the diocesan Finance Team
include
(a) The maintenance of reliable computer systems for
reporting to Synod, Standing Committee and the Diocesan
Finance Team.

16
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(b) The monitoring of the financial performance of the
Diocese, including income from the Diocesan Trust Board
and Parishes, and the administration of the Trust Board.
(c)The oversight of the preparation and collation of the
Diocesan Annual accounts and Budgets.
(d) Assisting Standing Committee in the development of
financial policy.
(e) Receiving of regular reports from the Diocesan Secretary
on the financial health of the Parishes.
(f) Monitoring and controlling the financial requirements and
systems of the Anglican Centre and any related financial
issues within the Diocese.
(g) Such other administrative, staffing and financial
oversight tasks as the Trust Board or Standing Committee
from time to time request.
2006 .

(5) The Diocesan Finance Team shall have control of the
Anglican Centre (Diocesan office) including the authority to
appoint staff and fix remuneration.
Providing that, as in all matters, the Bishop has final
authority.
Providing that the appointment of the Diocesan Secretary
shall be made by the Standing Committee and the
appointment of the Finance Manager shall be made with the
concurrence of the Standing Committee and the Nelson
Diocesan Trust Board.
(6) The Diocesan Finance Team may delegate specific tasks to
its Chairperson or other persons.

DIOCESAN PENSION COMMITTEE
19.

(1) The Diocesan Pension Committee shall be responsible to New
Zealand Anglican Church Pension Board and shall consist of
six members appointed by Standing Committee.
(2) Each member of the Diocesan Pension Committee shall be
appointed for a term of three years on a rotational basis.

as at 1 January 2017
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PROVIDED that if any member shall fail to attend two
consecutive meetings without leave of absence then
membership of the Diocesan Pension Committee shall cease
and such casual vacancies shall be filled by Standing
Committee for the balance of the term of the former
member.
(3) Vacancies on the Diocesan Pension Committee caused by
death, resignation or for any other reason shall be filled by
Standing Committee for the unexpired term of the former
member.
(4) It shall be the function of the Diocesan Pension Committee to
represent the Diocese of Nelson as provided for in the rules
of the New Zealand Anglican Church Pension Fund and the
Welfare Fund Regulations operated by the New Zealand
Anglican Church Pension Board.
(5) The Diocesan Pension Committee shall be available to
process requests received for financial assistance to make
grants and to consider changes to the rules of the New
Zealand Anglican Church Pension Fund and Welfare Fund as
referred to it by the Pension Board. To provide advice to
Diocesan Committees and Boards on any matters affecting
the members of the Pension Fund and the clergy and
employees of the Diocese generally.
MISCELLANEOUS
20.

(1) The term “financial year” when used herein shall mean the
period of twelve months ending on the last day of December
in each year.
(2) For the purposes of “The Charitable Trusts Act 1957” or any
Act amending or re-enacting the same the Diocesan Synod or
the Standing Committee shall be deemed to be a body
constituted to represent the Anglican Church in Aotearoa,
New Zealand and Polynesia commonly called the Anglican
Church in the Diocese of Nelson.
(3) The Diocesan Secretary is empowered to collect all rents,
interest and money due to the Synod or to the Standing
Committee except where other-wise directed by any trust
deed.
(4) The members of the Diocesan Finance Team and all other
Committees and similar Diocesan organisations shall elect
from amongst the members of their respective Committee or
organisation a chairperson for a term of one year, such
18
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member being eligible for re-election for a further term or
terms. The provision of this clause shall not apply to Synod,
Standing Committee or any Committee or organisation that is
convened by the Bishop but this proviso shall not operate to
prevent the Bishop appointing a chairperson of any such
Committee or organisation as the Bishop shall determine.
Charities Act requirements
20A

Sections 20A to 20C apply to all properties, funds or other assets
held under the authority of the Diocese of Nelson that are
governed by New Zealand law.

20B

In the event of a winding up or other failure of the trusts or
purposes for which such properties, funds or other assets are
held, they may not be applied for anything other than a
charitable purpose.

20C

No office holder shall participate in or materially influence any
decision in respect of the payment to or on behalf of that office
holder (or any associated person of that office holder, as defined
by the Income Tax Act 2004) of any income, benefit or
advantage whatsoever except
(a) Where the income, benefit or advantage is derived from
professional services rendered in the course of business
and charged at no greater than current market rates;
(b) Where voting in Houses is required and the office
holder votes in accord with a concurrent majority in the
other two Houses (having taken no part in the prior
discussion).

Explanatory note “Associated person” under the Income Tax Act includes
spouses, close relatives (‘close relatives’ includes first cousins, great great
grandparents and great great grandchildren).
It can also include
companies and trusts in which the office holder or an associated person
has an interest.
REPEALS
21.

The following ENACTMENTS are hereby repealed:
The Diocesan Organised Bodies Act 1991

as at 1 January 2017
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THE FIRST SCHEDULE
Nomination Form for Standing Committee
I hereby nominate……………………………………………………., who has
signified consent to this nomination, for election as

a member of the

Standing Committee.
Full name:…………………………………………………………………
Signed:…………………………………………………………………….
Dated………………………………………………………………………

THE SECOND SCHEDULE
(a)

Districts entitled to three Synod Representatives:
(5% and above)

2008

Blenheim

Blenheim South

Greymouth

Motueka

Richmond

Stoke

2014

Buller

2015

Wakefield and Districts

(b)

Districts entitled to two Synod Representatives:
(Less than 5%)

2008

All Saints’

Atawhai-Hira

Awatere

Christ Church Cathedral

Cobden - Runanga

20

Golden Bay

Havelock

Kaikoura

Mapua

Picton

Reefton

Spring Creek

Tahunanui

Victory

Waimea

Wairau Valley

as at 1 January 2017
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THIRD SCHEDULE
Diocese of Nelson
NOTICE to all Clerical members and Lay members of Synod:
STATUTE PROPOSED BY A STANDING COMMITTEE
The Standing Committee has passed and proposes to confirm the Statute
a copy of which is attached/enclose.
As a member of the Synod you have a right to object to this proposed
Statute. You can object by completing and sending to the Diocesan
Secretary an advice in writing stating your objection (and the basis
thereof) and including:
• The date
• Your name
• Your address
• Your parish/ministry unit
• Your Order (clerical/Lay) in the Synod
And which you sign with your usual signature.
The advice must be sent to:
The Diocesan Secretary
PO Box 100
Nelson
(Or delivered to the Anglican Centre, 48 Halifax St, Nelson) to arrive no
later than 5.00 pm on ….……, the day of ……....,20..…
(Signed: by/for
Diocesan Secretary

November 2005
G:\Legislation\2017 Revision of Handbook and Statutes Folder\PDF of RED
HANDBOOK\Diocesan Structures Statue 2005 amended 2014ren.doc
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BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Nelson
in Synod assembled and by authority of the same as follows.

1. The Short Title of this Statute shall be “The Diocese of Nelson
Structures Statute 2005

1 January 2018
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PART I
SYNOD
2. The Diocesan Synod shall meet at such time and place as shall from
time to time be prescribed for that purpose by the Bishop but not less
than once every year.
3. The presence of the Bishop, of one fourth of the Clergy of the Diocese
qualified to be members of the Synod, and of one fourth of the Lay
Representatives shall be necessary to constitute a meeting of the
Synod for the due exercise of its powers.
4. For the purposes of assessing a one fourth membership of clergy, no
ordained minister admitted to the Synod by virtue of holding a
Permission to Officiate shall be counted as a member for the purpose of
Section 3.
5. Every Act of the Synod shall be assented to by the Bishop and by a
majority of the Members of the Clergy and by a majority of the
Members of the Laity present in person at a duly constituted meeting.
PROVIDED that the President may declare a motion carried upon the
voices unless a division be called for.
6. The Synod shall elect a Standing Committee from amongst the Clerical
and Lay Members of Synod in accordance with the provisions of this
Act.
7. (1) In case of the absence of the Bishop from the Diocese and if the
Bishop shall be prevented by illness or other cause from acting
personally the Synod shall be convened and presided over by the VicarGeneral or by a Commissary specially authorised to do so.
(2) If the See be vacant the Synod or Standing Committee shall be
convened and presided over by the Commissary appointed by the
Primate under Title A, Canon I Clause 6.4.
(3) The Vicar-General or Commissary so authorised shall not exercise a
vote as a member of the order of which the Vicar-General or
Commissary is a member.
8. The Vicar-General or Commissary when presiding over the Synod shall
exercise all the powers ordinarily exercised by the Bishop in the Synod.

2
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2010

9.

Any resolution passed by the Synod shall remain in operation until
rescinded or annulled.

10.

Every Act passed by the Synod shall come into force on the day on
which it is signed and dated by the President.

11.

The Synod hereby delegates to the
appointment of a duly qualified auditor.

12.

For the purpose of defraying the expenses of Synod and such other
expenses as Synod shall direct Synod may make an assessment on the
Parishes and Mission Units for a Synod Assessment Fund.
The
principles on which such assessment shall be made shall be decided
from time to time by a resolution duly carried by Synod.
The
apportionment of the Synod Assessment to the several Parishes and
Mission Units shall be made upon the recommendation of the Diocesan
Finance Team.

as at 1 January 2017
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SYNOD MEMBERSHIP
2006 13.

The Synod of the Diocese of Nelson shall consist of:
(1) The Bishop of the Diocese of Nelson, and any Assistant Bishop or
Assistant Bishops licensed in the Diocese of Nelson.
(2) Ordained Ministers holding a licence issued by the Bishop of the
Diocese of Nelson pursuant to section 6.4 The Diocesan Pastors
Appointment and Termination Act 1996.
(3) The Chancellor of the Diocese of Nelson.

2010

(4) Such Lay representatives of Parishes and Designated Mission
Units within the Diocese as are contained within the provisions of
this Act.

2008

(5) For each session of Synod up to two persons from each regional
deanery appointed by Standing Committee to represent the Youth of
that deanery.
At least four months prior to Synod, Standing Committee shall invite
expressions of interest from the youth of each deanery for these
positions to be lodged with the Diocesan Secretary at least three
months prior to Synod.
PROVIDED however that no person holding office as an elected Lay
member of a Parish or Designated Mission Unit or the Association of
Anglican Women or any clergyperson holding the Bishops licence
shall be eligible to be appointed under the provisions of this section.

2010

(6) Two Lay persons residing in the Diocese of Nelson elected at the
Annual meeting of the Association of Anglican Women in the Diocese
of Nelson prior to the 30th June in the year of the first Session of
each Synod.
PROVIDED however that no person holding office as an elected Lay
member of a Parish or Designated Mission Unit, or representing
Youth shall be eligible to be elected under the provisions of this
section. In the event of a vacancy occurring among such Lay
members, the Diocesan Executive of the Association of Anglican
Women may make an appointment for the balance of the term of
the current Session of the Synod.

2010

(7) Ordained ministers, other than those holding a licence from
another Episcopal authority, who have been issued with a
Permission to Officiate by the Bishop of the Diocese of Nelson under
Title A Canon II Clause 1.9 shall have the right to a seat in the
Synod with the right to speak but without the right to vote.
4
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(8) The Diocesan Secretary shall ex-officio have a seat in Synod with a
right to speak but without the right to vote unless otherwise entitled to
vote by virtue of some other provision of this Act.
(9) Any ordained minister or lay member of any other Christian Church
recognised by resolution of the General Synod/te Hinota Whanui and duly
appointed to serve in or represent a co-operating parish or co-operative
venture in which this Diocese is a partner is entitled to a seat in the
House of Clergy or House of Laity in the Synod with the right to vote
except when the Synod shall be acting under the following provisions,
namely:
(9).1 Part B Clause 6(b) of the Constitution (alteration of the
formularies)
(9).2 Part E Clauses 10 and 11 of the Constitution (nominating a
Bishop)
(9).3 Part G Clause 4 of the Constitution (amending the
Constitution)
(9).4 In respect of any proposal or matter pursuant to The Church
of England Empowering Act 1928.

as at 1 January 2017
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PARISH AND MISSION UNIT REPRESENTATIVES
14.

(1)

2010

In this Statute unless repugnant to the context:-

(a) “District” shall mean and include any Parish or Designated
Mission Unit now constituted and any Parish or Designated
Mission Unit hereafter to be constituted from the date of the
constitution thereof.
(b) “Synod Representative” means a duly elected representative
of the Laity in the Diocesan Synod.

2010

(c)“Designated Mission Unit” means the Mapua [Hills Community
Church] Mission Unit or any other Mission Unit authorised by
Synod or Standing Committee resolution to elect Lay synod
Representatives under the provisions of section 13(4) of this
Statute.
(2)
The number of Lay representatives shall be as set out in the
Second Schedule of the Statute. Such Synod representation shall
be determined by the percentage that the population of each
District bears to the total population of the Diocese and in
particular (a) Districts containing five per cent and above of the total
population of the Diocese ascertained as aforesaid shall be
represented by three Synod representatives.
(b) Districts containing less than five per cent of the total
population of the Diocese ascertained as aforesaid shall be
represented by two Synod representatives.
(3)
Standing Committee upon the release of the Department of
Statistics information affecting such representation is authorised
to amend the Second Schedule in accordance with the aforesaid
provisions.
(4)
When ever any new district shall be created or when the
population of a district entitles it to a greater or lesser Synod
representation in accordance with the formula set out in Section
14 (2) of this Act the Bishop shall forthwith take the necessary
steps for the election of Synod representatives or additional
Synod representatives for such district.
(5)
Synod representatives shall be elected every third year at
the Districts Annual Meeting of Parishioners for a period of three
years and shall hold office until the 30th April of the year of the
next election.
6
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PROVIDED that if at any time prior to the 30th April of the
election year the See shall have become vacant or if the Bishop
shall have given notice of intention to resign the See then and in
either of such case the election of Synod representatives shall not
be held until the first Districts Annual Meeting of Parishioners
after the Enthronement of the Successor to the said Bishop and
the Synod representatives for that time being shall continue in
office until the 30th April after the Bishop’s enthronement.
(6)
The seat of any Synod representative shall be vacated by
death or upon receipt by the Bishop of the resignation thereof in
writing under the hand of such Synod representative or by such
Synod representative being absent during one whole Session of
Synod without leave of the Bishop.
(7)
In the event that any Synod Representative is prevented
from attending any Session of Synod or there being a vacancy
the Vestry of that District may appoint an alternate Synod
Representative for that Session or subsequent sessions if
applicable, provided that the Session is not acting as an Electoral
College in which case no alternate may be appointed.
(8)
In case any district shall cease to exist as a separate Parish
or Mission Unit or in case the number of Synod representatives to
which any district is entitled shall be reduced no Synod
representative already elected to represent such district shall
cease for that reason to be a member of the Synod until the 30
April of the next election year for Synod representatives as herein
provided.
(9)
In case any person shall be elected to a seat in the Synod for
more than one district that person shall within seven days after
notice of the fact given in writing by the Diocesan Registrar
determine in writing to be forwarded to the Diocesan Registrar
which of such districts that person will represent in Synod;
forthwith after such determination has been received by the
Diocesan
Registrar the seat or seats which such person shall
have elected not to accept shall be deemed to be vacant and if no
such determination is received by the Diocesan Registrar within
fourteen days after the delivery of such written notice to such
person, the whole of the seats to which such person shall have
been elected shall be deemed to be vacant.
STANDING COMMITTEE
15.

(1) The Standing Committee of Synod shall consist of the Bishop
and three Clerical and five Lay members of the Synod
as at 1 January 2017
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(2) Each member of the Standing Committee (other than the
Bishop) shall be elected by the Synod on a rotation basis for
a term expiring at the election held in the third year following
that member’s election.
PROVIDED ALWAYS that in the event of an election to fill a
casual vacancy the member shall be elected only for the
balance remaining of the term of the former member.
PROVIDED FURTHER that if any member shall fail to attend
two consecutive meetings without leave of absence or shall
resign his/her seat the member shall ipso facto cease to be a
member of the Standing Committee and an election to fill
such casual vacancy for the balance of the term of the former
member shall be held at the next Session of Synod. Until
such election such casual vacancy shall be filled by the
remaining members of the Standing Committee from other
members of Synod.
2008

PROVIDED FURTHER that any Lay member who is not
returned at the triennial elections of Lay representatives shall
continue in office until the next session of Synod when an
election to replace them, for the balance of their term (if any)
shall be held.

2014

(3) (a) Nominations for the Standing Committee shall close at
5pm six weeks prior to the date fixed by the President for
the commencement of Synod and notified to Synod members

2014

(b) Any member of Synod desirous of making a nomination
shall do so in the form set out in the First Schedule hereto
and deliver the same to the Diocesan Secretary’s office by
the close of nominations dead line.

2014

(c) Each nomination form should be accompanied by a brief
biographic note focused on the nominees attributes for the
position sought.

2014

(d) Upon receipt of any nomination the Diocesan Secretary
shall forthwith cause such nomination to be published on the
Diocesan website for the information of members of Synod.

2014

(e) If the number nominated of either Order shall not exceed
the number to be elected, the President shall forthwith
declare the persons so nominated to be duly elected.

2014

(f) If the number nominated of either Order shall exceed
the number to be elected, the President shall forthwith
determine the day and hour of the election.

8
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2014

(g) In the event of an election which includes an election to fill a
casual vacancy the elected member obtaining the lowest number
of votes shall be deemed to have been elected to fill the casual
vacancy and shall be a member only for the balance remaining of
the term of the former member.
(4) The Bishop shall be ex officio Chairperson of the Standing
Committee.
(5) The Vicar-General or Commissary when presiding over the
Standing Committee shall exercise all the powers ordinarily
exercised by the Bishop in Standing Committee.
(6) No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Standing
Committee unless the Bishop or the Vicar-General or the
Commissary specially appointed for that purpose, and one
Clerical and two Lay members shall be present.
(7) The Standing Committee shall meet at least once in each quarter
of the financial year, and at such other times as shall be
necessary for the transaction of business. Special meetings may
be convened by the Bishop whenever required by the Bishop.
(8) Except as hereinafter provided, every resolution of the Standing
Committee shall be assented to by the Bishop and a majority of
the Clergy and by a majority of the Lay Representatives present
in person at a duly constituted meeting.
PROVIDED that the Chairperson may declare a motion carried
upon the voices unless a division be called for.
Powers under General Synod
(9) In accordance with the legislation of the General Synod the
Standing Committee shall have the following powers:(a) To report to the Primate if the Bishop is wholly unable to
administer the affairs of the Diocese by reason of permanent
infirmity.
(b) To originate any proposal for the creation of a new Diocese.
(c) To be and act as the Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing Body.
(d) To endorse with approval all applications for the sale or
exchange of land held for General Synod.
(e) To decide all questions which may arise between Trustees
and ministers or the officers of any Parish or Mission District.
as at 1 January 2017
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(f) When acting as the Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing
Body, to represent the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New
Zealand and Polynesia in the Diocese of Nelson for the
purpose of “The Charitable Trusts Act 1957”.
Powers under Diocesan Synod
(10)(1) The Synod hereby declares that the
Committee shall have the following powers:-

Standing

(a) To make such by-laws as it may deem necessary for
the due performance and orderly conduct of its business.
(b) To elect a member or members of the Board of
Nomination in the event of Synod failing so to do; and to
fill any vacancy which may occur in the said Board.
(c) To act under Section 6.6 of the Appointment and
Termination Act 1996, in any appeal.
(d) To appoint the officers of Synod pursuant to the
Standing Orders of Synod
(e) To be the custodian of the Diocesan Library, and to
make such rules for its management as it may deem fit.
(f) To appoint an auditor.
(g) To constitute such portions of the Diocese not duly
constituted as Parishes into Mission Districts and to define
the boundaries thereof.
(h) To decide any question referred to it by any Trust
Deed.
(i) To exercise all such powers and authorities as may be
granted to it by the Diocesan Synod.
(j) To exercise its discretion as to the publishing of any
notices of motion received by it before the Session of
Synod.
(k) To exercise all such powers as may be committed to it
by the Synod and especially to exercise all such powers as
the General Synod shall from time to time authorise the
Synod
to
delegate
to
such
Committee.
10
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(l) To appoint a Manager and with the approval of the Bishop
an Editor for the publication of the Diocesan Magazine. The
position of Manager and Editor can be held by the same
person.
(m) To appoint the members of the Diocesan Finance Team.
(n) To revoke for good reason any appointment made by
Standing Committee to the membership of any Board or
Committee.
(o) To require such reports from the Committees in order to
be satisfied that the decision of Synod and policy of the
diocese is being implemented.
(p) In association with the Diocesan Finance Team to be
responsible for the appointment of the Diocesan Secretary.
(q) Subject to sub-Section (10) (2) and (3) hereof and in
accordance with Section 16 (Procedure for the Exercise of
Delegated Legislative Powers) to repeal in whole or in part any
Statute or Regulation deemed to be redundant and to amend
any Statute or Regulation in order to ensure accuracy and
relevance of wording.
2018

(r) To appoint the members of the Anglican Care Committee.
(10)(2) The Standing Committee shall have no power or authority
by virtue of sub-Section (10).(1) (q) of this Section to repeal,
amend or add to:
(a) the Standing Orders of Synod

2018

(b) Statutes of the Synod being respectively The General
Synod/Te Hinota Whanui and Inter Diocesan Conference
Representation Statute 2014 and PART I of this Statute
(10)(3) The Standing Committee shall have no power or authority
by virtue of sub-clause 10 (1) (q) to act on behalf of or in lieu
of the Synod in any of the matters contained in the following
Canons:
(a) Title A Canon I Clause 2.1 (Election of Diocesan
Bishop)
(b) Title A Canon II Clause 2.2 (Election of Assistant
Bishop)
30 August 2018
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(c) Title B Canon I Clause 1.1.4, 1.1.10 (Election of
General Synod representatives)
(d) Title B Canon II and IV (composition of Diocesan
Synod, variation of Diocesan boundaries)
(e) Title C and Title D Or under the provisions of Part III
of the Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981 or under the
provisions of the Church of England Empowering Act
1928.
(10)(4) That nothing herein before contained shall derogate
from the power of the Diocesan Synod in session to
require the Standing Committee to carry out any of the
directions of the Diocesan Synod.
Duties
(11) The duties of the Standing Committee shall be:(a)
To keep minutes of all Acts and Proceedings; and to
lay before the Synod the Minute Book or a copy thereof at
each Annual Session or if Synod is not in Session the
Bishop may grant leave to any member of Synod to
inspect the minutes relating to any particular matter.
(b)
To act as a Council of Advice to the Bishop, when
required by him, in all questions affecting the welfare of
the Church.
(c)
To prepare any business necessary for presentation
to Synods and committees as may be required from time
to time.
(d)
To ensure that the Churchwarden’s Books are
properly and regularly kept in each Parish and Mission
District.
(e) Not less than twenty eight days before the
commencement of each Annual Session to post to each
member of the Synod the Report of the Standing Committee
and such other reports as may be necessary.
(f)
On the first day of each annual session to present a
report to the Synod containing the following:12
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(1)
A statement of the number of meetings held and the
attendance of members of the Standing Committee thereat.
(2)
A statement of its proceedings since the last Annual
Session of the Synod including a report of the Diocesan
Finance Team
Full and duly audited accounts of all funds under its
(3)
control made up to the close of the financial year last
preceding.
(4)
All such matters connected with the activities of the
Church as may be required for the information and guidance of
the Synod.
(5)
A list of the appointments to Mission Districts if any
which it specifically recommends to be vested in the Bishop.
Such recommendations to the Synod as may from time
(6)
to time be necessary.
(7)
To be caused to be printed and published a Report of
the Proceedings of the Synod. The Report shall contain:(a) Such information regarding the Diocese and its operations
as may be deemed necessary.
(b) The full and duly audited accounts of the Synod funds and
funds under the control of the Committee.
(c) The Reports of Sessional or other Committees and other
matters, as directed by the Synod.
(d) A summary of Parish and Mission District Returns.
(e) All Acts and Resolutions passed during the Session and an
account of the Proceedings of Synod.

as at 1 January 2017
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PROCEDURE FOR THE EXERCISE OF DELEGATED LEGISLATIVE POWERS
16. Whenever the Standing Committee is exercising the powers given to it
by Section 15 (10 (1) (q) of this Statute [as limited and declared by
Section 15 (10) (2) & 15 (10) (3)] the following procedures shall
apply:
(1) Every act or decision shall be assented to by a majority of the
members of each of the three Orders present in person as provided in
Section 15 (8) hereof.
(2) As soon as convenient following such meeting a copy of the
Statute or decision shall be sent by the Diocesan Secretary to all
voting members of Synod, which copy shall be accompanied by a
Notice in the form set out in the Second Schedule hereto.
(3) Clerical and Lay members of Synod shall have the right to lodge a
Notice of Objection in writing with the Diocesan Secretary to any
Statute or decision assented to in exercise of powers under Section
15 (10) (1) (q), provided such objection be lodged within the time
specified in the Notice forwarded to them pursuant to Section 16 (2).
(4) If two (2) or more clerical members and two (2) or more lay
members so notify the Diocesan Secretary in writing of their objection
on or before the date specified in the Notice (which date shall be set
not less than 28 days after the Notice shall have been posted,
excluding the day of posting), then the proposed Statute or decision
shall have no effect and be referred to the next Ordinary Session of
the Diocesan Synod for consideration as a Bill or Motion as
appropriate.
(5) If fewer than two (2) clerical members or fewer than two (2) lay
members so notify the Diocesan Secretary of their objection, or if no
person notifies any objection, then the proposed Statute or decision
shall be referred to the Standing Committee who may thereupon by a
majority present in person assenting to same in each of the three
Orders as provided in Section 15 (8) hereof confirm the same, or may
by like decision decide to refer the same to the next Ordinary Session
of the Diocesan Synod for consideration.
(6) Any amended or additional Statute, Regulation, or decision so
confirmed by Standing Committee shall come into force at the
conclusion of the meeting at which it is confirmed or otherwise in
accordance with its specific terms whichever is the later.
(7) On the enactment or passing by the Standing Committee of any
Statute or Regulation as hereinbefore mentioned, the text thereof
14
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shall be certified by the Chairperson of the Standing Committee with
these words or with words to the like effect:
"I certify that this [Statute, Regulation or Standing Resolution] was
passed by the Standing Committee of Nelson on the ......... day
of.................... 20.....
As witness my hand this ....... day of ....................20...." and such
text so certified shall be deemed to be the original record.
(8) A copy of the text of any item certified under Section 16 (7) shall
be sent by the Diocesan Secretary to all members of Synod as soon
as convenient.

as at 1 January 2017
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PART II
DIOCESAN MAGAZINE
17.

(1) The Diocesan Magazine shall be hereinafter entitled “The
Witness” or such other title as the Bishop and Standing
Committee shall from time to time select.
(2) The Standing Committee shall appoint a Manager and with
the approval of the Bishop an Editor.
PROVIDED that the offices of Manager and Editor may be
combined. The Manager and Editor may appoint their own
literary staff and business staff.
(3) The magazine shall be controlled and published on behalf of
Synod by the Manager and Editor, who will report to each
Session of Synod. The Editor will be accountable solely to the
Bishop of the Diocese for the policy of the magazine.

DIOCESAN FINANCE TEAM
18.

(1) (a) The Diocesan Finance Team shall consist of not less than
four (4) persons nor more than seven (7) persons appointed
by Standing Committee. No business shall be transacted at
a meeting of the team unless half the members are present.
(2) (a) Each member of the Diocesan Finance Team shall be
appointed for a three year term on a rotational basis.
(b) Provided that if any member shall fail to attend two
consecutive meetings without leave of absence membership
of the Diocesan Finance Team shall cease.
(3) Vacancies in the Diocesan Finance Team caused by death,
resignation or for any other reasons shall be filled by
Standing Committee.
(4) It shall be the task of the Diocesan Finance team to provide
an accountability check and oversight of Diocesan Finances
and the Administration staff as they carry out the budgetary
decisions of Synod. The tasks of the diocesan Finance Team
include
(a) The maintenance of reliable computer systems for
reporting to Synod, Standing Committee and the Diocesan
Finance Team.

16
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(b) The monitoring of the financial performance of the
Diocese, including income from the Diocesan Trust Board
and Parishes, and the administration of the Trust Board.
(c)The oversight of the preparation and collation of the
Diocesan Annual accounts and Budgets.
(d) Assisting Standing Committee in the development of
financial policy.
(e) Receiving of regular reports from the Diocesan Secretary
on the financial health of the Parishes.
(f) Monitoring and controlling the financial requirements and
systems of the Anglican Centre and any related financial
issues within the Diocese.
(g) Such other administrative, staffing and financial
oversight tasks as the Trust Board or Standing Committee
from time to time request.
2006

(5) The Diocesan Finance Team shall have control of the
Anglican Centre (Diocesan office) including the authority to
appoint staff and fix remuneration.
Providing that, as in all matters, the Bishop has final
authority.
Providing that the appointment of the Diocesan Secretary
shall be made by the Standing Committee and the
appointment of the Finance Manager shall be made with the
concurrence of the Standing Committee and the Nelson
Diocesan Trust Board.
(6) The Diocesan Finance Team may delegate specific tasks to
its Chairperson or other persons.

DIOCESAN PENSION COMMITTEE
19.

(1) The Diocesan Pension Committee shall be responsible to New
Zealand Anglican Church Pension Board and shall consist of
six members appointed by Standing Committee.
(2) Each member of the Diocesan Pension Committee shall be
appointed for a term of three years on a rotational basis.

as at 1 January 2017
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PROVIDED that if any member shall fail to attend two
consecutive meetings without leave of absence then
membership of the Diocesan Pension Committee shall cease
and such casual vacancies shall be filled by Standing
Committee for the balance of the term of the former
member.
(3) Vacancies on the Diocesan Pension Committee caused by
death, resignation or for any other reason shall be filled by
Standing Committee for the unexpired term of the former
member.
(4) It shall be the function of the Diocesan Pension Committee to
represent the Diocese of Nelson as provided for in the rules
of the New Zealand Anglican Church Pension Fund and the
Welfare Fund Regulations operated by the New Zealand
Anglican Church Pension Board.
(5) The Diocesan Pension Committee shall be available to
process requests received for financial assistance to make
grants and to consider changes to the rules of the New
Zealand Anglican Church Pension Fund and Welfare Fund as
referred to it by the Pension Board. To provide advice to
Diocesan Committees and Boards on any matters affecting
the members of the Pension Fund and the clergy and
employees of the Diocese generally.
2018

DIOCESAN ANGLICAN CARE COMMITTEE

19A.

(1) The Anglican Care Committee shall consist of not less than
six (6) persons and not more than ten (10) persons
appointed by Standing Committee. No business shall be
transacted at a meeting of the Committee unless at least half
the members are present.
(2)(a) Each member of the Anglican Care Committee shall be
appointed for a three [3] year term on a rotational basis.
Members shall be eligible for reappointment at the end of
their initial term, but no member shall be appointed for more
than three consecutive terms.
(b) If any member shall fail to attend two consecutive
meetings without leave of absence, membership of the
Anglican Care Committee shall cease.
(c) Initial membership of the Anglican Care Committee shall
be the present trustees of the Anglican Care Charitable Trust
and the length of term of each member shall be the
remaining term of their appointment as trustee of the
Anglican Care Charitable Trust at the date of its dissolution.
18
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(3) Vacancies on the Anglican Care Committee caused by death,
resignation or for any other reasons shall be filled by the Standing
Committee.
(4) The initial Chairperson of the Anglican Care Committee and his or
her remaining term as Chairperson shall remain the same as
under the Anglican Care Charitable Trust at the date of its
dissolution.
(5) Each member present shall be entitled to one vote.
The
Chairperson shall not have a casting vote. No member shall be
entitled to vote by proxy.
(6) It shall be the task of the Anglican Care Committee to lead and
support the social service ministry of the Diocese of Nelson and to
further the same:
(a) to encourage, enable and support Anglican Care programmes
in parishes and communities;
(b) to enable parishes to be responsive to the Anglican Church’s
mission of meeting social service needs within their
communities;
(c) to promote, support and provide opportunities for social
services, education and training;
(d) to encourage, enable and support networks of Anglican Care
within the Nelson Diocese and between dioceses,
ecumenically and within the community;
(e) to develop, promote an support resourcing opportunities to
further the objects of the Anglican Care Committee;
(f) to administer such social service funds on behalf of the
Diocese of Nelson as may be delegated by the Standing
Committee or the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board;
(g) to support and promote social justice initiatives;
(h) to initiate, support and encourage opportunities for research
concerning the work of the Anglican Care Committee;
(i) to promote and apply the principles of partnership and
bicultural development in the work of the Anglican Care
Committee;
(j) to carry out such other social services tasks as Standing
Committee may from time to time request.

1 January 2018
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MISCELLANEOUS
(1) The term “financial year” when used herein shall mean the
period of twelve months ending on the last day of December
in each year.

20.

(2) For the purposes of “The Charitable Trusts Act 1957” or any
Act amending or re-enacting the same the Diocesan Synod or
the Standing Committee shall be deemed to be a body
constituted to represent the Anglican Church in Aotearoa,
New Zealand and Polynesia commonly called the Anglican
Church in the Diocese of Nelson.
(3) The Diocesan Secretary is empowered to collect all rents,
interest and money due to the Synod or to the Standing
Committee except where other-wise directed by any trust
deed.
(4) The members of the Diocesan Finance Team and all other
Committees and similar Diocesan organisations shall elect
from amongst the members of their respective Committee or
organisation a chairperson for a term of one year, such
member being eligible for re-election for a further term or
terms. The provision of this clause shall not apply to Synod,
Standing Committee or any Committee or organisation that
is convened by the Bishop but this proviso shall not operate
to prevent the Bishop appointing a chairperson of any such
Committee or organisation as the Bishop shall determine.
Charities Act requirements
20A

Sections 20A to 20C apply to all properties, funds or other assets
held under the authority of the Diocese of Nelson that are
governed by New Zealand law.

20B

In the event of a winding up or other failure of the trusts or
purposes for which such properties, funds or other assets are
held, they may not be applied for anything other than a
charitable purpose.

20C

No office holder shall participate in or materially influence any
decision in respect of the payment to or on behalf of that office
holder (or any associated person of that office holder, as defined
by the Income Tax Act 2004) of any income, benefit or
advantage whatsoever except
(a) Where the income, benefit or advantage is derived from
professional services rendered in the course of business
and charged at no greater than current market rates;
20
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(b) Where voting in Houses is required and the office
holder votes in accord with a concurrent majority in the
other two Houses (having taken no part in the prior
discussion).
Explanatory note “Associated person” under the Income Tax Act includes
spouses, close relatives (‘close relatives’ includes first cousins, great great
grandparents and great great grandchildren).
It can also include
companies and trusts in which the office holder or an associated person
has an interest.
REPEALS
21.

The following ENACTMENTS are hereby repealed:
The Diocesan Organised Bodies Act 1991

1 January 2018
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THE FIRST SCHEDULE
Nomination Form for Standing Committee
I hereby nominate……………………………………………………., who has
signified consent to this nomination, for election as

a member of the

Standing Committee.
Full name:…………………………………………………………………
Signed:…………………………………………………………………….
Dated………………………………………………………………………

THE SECOND SCHEDULE
(a)

Districts entitled to three Synod Representatives:
(5% and above)

2008

Blenheim

Blenheim South

Greymouth

Motueka

Richmond

Stoke

2014

Buller

2015

Wakefield and Districts

(b)

Districts entitled to two Synod Representatives:
(Less than 5%)

2008

All Saints’

Atawhai-Hira

Awatere

Christ Church Cathedral

Cobden - Runanga

22

Golden Bay

Havelock

Kaikoura

Mapua

Picton

Reefton

Spring Creek

Tahunanui

Victory

Waimea

Wairau Valley

1 January 2018
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THIRD SCHEDULE
Diocese of Nelson
NOTICE to all Clerical members and Lay members of Synod:
STATUTE PROPOSED BY A STANDING COMMITTEE
The Standing Committee has passed and proposes to confirm the Statute
a copy of which is attached/enclose.
As a member of the Synod you have a right to object to this proposed
Statute. You can object by completing and sending to the Diocesan
Secretary an advice in writing stating your objection (and the basis
thereof) and including:
• The date
• Your name
• Your address
• Your parish/ministry unit
• Your Order (clerical/Lay) in the Synod
And which you sign with your usual signature.
The advice must be sent to:
The Diocesan Secretary
PO Box 100
Nelson
(Or delivered to the Anglican Centre, 48 Halifax St, Nelson) to arrive no
later than 5.00 pm on ….……, the day of ……....,20..…
(Signed: by/for
Diocesan Secretary

1 January 2018
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DIOCESAN SYNOD PROPERTY ACT 1938 ANALYSIS
1.
2.
2005

PART 1 – THE DIOCESAN TRUSTS BOARD/APPOINTING BODY
3.

2005

Trusts Board to have powers on behalf of Diocesan Synod

PART II – THE NELSON DIOCESAN TRUST BOARD/APPOINTING
BODY (INCORPORATED)
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

2005

Short Title
Interpretation

Composition of the Board
Resignation
Vacancy
Retirement of Members by Rotation
Trusts' Board to appoint and remove members
Members to sign declaration
Removal for failure to perform duties
Board to elect Chairperson

PART III – DUTIES OF THE BOARD/APPOINTING BODY
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Provision for safe custody of Deeds
Net income to be paid to the Diocesan Treasurer
Diocesan Secretary to be authorised to collect rents, etc
Inspection of Deeds
Board to report annually to Synod
Board to act under the direction of Synod
Board's Investments to be Trustee Investments
Use of the Church
Plans and Specifications to be submitted
Consent to alterations
Questions between Board and Ministers and Officers
Minister to occupy Parsonage and Glebe
Reports on Parsonages
Minister's Widow/er
Accounts for Synod

as at 1 January 2017
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2005

1938

PART IV – PERSONAL TRUSTEES
27. Personal Trustees:(a) To sign Declaration
(b) To act under Part III of this Act
(c) First appointment to be made in form of Schedule A
(d) When no further appointment is necessary
(e) Trustees may resign
(f) Trustees may be called upon to resign

2005

Part V – DESTINATION OF TRUST PROPERTY
28. In certain cases specific applications to be determined by
Standing Committee in first instance
29. Receipt of Trust Funds
30. Deleted
Schedule A
Schedule B
AN ACT TO REGULATE THE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF
PROPERTY HELD FOR THE NELSON DIOCESAN SYNOD.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese
of Nelson, in Synod assembled, and by the authority of the
same as follows:1. The Short Title of this Act shall be "The Diocesan Synod
Property Act 1938".
2.

1995

2

In this Act if not inconsistent with the context:“Synod" means the Nelson Diocesan Synod.
"Board" means the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board
(Incorporated).
"Member" means a member of the Nelson Diocesan Trust
Board (Incorporated).

as at 1 January 2017
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PART I
THE DIOCESAN TRUSTS BOARD/APPOINTING BODY
2005

3. The Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing Body established
and constituted as provided in Title F Canon I of the Canons of
the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia
commonly called the Anglican Church shall have for and on
behalf of the Synod of the Diocese of Nelson all and several
such powers as are given to it for and on behalf of the General
Synod by the aforementioned Canon.

PART II
APPOINTMENTS AND REMOVAL OF MEMBERS OF THE NELSON
DIOCESAN TRUST BOARD (INCORPORATED)
1991

4. The Board shall be comprised of eight members of which
at least four shall be laypersons provided that it shall be
competent for Synod by resolution to increase or reduce such
number. No business shall be transacted at a meeting of the
Board unless at least one half of the members are present.

2005

5. Any member may in writing under his/her hand addressed
to the Chairperson of the Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing
Body resign their office, and upon the receipt of such
resignation by such Chairperson the office of such member
shall become vacant.

2005

6. If any member shall be absent from the Diocese without
leave for a period exceeding six months the Diocesan Trusts
Board/Appointing Body may declare the office of such member
to be vacant.
7. The names of members shall be numbered and at the end
of each financial year the number of members nearest to one
third of the Board shall be deemed to have retired but shall
remain in office until their successors are appointed. The
rotation of retirement shall be in accordance with the numbers
attached to the names on the list.

as at 1 January 2017
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2005

8. The Nelson Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing Body is
hereby authorised subject to the conditions hereinafter
appearing to appoint and remove members from time to time.

2005

9. No person shall be appointed a member until a declaration
in the form set out in Schedule B hereto annexed signed by
him/her shall have been received by the Nelson Diocesan
Trusts Board/Appointing Body.

2005

10. Without in any manner limiting the absolute discretion
vested in Synod by The Anglican Church Trusts Act 1981, and
in the Nelson Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing Body by this
Act, it is hereby declared that all or such members of the
Board as the Synod or the Nelson Diocesan Trusts
Board/Appointing Body shall determine shall be liable to be
removed if they shall fail to perform the duties prescribed in
Part III of this Act.

1991

11. The Board shall elect from amongst its members a
chairperson who shall hold office for one year but be eligible
for re-election on retirement from office.

PART III
DUTIES OF THE BOARD
2005

12. The Board shall lodge for safe custody all documents
relating to Trust Property in the Diocesan strong-room, and
such documents shall be deemed to be in the custody of the
Board

2005

13. All net income accruing from Church properties shall be
paid to the Diocesan Secretary except where otherwise
directed by any Trust affecting that income.

2005

14. Deleted

2005

15. Deleted
16. The Board shall submit annually to Synod a report of the
Trust Property under its care showing the investments of
capital and the changes that have been made therein during
the last twelve months and also all receipts and payments on
account of income during such period in such form and

4
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specifying such particulars as Synod shall from time to time
prescribe such yearly accounts to be duly audited before
submission by some person appointed or approved by Synod.
2005

17. The Board will apply any funds received subject to a trust
in accordance with the terms of that trust. Where the terms of
the trust are unclear the fund shall be applied as directed by
Standing Committee with the concurrence of the Board or
other trustees and if a consensus is not possible, by the
Synod.

1984

18. The Board shall invest the Trust Funds and deal with the
Trusts under its care in accordance with the Anglican Church
Trusts Act 1981.
19. The Board shall allow the Primate, the Bishop of the
Diocese, or other Bishop lawfully acting in his/her stead, the
Archdeacon, the Minister of the Parish, or other Minister acting
in his/her stead, the Churchwardens and other officers of the
Parish or District to perform from time to time in the Church
erected on any Church site vested in the Board all lawful acts
appertaining to their several offices respectively.

2005

20. The Board shall not permit any building to be erected on
any Church site or on any ministry house site until plans and
specifications thereof have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Bishop of the Diocese or the Commissary
authorised to preside at the meetings of the Standing
Committee or a Commissary specially authorised for the
purpose, and by the Board.

2005

21. The Board shall not permit any substantial alteration
affecting the stability and plan of any Church without the
written consent of the Board and the Minister and the
Churchwardens of such Church.
22. The Board shall consent to all questions which may arise
between the Board and the Minister or the officers of any
Parish or District being decided by the Bishop and the Standing
Committee of the Diocese.

2005

23. The Board shall allow the free use of the allocated
ministry house to the Minister and shall not in any way
interfere with his/her right of occupation
PROVIDED that the Board shall have the right of entry at all
reasonable times to inspect the ministry house and premises
to see that they are in a proper state of repair.
as at 1 January 2017
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2005

24. The Board shall submit to the Annual Meeting of Synod a
report of all ministry houses which are not in a good and
substantial state of repair.

2005

25. The Board shall permit the widow/er of a Minister to
continue in the use and occupation of the ministry house for
such time as s/he shall desire after the decease of the spouse
but not exceeding a term of three months.1995
26. The accounts to be presented to Synod by the Nelson
Diocesan Trust Board shall be made up to the last day of
December in each year.

PART IV
PERSONAL TRUSTEES
2005

27. In the event of the Nelson Diocesan Trusts
Board/Appointing Body vesting property in personal trustees
the following provisions shall apply:
(a) No person shall be appointed a trustee until a declaration
in the form set out in Schedule B hereto annexed signed
by him/her shall have been received by the Nelson
Diocesan Trusts Board/ Appointing Body.
(b) Trustees accepting any such trust shall accept the same
subject to undertaking the several duties as are imposed
upon the Board by Part III of this Act.
(c) The first appointment of trustees to hold any property in
the Diocese on behalf of Diocesan Synod shall be made in
writing under the hand of the Chairperson of the Diocesan
Trusts Board/Appointing Body in the form of Schedule A
hereto annexed or to the effect thereof.
(d) (In the event of the Diocesan Trusts Board/Appointing
Body appointing as Trustees of property on behalf of the
Diocesan Synod persons who have been nominated
trustees of other property on behalf of the Synod and
such persons are then still exercising such last mentioned
trust then no further formal appointment as required by
Sub-section (c) of this Section shall be necessary.
(e) Any trustee may in writing under his/her hand addressed
to
the
Chairperson
of
the
Diocesan
Trusts
Board/Appointing Body resign office and upon the receipt

6
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of such resignation by such Chairperson the Diocesan
Trusts Board/Appointing Body shall forthwith with all
reasonable expedition take such steps as shall be
necessary according to law to divest such trustee and
appoint a person or persons in his/her stead.
(f)

In case any trustee shall be absent from the Diocese for a
continuous period of over six months the Diocesan Trusts
Board/Appointing Body is hereby empowered and directed
to call on such trustee to forthwith resign their office.

PART V
DESTINATION OF TRUST PROPERTY
2005

28. Whenever property shall be devised, bequeathed or given
to Synod on its own behalf or on behalf of General Synod for
religious or charitable purposes without any specific purpose
being declared by the donor, the specific objects to which such
properties shall be applied shall be determined in the first
instance by Standing Committee with the concurrence of the
Board or other trustees and if a consensus is not possible, by
the Synod.

2005

29. All moneys received by the Diocesan Treasurer upon trust
for any Diocesan or Parochial purpose shall be forthwith lodged
by him/her to the credit of the Trust Account of the Board
pending their being invested, applied, appropriated or
otherwise dealt with pursuant to the purposes for which they
are so paid
PROVIDED that that Board shall hold such moneys
provisionally only until the Chairperson of the Standing
Committee has assented to the same being accepted for the
prescribed purpose.

PART VI
1995

30. Deleted
as at 1 January 2017
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SCHEDULE A
Form the First Appointment of a Body of Trustees.
Diocese

of

..................................................................………. Trust
To all whom these presents shall come.
I,

.............................................................

send

Greetings:
Whereas it is provided that the first appointment of any body
of

Trustees

to

hold

any

property

in

the

Diocese

of

............................................................ on behalf of the
Synod of the Diocese, shall be made in writing under the hand
of the Chairperson of the Diocesan Trusts Board of the said
Diocese;
And whereas by a resolution of the Diocesan Trusts Board of
the said Diocese passed at ..................................................
on
the

...................................................
..................................................

hundred

and

........................................ the following persons, that is to
say ................................................................ were chosen
as Trustees for the allotment or parcel of land particularly
described in the Schedule hereto annexed:
Now know ye that the said Diocesan Synod doth hereby
appoint the said ................................................................
to be Trustees for the allotment or parcel of land accordingly.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand this
...........................

day

of

........................................................... in the year of our
Lord

one

thousand

nine

hundred

and

...................................................................,
Chairperson of the Diocesan Trusts Board
of

the

...............................................
8
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Signed

by

the

above-named

...............................................................................
Chairperson of the Diocesan Trusts Board of the Diocese of
............................. in the presence of Us.
(To be signed by two witnesses)

SCHEDULE B
I, ................................................................... do declare
my submission to the authority of the Synod of the Diocese of
Nelson, and I further consent to be bound by all the
regulations which may from time to time be issued by the
authority of the said Diocesan Synod, and I hereby undertake
in

consideration

of

being

appointed

...................................................... immediately to resign
by appointment together with all the rights and emoluments
appertaining thereto, whenever I shall be called upon so to do
by the Diocesan Synod or by any person or persons lawfully
acting under the authority of the said Diocesan Synod.

as at 1 January 2017
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GENERAL SYNOD/TE HINOTA WHANUI AND TIKANGA
PAKEHA CONFERENCE REPRESENTATION STATUTE 2014
ANALYSIS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15
16.

Short Title
Representatives elected by Orders
Nominations, how made
Nominations, when received
Elector not to nominate more than the number required
Nominations to be announced
Required number being nominated are elected
When ballot is taken
Elector votes for full number of his or her Order
Scrutineers
Declaration of Election
Equality of Votes
Casual vacancy
Question decided by Synod
Alternate representative
Repeal Schedule

A STATUTE FOR REGULATING THE ELECTION OF CLERICAL AND
LAY REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL SYNOD/TE HINOTA WHANUI
AND THE TIKANGA PAKEHA CONFERENCE.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of
Nelson in Synod assembled and by authority of the same as
follows:1. The Short Title of this Act shall be "The General Synod/te
Hinota Whanui and Tikanga Pakeha Conference Representation
Statute 2014".
2. The Clerical and Lay representatives shall be elected by the
Clerical and Lay members of the Diocesan Synod at the time of
the Annual Session immediately preceding the Biennial Session
of the General Synod/te Hinota Whanui: the Clerical members
electing the Clerical representatives and the Lay members
electing the Lay representatives.
3. Nominations for members of the General Synod/te Hinota
Whanui and Tikanga Pakeha Conference shall be made in the
form in the schedule hereto.
4. (i) Nominations for General Synod/te Hinota Whanui and
Tikanga Pakeha Conference Representatives shall close at

as at 30 August 2018
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5pm six weeks prior to the date fixed by the President for the
commencement of Synod and notified to Synod members
(ii) Any member of Synod desirous of making a nomination
shall do so in the form set out in the First Schedule hereto
and deliver the same to the Diocesan Secretary’s office by
the close of nominations dead line.
(iii) Each nomination form should be accompanied by a brief
biographic note focused on the nominees attributes for the
position sort.
(iv) Upon receipt of any nomination the Diocesan Secretary
shall forthwith cause such nomination to be published on the
Diocesan website for the information of members of Synod.
5.
No elector shall nominate more than the number of
representatives required for his or her own Order.
6.
So soon as the time for receiving nominations shall have
expired the President shall as soon as practicable announce the
number of nominations received of each Order.
7.
If the number nominated of either Order shall not exceed
the number required to be elected, the President shall forthwith
declare the persons so nominated to be duly elected.
8.
If the number nominated of either Order shall exceed the
number required to be elected the President shall forthwith
determine at what time such ballots as may be necessary to
complete the election may take place and shall direct the
necessary ballot papers to be prepared for the election.
9.
Each elector present shall vote for the full number of
representatives of his or her Order required when a ballot is
taken.
10. Each ballot shall take place in the presence of the
President of the Synod who shall appoint scrutineers and shall
declare after each ballot the number of votes given for each
candidate.
11.

(1)
No candidate shall be elected unless s/he shall have
received a majority of the votes of the electors present of
his/her Order.
(2)
Subject to the provisions of sub-section (1) hereof
the two Clerical members out of those nominated and the

2
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three Lay members out of those nominated for whom the
greatest number of votes shall have been given in their
respective Orders shall be deemed to be and shall be
declared to be elected.
(3)
If by reason of an equality of votes between two or
more of the candidates who shall have received a
majority of the votes of the electors present of their Order
it shall be impossible to decide which candidates have
been elected then such lesser number for whom the
greater number of votes shall have been given shall be
deemed to be and shall be declared to be elected and a
new ballot shall be taken among the candidates polling an
equal number of votes to decide which of them shall be
elected.
12. If a ballot by either Order shall not result in the election of
the required number of members for that Order, the President
shall strike out the names at the bottom of the poll, so as to
leave not less than twice as many names as the number
required to be elected, and the names so remaining shall be
submitted for a further ballot
PROVIDED that the number of votes cast for the names so
struck out shall not exceed half the number of the electors
present, and that no name shall be struck out for which the
number of votes cast shall be equal to those for any name still
retained in the ballot.
13. In the event of a casual vacancy an election shall be held
by members of the Standing Committee, of the same order, to
fill the vacancy. The new member so elected shall hold office
until the next biennial election.
14. Any question in connection with the election, which is not
herein provided, shall be settled forthwith by the Synod.
15. In the event that any elected member of the General
Synod/te Hinota Whanui or Tikanga Pakeha Conference is
prevented from attending any meeting of the General Synod/te
Hinota Whanui or Tikanga Pakeha Conference the members of
Standing Committee of the same order may appoint an
alternate representative of that order to attend that meeting of
the General Synod/te Hinota Whanui or Tikanga Pakeha
Conference.
16. “The General Synod Representation Act 1938” is hereby
repealed.
as at 30 August 2018
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SCHEDULE
Form of Nomination of a Member of the General Synod/te Hinota
Whanui and Tikanga Pakeha Conference.
I

hereby

nominate

................................................................................... to
be a

........(Clergy/Lay)…..…. Representative for this Diocese in

(a)

The General Synod/te Hinota Whanui, and

(b)

The Tikanga Pakeha Conference

I hereby certify that I have ascertained that the above-named
...................................…………................ is willing to accept
nomination as a
(a)

Member of the General Synod/te Hinota Whanui, and

(b)

Tikanga Pakeha Conference.
.............................................................
Nominator
Date .................................

4
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HOME MISSION FUND ACT 1967
ANALYSIS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Short Title
Capital
Investment of Capital
Income
Collections
Administration of Fund
Application of Income
Rules
Grants to be Conditional
Transfer to Capital
Repeal

ACT
TO
PROVIDE FOR
THE ORGANISATION
AND
AN
ADMINISTRATION OF THE HOME MISSION FUND OF THE DIOCESE
OF NELSON.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of
Nelson, in Synod now assembled, and by the authority of the same
as follows:1. The Short Title of this Act shall be "The Home Mission
Fund Act 1967".
2. The Capital of the Home Mission Fund (hereinafter called
"The Fund") shall be known as "The Home Mission Fund
Endowment Fund" and shall consist of:
(a) The capital of the Home Mission Fund at present
invested with the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board.
(b) The capital of the Home Mission Fund Endowment
Fund at present invested with the Nelson Diocesan
Trust Board.
(c) Benefactions given or bequeathed for the endowment
of the Fund.

as at 1 January 2017
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(d) Benefactions which are specifically designated for the
capital of the Fund.
(e) Such sums as are hereafter appropriated by Synod
for the capital of the Fund.
(f)

Such sums as are added to the capital of the Fund
pursuant to Section 10 hereof.

3. The Capital of the Fund shall be entrusted to the Nelson
Diocesan Trust Board for investment.
4.

The Income of the Fund shall consist of:(a) Revenue from capital

1991

(b) Deleted.
(c) Donations subscriptions and benefactions given or
bequeathed to the income of the Fund.

2010

(d) Deleted
(e) Such income as shall be appropriated by Synod to
the income of the Fund.
(f)

Such income as shall be made available from any
other funds for the income of the Fund.

5. The Standing Committee may from time to time with the
approval of the Bishop appoint some member or members of
the Church who shall under the direction of the Standing
Committee arrange for the collection of contributions to the
Fund.
2002

1968

2

6. The income of the Fund shall be administered by
the Diocesan Finance Team and a statement of income and
expenditure on account of the Fund during the preceding
financial year and a statement of assets and liabilities of the
said Fund at the close of that year together with a statement
of the proposed
distribution for the following year shall be laid before the
Diocesan Synod at each annual session. The term financial
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year shall mean the period of twelve months ending on the
last day of December in each year.
7. Except as hereinafter provided the income of the Fund
shall be applicable solely to the following purposes:(a) The maintenance and training of such candidates for
Holy Orders as may in the opinion of the Bishop need
assistance during their period of preparation and
study (including where necessary provision for the
maintenance of the spouse and family of a
candidate).

2010

(b) Grants to Parishes in aid of stipends.

2010

(c) Assistance in the erection of Churches, Church Halls,
Sunday Schools and Vicarages in the Parishes
receiving financial assistance

2002
2010

(d) Payment of the whole or such part as the Diocesan
Finance Team shall from time to time see fit of the
travelling expenses of Clergy in a Parishes receiving
financial assistance pursuant to any resolution of
Synod or Standing Committee.

2010

(e) Deleted
(f)

Assistance for any other object connected with the
extension of the work of the church in the Diocese.

8. It shall be lawful for the Standing Committee from time to
time to draw up rules for the organisation and administration
of the Fund:
PROVIDED that such rules shall be submitted to the Diocesan
Synod at its next annual session for its approval and
confirmation.

2010

2002

9. It shall be a condition of receiving any grant fro the Fund
under sub-clause (c) of Section 7 that the Churchwardens of
the Parish receiving such grant shall have paid the amounts
required under Clause 16 of the Sustentation Fund Act 1957.
10. After paying out of the income the expenses of
management, organisation and administration, the Diocesan
as at 1 January 2017
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Finance Team shall set aside at least five per centum of the
net income of the Fund and shall add the same to the capital
of the Home Mission Fund Endowment Fund.
11. The Home Mission Fund Act 1938 is hereby repealed.

4
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INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE ACT 1989

WHEREAS General Synod resolved in 1984 that existing
General Synod Statutes and Regulations be revised in terms
deliberately inclusive of the male and female sexes as they
come forward for revision or amendment
AND WHEREAS from time to time Diocesan Statutes have
been amended and reviewed as required in order that such
Statutes may be framed in language deliberately inclusive of
the male and female sexes
AND WHEREAS it is desirable to authorise and empower
Standing Committee to amend the wording of Diocesan
Statutes from time to time as such are amended revised or
reprinted
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese
of Nelson in Synod assembled as follows:1.
The Short Title of this Act shall be “The Sundry Statutes
(Inclusive Language) Amendment Act 1989”.
2.
Standing Committee with the approval of the Chancellor
is hereby empowered and requested to amend the wording of
all Diocesan Statutes when the same are being amended
revised or reprinted in order to ensure that such Diocesan
Statutes are framed in language which is deliberately inclusive
of both the male and female sexes where this is appropriate
and consistent with the constitution of the Anglican Church in
Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia and in particular shall
substitute the words “Ordained Minister” for “Clergyman”, the
words “member of the Vestry” for “Vestryman”, the words
“member of the Laity” for “Layman”, the words “Lay member
of Synod” for “Synodsman” and likewise the plurals of such
words.

as at 1 January 2017
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Parishes Statute 2006
An Act to provide for the constitution and regulation of parishes
and mission districts, and for defining the powers and duties of
parish officers
BE IT RESOLVED by the Bishop, Clergy, and Laity of the Diocese of
Nelson, in Synod assembled as follows:

2010

1

Short Title
This Act may be cited as the Parishes Act 2006.

2

Interpretation
In this Act—
Public Notice means a notice given—
(a) orally at a worship service or other meeting of a congregation;
and
(b) in writing placed on a public noticeboard within the church or in
a service sheet or other publication given or made available to
persons coming into the church
Vicar means a clergy person licensed by the Bishop as a Vicar, coVicar, priest-in-charge, dean, rural dean, or pastor
Vicar’s Churchwarden means—
(a) the churchwarden appointed by the Vicar, as required by
section 12; and
(b) in a parish where there is no Vicar, the Bishop’s
churchwarden.”

PART I
PARISHES
3

Existing parishes

(1) The parishes of the Diocese are named in Part I of the Schedule to
this Act.
(2) Other ministry or mission units of the Diocese are named in Part
II of that Schedule.
(3) Unless changed in accordance with the provisions of section 8 of
this Act, the boundaries of the various parishes, as they were
defined immediately before commencement of this Act, shall
continue to be the boundaries of those parishes.
(4) Deleted.
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4
Powers of Synod in respect of Parishes and Mission Units
(1) Synod may from time to time, by resolution, do all or any of the
following things:
(a) constitute a new parish in accordance with section 5 of this
Act:
(b) constitute a new mission unit in accordance with section 6 of
this statute

(c) Deleted

(d) alter the boundaries of any parish in accordance with section
9 of this Statute:
(e) abolish any parish in accordance with section 10 of this
Statute.
(2) Before any proposal is considered by Synod that would have the
effect of altering the boundaries of any existing parish, the
proposal shall be considered and reported on by Standing
Committee after consultation with each Vestry concerned.
(3) Before any change is made in the boundaries of any existing
parish, 1 month's notice of the proposed alteration shall be sent
to the Vestry of each affected parish, and any representations
made by any such parish within the period of that notice shall be
considered by Synod or Standing Committee (as the case may be)
before the alteration is approved.
5
Constitution of new parishes
(1) Any members of the Church living in a defined geographical area
may from time to time apply to Synod, through the Bishop, to
have that area constituted as a new parish, notwithstanding that
the whole or any part of the area already forms part of any
existing parish.
(2) If Synod agrees to the application, it shall define the boundaries
of the new parish.
(3) On the constitution of a new parish, the Bishop shall forthwith
appoint a qualified person to be a Churchwarden of that parish,
who shall hold office until a Vicar is appointed and appoints a
Churchwarden of his or her choosing.
6
Other Ministry and Mission Units
(1).Other ministry and mission units, as agreed by Synod or Standing
Committee may be established to further the mission of the Church
(2) Every ministry or mission units shall have a form of administration
approved in each case by Standing Committee as appropriate to
the needs of the mission, and generally complying with the
following guidelines:
4
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(a) there shall be a committee to be appointed in such manner
as Standing Committee shall specify to assist in the
administration and work of the mission with such duties and
responsibilities as shall be assigned to it by Standing
Committee:
(b) the committee shall consist of not fewer than three nor more
than ten church members, being persons who, if the unit
were a parish, would be entitled to vote at parish meetings
and for the election of lay representation on Synod:
7

Continuation of a Parish
(1) Once constituted any Parish is expected to fulfil each of the
following requirements
a. To have defined geographical boundaries which accurately
represent the area within which it has its primary focus
b. To have provided within its boundaries a building or
buildings suitable for its needs of divine worship and
compliant with statutory requirements related to health
and safety.
c. To have provided a suitable residence where necessary for
the Vicar or other responsible minister in charge or is able
to make payment of a housing allowance (in accordance
with Diocesan policy) in lieu thereof.
d. To demonstrate its ability to comply with the financial
requirements and other requirements for the time being in
force in the Diocese which are applicable to the exercise of
the rights and privileges of a parish, as evidenced by a
budget for the current year and the year thereafter. It is
the expectation of the Diocese that each Parish ought to be
financially self sustaining.
e. To demonstrate that it has a duly elected and appointed
Vestry which meets on a regular basis and is able to
discharge its responsibilities as described in the Parish
Statute; provided that in the case of a Parish receiving
financial assistance, it has been able to comply with the
administrative requirements as determined by the Bishop.
f. To demonstrate that it is able to provide worship, pastoral
care, outreach, stewardship and other expressions of
pastoral life appropriate to a church of its size and
characteristics.
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6

8

Parishes receiving Financial Assistance
(1) Where a Parish is unable to sustain its ministry from its own
resources it may receive Financial Assistance from the Synod
on such terms and conditions as Synod or Standing
Committee may from time to time determine.
(2) Any Parish receiving Financial Assistance shall be under the
control of the Bishop.
(3) Any Parish receiving Financial Assistance shall work with the
Bishop and the Bishop’s Ministry team in formulating and
implementing a Parish Ministry Plan to aid the Parish moving
forward to self sustainability, if it is possible to achieve that
goal.
(4) Standing Committee may in substitution of the parish
governance provisions of this Statute approve for each Parish
receiving Financial Assistance an alternative form of
administration that is most appropriate to the needs of that
Parish, and could comply with the following guidelines
(a) there be a committee to be appointed in such manner as
Standing Committee shall specify to assist in the
administration and work of the Parish with such duties and
responsibilities as shall be assigned to it by Standing
Committee:
(b) one member of the committee, either appointed by the
Bishop or elected by the committee, to be the Warden of
the Parish, to act as chairperson in the absence of a Vicar,
and to perform such other duties as may be assigned to
the Warden by Standing Committee:
(c)
the committee when required by Standing Committee
render a report of its financial position.
(5) The nomination of any Vicar for a Parish receiving Financial
Assistance shall be pursuant to the provisions of section 2.2
of the Appointment and Termination Act 1996.

9

Alteration of boundaries
Synod may from time to time alter the boundaries of any parish
by excluding any area that is presently within the parish or by
including any area that is presently outside the parish

as at 1 January 2017
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10 Abolition of Parishes or Mission Units
(1) Where Synod is satisfied that a parish is no longer viable as a
separate entity, it may abolish the parish or mission unit and
incorporate the whole or any part of the area of the parish in any
other parish.
(2) Where Standing Committee is satisfied that a Ministry or Mission
Unit is no longer desirable or required, it may abolish the said
Ministry or Mission Unit and give the necessary directions as to
the disposition of any assets
10A When intervention may be necessary
(1)

(2)

(3)

If, in the opinion of the Bishop, any aspect of the operation of
a parish causes concern, the Bishop, after consultation with
Standing Committee, may intervene in parish affairs in
whatever way, in the opinion of the Bishop, is appropriate.
Without limiting any of the Bishops powers in clause (1) the
Bishop in intervening may appoint a Bishop’s Commissioner to
undertake specified roles within the Parish. Such roles could
include
a. Advisor of Vicar or Parish
b. Acting as Vicar or as a Co-Vicar
c. Being an additional Warden or Vestry member
d. Replacing the Warden(s) or Vestry
e. Being the sole governor of the Parish.
The goal of such intervention is to address the identified
issues and to return the Parish to normal governance as soon
as practically appropriate.

11 Interpretation of ‘Financial Assistance’
For the purposes of determining what is Financial Assistance, that
assistance given by the Diocese to a parish for the purpose of
supporting a candidate for ordination or for training a
clergyperson in the first two years of ministry following ordination
as a Deacon, shall not be deemed to be grant-for-mission
assistance, nor would grants received from specific Funds or
Trusts for specific projects or purposes be deemed to be Financial
Assistance.
If any doubt arises as to whether or not a Parish is receiving
Financial Assistance, Standing Committee, whose decision shall be
final, shall determine the matter
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PART II
PARISH ELECTORAL ROLL
12 Purpose of parish electoral roll
(1) The principal purpose of the parish electoral roll is to provide
evidence that a person is entitled—
(a) to speak and vote on any matter properly dealt with at an
annual general meeting or special general meeting of the
parish:
(b) to be appointed as the Vicar’s Churchwarden:
(c) to stand for an office listed in section 18(2)(e).
(2) The parish electoral roll must be available for inspection on request
by any person on the roll.
13 Eligibility to be enrolled
(1) A person is entitled to be enrolled on the parish electoral roll if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(a) the person is baptised; and
(b) the person, whether resident in the parish or not, has for at
least 4 months participated in the worship and life of the parish
or is known by the Vicar and churchwardens to be qualified for
enrolment; and
(c) the person signs the declaration set out in subsection (2).
(2) The form of declaration referred to in subsection (1) is as follows:
"I … declare that I have been baptised and wish to be on the
electoral roll of the [name] parish.”
(3) No person may be enrolled on more than 1 parish electoral roll at
the same time.
14 Compiling and maintaining the parish electoral roll
(1) The Vicar and churchwardens must compile and maintain the parish
electoral roll.
(2) The parish electoral roll must consist of the name of each person
who has satisfied the conditions set out in section 13.
(3) The parish electoral roll must not be used except for the purposes
of this Act or other Act of the Diocesan Synod.

8
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(4) This section does not prevent the Vicar and churchwardens from
compiling, as they think fit, other information for the purposes of
the parish community.
15 Revision of parish electoral roll
(1) The Vicar and churchwardens must keep the parish electoral roll
current by revising it as necessary, and at least once a year,
not later than 1 month before the date set for the annual
general meeting, to ensure that—
(a) the names of parishioners are correctly recorded on the parish
electoral roll; and
(b) the names are removed from the parish electoral roll—
(i) of persons who have died:
(ii) of persons who have requested their names to be
removed from the parish electoral roll:
(iii) of persons with whom contact has been lost.
(2) Before the Vicar and churchwardens remove the name of a person
from the parish electoral roll, they must refer the matter for the
approval of the Vestry.
16 Appeal
A person may appeal to the Standing Committee against any
decision relating to that person’s eligibility to be on the parish
electoral roll.”
PART III
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS,
GENERAL MEETINGS

ELECTIONS

AND

SPECIAL

Preliminary provisions about annual general meeting
17 Annual general meeting
(1) The Vicar must call an annual general meeting of the members of
the parish not later than 30 April in each year.
(2) If there is no Vicar, or if, for any reason, the Vicar is unable to act,
the annual general meeting must be called by—
(a) the Vicar’s Churchwarden; or
(b) if there is no Vicar’s Churchwarden or if for any reason the
Vicar’s Churchwarden is unable or unwilling to act, the
people’s churchwarden.
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(3) Despite subsections (1) and (2), the Bishop, at his or her
discretion, or the Bishop’s nominee, may call an annual general
meeting of a parish.

2009

2009

2009

18 Purposes and business of annual general meeting
(1) The purposes of the annual general meeting of the parish are—
(a) to review the spiritual life and the management of the parish;
and
(b) to enable the business of the parish to be carried out through
the democratic election of office holders; and
(c) to receive and adopt the accounts of the parish for the
previous financial year.
(2) The business of the annual general meeting must include the
following matters:
(a) the minutes of the annual general meeting and of any special
general meetings of the previous financial year must be
confirmed; and
(b) the receipt and consideration of—
(i) the Vicar's annual report; and
(ii) the churchwardens' annual report; and
(iii) if appropriate, other reports of parish activities; and
(c) the receipt and adoption of the annual accounts; and
(d) the appointment of the Vicar’s Churchwarden:
(e) the election of—
(i) the people's churchwarden; and
(ii) the members of the Vestry required by section 19 to be
elected; and
(iii) in every third year,
the lay synod representatives
required.
(f) the appointment of an auditor if required. An auditor is
required if the Parish’s accounts are not being processed and
prepared by the Anglican Centre.
(3)

The right of adjournment is not in the chairperson, nor in the
Churchwardens or Vestry, but in the whole assembly, and the
question of adjournment must be decided by a majority of
votes.

19 Number of elected members of Vestry
The annual general meeting must elect not fewer than 3, and not
more than 10, persons to be members of the Vestry.

10
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20 Notice of annual general meeting
Public Notice must be given at each worship service on not fewer
than 3 Sundays before the date set for the annual general
meeting—
(a) stating the venue, date, and time of the meeting; and
(b) inviting—
(i) nomination of candidates for office holders in accordance
with sections 21, 22, and 23; and
(ii) notice of any items of general business.
21 Nominations for office
(1) Nominations must be invited for candidates for—
(a) the office of people’s churchwarden; and
(b) members of the Vestry; and
(2) Nominations must be made in the form provided for the purpose,
which must require that each candidate—
(a) be nominated and seconded by persons on the electoral roll;
and
(b) clearly indicates his or her consent to be nominated.
(3) Nominations must be received not later than 8 days before the date
of the annual general meeting.
(4) Public Notice must be given of the persons nominated for office not
later than 1 Sunday before the date set for the annual general
meeting.

2011

22 Eligibility for office
Any lay person who is on the parish electoral roll (except a
person who is a paid member of the staff of the parish for more
than 9 hours each week) may be appointed to or nominated for,
and hold, an office referred to in section 18(2)(d) and (e).
23 Tenure of office
A person elected to office as the people’s churchwarden or as a
member of the Vestry—
(a) holds that office until the next annual general meeting; and
(b) may be re-elected or re-appointed, as the case may be, to the
same office.
24 Declaration
The Chairperson of the Annual Meeting shall require every
Churchwarden and Vestry member, before entering on office to
make and subscribe to the Declaration of Acknowledgement of the
G:\Legilslation\Parishes Statute 2006
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authority of General Synod as required by Title B Canon xxi. . The
Declarations so signed shall at once be forwarded to the Diocesan
Secretary.
Procedure for annual general meeting
25 Vicar to chair annual general meeting
(1) The Vicar is the chairperson of the annual general meeting.
(2) However, if there is no Vicar, or if, for any reason, the Vicar is
unable or unwilling to act, the meeting must be chaired by—
(a) the Vicar’s Churchwarden; or
(b) if there is no Vicar’s Churchwarden or if for any reason the
Vicar’s Churchwarden is unable or unwilling to act, the
people's churchwarden; or
(c) the chairperson of Vestry.
(3) Despite subsections (1) and (2), the Bishop or the Bishop’s
nominee may chair the annual general meeting of any parish.
(4) The chairperson has a deliberative and a casting vote.
(5) Unless expressly provided otherwise in this Act or in another Act of
the Diocesan Synod, the chairperson may regulate the procedure of
the annual general meeting.
26 Eligibility to speak and vote at annual general meeting
(1) Every person on the parish electoral roll is entitled to speak and
vote on any matter properly dealt with at the annual general
meeting.
(2) A person not on the parish electoral roll may, with the leave of the
meeting, speak on any matter properly dealt with at the annual
general meeting, but is not entitled to vote on any matter.
27 Appointment of Vicar’s Churchwarden
Before the election of office holders is conducted at the annual
general meeting, the chairperson must announce the person
appointed by the Vicar (or if there is no Vicar, by the Bishop or the
Vicar-General) to be the Vicar’s Churchwarden (or the Bishop’s
churchwarden).

12
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Election of people’s churchwarden and members of Vestry
28 Election procedure
(1) Despite section 21, the chairperson may, with the leave of the
meeting, accept from the floor further nominations of candidates
for the Vestry.
(2) If the number of candidates nominated under section 21 or
subsection (1) for the offices of people’s churchwarden, members
of the Vestry, and Synod Representatives (when required)—
(a) does not exceed the number required to be elected, the
chairperson must declare each of the candidates to be elected;
or
(b) does exceed the number required to be elected, the
chairperson must proceed to conduct a ballot to elect the
required office holders.
29 Conduct of ballot
(1) Before a ballot is conducted, 2 scrutineers who are not candidates
for election must be—
(a) nominated by the chairperson; and
(b) approved by the meeting.
(2) The role of the scrutineers is to distribute, collect, and count the
voting papers and to certify to the chairperson the number of votes
cast for each candidate.
(3) A ballot paper is counted as valid only if votes are cast—
(a) by a person who is on the parish electoral roll; and
(b) for not more candidates than the number required to be
elected; and
(c) in accordance with the procedure directed by the chairperson.
(4) The scrutineers must exclude any voting papers on which votes
have been cast for more candidates than the number required to be
elected.
(5) The scrutineers must deliver the voting papers to the chairperson
to be destroyed.
(6) Voting by proxy is not permitted.
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30 Declaration of results of ballot
(1) If the result of the ballot is decisive, the chairperson must declare
the name of each person elected.
(2) If 2 or more candidates receive the same number of votes, the
chairperson must conduct a further ballot among those candidates
in accordance with section 29.
(3) If the second ballot is not decisive—
(a) the matter may be determined by lot; or
(b) the vacancy may be filled in accordance with the relevant
provisions of sections 34 to 36.
Election of lay synod representatives
31 Lay synod representatives
(1) As required by section 14 of the Diocesan Structures Statute 2005,
in every third year the parish must, by 30 April, elect the required
number of lay synod representatives for the parish.
32 Resignation from office
(1) A person holding office as a churchwarden, member of the Vestry,
or auditor may resign from office at any time by giving written
notice to the Vicar or, if there is no Vicar, to a churchwarden, or if
there is neither a Vicar nor a churchwarden, to the Bishop or the
Vicar-General.
(2) A person holding office as a Synod Representative may resign from
office at any time by giving written notice to the Bishop.
(3) When a notice is received, the office to which it relates becomes
vacant—
(a) from the date on which the notice becomes effective; or
(b) if no effective date is stated in the notice, immediately.
33 Vacancy in office of Vicar’s Churchwarden
(1) If the office of Vicar’s Churchwarden becomes vacant through
death, resignation, removal, or for any other reason, the Vicar
must, as soon as practicable,—
(a) appoint another person to that office; and
(b) give Public Notice of that appointment.
(2) If there is no Vicar and a vacancy arises in the office of Bishop’s
churchwarden, the Bishop or Vicar-General must make the
necessary appointment and give Public Notice of that appointment.
14
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34 Vacancy in office of people’s churchwarden
If the office of people's churchwarden becomes vacant through
death, resignation, removal, or for any other reason, a special
general meeting of parishioners must be held as soon as
practicable to elect another person to that office.
35 Vacancy in Vestry
If a vacancy arises on the Vestry through the death, resignation, or
removal of an elected member of the Vestry, or for any other
reason, —
(a) the position may remain vacant unless it is necessary to fill the
office in order to provide a quorum for the Vestry, as required
by section 43.
(b) the position may be filled—
(i) by an appointment made by the Vestry.
36 Vacancy in office of auditor
If the position of auditor becomes vacant through death,
resignation, removal, or for any other reason, the Vestry must, if
an auditor is required as soon as practicable, appoint another
qualified person to that position.
Special general meetings of parish
37 Special general meetings of parishioners called
(1) A special general meeting may be called for any purpose in
accordance with section 17.
(2) A request may be made for a special general meeting of the parish
by notice in writing to the Vicar or churchwardens, signed by not
fewer than 20 members or 20% of the members of the parish roll
which ever is less.
(3) If a request is received under subsection (2), the Vicar or
churchwardens, as the case may be, must hold a meeting not later
than 28 days after the notice is received.
(4) A special General meeting may be called for any purpose by the
Bishop or the Vicar.
38 Procedure for special general meetings
(1) Public Notice must be given in accordance with section 20 of a
meeting called or requested under section 37.
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(2) The notice must state the purpose for which the meeting is called.
(3) No business except what is stated in the notice may be raised or
transacted at a meeting called under section 37.
(4) Sections 25 to 26 apply to a meeting called under section 37,
and, if a vote is required in relation to a matter properly before the
meeting, the provisions of sections 28 to 30 apply with any
necessary modifications.
(5) The right of adjournment is not in the chairperson, nor in the
Churchwardens or Vestry, but in the whole assembly, and the
question of adjournment must be decided by a majority of votes.
PART IV
VESTRIES
39 Membership of Vestry
(1) A Vestry consists of the Vicar of the parish [or an alternate as
provided for by Section 39 (3)], the churchwardens, Lay Synod
Representatives and the lay members elected at an annual general
meeting of parishioners.
(2) The persons referred to in subsection (1) have the right to speak
and vote at Vestry meetings.
(3) The Bishop of Nelson may permit the Vicar to be represented on
the Vestry by another clergy person, provided that this is with the
concurrence of the Vicar and churchwardens.
40 Meetings of Vestry
(1) Meetings of Vestry shall be held at least quarterly, and at such
time and place as the Vestry may determine.
(2) A special meeting of Vestry may be called at such time as the
Vicar or the Churchwardens may determine, or upon a requisition
in writing signed by a majority of the members of Vestry.
2009

(3) A special meeting may be called any purpose by the Bishop.
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41 Chairing of Vestry
(1) Subject to the provisions of this section and section 39, the Vicar
shall chair all meetings of Vestry.
(2) If for any reason the Vicar is unable to attend any meeting of
Vestry, and while there is no Vicar, the Vicar’s Churchwarden (or
if for any reason the Vicar’s Churchwarden is unable to act, and
while there is no Vicar's Churchwarden, the People's
Churchwarden) shall chair the meetings of Vestry.
(3) If the Vicar so desires, Vestry may elect one of its members to
chair its meetings for the whole or part of its term of office.
(4) The person chairing any meeting of Vestry shall have a casting as
well as a deliberative vote.
42

Persons with right to attend Vestry meetings
Any person may attend Vestry meetings at the invitation of the
Vestry, and have the right to speak but not to vote.

43 Quorum for Vestry
(1) No business shall be transacted at a meeting of Vestry unless a
quorum is present.
(2) Vestry may determine its own quorum, but it shall be no fewer
than one-third of its members with a minimum of four, and shall
include the Vicar or at least one of the Churchwardens.
(3) Vestry may, with the express consent of the Vicar and the
Churchwardens, delegate to a member of Vestry or a
subcommittee of Vestry the power to deal with any particular item
of business or to be responsible for any particular aspect of parish
life, with power to co-opt additional parishioners who are not
members of Vestry; and in such a case the subcommittee may
conduct the business committed to it even though the Vicar or a
Churchwarden is not present or is not a member of the
subcommittee.
44 Election of Parochial Nominators
At a meeting held not later than two (2) months after the annual
general meeting at which it was elected, Vestry shall elect four (4)
persons, who are qualified to be members of Vestry, to be the
Parochial Nominators for the parish or Mission District as the case
may be.
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45 Primary duties of Vestry
(1) The primary duties of the Vestry are —
(a) to promote the worship of Almighty God and to provide all
things necessary for the ordering of public worship; and
(b) to foster the spiritual growth and wellbeing of the parishioners,
to bring before the parishioners the claims on them of the
mission of the church in their community and in the world at
large, and generally to promote the extension of Christ's
Kingdom; and
(c) to encourage all members of the parish to grow in the faith and
service of Christ by the power of his Spirit, and in particular to
see that Christian education is provided for persons of all age
groups; and
(d) to be responsible for the overall good management of the
parish, to administer and undertake the business affairs of the
parish, and to provide and care for the buildings, furnishings,
and equipment needed for the good working of the parish.
(e) to determine the establishment of any paid position within the
parish.
(2) Subsection (1) does not limit the responsibility of the Vicar, under
the authority of the Bishop, for the pastoral care of the parish, for
Christian education in the parish, and for the spiritual wellbeing of
the parishioners.
46 Further duties in respect of property
Vestry shall have the following further duties:
(a) to plan, authorise, and execute all capital works, alterations,
and improvements that may be necessary or desirable for the
proper functioning of the parish buildings, subject always to
the provisions of the Diocesan Properties and Faculties Act
2006:
(b) to provide a Vicarage in the parish free of charge to the
Vicar, and free accommodation to other full-time Assistant
Clergy who are paid from parish funds, or, instead of
accommodation, to provide an allowance approved by
Standing Committee:
(c) to cause to be inspected at least once in each year the
Church, the vicarage, and all other buildings and property for
which Vestry is responsible and ensure that all necessary
repairs and maintenance are carried out.

18
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47 Keeping of minutes
Vestry shall ensure that full minutes of all its meetings, and of all
annual and special general meetings of parishioners, are kept.
48 Collections
Vestry shall ensure that all collections at services within the parish
are fully recorded, safely kept, and promptly banked.
49 Contributions for objects outside parish
(1) Vestry may at its discretion pay money from parish funds for
religious, charitable, or educational objects outside the parish and
authorise collections to be made for any such purposes.
(2) All special offerings and collections shall be paid to the object
specified within 2 months after their receipt.
50 Vestry bound by acts of predecessors
All contracts and undertakings that have been duly and lawfully
entered into by Vestry shall according to their tenor be binding
upon their successors in office from year to year.
PART V
FINANCIAL MATTERS
51 Parish accounts
(1) Vestry shall ensure that full and complete accounts of the receipts
and payments of the parish are kept, and that a statement of
accounts is tabled at its meeting at least quarterly.
(2) The parish accounts shall be closed every year on the 31st day of
December.
(3) Except where The Annual Accounts are prepared and completed
by the Anglican Centre the accounts shall be forwarded to the
Diocesan Secretary by the 31st day of March next following.
2009

(4) A copy of the parish accounts [where applicable independently
reviewed in accordance with subsection (5) of this section],
together with a list of the monetary assets and liabilities of the
parish, and any parish trust accounts shall be submitted to the
annual general meeting of the parishioners and thereafter to the
Diocesan Secretary.
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(5) Where the Parish accounts are not processed and prepared by the
Anglican Centre the annual accounts shall be independently
reviewed by the duly appointed auditor.

2009

(6) Where the Parish accounts are processed and prepared by the
Anglican centre the annual accounts shall be independently
reviewed by the Diocesan Auditors as part of the Anglican
Centre’s audit.
52 Parish bank account
(1) A bank account shall be opened in the name of the parish into
which all parish money shall be paid and from which all payments
on account of the parish shall be made.
(2) Except where the Anglican Centre administers and operates the
Parish Accounts, subject to subsection (3) of this section, any
bank accounts of the parish shall be operated upon by any 2
members of Vestry appointed for that purpose by Vestry.
(3) If Vestry appoints or employs a parish treasurer, the treasurer
may be appointed one of the signatories to operate the parish
bank account even though he or she is not a member of Vestry.
53 Stipends and salaries have priority
The payment of stipends and salaries to the clergy and lay staff of
the parish shall be a first charge upon the revenue of the parish.
54 Authorisation of payments
(1) The payment of the Diocesan assessments and levies, the salaries
and allowances, and the rates and insurance premiums may be
made from parish funds without formal authorisation by the
Vestry.
(2) Subject to subsections (1) and (3) of this section, no payment
from parish funds shall be made unless the payment has been
approved by a majority of the members of Vestry present at a
meeting of Vestry.
(3) Vestry may delegate to the treasurer the right to make such
routine payments as it may from time to time determine; but all
such routine payments must be re-authorised by each incoming
Vestry.
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55 Incurring financial liability, borrowing and mortgaging
Where it is proposed (a) to enter into any contract or to undertake any work that
involves any financial liability; or
(b) to acquire land or undertake work that necessitates
borrowing; or
(c) to grant a mortgage or other security over parochial
property, Vestry shall comply with the provisions of
section 6 or section 7 or section 8 or section 9 (as the
case may require) of the Diocesan Properties and Faculties
Act 2006.
PART VI
CHURCHWARDENS, VICAR, AND STAFF
56 Duties of Churchwardens
The duties of the Churchwardens shall be as follows:
(a) to be the lay leaders of the parish:
(b) to be the spokespersons for Vestry to the parishioners:
(c) to be the spokespersons for the parishioners in all matters
except those for which the lay representatives on Synod or
the Parochial Nominators are responsible:
(d) to be responsible for the operation of the parish during an
interregnum or during the illness or incapacity of the Vicar:
(e) to have concern for the physical wellbeing of the Vicar and
staff and to ensure that they each take their annual leave
entitlements:
(f) to ensure that the decisions of Vestry are carried out:
(g) to be signatories to all contracts and deeds executed in the
name of Vestry:
(h) to inform the Bishop whenever the Vicar is prevented by
illness or other disabling cause from officiating at the Sunday
Services.
57 Church, Vicarage and Parish Buildings, at disposal of Vicar
The Church, vicarage and parish buildings and all things necessary
for the ordering of public worship shall be at the disposal of the
Vicar, or of any other person acting on the Vicar's behalf.
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58 Forms of service
(1) Where alternative forms of service for the Holy Communion or
Sunday Worship are permitted, the form to be used from time to
time shall be decided by the Vicar after consultation with Vestry.
(2) No form of service shall be used in the parish without the Vicar's
approval.
59 Choir and music under direction of Vicar
The formation and management of the choir, and the selection of
church music, shall be subject to the control and direction of the
Vicar.
60 Vicar to maintain registers
1) The Vicar shall maintain up-to-date, in good order and legible
form, register of services, registers of baptism, confirmation and
admissions to Holy Communion, marriages, and funerals for the
parish or for each part of the parish.
2) When complete the registers shall be forwarded to the
Diocesan Secretary.
61 Appointment of ordained staff
No ordained staff (other than the Vicar) shall be employed in the
parish without the prior approval of Vestry.
62 Appointment and dismissal of voluntary staff
The Vicar shall have the right to appoint and dismiss all voluntary
Church workers or to grant them leave of absence, with the
exception of any whose appointment or election is governed by
any Canon of General Synod or by any Act of the Diocesan Synod.
63 Stipendiary lay staff
(1) Stipendiary lay staff may be appointed by the Vicar and
Churchwardens with the approval of Vestry.
2008

PROVIDED that before any employment commences the
Employment Agreement required to be entered into between the
proposed employee and the Parish has the prior approval of the
Diocesan Secretary as to content and form.
(2) The Vicar and Churchwardens shall have power to suspend the lay
staff of the Parish, but any such suspension shall be at once
notified by them to the other members of Vestry.
22
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(3) No stipendiary lay staff of the Parish shall be dismissed without
the approval of two-thirds of members present at a duly
constituted meeting of Vestry, and in the case of stipendiary lay
staff who hold a licence or letter of authority from the Bishop,
without the prior consent of the Bishop.
(4) The Vicar shall have power to grant leave of absence from work to
any stipendiary lay staff, but leave of absence for a term
exceeding one month shall not be granted except with the
approval of Vestry, and no payment from parish funds shall be
offered or made to any replacement without the authority of
Vestry.
64 Occupants of parish houses liable for damage
The Vicar and any other clergy or lay staff provided by the parish
with housing shall be responsible for all damage arising from his
or her occupancy of the house other than fair wear and tear.
PART VII
LOCAL COMMITTEES
65 Constitution of local committees
(1) Where, within a parish, (a) there is more than one district community, or there is an
area that is likely to be constituted as a separate parish in
the future; and
(b) divine services are held regularly within that community or
area, the annual general meeting of parishioners may resolve to set up
a local committee for that community or area with such
boundaries as Vestry may determine.
(2) Every such local committee shall consist of not less than three (3)
nor more than ten (10) members of the Church elected by and
from those who reside in the community or area.
(3) Every Church committee of a sub-district of a parish, established
at the date of the passing of this statute, shall be deemed to have
been duly constituted under the provisions of this section.
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66 Powers and responsibilities of local committees
(1) A local committee shall have all such powers and responsibilities
as may be delegated from time to time to it by Vestry.
(2) Where Vestry delegates to the local committee responsibility for
local funds, the local committee shall appoint a treasurer who
shall keep the local accounts, and shall remit to Vestry monthly,
quarterly, or annually, as required by the Vestry, any payments to
parish funds; and at the conclusion of each financial year shall
render to Vestry a full statement of the receipts and payments,
assets and liabilities of the committee.
67 Parish to submit aggregated accounts
In any parish where there are local committees, Vestry shall
include in the accounts submitted to the Diocesan Office all
receipts and payments, assets and liabilities, aggregated for the
whole parish.
68 Election of representatives of local committees to Vestry
(1) In any parish where there are one or more local committees, the
annual general meeting of parishioners may elect one or more
representatives of each local committee to the Vestry, provided
that the total number of members of Vestry does not exceed
fifteen.
(2) In such a case, the election of members of Vestry shall be held in
the following manner:
(a) at the annual general meeting of parishioners, there shall be
separate elections for members of Vestry to represent each
local committee:
(b) the separate elections shall be held in such order as the
chairperson shall decide:
(c) each nominee shall be a member of the congregation
represented by the local committee, and otherwise qualified
to be a member of Vestry:
(d) the decision of the chairperson as to whether any person is or
is not a member of a particular congregation shall be final:
(e) all those present at the meeting eligible to vote shall be
entitled to nominate and vote in the election of all members
of Vestry:
(e) after the election of representatives of the local committees,
the meeting shall elect the remainder of the members of
Vestry.
24
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PART VIII
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
Presumption and saving of decisions
69 Effect of non-compliance
The validity of a decision made under this Act is not affected by
the failure of any person to comply with a procedural requirement
of this Act.
70 Disputes procedures
(1)
In the case of any dispute as to the meaning of any part of
this statute such dispute shall be referred to the Bishop and
Standing Committee of the Diocese to resolve.
(2) All questions which may arise between the Trustees and the
Vicar or the officers of any Parish or Mission District shall be
decided by the Bishop and the Standing Committee.
(3) All questions which may arise between the Vicar and Vestry
or between the Vestry and Parishioners shall be referred to the
Bishop for his decision.
71 Repeal
The Parish and Mission Districts Act 1960 is hereby repealed.
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2016

SCHEDULE
PARISHES AND MISSION UNITS
PART I – PARISHES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

All Saints’
Atawhai-Hira
Awatere
Blenheim
Blenheim South
Buller
Christ Church
Cobden-Runanga
Golden Bay
Greymouth
Havelock
Motueka
Kaikoura
Picton
Reefton
Richmond
Spring Creek
Stoke
Tahunanui
Victory
Waimea
Wairau Valley
Wakefield & Districts

11.1862
10.2003
08.2010
09.1964
06.1989
10.1993
03.1863
08.2010
08.2010
04.1879
08.2010
09.1962
08.2010
12.1879
08.2010
04.1986
04.1986
06.1977
04.1986
10.1995
04.1986
04.1986
01.2016

PART II – Ministry or Mission Units
1. Mapua [Hills Community Church]
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PAROCHIAL TRUST FUNDS ACT 1938
ANALYSIS
1. Short Title
2. Moneys received for special purposes to be lodged in Trust
Lodge
3. Withdrawals from Trust Account
4. Moneys received for Trust Fund
AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISPOSAL OF MONEYS RECEIVED
BY PARISHES AND PAROCHIAL DISTRICTS FOR TRUST FUNDS
OR FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES.
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of
Nelson in Synod assembled, and by the authority of the same as
follows:1. The Short Title of this Act shall be "The Parochial Trust
Funds Act 1938".
2. All moneys now held or hereafter received by or on behalf of
any Vestry which are to be expended within one month of the
receipt thereof be lodged in some bank in a Trust Account (being
either a general trust account or a special account) to be
operated on by not less than two trustees.
3. No money shall be withdrawn from such Trust Account
unless such withdrawal is authorised by the Vestry for the
creation of a Trust Fund or for expenditure upon the express
object for which the money was paid or subscribed.
4. All moneys now held or hereafter received by or on behalf of
any Vestry for the creation of a Trust Fund or for the purpose of
being added to some existing Trust Fund shall be forwarded to
the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board for the purpose of being
invested in the manner provided by the Nelson Diocesan Trust
Board Empowering Act 1962.

1 November 2005
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Property Inspection Report - this report is intended to help avoid disputes
This should be used to record the condition of the property at the start of the tenancy. The Landlord (L/L) and the tenant (T) should
fill out this form together, and tick the appropriate box if the condition is acceptable, or record any damage or defects.

Room and item

Acceptable?

Damage/Defects

List of furniture and chattels
Provided by the landlord

Washing Machine
L/L T

Refrigerator
Lawn Mower
Telephones
L/L T

At start if tenancy :
Signatures for Property Inspection Report

(Do not sign unless you agree to all the details in the Property
Inspection Report)

Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3

Landlord

Date Signed
Signed by

Tenant

Date signed
L/L

Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains

Signed by

L/L

L/L

T

L/L
Bedroom 4

Laundry

Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains
Washing Machine
Wash Tub

Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains

Water Meter Reading

(for use if charging for water)

L/L T

Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains

Dishwasher

Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains

Study

Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains
Mirror/Cabinet
Bath
Shower
Wash Basin
Toilet (WC)

Stove

Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains

General

Lounge
Kitchen/Dining

Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains
Cupboards
Sinks/Benches
Oven
Refrigerator

Bathroom

L/L T
Walls/Doors
Lights/Power points
Floors/Fl Coverings
Windows
Blinds/Curtains

Rubbish Bins
Locks
Garage/Car Port
Grounds
No. keys supplied

T

T

L/L T

T

L/L T

SUSTENTATION FUND ACT 1957
ANALYSIS

1987

1. Short Title
2. Constitution of the Fund
3. Objects of the Fund
4. Apportionment of Assessments
5. Managing body
6. Trustee
7. Secretary and Treasurer
8. Statement to be laid before Synod
9. Parish and Mission District contributions to be treated as one
sum
10. Computation of sum
11. Local Endowments
12. Budget to be prepared
13. Particulars to be included in budget
14. Repair Funds
15. Report to Synod
16. Monthly payments on account of quotas
17. Determination of Stipends
18. Stipends to be paid monthly
19. Interpretation
20. Disputes
AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT OF THE DIOCESAN SUSTENTATION FUND.

AND

BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of
Nelson in Synod assembled and by the authority of the same as
follows:1. The Short Title of the Act shall be "The Sustentation Fund Act
1957".
2. The Diocesan Sustentation Fund (hereinafter called "the
Fund") shall include:2010

(a) All contributions of Parishes and Mission Units for the
several purposes set out in the next succeeding Section hereof;

1 November 2005
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(b) Such income from endowments as is or hereafter shall be
held in trust for the purposes of the Fund;
(c) Bequests, donations and subscriptions to any of the purposes
of the Fund; and
(d) The income of the Sustentation Fund and the Frances
Charters Marsden Sustentation Fund Trust.
3. The Fund shall be appropriated used and applied for the
following objects:(a)(1)
2010
1994

2005

2002
2010

2

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The Stipend and Allowances of the Vicar, Assistant
Priest, Assistant- under-training, Stipendiary Lay
Readers and other full time workers of the various
Parishes and Mission Units.
Pension premiums.
Accident and Sickness Insurance premiums.
Fire Insurance premiums.
The establishment of funds to provide monies for the
repair and maintenance of buildings and plant.

(b) (1) The extension of the work of the church within the
Diocese.
(2) Deleted
(3) The expenses of the Diocesan and General Synods.
(4) The maintenance of the Home Mission and Clergy
Removal Expenses Funds.
(5) The publication and distribution of a Diocesan magazine.
(6) The cost of conveying the sites of churches, vicarages
and Sunday Schools for which no other provision is
made.
(7) Such other purposes as Synod may from time to time
determine.
(8) The expenses of the administration of the Diocese and
the Diocesan Office including such sum as the Diocesan
Finance Team shall deem necessary for the Bishopric
Endowment Fund.
4. The Diocesan Finance Team shall apportion to total sums
required for the purposes as set forth in Section 3 (b) to the
several Parishes and Mission Units in accordance with the
principle decided pursuant to Section 12 of the Diocesan
Structures Statute 2005.

as at 1 January 2017
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PART 1
MANAGEMENT
2002

5. The Diocesan Finance Team shall be the managing body of
the Fund.
6. The Nelson Diocesan Trust Board Incorporated shall be the
Trustees of the capital of all endowments of the Fund.
7. The Diocesan Secretary and Treasurer shall be the Secretary
and Treasurer of the Fund.

2005

8. The statement of Income and Expenditure on account of the
Fund during the preceding financial year and a statement of
assets and liabilities of the Fund shall be laid before the Synod at
each annual Session and shall be published in the annual report
of the Proceedings of the Synod.
PART II

INCOME
2010

9. The sum annually required from Parishes and Mission Units
for the purpose of the Fund shall be treated as one sum to be
paid by the Churchwardens or other managing bodies to the
Fund.

2002

10. In computing the sum required to be paid under the
preceding section the Diocesan Finance Team shall include:-

1987

(a) The
stipend
of
the
Vicar,
Assistant-under-Training,
Stipendiary Lay Reader, and other full time workers.
(b) Fire insurance premiums.
(c) Pension premiums.

2002

(d) Such sum or sums as the Diocesan Finance Team shall
determine should be set aside towards the repair and
maintenance of buildings in each Parish or Mission District.
1 November 2005
3
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2005

(e) Deleted
(f) The apportionment of the Assessment made pursuant to
Section 4.

2010

11. The income from capital funds held for the endowment of
Parishes and Mission Units shall be included in the budget
hereinafter provided for so far as such inclusion may be in strict
accordance with the trusts.
PART III

METHOD
2002

2010

2010
2010

2010
1987
2010

4

12. In each year a budget for the next ensuing financial year
shall be prepared by the Diocesan Finance Team and a copy of
the quota required shall be sent by 1st January to the
Churchwardens or other governing bodies in each Parish or
Mission Unit.
13. The budget shall set out the particular sums required for the
year for the purposes named in Section 3 and the total sum
required from each Parish and Mission Unit on account of such
purposes and any amount then outstanding and in arrears.
14. All amounts paid by any Parish or Mission Unit pursuant to
Section 10(d) hereof shall forthwith be paid by the Diocesan
Secretary to the Nelson Diocesan Trust Board for investment in a
Special Repairs and Maintenance Reserve Account for the benefit
of such Parish or District and may be withdrawn by such Parish
or District at any time for the purpose of repairs to and
maintenance of buildings but for no other purpose.
15. The Standing Committee shall include in its report to Synod
a return showing the quota required to be paid by each Parish or
Mission Unit.
16. On the 25th day of each calendar month the Churchwardens
or appointed officer of each Parish and Mission Unit shall pay to
the Diocesan Treasurer one twelfth of its annual quota of the
Fund.
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PART IV
STIPENDS
17. The Bishop and the Standing Committee shall determine the
amount of the stipend which shall be paid to each Minister
licensed by the Bishop to any Cure or Ecclesiastical Office and
shall keep a register of the same.
1991

18. Deleted.
PART V
GENERAL

1976

19. For the purposes of this Act:

2010

"Stipend" shall mean the sum paid to the Minister for his/her own
personal use and shall not include any allowance for travelling
expenses within the Parish or Mission Unit.
"Minister" shall mean any person licensed to a Cure by the
Bishop and who receives a stipend for service in the Diocese.
20. All cases of dispute shall be decided by the Standing
Committee, but an appeal from such decision may be made to
the next ensuing Synod, provided that notice of such appeal shall
be given to the Bishop in writing within 60 days after the decision
of the Standing Committee.

1987

6

21. The term "financial year" when used herein shall mean the
period of twelve months ending on the last day of December in
each year.
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1995

Worship Leaders and Lay Preachers Act
WORSHIP LEADERS AND LAY PREACHERS ACT 1995
WHEREAS the General Synod of the Anglican Church in
Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia at its ordinary
Session in 1992 repealed Canon VIII Title G of Lay
Readers and Kai-karakia with effect from the last day of
the ordinary session of General Synod of 1994
AND WHEREAS it is desirable to allow for a diversity of
worship leaders and licensed lay preachers to regulate the
leadership of worship in Church by lay persons
AND WHEREAS such leadership is required to be under the
authority of the Clergy of the parish who have a licence
from the Bishop of the Diocese
BE IT ENACTED by the Bishop, Clergy and Laity of the
Diocese of Nelson in Synod assembled and by authority of
the same as follows:1. THE short title of this Act shall be "The Worship
Leaders and Lay Preachers Act 1995".
2.

THE "Conditions of Appointment" shall include
provisions as to
training by Bishopdale College and such other training as
is expected to be undertaken by the appointee and that
the position will be subject to such regular reviews by the
Vicar and Vestry as is deemed appropriate
WORSHIP LEADERS
3. A WORSHIP Leader shall be baptised and a member
of a Parish or District among whom the appointee is to
serve and will be appointed by the Vicar or Priest-in
Charge after being approved by the Vestry of the Parish or
District.
4. BEFORE an appointment of a Worship Leader is made,
the Vicar or Priest-in-Charge and Vestry shall ensure that
a "Job Description" and "Conditions of Appointment" are
agreed between the Worship Leader and the Vicar and the
Vestry.
LAY PREACHERS
5. A BAPTISED person who is a member of a Parish or
District may be licensed by the Bishop to the office of Lay
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Preacher to serve in the Parish, District or other Ministry
of the Church.
6. ALL nominations for appointment to the office of Lay
Preacher shall be in such form as shall be authorised by
the Bishop of the Diocese. Nominations shall require the
approval of the Vicar, Priest in Charge and Vestry of the
District in which the nominee is to serve or such person
having authority in a Diocesan Ministry.
7. BEFORE admitting a candidate to the office of Lay
Preacher the Bishop shall be satisfied that the candidate
has undertaken a course of training approved by the
Committee for Ministry or is deemed to be otherwise
adequately qualified.
8. EACH Lay Preacher shall be licensed by the Bishop of
the Diocese.
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9. THE licence of the Lay Preacher shall be in the form
as set out in Schedule 1 of this Act and shall include the
specific duties for which the licence has been issued. The
licence shall be renewable by the Bishop every three years
upon the recommendation of the Vicar or Priest-in- Charge
of the District and with the approval of the Vestry.
10. A LAY Preacher may perform any of the duties of the
office in any other Parish, District or other Ministry unit of
the Church if called upon to do so by the Vicar, Priest in
Charge or such other person holding authority in such
other Parish, District or Ministry unit.
11. LAY Preachers shall carry out their duties as the
Bishop shall from time to time direct and may wear such
robes as are approved by the Bishop. Lay Preachers may
wear the pectoral cross authorised by the Bishops of the
Dioceses in New Zealand.
12. A CHAPLAIN of Lay Preachers may be appointed by
the Committee for Ministry to assist in the ongoing
pastoral care of the Lay Preachers in the exercise of their
ministry.
13
A REGISTER of Lay Preachers shall be kept by such
a person or officer as appointed by the Committee for
Ministry.
14
THE DUTIES that a Lay Preacher may undertake
may from time to time be specified by the Bishop in
consultation with the Committee for Ministry.
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SCHEDULE I.
DIOCESE OF NELSON
LICENCE TO THE OFFICE OF LAY PREACHER
N., by the Grace of God BISHOP OF NELSON
TO OUR WELL BELOVED IN CHRIST,
............................................................
We, having received a Petition from the Vicar or Priest in Charge
and Vestry of the Parish of .....................................................
and being assured of your faithfulness and moral and spiritual
integrity, and having also received from you a profession of your
belief in the teaching of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New
Zealand and Polynesia, of your conformity to the Canon and any
Statutes or Regulations governing Lay Preachers, and of your
willingness to respect the customs and discipline of the Church
and to obey those set in authority over you, and having satisfied
ourselves as to your fitness for the Office of Lay Preacher.
DO HEREBY ADMIT YOU TO THE OFFICE OF LAY PREACHER
whereby you are authorised to perform the duties specified
below:
and such other duties as may be authorised by us
Provided always that you do not use the Absolution or the
Blessing; and that you do not use The Great Thanksgiving or
Prayer of Consecration of a Eucharistic Liturgy.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have affixed our Episcopal Seal
this
day of
, in the year of
our Lord Two thousand and
and in the
year of our
Consecration.
This Licence unless renewed by our Endorsement will expire on
. Before the expiry date, this Licence must be returned to
the Bishop for renewal. For renewal, the rear of this licence must
be completed and signed by all the appropriate people, and sent
to the Bishop.
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